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PREFACE

A salient, if not the major, feature of modem African history is the 

change of dominant political authority over. Africans. The chiefs of tradi

tional, so-called tribal societies were superseded as the supreme rulers by 

—" European administrations; and the latter came in turn to give up their power 

td new. Western-educated African leaders. The modern African leaders or- 

' -• ganized successful, liberation-movement parties, and they emerged os heads

" of newly independent states that are virtually coextensive with the former 

colonial territories. Dur|/ig the colonial pericd all Aree l^rtdjs.of authority 

—the traditional, the European, and the modern African—existed in some 

form and in certain interrelationships. Many Africans owed some kind of al- 

. legiance, whether voluntary or involuntary, to more than one of these kinds 

of authority pt the same time.

Many studies by anthropologists, political scientists and sociologists 

have analyzed the processes of socio-political change in modern Africa; tut 

little attempt has been made to reveal the meaning of the political transition 

through which Africans have gorje. This dissertation undertakes to interpret 

the meaning of that transition"Ss it is manifested (perhaps typically) in two, 

widely separated African countries, Ghana (before 1957, the Gold Coast) 

and'Tahzania (before 1964; Tanganyika). It proceeds through a theoretical 

exposition and comparison of the successive types of dominant political au

thority in these two countries.

■ The terms Ghana and Tanganyika are employed throughout most of the 

dissertation.. The reasons are these. Even though the term Gold Coast was

Hi
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generally used of. most of what Is now Ghana before independence, it properly 

■signified the coastal crown colony and not the protectorates of Ashanti dhd 

; the Northern Territories that were linked with the colony and are incorporated 

^ into.modem Ghana; moreover, Ghana also includes the former United Nations 

trust territory of British Togoland. However, in Part Two of this study, the 

term Gold Coast .frequently is used in its'usual extended sense of the colony 

^ and its associated territories. Tanganyika was the ndmp used both before and 

after independence until t^e United Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar 

created in April 1964 and renamed United Republic of Tanzania the following 

October., This dissertation is not concerned vyith the island of Zanzibar, which 

presents unique characteristics and probleiins. Accordingly, the'term Tanzania

is used in the latter part of this study only with reference to the regime which
/•

'*r- ' '

in recent years has ruled Zanzibar as well os Tanganyika.

Ghana and Tanganyika were chosen for comparative analysis because 

of certain great differences between them. Among the new states in sub- 

Saharan Africa, Ghana was the first and Tanganyika one of the last to achieve 

independetice. Economically, Ghana is one of the richest while Tanganyika 

has been one of the poorest African countries. Ghana was a "colony" without 

colonists, while Tanganyika was not a "colony" and yet had colonists.' The 

two countries vary greatly in tribal diversity, and there has been no direct in

fluence on the tribes of one country by those of the other. The two countries 

are distantly separated geographically. Although both were governed by the 

British, Tanganyikq,wq,s,orJginaljx ruled by Gertnany. By 1961, Ghana wds

was



- regarded as one of the most "radically leftist" African countries and Tangan- 

• yika as the most "moderate" arid "responsible." Yet they have both, at dif

ferent times and in different ways, been regarded by many Africans and West- 

—— emers alike as models for emulation by the rest of the continent.

The organization of the dissertation is as follows. Part One presents, 

in two chapters, an interpretive exposition of the traditional political authority 

and societal order of selected, representative African peoples in Ghana and
/ \ ■ X-

Tanganyika. The third chapter of this, part eontaih^ a theoretical comparison 

of the African regimes that have been individually treated in the first two 

chapters; it examines-literature on other African and non-Westem societies

in order to determine how typically and specifically African the Ghanaian
/■

and Tanganyikan regimes are.

Part Two consists of two chapters, one on the'Gold Coast and one on 

Tanganyika. Each is devoted to an analysis of the foundation, ideas and in

stitutions of European colonial rule. Each considers the African experiences 

of and reactions to that rule.

.r' •

■ Part Three is concerned with modern African authority in Ghana and

Tanzania, namely with the regimes of Kwame Nkrumah and Julius Nyerere. 

Treating the two regimes together in a comparative analysis, it is divided into 

three chapters: one considers the major political institutions of Ghana and 

Tanzania; a second examines the symbols of the Ghanaian and Tanzanian 

leaders' authority; and the third deals with their ideas of African society and
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history." Inifiese.chapters, a ma|or concern is tooompare, and to clarify the

relationship of, the modern African authorities with the traditional African

and the European colonial authorities.

The materials for the first part of the dissertation are mainly anthro- .

pological accounts of the indigenous African societies. ' These are mostly de- 
, , " »* - ■

scriptive, but they contain various amounts of ethnological analysis. Relevant 

theoretical studies of problems dealt with in this part and, for comparative pur- 

works on other pr^odem societies are^ also psed. "l^terials for the' "b poses,

second part consist primarily of the writings of colonial administrators and 

documentary sources on German and British rule . Various anthropological.

historical, political, and sociological studies of the two countries under co

lonial rule^are utilized. The third part is based primarily on the writings and 

speeches of Nkrumah and Nyerere, on the African press in the two countries, 

and on political studies
1

istories of Ghana and Tanganyika. In a disser

tation such as this,/ffh€rein the concern is to interpret theoretically a body of 

extant data, no clear distinction between primary and secondary sources can be
/

!
maintained. Therefore the bibliography consists of a simple alphabetical listing

of the sources.
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PART ONE ■

. AFRICAN CHIEFLY AUTHORITY AND SOCIETAL ORDER ■

The purpose of this first part of the dissertation is to examjne the 

political rule and order characteristic of traditional African societies lo- 

' cated within the present boundaries of Ghana and Tanganyika (mainland 

Tanzania).
■ »■

Since the Akan peoples comprise nearly half the population of 

Ghana, the first chapter presents and interprets materials on the indige

nous Akan states in- thaT'country.

The second-chapter deals with seven societal groups selected as 

most representative of the more than.a hundred so-called tribes in Tan

ganyika .

X.:,

The third and final chapter of this part presents a comparative an

alysis of the societies treated individually in the previous chapters. In 

establishing the nature of traditional political authority and order, it pro

vides the basis for the attenipts in the second and third parts of this study 

to understand the European colonial regimes and the first African regimes 

of Ghana and Tanzania.

I
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chapter I ■

THE AKAN OF GHANA
.• h-

In Ghana the most highly developed indigenous authority was found 

among the Akan people, particularly in that section of the Akan called As- 

The term "Akan" was first of all linguistic, identifying one ^roup of- 

the Kwb languages containing numerous dialects.^ However, it has come to 

be used more extensively to refer to people whose religion, culture and insti- 

'■ tutions are similar,' Whether these similarities can be attributed to’a common 

origin of the Akan pebple is'a Historical groblem on wh^^ scholars have 

agreed,^ and it fs irrelevant to this study. What is relevant, however, 

the ideas on this question that prevail among the people who are called Akan.

The Akan themselves hold that they once constituted a single tribe or 

race which they called Ntafo or Nta; that they were pastoral, living in the 

country north of the forest belt; and that they migrated south into the areas 

they now inhabit when they were encroached upon by a stronger and lighter

skinned people.'^

The Akan are differentiated into exogamous matrilineal clans having 

no territorial basis or organization. Definite clans are common to all the Akan 

_ states, and members of the same clan living in different states regard themselves 

as kinsmen even though they may be strangers living many miles apart. Each 

clari is regarded as having descended from a remote, nameless ancestress; and 

each is identified with a totemic animal.^

1 -hanti.

not

are

2
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The number of Akan-wide clans, as opposed to localized lineage 

groups that'trace descent from a remembered ancestress, is seven. This is a 

symbolic number, representing the cosmos with its seven divine planets and 

the seven-day week^f'the Akan ritual calender.^ This number symbolism, 

which Meyerowitz says is still intact,^ is significant; and it raises a problenT-. 

Meyerow^z claims that the number seven represents the state as well as the 

universe, for the state had once been a confederation of seven clans: "seven • 

heavenly bodies.. .rule-the heaveti. Seven abusua or matrilineal clans repre

sent them on earth and yul/^the ideal and ^complete state.'^'^his type of state,
■t,,

she asserts, broke down and gave.way to a state that was a confederation of 

towns. This new type of state, an oman, retained the sumbolism by giving

the chiefs of the seven major towns politico-military positions; and these chiefs

replaced the clan chiefs as constituting the state council. The continued ex

istence of the clan system "inevitably led to complicated arrangements in the

o
administration of the state."

The problem, then, can be approached through Rattray, who finds no 

trace of entire clans as clans having been politically united in Ashanti.^® 

Rattray is obviously speaking of a group that is something less than an ^an- 

wide clan and something more than a localized lineage. When, however, 

one considers the Akan-wide clans, he must conclude that their political or

ganization would require nothing less than the political unification of the 

entire Akan people. Since, as Meyerowitz was shown above to have found.
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the "ideal" or true Akan state, is an organization of the seven clans in repre

sentation of the divinercosmic order, it is possible that the new organization 

of the Oman as an incomplete Akan state on military lines implies as its pur

pose the forceful unification of the Akan.-

It would seem, then, that the Akan regard themselves as ong..society 

- explicitly in the'ir traditions of ^origin, and implicitly in their clan system. 

Moreover, this one society is considered to represent the divine-cosmic or

der. The hypofhesis-that this society, which-is divided into numerous petty 

states, is striving to'existentially realiZe'itg^self-conceptiOT as an ordered 

representative of cosmic order through the adoption of military postures by 

each state has been suggested. With this hypothesis in mind we therefore 

proceed to examine the Akan political institutions and their relationship with 

the order of reality posited in Akan religion.

The Akan states (Aman, sing. Oman) have quite similar constitutional 

structures. Each state centers around a capital town and contains many subor

dinate villages. The capital is the seat of the king (Omanhene) and his court.

/

which includes the Queen Mother (Ohena), Eiders (Mponyinfo), and various

functionaries who attend to the king and his household. The Elders, who con- 

stitute a state council to advise the king and perform administrative functions, 

are mainly the heads of important lineages inhabiting the capital; and their 

titles are usually military. The most important other state offices are court 

chamberlain (Gyasehene), spokesman or linguist (Okyeame), royal clan chief

_
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(Abusuahene), stool carrier (Akonnuosoafo), and bearers of the gold plate 

and state sword, (nkrafo, awoso).^^

The state is articulated into progressively smaller units, each under

the rule of a chief and council; and there is thu^a hierarchical chain of

command. The king rules indirectly through chiefs of territorial sub^visions, 

the chiefs through-subchiefs, subchieft through village headmen, and the
. f. . f '

headmen through lineage heads. The number of levels of authorjty varies 

from state to state, but generally the state is composed of subdivisions (chief- 

doms), the latter of villages, and the village of matrilineages'. Usually no 

authority directly intervenes in d group represented by a lower authority.

Hence the king, rules directly over only the highest level of chiefs and the 

inhabitants of the capital and its immediate environs.- The chiefs and head-' 

men have a large measure of autonomous authority over the purely internal 

affairs of their units; and their authority at each level is, within its own 

realm, similar to that of a higher authority over themselves.

The links in the hierarchical chain of command are constituted by 

councils, with the notable exception of the state council. Villages are 

composed of quarters, each of which is occupied by a lineage group (gbusua) 

that traces its.origin to an ancestress some eight or ten generations back. The 

— -lineage heads (abusua panyin) together comprise the village council and choose 

the village headmen (odekuro) from among themselves. The head of the village

belongs to the council of the chief immediately above him, and that chie’f
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serves on the council of yet higher rank. Sometimes all the chiefe down to 

and including the village headmen represent their peoples in a great council 

of state-, but territorial chiefs-have not usually been regular participants in . 

the king's council.-^ ■

It was suggested above that the military aspects of Akan constitutional 

structure are significant. Most of the jJikan states were established in their ' 

recent constitutional, form only within the last three hundred years - at the close 

•of a period of vast migration of peoples and during the period of European ac- 

tivities on the coast. Many owe-their institutjon apd-expan^h'to

Apparently the Akwamu state at the beginning of the seventeenth cen

tury, became the first to be organized militarily. The Akwamu had settled 

some twenty miles north of Accra, the present capital of Ghana, and from

war.

thence established a powerful and expanding kingdom that in time came to 

control the main trade route connecting Accra with the interior. Meyero-

witz affirms that the military organization emerged "during the incessant wars

with the aboriginal population and their neighbors"; and she describes the or

ganization as follows:

Seven of the most important chiefs of towns in the state were 
given military titles and were appointed to command five 
battle formations and two sub-divisions; the Benkum and Ben- 
kum-rNaase formed the left wing and was commanded by the 
Benkumhene.and Benkum-Naosehene (nowadays called the 
Akwgmuh^e in Asante ond other states); the Nifa and Nifa- 
Naase formed the right wing and was commanded by the Nifa- 
hene and the Korontihene; the Adonten or main body of'the
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arm)' was commanded by the Adontenhene; the Gyoose, the 
Royal Household-Guards, were commanded by the Gyaase- 

, hene; and the Kyidom or rearguard vyas commanded by the 
Kyidomhene. Each town and village was alloted to a par- 
ticular battle-foimation.-, .]^'

The military organization assumed political dominance, for the war-chiefs 

formed an oman council as the highest political institution in the state be-
r ■ - ^

sides the king himself. This new system was adopted and developed by the 

great Ashanti state when it was formed a century later, and it spread to all 

the^Ak^h states in Gjibna.^^

The military bearing of Akan politics is revealed in other ways too. 

Akan traditions consist largely of military exploits. Certain major taboos

are connected With military disasters, particularly the great oaths that play
1 O

so important a role in the judicial system.
19

things, considered great conquerors.

Akan kings are, among other

The true significance of these pre

dominant military features cannot, however, be determined before it is

clear how the Akan kings' authority is sanctioned by the realities posited 

in Akan religion.

The Akan clearly distinguish four major levels of spirftoal powers: a 

high God, lesser gods, ancestral spirits, arid magical powers associated with 

certain objects.^® To say no more than that is, however, not to distinguish

Akan beliefs from those prevailing generally in Africa and, indeed, among

21many other premodern peoples. It is, accordingly, necessary to inquire
V
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more deeply into the substance of the Akan religious ideas if an understanding 

of the distinctive character of Akan religious experience is to be gained.

The great God of the Akan has many names that testify to the complexity 

of the Akan experience of supreme power. These include Nyame (The Shining 

One), N)^ankopon’(Nyame alone great), Nyankopon Kwame (Nyankopon whose 

day is Saturday), Odomankoma (Creator), Tweaduampon ("lean on a tree and 

do not fall," meaning the one on whom men may confidently depend), Borebore 

. (Maker), Opanyin (Elder), Otumfo (The Powerful), and Nana (Grand Ances- 

tor).'^ Chief amgng these is.>Nyamet who is, as his narrie+mplies, a Sky-God. 

He is behind and manifested by the various qualities and phenomena of the hea

vens. The various bodies of heaven — stars, moon, sun — are associated in

Akan art with Nyame. The rainbow is "Nyame's bow." Shooting stars "abide 

with Nyame.When it rains the people say Nyame oreba ("Nyame is com- 

ing").24 Despite strong etymological objections, many Akan hold that the

name Nyame derives from the two words nya, "to get, " andj^, "to be full." 

Thus he is considered also "a God of Fullness, a God of Satisfaction."^^

The Akan make no attempt to clarify in doctrinal terms the apparent 

confusion arising from the multiplicity in their conception of the high God.^^ 

They do, however, afford some basis for clarification, particularly jn their 

proverbs. Names like Nana, Otumfo, and Opanyin are certainly of the 

same order as "Father," "the Omnipotent," and "King" or "Lord" are in 

Christian references to God; they express in human terms the relationship of
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God to man and ore, therefore, names of God in onjy an extended sense. 

Similarly, these kinds of names are by the Akan "also legitimately used of 

^ exalted men, such as kings and heads of families or commanders of armies. 

Beyond that, however, there can be,little precision. One can merely say 

that The ^an distinguish between, and yet identify, Nydme, NyanJ<opon, 

Borebore, ahd Odomankoma. The question, then, whether the names are 

various titles of one supreme God or the names of various gods, each of which, 

from one point,of view, is the supreme God, finds no precise, answer in Akan 

. It is enough -to suggest, ‘however, thqt the-Akan hl^'God is of the 

archaic type, differing significantly from the transcendent God of Judaism, 

Christianity and Islam.

Gods and spirits of a lower order (abosom) are considered descendents 

of Nyame. According to a widely prevailing Akan myth, Nyame sent his 

children, the abosom, down to earth to confer benefits upon, and to receive 

religious attention from, men. These sons, the major rivers and lakes so basic 

to Akan life, are "children of the rain" and "husbands" to the land, which is 

^ personified as a feminine spiritual power. The tributary streams are, in turn, 

the children of Nyame's sons and Mother Earth. Consequently, oil waters are 

sacred life-giving forces; and the divine power in shrines of abosom is derived 

from water. At the major periodic ceremonies of the Akan, all the shrines are 

taken to be washed with .water. The shrines — and through them, the people . 

and the land ~ are thereby purified and revivified by the power or effective

terms
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:29presence of the gods.

The motrilineal descent group has been described. Here, in connection

with the sacredness of water, another type of Akan clan should be mentioned.

Spiritual descent k traced patrilineally. An Akan derives his spirit (ntoro)

T^rdrn hirfather. Ntoro is-semen, "water that procreates." The word sunsum

"-denotes the personality of a man and js the specification of the generic ntoro.
. ^ * ——

A sunsum is a "child" of o ntoro. A ntoro group is a patrician, which is di-

• yided into local groups.'comparable to the matrilineage, that consists of men
/ N‘

who "wash," or participate in, thte same ntoro.^® ,Busia ex^i'ns:
'i.,

In the same way that these children (qbosom) of the" Supreme 
■ Being share in his spirit,’so the Ntoro are children of the riv

ers from whom they derive their spirits; and in the same way 
that the Ntoro is a child of the river, so the sunsum of a man 
is a child of the Ntoro and shares its nature; thus. ..all spir
itual power derives from the Supreme Being .3]

This, then, is the hierarchical and generative order of reality from the high 

God to man. It constitutes a spiritual universe in which man, lower than the 

• gods but higher than other forms of life, exists as a mediating and often inte

grating factor. The Akan participates in this universe in great measure through 

his rulers, the Akan kings and chiefs; and an understanding of this Akan world 

is a necessary prerequisite to an understanding of political authority among the

Akan.

One cannot, however, grasp the Akan view of the world until he sees 

the crucial part played in it by the ancestors. The 'Akan experience themselves
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as complexes of what may be called several spiritual components, or souls. 

There is the sunsum discussed above, which after death "joins the group ntoro

god (obosom) or spirit, and is reincarnated again through any male of the same 

ntoro. "32 Next is the mogyo, a clan or blood soul transmitted by jhe mother. 

Also called abusuo (clan)^ it gives bodily form to a person. After the death of ■ 

^an his ftiogyg becomes a soman and, retaining its form, enters the spirit world 

(samando) to await reincarnation through a woman of the same clan. .The kra is

■ yef another element; arid there are seven kinds of kra, one for each day of the 
/ • ■ ' ■''x

week. The l^is a divine, impefsoiial soul gNen by Nyame/ f'o v/hom it returns 

after death. The honhom (breath'of life) is closely connected with the kra, and 

after death it also returns to Nyame.^3 While the honhom goes directly, how

ever, the kra must give an account of its life to the court comprised of the late 

king and his elders; if the life was imperfect the kra must first undergo purgative 

reincarnations.34 These, then, are the elements of which the Akan hold men to 

be composed.

After death, men retain their ties of kinship with the living as samanfo 

(ancestral spirits), which are dependent on the continuity of their clans for 

propitiation, honor and, if necessary, reincarnation. The mortuary rite has for 

its.-purpose the provision of such items as food, clothing, bedding and other 

things that will help the dead on their journey to the world of spirits and main

tain them there. They are also given messages to convey to the ancestors. The 

spirit world is, in short, considered by the Akan to be a duplicate of life on
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earth and an extension of it, pibeit a superior world. There are found all the 

ancestors, who retain the status in the spirit world that'fhey had on earths 

Only those ancestors are remembered by name, however, who held political 

office while on earth

The samanfo are regarded as vital to the well-being of society**. They 

, -ore believed to be always watching the behavior of those they have left be

hind on earth,* helping and protecting them, or punishing them if they do not 

behave.They "are"the .pOstodians of the laws and customs of the tribe and 

will punish with sickness and misfortune tnose*aAfho infringe these rules; this is 

a very powerful sanction of morality among the Akan."^^ Each soman is.

however, generally concerned with its own kinsmen, the dead kings looking 
38after the whole society.

The Akan ruler is the major link between this world and the spirit 

world, and he is the representative of the latter to his own society. This is 

exemplified in many ways. The high God and the great kings who founded

states are sometimes assimilated to one another. In the Ashanti state of Mam-

pon one of_the drum chants clearly identifies the first king of Mampon with 

Jweaduampon, Nyame. This kingly ancestor-god is credited with creating 

the herald drummer, and (it is emphasized ) the executioner.^^ The Omah- 

hene of Akim Abuakwa is addressed by his people as Otumfo, the divine name

meaning "he who is Cor has) power." He is also called Nana (grandparent),

40 Nana, like Otumfo, is one ofDeefo (benefactor) and Katakyi (valiant).
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the names of the high God. That the same-names are used of God and the 

kings-is significant, for it implies at least that the king is a father to his peo

ple as God is a father, and that the king's power is in some way comparable 

to God's. If, however, it is at least comparable, it may be identical; for

Frankfort assures us that peoples whose thought is mythopoeic know nothing, 

of analogy This is aot to say that the Akan king is, like the Egyptian . 

pharaoh, a god lik^ Horus, for the Egyptians are explicit in a way that the

• Akan usually are not..' One.should not thereby be dismayed, for ihe Akan

/ \are not explicit about many things, as for example.-whetherT'hey have one or 

several high gods. .Their conceptions inhere much more in ritual and in brief, 

often proverbial, references to their religious experiences. Only one source 

maintains an explicit identity, finding among "the one section of the Akan 

people that had preserved the past with more completeness and detail than 

any other, " the idea that the ancient kings of Bono were the incarnations of
j

Borebore and Nyankopon.^ This idea seems not to have been retained by the . •- 

later Akan states, so that we must conclude merely that Akan kings are under

stood as earthly re-presentations of the high God, an identity between them 

only rarely being expressed. Elaborating no political theology, the Akan did 

not address themselves to the problem of whether the relationship was one of 

analogy or identity ..

The Bono kingdom was destroyed and absorbed by the powerful Ashanti 

state in 1740, and its influences are noted in Ashanti. The Ashanti king is
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"the destroyer of towns" and he "who never fbrgives . What these expres- 

' sions indicate is that the power of the king is seen t6 be like God's in that it 

is irresistable and not to be provoked. The king, moreover, though a vengeful 

power, is-yet benevolent to his people. He is Deefo, their benefactor. Since 

his state has cei-tain militant purposes, he benefits the state as Katakyi, the 

^ , one who inspires his army with the virtue of victory, bravery.^

The king is not the benefactor in any mere functional or utilitarian

sense . The taboos'surrounding the king protect the beneficial powers

in thd^kan

concen
trated in his sacredne^. This conception is seen

■o,

king's feet never touch the ground lest the state suffer a famine No ex-

concern that the

planation is given why a famine would result, but the answer is found in the 

sacredness of the earth, who is a goddess.”^ If the physical separation of king 

and earth is not maintained, two important orders of reality which had been 

differentiated would be confounded. The contact of the king's feet with the

ground would constitute a reversion to the chaotic condition proceeding the 

existence and order of human life.'^^ Another motive for the taboo would be 

the earth's unique relationship with Nyame's sons, the rivers. The king pos

sesses sufficient sacredness that he, unlike ordinary men, could transgress that 

unique relationship.

The sacredness of the king is protected in various ways by certain state 

officials. The purpose of the king's spokesmari (okyeame) — and,chiefs also 

had their spokesman -- is to act as an intermediary between the king and those
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with whom the king must deal. The spokesman iessens the chance of pollution 

of the king,'^® and in turn protects the people from direct contact with the 

searing power of the king.

Rattray informs us that all important gods each have "a whole court of 

■functionaries based exactly on the model of a king's court, 

way of saying that the Akan themselves understood their kings to be imitators
r'*

of the gods. Members of the court, and holders of certain other sacred offices, 

■ have their divine counterparts. The okyeame of the king is the most important
J

member of the court# he'^represents the abosom, each of v^m is .Nyame's oky- 

The various offices ore considered to exist not merely because they 

are-useful or even appropriate for governing, but because the gods have shown 

the right way for men to order their societies. The same pattern is attributed to 

the somanfo. As a result, "human sacrifices at royal funerals were made in or-

..49 This is another

50eame.

der to provide the departing personage with the services of a retinue of human 

attendants.

Not only do the three levels of existence thus differentiated — that of 

the gods, that of the ancestors, and that of living men ~ have patterns that 

correspond to one another, but an order pervades the three that is of like pat

tern. Nyame rules the pantheon just as Akan kings rule men; he also oversees 

and rules the whole order of reality through intermediaries. In t^rms of this 

order, the samanfo are the pre-emindnt rulers of the Akan. For example, the

judgements of an omanhene were generally considered the decisions of his
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royal sartianfo. "When a Chief opens his moiith in court he speaks with the 

power of the samanfo.” The king or chief is their "mouthpiece" (okyeame) 

and representative among the living.
•a.

The- living kijpgs and the dead kings were linked in several ways. 

Each’king is a descendant of previous kings, though indirectly by virtue of 

matrilineal succession. The Ashanti king is therefore called "Osal's son, "
*. r ' , '

ro
for Osai Tutu Was the founder and first king of the Ashanti state In most 

■ ■ Akan states a new-king or chief is installed by suspending and lowering him

three times.over the blackened Stool of his earliest prefec6ssor. He is de- 

dared ruler "by-the direction and guidance of the spirits of his departed and 

august ancestors.

In order to be "enstooled" on any level, a male must belong to the 

stool (ruling) family. He may thus be a brother, nephew, or uncle but not 

a son of the preceeding chief because the succession is always in the female 

line.^^ This requirement of membership in a particular family which 

the office indicates that Akan societies adhere to a principle of continua

tion of authority in time. The first member of the family who established 

rule manifested his authority by making his family stool prevail over other 

stools (or families). The stool is believed to incorporate the spirit (and au

thoritative power) of that original ruler and his successors.^ Thus the cur

rent occupant of the stool is not only regarded as the descendant of the pre

vious chiefs, but he is identified with them through the stool. They and he

.. . j

owns
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rule together as one. Thereby the foundation of authority is merged with its

continuation and exercise.

Another fundamental requirement in a king is physical perfection. 

The stool aspirant is to become a sacred vessel, a mediator of divine and an

cestral power. His body must therefore be without defect. So too must his ' 

character. Besides their practical, advantages, good leadership qualities are 

, testimony of the candidate's favor.with the ancestors and gods. Since the 

candidate is to channel divine and ancestral blessings to the society, he is 

expected to-show that he has hot offertdedjhe spirits and°th'at be already has
-r*

influence with them.^^*

The nature of an Akan king's authority is reflected in the various sym

bols of that authority. The Akon are hardly unique in regarding the royal in

signia as "charged with the superhuman power of kingship. Yet their sym

bols are quite distinctive, and the most important of them — the stool and 

umbrella — are worthy of discussion here. Generally, among royal insignia 

"the throne occupies a special place," and sometimes the throne is itself con

sidered divine, as in ancient Egypt 

throne upon which the king sits. An examination of its pre-eminant signifi

cance will take us to the heart of Akan political order.

We begin by noting that every Akan has a stool, attached to which are 

certain taboos attending on the well-being of its owner. In addition to these 

personal stools are the stools of families. Some of these family stools became

The Akan stool is not, however, a
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( state stools when certain families attained hegemony over other families.^^ 

The stool is not only the chief symbol of authority; it is itself the bearer of 

the office it represents.

In a sense,' the occupant of the Stool — the Chief 
— is not very important.' Chiefs come and go, but the 
stool lives on.' So that when an Akan talks about a Chief 
he is not thinking so much of the personality of the ruling 
Chief, as of the Stool he occupies. So long as he remains 
Chief, therefore, he and the Stool are one, and the terms 
are interchangeable.^^ ■ '

Besides being the symbol and source of authority,"The stool is* the' symbol and 

center of the state religion, it embodies the spirit of the, state's founder, and 

it binds the people together into a comm.unity The stool so represents a 

kingdom that "a conquered kingdom is not considered to be finally subjugated 

until the Royal Stool has passed into the hands of the conqueror.Thus the 

Ashanti went into mourning not when their king was exiled by the British but

when their great Golden Stool was desecrated and, in effect therefore, largely 

destroyed. The Ashanti believed their stool to embody the sunsum (soul)'of 

their society, "upon which the health, life and well-being of the people de

pend. "65

The umbrella is the second important item in the king's regalia. The 

Ashanti king could not go outside or from one palace room to another without 

umbrella. His umbrella was.called Boaman (the nation's 

conqueror), and its top ornament was always of gold. The requirement of an
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umbrella covering for the king is explained by the proverb, "Nyame must 

never behold the crown of the King's head." The reason for this taboo is not 

clear when it is considered that a paramount chief "must always step out from 

beneath his umbrella before greeting the king."^^ One might have assumed 

that the chief and the king would act similarly in the presence of higher au

thority. The fact that they do not-suggests several ideas that are not explicitly 

formulated. First, it suggests that Nyame is experienced as far.more august 

'with respect to the king than.the king is.to the chief. Second, it suggests that 

the chfef in a sense ceases to represent the people to Nyamev^en..the king is 

present, for the king represents Nyame to all the chiefdoms which are in him 

combined as an undifferentiated whole. No authority has determined or ven

tured to infer the significance of the umbrellas. Perhaps Rudolf Otto's discus

sion of "covering" is relevant here.^^ If so, the umbrellas would serve to 

shield the kings and gods from the tremendous power of Nyame, and to sym

bolize their unworthiness in comparison to Nyame whose place they tend to 

take among men. This further suggests an element of rivalry between the lower 

authorities and the highest authority, a tendency of the former to assert them

selves as supreme within their own spheres of activity. The uncovering of the 

paramount chiefs in the king's presence would then signify that within fhe king's 

own domain or court there is no question of their rivaling him. They can rival 

him and "act the king" only in their own chiefdoms. This explanation would 

agree with the fact that the ancestral cult Increased with the growth of the
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power and authority of the chie/s, and that it replaces the cult of the sky

68god.

The annual Odwira ceremony was the most important of the Akan

rituals. Its object was primarily the royal ancestors, and its chief priest

was the king. Through it the king would re-establish his own office and 

the society by cleansing it of corruption ond the ravages of time, by re

storing its order, and by providing for its prosperity. ^Although Odwira 

was not fwnd among all the Akan peoples, all at le^t had similar annual 

purification ceremoniesThe Odwira Honored and propitiated the "kings 

who 'had gone elsewhere'" and purified the state and all of its shrines.

It was the time when the public worshipped their national gods and were

/ -

cleansed of their transgressions of the previous year. All stools and their

holders were sanctified for the coming year. The Odwira was a "national" 

festival also in the sense that every chiefdom and clan in the state partici

pated in it. Chiefs of all levels and all healthy people were expected to 

attend.

The most detailed account of the rite is Rattray's description of the 

Ashanti Odwira, which took place in September at the time of the annual

72harvest. Eleven days before the rite began, the king wpuld sacrifice at the 

mausoleum of dead kings, whom he addressed as follows: "The edges of the 

Years have come round, we are about to celebrate the rites of odwira; do

not permit any evil at all to come upon us and let the new year meet us
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peacefully. This prayer shows that the rites were to renew the year, the

new year being a regeneration and therefore, a repetition of the old year. 

Society and nature were again to return to the beginning, the creation. But 

creation was out of chaos, so that this was a time of danger. The ancestors 

were thus asked to protect them from evil..^^ ‘

At one point during th^ Odwira the king would remove his royal garb

and dress as "the 'poorest slave in the realm," an inversion of constitutional

order signifying a return.to the original chaotic condition out of which order

emerged. Sacrificmg to a sacred object associdfed with the first king, he

prayed: "Odwira of Oasi Tutu, accept this wine andjdrink, any one who 

does not wish to serve you, .. .let me kill him." Later the king's okyeame 

would pray to the hermaphrodite Awo, the first human killed as a sacrifice 

to make Mother Earth fruitfuil. "Any one at all who does riot wish to serve 

the King of Ashanti, let our hand slay him."^^ 

monies identify the establishment of the kingship whom all must serve, here

with renewed, with the original act rendering nature fruitful and beneficial 

to man. Service to the king is ritually (and thus really) identified with the 

guarantee of food necessary for life. Social life and physical life are ritually 

established from a common source.

It is clear that these cere-

Another of the Odwira rites was not only to establish but to perpetuate 

the king's authority. Many of the Ashanti kings were of the Bosommuru ntoro, 

which myth proclaims as the first ntoro, deriving from Nyame himself.Its
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shrine Is a sacred sword. In the rife the shrine is deliberately and publicly 

polluted by-fhe breaking of a taboo. This "poisoning” or desacralization 

breaks the power of the sword. Later the king sprinkles theavord with a mix

ture made with water from'fhg^sacred rivers.(abosom) in order to re-establish 

the.shrine and its cult; and as he does so he prays:

O Bosommuru the edges of the years have met; you 
were sharp but I took the thing which you abhor and touched 
you (with it), but to-day I sprinkle'ypu with-water in order 
that your power may rise up again . When I and my equal, 
someTwar lord or otherj-meet, cut off his heacf qgd give it

This rite was followed by a general purification. The king and his court go 

to a sacred stream, led in procession by the Golden Stool, blackened ancestral 

stools, the Odwira shrine, the Bosommuru shrine, and all the regalia of state 

authority. After the purification, the king prays to the stools for victory, plenty 

and wealth. This rite was also one of renewal, for when the king addressed the 

Golden Stool he prefaced his requests with the words: "Stool of Kings, I sprinkle 

water upon you, may your power return sharp and fierce." Later yams from the 

new crop are offered to the ancestral kings ancLat the shrines of the abosom, 

Odwira, and Bosommuru. The kings, chiefs and people could not eat of the new

In this practice it is seen that the 

yearly renewal of the state is total. The king and other officials, the people, 

the land — all of these are renewed, and they are all situated in a spiritual 

realm.

78crops until these sacrifices were mg.de.

j'
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The various culf groups reveal the articulation of the Akan states. 

The whole people of a state join in a ritual celebration of their community 

but Once a year gt the Odwira. The state as a whole is thereby rooted in 

the great annual cycle of the universe and not in the smaller cycles 

tained within it. Other periodic rites of more frequent occurance are cele

brated by smaller societies within the state headed by chiefs. Among these 

societies is the one for whom the king is its particular chief. Harking back

■ ■■

con-

to the tradition of clan unity are the rites of the royal family itself. In them 

the king acts as the family head, renewing the vitality of the clan and his

own authority over it. Just as the universe as a wftole moves through con-

_f.entpc cycles of varying duration, the whole of an Akan state is articulated 

into corresponding concentric societies and levels of authority. The king acts 

priest on each of the three major levels by performing the rites of the state, 

of his own division of the state, and of his family

Akan kings and chiefs, then, are priests in a twofold manner. First, 

they perform priestly functions. As representatives of their societies they sacri

fice and pray to the various spiritual powers -- the high God, lesser gods, and 

ancestors. Those in Akan society known as priests have a quite different position. 

They are not considered representatives of the people so much as representatives 

of the gods among the people. Each priest was believed especially close to, and 

often possessed by, one particular god to whom he is considered wed.

The kings and chiefs were regarded as priests in an existential as well as

as a
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functional sense. They were vessels of divine power by virtue of their offices.

sense, their persons were sacred. Although not themselves gods, they 

were sacral kings because through and from them flowed the order of society , 

the strength of the state, the fecundity of nature, and the prosperity and life

In this

of the people.

The king is creator of the Order of society in several respects. He is so 

in that he d^cends from the first king, the one who established the constitu

tional order. !Moreover, he is closely identified with the first and all subse- 

quent kings throggli his occupancy of the state stool, which is held to contain 

the spirits of all the previous kings and the soul of the kingdom.

. The king maintains the order of.society and nature by periodically re

creating it through rituals. The greatest of these are the annual Odwira cere

monies whereby the king abolishes the old and restores it as a new year for a 

new society.

The king is also the strength of the state. His power in it is supreme. 

Himself saturated with all the symbols of sacred power, the king more than any

one participates in reality. His is the state's efficacy, the will and ability to 

do well and to allow others to do well.



CHAPTER II

BANTU SOCIETIES OF TANGANYIKA

ISome 95 percent of the people of Tanganyika are Bantu.' "The Bantu

are a congeries of peoples, belonging predominantly to Central and Southern

Africa, named from and defined by the peculiar type of language that they 

speak."2 This chapter will treat selected Bantu tribes-^f Tanganyika, and 

the selection of tribes will be based upon the classification by scholars of the

Bantu tribes into groups.

The glassifications of Bantu tribes are geographi^o-culturai. 

basis .primarily of geographical distribution,'but taking into account cultural 

and, to a lesser extent, historical factors, Seligmarr divides them into 

Eastern,.'Southern, and Western groups. -The Eastern Bantu are divided again 

into Interlacustrine, North-Eastern and Eastern. Some Interlacustrine tribes, 

living around Lake Victoria, are in northwestern Tanganyika. The North- 

Eastern Bantu are mainly in Kenya, so that most Tanganyika Bantu are in the

"On the

Eastern subcategory of the Eastern.division of the Bantu. The Eastern subcate

gory he divides again into the East Coast and the East Central Bantu. Seligman 

includes the Sukuma tribe in the Interlacustrine group, the Sombara in the East 

Coast subdivision, and the Nyakyusa in the East Central subdivision.'^

The classifications of Murdock are more detailed, and they correspond 

only in part with ^eligman's. On the basis of Bantu expansions and mixture 

with non-Bantu peoples, he finds that the appropriate divisions that include 

Tanganyikan tribes are the Northeast Coastal Bantu, the Interlacustrine Bantu,

■ ..

25
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the Kenya Highland Bantu, and the Tanganyika Bantu. The Northeast Coastal 

Bantu he groups into three distinct clusters: the Nika, primarily in Kenya; the 

Zigula, embracing the Luguru and other tribes near the coast whose identities 

as tribes have been little affected; and the Swahili. The Kenya Highland Ban

tu include the Shambala. Murdock's Interlacustrine Bantu are in three clusters:

Ruanda, which includes the Ha tribe; Ugando, containing the Haya and Zinza; 

and East Nyanza, among which is the Sonjo and Zanaki. According as they

have assimilated elements of surrounding cultures, the Tanganyika Bantu
’ ■ ■ ■

stituting the majority of people in the cowtry, are'^in five clusteft. The Sukuma 

he places in the Nyattiwezi cluster, strongly affected by the Interlacustrine cul

ture. The Bena are in the Rufifi cluster, and the Nyakyusa are in the Nyasa 

cluster.^

/ aon-

What these attempts at classification make cleai^ is that the, cultural 

traits that would be grounds for any but an arbitrary geographical breakdown 

are distributed neither in neat patterns nor in whole blocs. Therefore any 

classification will be a rough one, and the by now conventional ones will 

usually be the most useful for purposes of reference. Since little attempt has 

been made to determine the essential characteristics of the tribal societies 

and groups being classified, the categories reflect not essential but merely ■ 

phenomenological differences. None of the classifications therefore have 

theoretical relevance. What the classifications can do, however, is to 

able the analyst to choose a limited number of phenomenologically different

en-
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fribal societies from.the approximately 120 tribes^ in Tanganyika. Using all
. ' ■■ ' /

the classifications, the analyst will be as certain as he can be^ that the tribes

he selects to examine will at least be a representative cross-section of the in- 

■ - digenous societies of Aat country.

The present study will investigate the following BantCi tribes in Tan

ganyika; Sukuma, Ha, Shambala, Sohjo, Bena, Luguru, and Nyakyusa.®

1SUKUMA

Ntjmberihg,approximately a'million people,'ttie^kuina comprise 

more than a tenth of the population of Tanganyika and is its largest tribal 

group. Their home is in the northwestern part of the country, immediately 

south of Lake Victoria.^ The Sukuma are related in language and culture 

to the neighboring Interlacustrine Bantu, and particularly to the half-million 

Nyamwezi south and west of them.'^ They have never been unified under a 

central political authority. "Instead, tribal affinity is based on similarity 

of language, laws, customs and political and economic institutions; on the 

spread of kinship ties throughout the various chiefdoms; and on joint residence 

in one region for many years.

The chiefdom is the object of strongest Sukuma loyalty. A Sukuma 

identifies himself by the name of the royal clan of his chiefdom. According 

to the legends of the Sukuma chiefdoms, the royal clans derive from pastor- 

alists called Hima who, descending from the western side of Lake Victoria, 

were established as rulers over the indigenous Bantu The Hima "were not
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militaty conquerors and they were obviously accepted as leaders by common 

consent, “ because they met a "latent demand" for leadership of groups of iso

lated families or villages when the population was bec^oming increasingly dense; 

not belonging to local clans, they apparently impressed the Bantu of their men

tal and physical superiority and were accepted as good judges.^ The Hitria and 

Bantu intermarried, and "the ownership-of coffle and the right to participate in 

the festive and religious ceremonies of the Sukuma chiefdoms are enjoyed by all."^ 

But the result of th'e'Himq. arrival was the emergence of a political "hierarchy 

consisting of-chief,'"headmen, village elder;; and'commoners."^'

The Hima ruler of a Sukuma chiefdom is called an ntemi, and he appears 

as a despot of the oriental type.^® As the supreme judge, he could sentence to 

death or confiscate property. He controlled the wealth of the chiefdom. His 

royal guard, consisting of captured slaves and the best warriors, depended on 

him for life and favors and was therefore reliable. Given the system of matri- 

lineal succession in most chiefdoms, chiefs could rely on their sons os loyal ad

ministrators.^ ^

The major authorities on the Sukuma deny, however, that the power of

1 o
Cory says thethe ntemi was absolute, and their reasons differ in emphasis.

ntemi "was a 'Democratic Feudal Leader'." His empirical account does not

elaborate oh this term. However, it seems clear ihat the "democratic" element

lies in the small size of the chiefdoms, the consequent familiarity between chief 

and people, and the practice of deposing a chief when the people are dissatisfied.^^
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These reasons are, howev^ but half the story. Cory himself indicates that 

rarely was q Sukuma chief replaced. 

were inaccessible. Perhaps the decisive argument against the notion of democ

racy is the fact that chiefs were not elected by the people, and in fact were 

selected before the people were told that the preceding chief had died.^^

Leaving aside Cory's concept for chiefly authority and returning to his

Moreover, Liebenow found that chiefs

straightforward account, one finds that he emphasizes certain "constitutional 

restrictions on the chief's authority, " He writes;

All the officials and members of corpon3te bodies within 
the chiefdom had their clearly defined functions „and there
fore acted as restrictions on the superior authority of the 
chief. None of these institutions served only as executives 
under the orders of the chief.

The chiefdom elders (banangoma) are the first group of officials who

restrict the power of the ntemi. The ntemi must choose the elders from among

a few privileged men of certain families. The functions of the elders were to

act as the chief's advisors, to mediate between the chief and people, to serve

as the chief's deputies in matters requiring on-the-spot attention, and to act in 

the chief's court as judges or assessors. They controlled all matters concerning 

the chief's public and private life, even choosing his wives. • Sitting in council 

with headmen of chiefdom subdivisions, they selected the new chief. Often 

they also had power to replace a chief with another member of the ruling family. 

They performed many of the chief's rituals
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The term banongwa referred to two kinds of office. The first were the 

subchiefs, who were generally the sons and .other near relations of the chief. 

Their duties were similar to those of the chief and they were the chief's depu

ties in their own areas.Other subchiefs or headmen were followers of the 

early Hima "vyho aided in the hearing of minor court cases, in collecting tri

bute, overseeing the cultivation of the chief's fields and, later; in allocating 

new land." In return for their fealty, they "were maintained at court, shared

in the collection of fines; had their.personal fields cultivated by ordinary peas- 

ants and enfoyed the privileges of leadersbip. The second kind of office was

that of subdivision (parish) headmen, who were not merely the chief's adminis

trative officials but holders of their position by traditional right. Although they 

were to carry out the few orders emanating from the chief, their people regarded 

them not so much as subordinate officials but as descendents of leaders or chiefs

who first .established the subdivisions. They were responsible for the religious 

ritual of their subdivisions. They held their own courts, and their judicial power 

was great; they had parish elders who served as advisors and helpers as well as

assessors in their courts. They organized communal labor for digging dams, clear

ing the bush of tsetse, and other public works.20

A distinctive Sukuma office, which Cory maintains was restrictive.of the 

chief's powers, was that of the great commoners (bosumba batale). It derives 

from those leaders who originally established settlements, which endure as dis

tinct parts (subparishes) of chiefdom subdivisions. It is often hereditary, but
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sometimes the great commoner is chosen from among their ranks by the youths 

or peopje ofJ;he si^bparish. The term of office was limited, varying usually 

from three to five years. The great commoner was not a political leader, but 

a head of working parties in the .common interest. He led a permanent organi

zation (eliko) of all subparish young men for the supply Of labor for the com

munity and for hire by individuals/ with-priority given to the old and sick.^^
j

It is primarily in connection with the religious character of the chief's

authority that Liebenbw and Millroth question their "autocracy."

The chief in historic times was not Specifically an autocrat 
ruling the tribe; he was always the bearer of the essence of king- 
ship which linked the powers of God controlling the rain and sun 
with the welfare of his people. His worthiness or unworthiness 
for this role was shown in rain and drought and his continuance 
as chief was dependent on his mystical association with the ele
ments.22

This mediatory role of the chief between the spiritual powers and the society is 

revealed primarily in the rituals connected with the office of chief. These 

rituals are described in detail in Cory's The Ntemi; The Traditional Rites in

Connection with the Burial, Election, Enthronement and Magic Powers of a

Sukuma Chief with a minimum of interpretive commentary. Some of this descrip

tion, along with other accounts of Sukuma religion, will here be examined to 

determine the position of the chief in Sukuma religious experience and practice.

When it was apparent that the ntemi was fatally ill, he was strangled by 

several banongoma if he entered a coma or the illness did not result in early death.
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In explanafion, Cory refers his readers to J. G. Frazer's treatment of the killing 

of divine kings in the Golden Bough,which provides this general explanation: 

"if the course of nature is dependent on the man-god's life, what catastrophes 

may not be expected from the gradual enfeeblement of his powers and their final 

extinction in death"; these dangers are therefore averted by killing the divine 

king when "he shows symptoms that his powers are beginning to fail" and by trans

ferring his soul "to a vigorous successor before it has been seriously impaired by 

' the threatened decay."^4 jhe selection and installation of the new ntemi would 

appear consistent witlf this view.'* The bahangpma sfelected^b'ntemi from among 

the candidates, tFie dead chief's sisters' sons, through divination.^ Thereupon 

the dead ntemi was buried with, among the human sacrifices and sacred objects, 

the head of the chief who preceded him and half of a stool. The other half of 

the stool "was kept and used for the grave of the successor, who himself got a 

complete chair for his common use, .the upper half of which would be used for 

this chief's successor.Coryfinds this rite a "symbol of the continuity of the 

chief's office and of the unity between the ruling chief and both his predecessor 

and successor.

The ceremonies surrounding the installation of the new ntemi point to

two major aspects of the chiefly office: the office is constitutional and, apart 

from ruling, the chief's reign was to initiate and maintain the natural and societal 

orders. The constitutional character of the new ntemi's position was emphasized 

in the instructions given him. Many of the instructions were given during a
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pre-installation period of initiation, when the chief was instructed in his 

duties and proper attitude toward his subjects by the banangoma as follows:

If you see a man with a wound, take him, receive him well. 
Give him food. May he leave pleased. A chief like this, 
possessing a soul,' knows how to care for men. Give up fol
lowing the words of children; childhood has passed, you.have 
become an elder. Follow the words of your country. Give 
up feeling desire for property-. All are your people; even the 
one-eyed, he also is your man.^^

These teachings and e^ipectations are quite clear: the chief rules for the good
’ v' ■ ■

of his subjects,- even fhe most lowly of them,j^jqnd n'bt in his own interest; and 

he rules well by following "the words 5f his country”; that is, by adhering to 

both the traditions of his office and to the advice of his councillors, the banan

goma, who are the voices of the people. The banangoma also instructed the 

chief in the traditions of his chiefdom; told him "to be just in court, to listen 

to complaints and to avoid favouritism”; and taught him ceremonial songs ond 

his special taboos.These instructions were reinforced during the installation 

rites. Twice the chief threw a spear, once among the people and once among- 

the cattle. A person hit by the spear was forbidden to complain; a beast hit by 

the spear was slaughtered. "This symbolic act made known to every suuject the 

power of the chief over their lives and also his duty of sovereign generosity.

A calabash was held over the chief's head and broken with these words: "The 

bitter calabash is broken over your head. Be gentle and righteous. If you do 

not follow this advice your reign will be broken like the bitter calabash.
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The chief was asked if he could kill his father, his mother, his elder brother, 

his sister; after each question the chief replied ”I could kill him (her), " a 

promise to avoid favoritism

The chief's responsibility for the order of nature and society was also 

emphasized in the coronation ceremonies: "Take these sbighum leaves. May 

your reign bring fertility to the fields.-” "Here the spear in your hand to pro

tect your land." ' "Here the fly-switch in your hand, it is the fly-switch of 

rain. ..33 The: last of the coronation ceremonies was the kindling of new fire.

Cory writes:'

Before ihe village headmen and people had left their homes to 
, attend the enthronement ceremonies, all fires in the chiefdom 

had to be extinguished. Each of the banongwa now took a 
piece of live charcoal from this fire and kept it glowing until 
he arrived home. With the embers he set on fire a huge pile 
of wood collected in front of his house, and each inhabitant 
of the village took fire from there in order to kindle new fire 
on his hearth. Before this was done a general cleaning of 
house and yard was performed.3-4

Cory does not comment on the meaning of this ceremony, but it obviously sig

nifies a renewal of the life and well-being of the chiefdom. The chiefdom 

symbolically darkened while the office of chief was vacant, but with the instal

lation of a new chief the light of life was renewed. It is perhaps relevant that 

Lyuba, the Sukuma high God, is associated with the sun. "From the sun comes 

light, heat, growth etc., benefits that Lyuba gives. Fire also gives light, 

heat, and growth; and from the new chief it is spread among the people by the

was
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bonangwa according to the constitutional route for the exercise of the chief's

__ political authority. It follows that this distribution of fire is the first chief-

dom-wide act of the chief, and its be_oeficence symbolizes the esential char

acter of chiefship as the source of societal well-being.

Having assumed office, the chief was expected ritually to control the 

agricultural cycle, to secure fain, to prevent epidemics, and to ensure success 

in war. The chief had to see that the seed for the new season was magically 

prepared, spmetimes requiring human sacrifice, 

tiated the kuchamila ng'wgka (kuchamHalmeans to circle back as elephants do 

to ambush a pursuer; ng'waka = the year), a yearly agricultural ceremony that 

had to be performed before hoeing and”sowing began in the fields. It was ex

plained by Sukuma in this way: "There will always be evil in the world, and 

laziness and stupidity can be observed every year. If we anticipate them in 

this way we shall be finished with them and they will not occur in real life."^^ 

In other words, each year the Sukuma returned ritually to the pristine beginning 

before evil developed; and this beginning recurs each spring at the start of a 

new agricultural cycle.

Millroth has been cited maintaining that the chief "linked the powers 

of God controlling the rain and sun with the welfare of his people." Millroth's 

study contends that calamities were believed to be punishments visited by God 

as well as the ancestors for misconduct, and that in the practice of the ancestor 

colt prayers are often addressed to God. Yet in the section dealing with the

When this was done, he ini-
y
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ntemi's role in "the cult of the high God and of the ancestors" no evidence of 

chiefly concern is provided.38 This section is based mainly on Cory's The 

Ntemi, which also provides no indication of such concern. Tanner, however, 

provides an explanation of the relevance of the high God to ancestral ritual. 

He writes:

The ancestors are one stage nearer the Supreme Being 
than the living and are therefore regarded more as a link 
with the supernatural powers than an end in themselves. The 
Supreme Being is. not usually mentioned in ancestor ceremon- 
ies-ahd, if he is brought in,, the conclusion oPf^ceremony 
is offered fo him for his confirmation. However strong-the 
ancestore may be there is never'any diminution of the para- 
mountcy of the Supreme Being who is...approached indi
rectly .39 ,

The ancestors are intercessors whose powers to benefit society are derived from

the high God. Their good will is deemed a necessity by the Sukuma, but their 

favor is not automatic. Since ancestral care must be actively sought, the an

cestors dominate Sukuma ritual practice.'^® Both Tanner and Millroth provide 

sufficiently abundant evidence of Sukuma belief in a supreme God who is an all- 

powerful if remote creator and orderer of the world that there can be little doubt 

of the God constituting the ultimate meaning and justification of the royal cult 

of the ancestors and of the ritual use of medicines by the chief. This God of 

many names is the unreachable source of the power of those spirits who can be 

reached. He "arranges a|l things" and "gives all things" the Sukuma soy;'^^ and: 

"death to us is the clearing away by the Supreme Being so that we may live well.”^^ 

The Sukuma "idea of a good life is essentially one of economic prosperity,”43
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and God is regarded os the dispenser of riches and poverty:'^ , "He who gives- ■ 

and takes away.”^5 jhe ntemi was "the only truly wealthy person in his do

main by virtue of the annual and occasional tribute payments., .his ownership 

of ivory and other precious commodities; his share in the tribal chase; his col

lection of court fines and fees."^ The implication of these beliefs and situa

tions is that the chief is favored by the supreme power in the universe, and 

that this power has arranged his prosperous position.

Since Sukuma chiefdoms were composed of clans, only royal ancestors, 

and particularly chiefly ones, "could beiPegar^ed as impartial'spirits and speak ’

Prosperity48for the whole chiefdom." The reigning ntemi was their mediator, 

in thf chiefdom was thus taken as a sign of the chief's good favor with the 

ancestor-chiefs; "and to attack him or rebuke him for his excesses would be a 

crime of impiety.In this sanction Liebenow sees "autocratic tendencies"; 

it made it possible for a chief to act irresponsibly, because "responsibility for 

the performance of chiefly duties appeared to lie not so much with 

within the society but with a non-empirical and external source, the ntemi's 

ancestors, who indicated their approval or disapproval by visiting good or 

bad fortune upon the chiefdom.

Liebenow, however, finds that circumstances have blunted the auto

cratic tendencies. He maintains that the sanctions proved precarious supports 

for chiefs, because drought and pestilence were frequent. When the chief's 

powers appeared to fail, his "responsibility to natural elements internal to the 

social system became evident." During such crises, "the true character of

a group
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chiefly tribute as a famine relief fund for the benefit of the people was re

vealed"; and a "vague responsibility to 'the people'" was manifested. In pro

tracted crises "the strength and loyalty of the special guard were the only means 

by which a chief could be saved," and some chiefdoms retain the memory of 

depositions of chiefs whose powers "failed.

Granted that g chief cpuld be deposed, that his subjects could desert 

him for another chiefdom, that the small size of the chiefdoms militated against 

the development ofan impersonal bureaucratic administration, and that most 

problems of economy and order were handled orf'the village or frarish level — 

it remains to be considered whether, as Cory^^ and Liebenow deny, the p 

of the ntemi was absolute. First of all.the possibility of escape is not a limit to 

chiefly power: a real limit would be an institutionalized means whereby subjects 

are protected from serious and arbitrary deprivations by the supreme authority 

Another aspect of the problem can be disposed of by pointing out that both au

thors mean by ntemi the man who happens at any given time to be the chief. 

Certainly anyone who can be dismissed as ruler because his religious powers 

are considered to have failed, or because his rule is too oppressive, exercises 

something far less than absolute power.

The problem assumes a new form, however, when ntemi is taken as the

ower

designation not primarily of the person in authority but of a family and ances

tral authority residing in an office The question then becomes: what power 

does the office of chief exercise over the people? Now it becomes relevant that

the Sukuma never "assumed that a displeased ancestor of the ntemi desired that
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his own line should not be perpetuated in office. In other words, deposi

tion was an accepted po^ibility, but a revolutionary overthrow oHhe existing 

regime was not.

We return, then, to the constitutional limitations on the ntemi 

office. -The major institutions said to limit the ntemi ore the already cited 

banangoma, banangwa and basumbg batale. Yet members of the first two of 

these institutidns are either members of the chief's family or of families that 

part of tl^ ruling establishment and that enjoy a pe^anent status superior 

to the majority of families. They comprised the chief's administrative system 

and were accountable to the chief rather than to the people. They also per- 

. formed^ajor functions in the royal ancestral rites,sharing with the chief 

responsibility for successes and failures in securing the well-being of the chief- 

dom. The basumbg batale were primarily of local significance and subordinate 

*■0 the banangwa. There is no question of the ntemi being a democratic author

ity; the chief and his officials were accountable to the ancestors, and the peo

ple accepted that accountability as proper. An unpopular chief could usually 

maintain himself in office by using his royal guard, which was in effect his per

sonal army distinct from the forces he organized for externol wars; but in any 

event the office was secure in the royal matriclan, and all the powers in the 

cKiefdom had an interest in maintaining the traditional order of inheritance, 

for they too were either dependent on the ntemi's favor or their own heredi

tary position for their power. Nor was the chief a feudal authority; for the

os qn
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client relationships referred to above obtained only among the chief and his 

officials, particularly the banangwa who were often his own sons and there

fore ineligible to succeed to the chieftaincy but loyal to the chief who ap

pointed them. The client relationships did not extend further from the offi

cial family to the common people. Yet, while the office of ntemi was not 

accessible to occupancy by a commoner or official and could not be abol

ished, the office could not exercise a total and arbitrary dominion over the 

people.
j'.’

The limitation of the ntemi's power inhered almost solely'in the 

developed state of the bureaucratic apparatus. While a lack of development
v—

is not easily accounted for, there are some aspects of Sukuma life that 

apparently relevant. The first is that the chiefdoms were too small and sparsely 

populated for a large-scale, fully differentiated bureaucracy to emerge.Of 

greater import was the fact that the Sukuma undertook no major chiefdom-wide 

projects requiring continuous and highly organized activity. The Sukuma re

lied more on the efficacy of their ritual and the beneficent powers of the an

cestors Vhari^^on their own industry. For example, in the face of recurrent and 

ruinous droughW^ they continued to Believe that sufficient water was to be 

secured by the ritual powers of the chief from his ancestors.

Since reliance on the royal ancestors dominated Sukuma public ritual

and apparently hindered an adequate response to the problem of drought, we 
••

are led to Inquire into the source and nature of this overriding experience of

un-

are
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royal ancestral power. This beneficent power is attributed to the founders of 

the chiefdoms and their successors. Cory speculates concerning the experi

ence the indigenous Bantu had of the Hima pastoralists who came to rule them

as follows:

The man who became .the founder of a dynasty was in
evitably a man far above his contemporaries in mental and 
physical powers. ■ Presumably the ordinary man could only 
explain the skill, ability, endurance, strength, and success 
of his leader by assuming that the latter had supernatural 
powers; The'founding ancestor and those of his blood were 
probably cotuidered to surpass other human beingssthrpugh 
powers of which the origins coufd not be lubjected to spe'cu- 
latives.^The manifestation of th^ leader's supremacy was 
recognizable in the success of his magico-religious functions, 
and his authority in secular affairs was the consequence of
this success.59

This statement is based on traditional accounts of the founder's birth, exploits, 

accomplishments, and death prevailing in each chiefdom. According to Cory, 

the Bantu experienced the Hima leaders as a superior power and consequently 

considered that this power descended to their successors. They believed the 

founders'-spirits "to be able to influence their fate and the fate of the land for 

good or ill, just as their own ancestors had power over the fortunes of their 

families. ”50 Yet earlier Cory indicated that the tradition of each chiefdom 

"tends to increase the importance of the first arrivals and*to compete therein 

with chiefdoms ruled by other branch lines of the same family, 

cautiously states that the founders "may also have impressed the indigenous pop

ulation by superior mental and physical qualities. "52 His evidence that the

own

and he more
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founders "were obviously accepted as leaders-by common consent" and not as 

conquerors is. the fact that in the traditions "no major fights are related as oc

curring between them and the people they found living in the country.

Cory's account, which is accepted by later writers'uncritically,^''^ is highly 

conjectural. It assumes that the traditions, while exaggerated,- belong to the 

genre of history rather than mythology.. -

Let us consider the problem of these traditions for a moment. First of 

all, they are not meant to-ptovide accurate historical information. While the 

assumption of power by immigrants from the north is not to be cioubted,^^ the 

traditions indicate nothing of how and why the assumption,occurred. The ex

aggerated and conflicting^^ accounts of the founders indicate that the Sukuma 

have assimilated the real events to the typical archetypal categories of myth, 

and the historical founders into models for the living chiefs. The constitution 

of a Sukuma chiefdom, and particularly the royal status of a particular family, 

is unchangeable because the foundation of the chiefdoms, expressed as myth or 

"exemplary history, " is taken by the Sukuma as an enduring paradigm of the 

true mode o|.human existence The instructions given a new chief are meant 

to ensure that he models himself on the archetypal hero, and the annually recur

ring agricultural ritual of the chief is meant to renew the chiefdom in the pristine 

integrity of its foundation. The latter point is indicated by the prominence of 

hunting in Sukuma traditions of their pre-Hima life, and by the Sukuma em

phasis on the land as overgrown with bush before the Hima arrival.^®

Cory's treatment of the Sukuma would seem to indicate that the Bantu
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assimilpfed their experience of the Hima newcomers to their prevailing belief 

in the power of ancestral spirits. It raises the question whether the Hima in

troduced any religio-political elements that would set the Sukuma clearly apart 

. from other Bantu societies. Since nothing certain is known of Hima life prior 

to the immigrants' absorption by the Bantu,a comparison of Sukuma society 

as it has been described with the generaj features of Bantu societies is the only 

recourse open. Bontu religious life is based on ancestor worship, and the sole 

"exception to the domestic, nature of the cult is that the ancestors of the chief 

are the source of strength for the Whole’tribi"; therefore'*’^oijg. the Bantu re- 

ligion provides a powerful sanction for the chieftainship."70 Audrey Richards 

describes Bantu political systems as follows:

Authority is almost invariably based on descent, whether 
within the family, the village, the district, or the nation, 
and the chief of the tribe combines executive, ritual, and 
judicial functions according to the pattern of leadership in 
each constituent kinship unit. Like the family head, he is 
a priest of an ancestral cult, believed in many cases to 
have a mystic power over the land.. .The h ierarchy of Bantu 
society allows only one type of authority, one basis of pow- 
efy and one set of attributes in its leaders in most of the 
tribes so far described.

...Political power and prerogatives tend to become 
concentrated in the hands of descendants of the original 
lineage group, of which the chief is the living represen
tative, and in many cases tribal cohesion seems very large
ly to depend on the predominance of this ruling line, wheth
er the latter is to be reckoned as the first Bantu people to 
occupy the particular territory, or whether it conquered the 
earlier inhabitants and consequently built up a new state.... 
The descendants of ihe first chief's clan may form a ruling 
caste (e.g. Zulu, Swazi, Bemba), and the total number of 
clans in the tribe may be arranged in order of precedence 
based on the tradition of the original migration into the area.
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or else the degree of relationship with the descent group of the' 
. chief. The next of kin of the chief may play a definite part in 

the political organization, may claim rights to territorial chief
tainships or villages, membership of tribal councils.. .or they 
may act as a regency council at the chief's death .71

This description of the political system that prevailed generally among the 

Bantu closely fits the. Sukuma chiefdoms, eyen though the founders of the 

chiefdoms were not themselves Bantu originally. Since the Sukuma are near 

neighbors of,'ond sometimes classified with, the Interlacustrine Bantu, a con

sideration of one -of the Tanganyika members of the Interlacustrine group as

well as of.Tangotiyika BantO*^societies wj^ose chiefe are^Vidt of alien origin
...

should provide a basis for a comparative assessment of traditional authority in 

that country.

ha’
Living in western Tanganyika along the border with Burundi, the Ha is 

the third largest tribe in Tanganyika with a population of about 300,000.'^ It 

is one of the Interlacustrine Bantu tribes, and the only member of that grouping 

to be,considered in this study. These tribes are akin in language, but it was be

cause of their similar political organization that they were considered a distinct 

group.^ All of the Interlacustrine ruling dynasties are, like those of the Sukuma, 

derived from immigrants who established their authority over indigenous Bantu 

populations.4. Among the Interlacustrians there was a tendency for the sons of 

kings, after appointment as princely rulers over subdistricts, to assert their inde

pendence and eventually form the separate states that comprise the "multi-kingdom
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iribes.” Later kings generally appointed territorial governors or chieft from 

among their supporters and favorites instead of their sons and relatives. These 

appointed chiefs gradually superseded the hereditary chiefs in power.^

Although denying that the founders of the ruling dynasties were the 

leaders of invading armies, Richards lays great stress on the Interlacustrian 

kingdoms as "conquest states..

munity between' the rulers and ruled. Many of the kings were "extremely 

autocratic, " bolsfering their powers against hereditary princes and clan 

thorities by appomting reliable supporter to administrative posts, and by 

having clan leaders report directly to them and not to the territorial admin

istrators.^ "The centring of these different authority structures on the person 

of the monarch was one of the characteristic features of the Interlacustrines. 

According to Richards, the kings did try to establish some sense of community 

with their subjects "by adopting the taboos of their predecessors..., by re

citing myths of common origin and by a conscious policy of intermarriage with 

the girls of the different local clans. They emphasized earlier culture-heroes 

rather than the royal ancestors, and thus differed from other Bantu chiefs by not 

being priests of an ancestral cult. In short, the Interlacustrians prided them

selves on their monarchies, and these monarchies were of a quite specific type.^® 

The Ha manifest many of the above characteristics. There is first of all 

a sharp distinction between the rulers and ruled. In each of the seven Ha king

doms there is a racially distinct class of nobles called Tusi. The Tusi do not 

differ from the commoners in language or cuffure; but they object to being

,A. She notes a general lack of a sense of com-

au-
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called Ha, which is a term they apply to the commoners. The major distinction 

between the two classes is political; for, despite intermarriage being allegedly 

forbidden, a mixture of the.two racial classes has occurred.^' "The traditional 

political system of the Ha, then, consisted of a number of petty kingdoms, dom-

.......... inated by a Tusi caste composed of different clans of which some became the

ruling dynasties in the differerrt kingdoms.

Ha kings Or chiefs apparently were wont to appoint their sons or brothers 

as governors of outlying -provinces, and these governors sometimes asserted their 

independence. However, they usually appointed their favorites as district g 

ernors with administrative and judicial duties. Even when such governorships 

, became hereditary, their authority was.fully dependent on the original appoint

ment and recurring confirmation of the king. A king always retained the po 

of deposition. Fontaine maintains that (he governors' "relationship to the ruler 

was comparable (and actually is compared by the Ha) to that between.a cattle- 

client and his patron.Scherer also notes this comparison and regards it as 

"feudal," writing:

ov-

wer

The Tusi political organization in many ways resembled 
the feudal system of mediaeval Europe. A Tusi chief or um- 
wami (pi. abami) was in facta feudal lord, whose sub-chiefs 
. ..were vassals who held their provinces in feud. These sub
chiefs in their turn had divided their countries into small parts 

which were held by vassals of lower rank, the.. .head
men....The Ha themselves like to compare the relationship 
between a chief and his sub-chiefs, or a sub-chief and his 
headmen, with the one between a patron and his clients (a 
real relationship like the latter, i.e. one based on cattle 
transactions, may often have existed also among the digni
taries).

• • •/

f
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If appears that here the Ha self-interpretation of these political relationships 

in terms of the socio-economic patron-client relationship is taken as a fact of 

sociological relevance to indicate the nature of the institutional relationship. 

The danger of this procedure is immediately evident when one considers that 

the Ha themselves customarily looked upon the patron-client relationship as 

a father-son relationship.The problem is a conceptual rather than a factual 

one . The fact that cattle may have been transferred in the appointment of dis

trict governors may be-readily explained by the fact that patron-client rela-

tions did not necessarily coincide wiA the TuSl-Ha distinction, and that Tusi

dominated the rhdjor territorial offices. Interpretation of the relationship be

tween king and subchief in patron-client terms, and the rule of some subchief- 

doms by commoners, would be accounted for by a Tusi desire to establish a 

sense of community with the Ha while retaining a dominant position for them

selves. In the patron-client relationship the accent was on friendship and 

mutual concern rather than on obligatory service. The Tusi success in identi

fying a community with their Ha subjects is indicated by the fact that European- 

appointed chiefs to replace European-deposed hereditary Tusi chiefs were held 

in lower esteem by the people than were the hereditary chiefs.

A Ha chief is succeeded by one, though not necessarily the eldest, of 

his sons, who must be physically perfect.The installation occurs during the 

time of a new moon. In the Heru chiefdom, the new chief must successfully 

withstand an, ordeal wherein he must dance on a drum; if the drum fails to

■ -
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stand firm, he is rejected. He is on the following day taken to a sacred grove 

where he is given a name by one of t^e minor chiefs, who announces to the 

people assembled: "Obey his commands without fear." The minor chiefs 

respond that the Ha are joyful and that they beg to be governed rightly. Some

time later the chief, whose title is Mwami of the Spears, is taken to a sacred 

grove to receive the sacred spears,, of which the most sacred is called Mkalinga. 

The other rites have ds their purpose the identification of the new chief "with

that spirit called Imana, so that thereafter the crops, the birth of children and

■ .. ■ ■ . ..

everything upon which the Ha tribesman depends,

imana through the medium of the chief.

from the great spiritcome

In fhe Manyova-Ujiji chiefdom, the dying chief breathes on Mkalinga 

and nominates his successor, usually one of his sons, in the presence of Lingo, 

who as head of the slave clans is a very powerful official. Linga descends fr'om 

the chief slave who came to this part of Uha with the first Mwami; he has in

fluence over the choice of successor, and he is official guardian of the sacred 

spears and drums. Linga conducts the heir to a sacred dwelling that houses the 

sacred spear and drums, there to inspect his body for physical defects, and thence 

secretly to the sacred grove. There Linga invests him with a sacred royal vest

ment, saying, "You are Mwami, you have risen above all people, all things bow 

before you, even the heavens; take the country but have regard for all people 

showing favour to none, not even to those connected with you by blood." Finally, 

the new Mwami is taken to a man who descends from the first Ha tribesman to
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ir
accept the original Mwami. The new chief is seated in the lap of this

"livmg stool."^9

According to Tripe, a prominent part of the ceremonies in these two 

chiefdoms was the planting of trees into which the spirit of the God Imana^was 

to descend and to unite in some way with the Mwami's spirit. • In fact. Tripe 

claims that there appears to be "very little distinction between the personal-

/

■ ^

ity of tmana the God and Mwami the chief; indeed they may be one and the 

same thing." Scherer correctly regards this statement as an exaggeration,
■ - A.'

■ f . V
adding that not only the Ha commoners but4he chiefs sacrificed to and wor- 

^ 20shipped their ancestors. ■

,What then is the relevance of Imana to the political authority of the

chief? Imana is a supreme being, primarily thought of as the creator whose 

power is especially manifest in the procreation of men and animals. Imant] is 

experienced as a remote power having little interest in his creation, although 

his name is frequently applied, apparently in flattery, to the ancestors when 

favors are sought from them. The vital character of the sacred generally for 

the Ha is indicated by the conjunction of the word Imana with the names of 

objects and places connected with ritual, which is to say objects and places 

differentiated from the ordinary or profane as having a special, sacred quality. 

Foremost among these sacred realities would be the ancestral spirits. Imana is 

the fundamental power of fertility experienced primarily in or through the an

cestors, for Tripe avers that the spirit of the deceased Mwami returns to its
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source of life, Imana.^

With the appointment of a new chief, Imana is thought to have re

turned again to the land. Moreover, the same names recur repeatedly through

out the line of chiefs, an emphasis that fosters, according to Tawney, the idea 

of "the divine spirit of the royal line." Further, the Heru Mwami has his own 

grove for sacrifice to the ancestors (Ta'mbiko) where, so it is said, the Mwami's 

pythan resides. It is believed that the pythan emerged from a deceased Mwami's 

stomach and therefore "represents the divine spirit of all Mwamis.

The chief's most important regalja-^re the royal spears and drums 

tioned in connection with the chief's installation rites’. The spear was generally 

regarded as a symbol of manhood, and the chief's spear was a token of his au

thority. The sacred spear of the Heru, Mkaiinga, is supposedly the one brought 

in by the first Tusi chief.Mkaiinga is in the charge of an official who pro

duces it once a year when all pay obeisance to it. It is also displayed during 

various annual agricultural ceremonies and at the death and installation of a 

chief. The most important of these ceremonies comes at the time of harvest, 

when the,moon is in the last quarter. Part of this ceremony is called the Tam- 

biko lo Mwami (offering to the chief). Herein the Ha people renew their al-

..23

men-

legiance to the Mwami, and the departed chiefs are implored to help the society 

in the future. During the final stages of this ceremony Mkaiinga is placed be

fore the chief, who holds in his hand the Mulinga wa Imana (God's bracelet), 

another of the regalia. The Mulina wa Imana is believed to have been worn
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by the first Tusi chief.^5 Jhe sacnedness of these and the' other regalia of^e 

chief is implicit in their association both with Imana and with agricultural fer

tility. Moreover, a new chief has no power to hear cases and give decisions 

until he has been shown the regalia. The chief is also able to "read" Mkalinga, 

who (this spear is personified) prophesies concerning prospects for the chiefdom

in the year ahead.2.6 ,

The power of a Ha chief Was apparently considered absolute. He 

the supreme^judge.whwe court was the final court o^qppeal. Assisted by a 

council of bis favorites he "practically cSntrofled every sphere of tribal life, 

decided about war and peace, " and modified customary law through his judge

ment?. He obtained his income from tribute, fines, and seizures. He could 

obtain corvee labor from his subjects. However, given his lack of a standing 

army or a developed military organization, his power in outlying provinces 

depended on the loyalty of the sub-chiefs (governors) and on his ability to main

tain a balance of power among them.^^

At the beginning of this section on the Ha, Richards was cited to the 

effect that among the Interlacustrians there did not generally prevail 

of community between rulers and ruled. Fontaine, on the basis of material col

lected by Scherer, concludes that among the Ha the Tusi were generally less 

successful in identifying themsejves with their subjects than were the rulers of 

the other Interlacustrian states.28 Tripe comes to the conclusion that the Tusi 

chiefs were able "to bind their alien subjects to them through a multiplicity of

was

o sense

r"'
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ritual and in the process to make them pay for the benefits received."29 He 

gives the example of the process whereby the Ha commoners were able to se

cure permission to wear Mulingas like the Mulinga wa Imana. This much 

sought after privilege required that the applicant must, among other things, 

gain admission to the insignia room and contemplate the "Mulinga wa Imana, 

then sacrifice to the spirits of.the deceased Waami, and finally make an of

fering to the ruling Mwami

In attempting to reach a conclusion whether the Tusi succeeded in 

establishing'a common interest with th^ir Ha subjects, one musf consider sev

eral things. First of all, the evidence indicotes that the Tusi rulers insisted 

■ upon their position of political dominance as a right inherent in their aristo

cratic origins and their superior abilities. They distinguished themselves from

the Ha by having taboos on joint eating and intermarriage. Yet the Tusrdid 

partake in joint ceremonial, including feasting, with the Ha. The Tusi chiefs 

seem to have ruled with an iron hand. Yet they would enhance their prestige 

by sharing their wealth with needy subjects.^^ Of Hamitic origin, the Tusi 

are alien to the Bantu Ha. Yet they both share the same language and cul

ture. "The Tusi admit that in a way they are Ha, as they live in Buha and 

speak the same language as the others. But apart from that, a Tusi is not a 

Ha; a Ha is merely a commoner. 1.32 In short, the data, depending on how one 

interprets it, points toward contradictory conclusions. If one stresses the alien

origin and caste proclivities of the Tusi he easily decides that the Tusi are a
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■ distinct society ruling over another-society. On the other hand, if he empha

sizes the common culture and, as mentioned, the Ha preference for the cus

tomary Tusi rulers over European appointees during the colonial period, then 

a contrary decision seems warranted. Yet a common culture and language do 

not of themselves constitute the consensus that identifies a political society. . 

Nor, conversely, do ethnic dnd even caste differences necessarily negate the 

existence of political community. Are there then no criteria by which some of 

the Ha dalyi-might be cdnsidered decisive on this que^tian? “

As we saw with the Sukuma, oncf^as we shall see with all but one of 

the remaining Tanganyikan societies to be examined, the alien origin of the 

rulers is a prevalent characteristic of African societies in Tanganyika. One 

of the problems dealt with in the next chapter is whether the regimes in Ghana

and Tanganyika are of the despotic type which some authorities suggest is typi

cal of Africa. This question, as the preceding analysis of the Sukuma suggests, 

is inseparable from the question whether the societies in question experience 

effective power as a manifestation of the sacred and therefore as divinely sanc

tioned authority. Perhaps the data most relevant to our problem with the Ha is 

the data that will be most relevant to the more general problem of African des

potism .

We have seen that the Ha chief is considered the medium through whom 

the fertilizing powers of Imana effect the growth of crops and the birth of chil

dren, that he is installed by being accepted in the lap ("living stool") of a
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representative commoner, tfiot the Ho commoners sought to wear bracelets 

.modeled after the. archetypal Mulinga wa lmana worn by the first Tusi ruler, 

and that it is specifically in the realm of ritual that Tusi and Ha come to

gether without the usual caste distinctions. Since Imana is remote and un

concerned, it is the line of Tusi chiefs culminating in The reigning chief that 

is the immediate and relevant ordering power. The Tusi chief, who in his 

physical perfection is a fitting vessel of divine power, puts both society and 

nature in order. Fronr him flow benefits. By virtue of his beneficent power, 

he is accepted as ruler by his subject^.. ^His subjects, to the extent that their 

station admits, seek to display at great inconvenience^^ an image of their 

chie/dom. The subjects participate in the ordering activity of the chief by 

not only conforming their lives to his rule but by joining in the ritual activ

ity that obtains the goods which, in agreement with their chief, they view as 

the common end of their association. Since there is no differentiation between

the political and the religious realms, any weakening or discrediting of the

power of the chief is incompatible with his responsibility (or function) to 

maintain and renew the socio-agricultural order and to ensure the attainment

of the ends of life.

1SHAMBALA

The Shambala are a primarily agricultural, but also herding, Bantu 

people occupying the Usambara Mountains of north-eastern Tanganyika.^ 

They number somewhere between 150,000 and 200,000,^ making them one
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of the largest-tribes in Tanganyika.

At the time of the first European contact the Shambala were»organized
O'

into a centralized state,. Shambalai, which was headed by a paramount chief, 

or king."^ The king and the chiefs subordinate to him were all members of a 

single royal clan, the Wakilindi, which according to fradition came into the 

area and established its authority over the original inhabitants.^

The story of the Wakilindi is the sto^ of Mbega and his descendants. 

Wihans tn^'ntains .that:this story serves as a "charter^,for Shambala political 

authority. at

j
This charter specifically identifies the right to rule through 

f the idea of the inheritance of special qualities by persons 
viewed as descendants of a hero, further, it establishes an 
order of precedence in the hierarchy and in the succession 
to chiefehips. It also provides guides for the proper behavior 
of ruler and ruled and indicates the limitations on the legiti- '' 
mate power of the rulers. Finally, it focuses and maintains 
attention upon the channels of communication which it pro-
vides.6

The Mbega tradition is well known among the people; tut most of their versions 

are brief/ containing only the essential outline of the qualities and founding act 

of the hero.^ One very elaborate version does however exist,^ and it is used in

this study.

The story begins: "Of old time there was in the country of Uzigua.. .a 

man named Mbega. This man was at strife with his kinsfolk."^ The first words.

"of old, " set the beginning in the indefinite and prescriptive past. The strife
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was serious, for Mbega's kinsmen deprived him of his share in the inheritance 

whenever one of his kin died. He was rejected because certain omens led his 

kinsmen to consider him a dealer in black arts, responsible for deaths in the 

family. Mbega resolved to leave his home, following the path suggested by 

the dreams induced by Ifiedicines. He went to Kilindi, where he was respectet^ 

as a great huriter and vyelcomed, There-his great powers were manifest. "Now 

God had given hint grace of person and of speech, and knowledge of healing 

charms; if any was sick he healed him; and charms for war he knew, and to

protect the town he^ould use magic.However, one day while Mbega was
1'' ,

hunting with a group that included the Kilindi chief's son, th§ chief's son was 

killed. ^The group fled.^ ^

By this time Mbega's magical powers had been developed. His mere 

survival amidst danger when bereft of family and tribal protection was an -- 

achievement; his influence over the lives and fortunes of alien peoples among 

whom he stayed was indicative of a uniquely great potential. So it was that
, i

eventually he came to Bumburi where "the people loved him''and "without 

dispute acknowledged him as their Chief." Then news reached the town of 

■ Vuga "that he knew war charms and that he could bring clouds over the land, 

and that if any man was sick he healed him." Now Vuga was the chief town 

of Usumbara upon which Bumburi and other territories were dependent, and Vuga, 

was at war with the Pare tribe. There Turi was headman of the clan that held 

the country "because God gave them the gift of working iron and skill in war."^^
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Turi secured the consent of his people to obtain Mbego and his magic, for 

they heard that he was not only a great magician who c,ouid blind enemies 

but "a goodly person and compassionate."^^ Mbega, after covering the 

with clouds to demonstrate his power, talked with Turi and the Vuga elders, 

"They noted the calmness of his countenance, and the beauty of his eyes, and 

his speech, and the sound of l\4s.voice--he spoke, a man could pay him close 

attention." Mbega stated his condition: the men of Zirai must build a "house 

of charms" at "a grove ne.ar Vuga where the Headmen of Vuga were buried." 

Then he would come.^^

Mbega came to Vuga, and all the people of Usambara were called to 

meet the stranger who worked wonders. -"They went in and they saluted Mbega 

and.. .they saw his fine bearing and the grace of his countenance and his 

and his smile and his stature; of all the men of Usambara there was not one who 

up to him by half a head. "’6 jhey chose two men of understanding from 

each country to confer. The conferees decided to make him king.

sun

'

eyes

was

They brought.him out., .to the multitude and took his hand 
to signify that he was indeed their lord, and they proclaimed. 
Every word that he says we accept, and if any man refuse, 
and he says. Let him die, we will kill him by universal 
sent. The whole assembly responded... .So the men of Vuga 
dwelt with their King, and he governed and enforced the laws, 
and dll the country brought their questions to him and he de
cided them, and no one could dispute his decrees, all approved 
of them.

con-

The new order was now established. Mbega ruled from his capital Vuga
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by popular consent as well as by the consent of the previous authorities. He 

was made king for three distinct but related reasons': he wielded a powerful

.

magic, he was a good man who used his powers to benefit the people, and he 

displayed to the highest degree those physical and personality traits that mark 

a man for leadership. It was on the assumption that he was'both- wise and good 

that he was accepted as an absolute authority whose command would not be

■ ".J-questioned.

The story: does not, rhdwever, attribute to Mbega solely on his own ac- 

count the qualities that have been describedGod is credited as the source of

Mbega's graces and magical knowledge. Winans, who repeatedly describes

Mbega as^charismatic in the Weberian sense, does not comment at all on this 

part of the story. Yet it is-crucial. Who is this God of the Shambalo, and why 

might he have chosen Mbega as the recipient of his favor ? Unfortunately, There 

are but meager hints for us to go on; for none of the writings on the Shambalo ex

amine this question. The Shambalo have long been in close contact with the 

coast and the majority of them are now Moslems.^® There are, however, two

reasons to doubt that the God who favored Mbega is an acquisition from the Is

lamic religion of the coast. The first is a statement of a Shambalo recorded about 

the middle of the last century by the German missionary Krapf: "we are all slaves 

of the Zumbe (king), who is our Mulungu. ..19 Edwin Smith, an authority on Afri

can religious ideas and on the Bantu languages, explains that the name Mulungu 

"in its various forms—Murungu, Mlungu, Mluku, Mungu, Mngu—has been adopted
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_ in translation of the Scriptures in some fWenty-five of the languages of East 

Africa, covering the area from the lower Zambezi to Lake Victoria, and from 

the coast inland to the River Loangwa."20 He accepts ihe Culwicks' descrip

tion of the Bena conception of Mulungu as true of other tribes throughout this 

region. Mulungu is both a personal creator God "associated with thunder, 

lightning and rain, " and an impersonal pervasive spiritual power.To the fore

going must be added Krapf's observatfon that thef Shgmbala king is addressed,as

"Simba wa Muene, " meaning "Lion ^^on/of Heaven.The evidence, though

certainly not conclusive, points to Shambala belief in a supreme', but wholly in

digenous African God associated with the powers of the sky who orders life and 

earth aijd "showers" replenishing gifts upon it. The second reason is found in the 

Mbega story itself. What Mbega hunts for food is pigs—hardly an occupation 

that would recommend itself to a Moslem or to the God of the Moslems—dhd he 

does not abandon this occupation after being graced by God.^^

Why did Mulunga favor Mbega? The question put in this form could be 

illegitimate if taken to mean, "By what virtues did Mbega merit Mulungu's

.,24 .What must be sought, then, are signs indicating what can only be 

stated as the purposes of Mulungu in choosing Mbega. Such signs may reveal 

something of the nature of Mulungu and of his way toward the Shambala. We 

recall that Mbega was rejected by his kinsmen; his mother and father are dead. 

The rejection was unjust, based as it was on the misreading by his kinsmen of 

certain omens. Mbega, sorely distressed, asked: "What does it ,^is kinsmen's

favor?
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hosHlit^mean? What is my sin?"^^ Rejected and deeply troubled, he set out

alone. At-this point, Mbega is bereft of mundane coijnections and reliances.

He has reached a point of undoubted spiritual crisis, for he is aware of no fault 

of his own and’yet he has been marked by events as one set apart from other men. 

The crisis is such that it.can be resolved only by openness to d divine source of 

meaning and strength or by deSpdir. His travel to Kilindi is also an internal mo

tion, and indeed when he finds rest at Kilindi he finds there also the full revela

tion and m^ifestation of Mulungu's gifts to him. But,the rest at Kilindi 

porary, a period of spiritual initiation^and^reparation when he practiced his 

good works and gave his counsel, which was sought and accepted by the elders, 

■ in a private capacity without holding office His spiritual initiation at this 

time is implied by his apparent maintenance of ritual purity, for he did not take 

a wife until he came to Bumburi in Usambara country. 

clan of the Shambala known as the Wakilindi ? None of the. sources even raise 

the question of why the clan is called Kilindi, perhaps because the question is 

unanswerable in strict genealogical terms.However, if the foregoing inter-

was tem-

Why then is the ruling

pretation is correct, it suggests an answer. Whereas Mbega's physical life takes 

its origin in Uzigua, Mbega began to live in a meaningful sense only in Kilindi) 

and the father, or perhaps androgynous parent, of this meaningful life is Mulungu 

who revealed’himself at Kilindi.^9

The remainder of the story is a normative account of how Mbega oiganized

his kingdom and ruled. Mbega had a great house built for his pregnant Bumburi 

wife, a house in which the next king of Vuga was to be bom. This son, Buge,
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he named Simba (Lion) son of Mwene.^O The men of Bumburi, fearing that

- Buge would grow up unfamiliar with them, requested that he be raised in Bum-

^uri. Mbega consented, commanding that they choose, in consultation with

the men of the various villages of the Bumburi district, a good man who would

be set up to watch over and protect Buge. This man was'to lead and govern

them, so that Buge would have tj judge among the people The men of

Ubiri, hearing what the men of Bumburi had achieved, also wanted a son of

Mbega by o^,of their daughters. They persuaded him Jo marry a girl of their

^ •'' 32
village, and she bore him his second son^KTmweri.'^

When Buge reached fifteen years of age, the Bumburi elders came to 

Mbega saying: "we want to set up Buge-as chief in Bumburi; he is grown up; 

the people have agreed to wait on him, they have agreed that he shall be their 

judge, they have agreed to till his fields and to plant them, and that men shall

Mbega's approval was given, contingent 

on the consent of the Vuga elders which was apparently not in doubt. Mbega

1.33wait on him, each for two days.

sent his herald to Bumburi for Buge's installation. The whole country subject

to Bumburi—sixteen villages are mentioned by name—assembled, Mbega's herald

telling them: "I have been sent by Mbega to come to give you his son.. .If he 

does wrong, call me...and 1 will correct him; and if he does not listen, he shall 

be removed and his brother Kimweri of Ubiri set in his place."3'*' After ten days.

Buge went to Vuga with tribute as required by Mbega. "So Buge ruled in Bum

buri, and there was great peace between him and his brethren," who were chiefs
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'disc of sections of Usambara,^^

When Mbega died only five elders knew, for it was not his custom to 

appear in public. The secret was kept until Buge was brought from Bumburi. 

Buge sent for the men of Kilindi, the men who had accompanied Mbega into 

Usambara country, telling them "Your brother is dead"<ind asking them how 

they bury. Mbega was buried,according to the Kilindi ritual, and Buge sought 

to return to Bumburi to take counsel. The chief.elder of Vuga detained him, 

however, fearing that if Buge's brothers heard of Mbega's death and Buge's 

absence they would seize Vug'a. Therefor^the'ihen of alT the tribes in the 

country were summoned by the drum war signal, and the chief elder of Vuga 

proclaimed Buge Chief of Vuga. The people of all the subject tribes assented, 

and Buge was presented to them and given his father's spear.jhe story here 

ends with Buge reigning in Vuga as king over all the country.

This part of the story concerning the rule of Mbega and the succession 

of his eldest son makes several points about the nature of the rule and the in

stitutions of authority. First of all, Mbega retained the elders who had for

merly ruled; and he consulted with them on important matters. However, he 

transformed into an administrative unity what had previously been a weak posi

tion of dominance by Vuga, whose chief elder Turi was looked up to by the 

peoples of the mountains. His sons became the chiefs of subordinate areas. 

These chiefs were expected to rule benevolently and according to law 

condition of their tenure. The Vuga king sired these sons by wives from the

as a
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areas in which they were to rule; and his sons were brought up and educated

in these areas by local men who could be expected to imbue their future chief
0

with the local customs and with a concern for the people. The chiefs, like the 

Vuga king, were judges to whom matters were brought for decision. Apparently 

the chiefs were generally independent of Vuga in matters affecting only their 

areas. Vuga, however, coulc;) summon the warriors of all the areas directly by

drum without going through the chiefs. Finally, the men of Kilindi enter the

story for the first tTme in Usambara only when the proper conduct of a crucially

...
important ritual, the burial of the king, tnusf b¥ determined. 'In this, local 

tom was not adhered to. Although.the Kilindi are called brothers of Mbega, no-

cus-

where^in the story is it hinted that thejrsons became chiefs.

The institutions of Shambala as described by observers actually conform

to the dictates of the Mbega story. Moreover, it is extremely significant that 

"nearly all commoners claim that their ancestors voluntarily asked for chiefs, 

and, similarly, chiefs do not claim to rule by right of conquest but rather by 

invitation and right of descent.At the top is the paramount chief or king, 

who is considered a descendant of Mbega. Alternative kings are named Shebuge

and Kimweri after Mbega's two eldest sons. Below him are some sixteen or

seventeen chiefs accountable directly and only to the king. Below them .in

turn are lesser chiefs. The chiefs and subchiefs are usually Kilindi. Chiefs

at all three of these levels have councils of elders, who are commoners and

who are selected by the councils themselves. The chiefs act only with the
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advice and consent of these councils. The king's council chooses and installs, 

an heir when the king dies.^^.
*

The authorities on the Shambala say emphatically that they constitute- 

a state which is democratic. Winans calls Shambalai a "segmentary state." It 

is a state because it possesses the essential features of statehood: a central au

thority, specialized administrative institutions, and judicial institutions.^^ It 

is segmentary because coexisting with the specialized administrative institutions

is a segmentary organization and because the powers exercised at all the admin- 
' ' ■ ■ '

/n ' ‘ V <
istrative levels are the same.Winarjs eitplairis:

A distinction has been made between two types of authority 
, within Shambala society. There is that aufeority which we 

may call familial and which is exercised within recognized 
kinship groupings, and there is the authority of chiefship 
which extends to all members of the society....The accept
ance of /^begg'iydescendants is based upon their inheri
tance of/charismati^ qualities. This recognition of the 
inheritance of charisma leads not only to the acceptance of 
each particular royal chief but has a further implication.
The growth of the lineage of the magical leader leads even
tually to segmentation. The new lineages thus founded also 
eventually segment and so on. Since chiefs are bound to
gether within this continually segmenting system, the ac
ceptance of such a chief means the acceptance of the whole 
system of chiefs....

Within a system of this type the source of power of each 
royal authority is essentially the same. Each chief, through 
inheritance, participates directly in the charisma of the found
er. A royal chief does not exercise power delegated by fee 
fwramount and limited by fee over-riding and essentially dif- 
fecent powers of this supreme authority; rather he exercises the 
same powers and possesses the same rights limited only by the 
lesser number of his people and his familial subordination to 
the heads of greater lineage segments in the royal clan.'^^^
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Thus within each of the two strata, the rulers and ruled, "it is primarily kinship

which provides the structure of authority, but between the two strata it is not.
#

Walter Goldschmidt similarly emphasizes that "Shambalai is a state and not a 

tribal society, " because there is a government and an internal order to which 

the lineages and clans are subordinate.^ Moreover, as.does Dobson, Gold

schmidt regards the Shambala political system as "democratic" because "the 

citizens (through their lineage heads) had an important say in matters of govem- 

fhat it is democratic in any Western sense is contradicted by Gold- 

Schmidt's recognitiorf that the Sharnbala‘did.^pot recognize nie' individual "as a 

Jural entity."45 This whole question of African statehood and democracy is 

taken up in more comprehensive fashion in the next chapter.

The sanctions of the hierarchical structure of chiefly authority are mani

fest primarily in the royal ancestor cult. Only royal ancestors who achieved 

political importance in life have shrines erected to them. Each royal village 

contains a special fenced area.wherein the royal ancestors are buried. Associ

ated with this sacred area is the chief's official residence (nyumba ya mufikg, 

house of ancestor observances).^^ The sanction is operative in this respect:

"a rite directed to immediate ancestors may be performed by the lesser chief 

but rites directed to more remote ancestors in the royal genealogy must be car

ried out by a chief at the relevant higher order of segmentation." Evasion of 

this ritual subordination by a chief damages the relation between him and the 

royal ancestors.47

.42,

ment.

5
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The king wields great power, and his legitimate "coercion may reach 

inside the corporate lineage but most frequently deals with lineages as units.'’ 

He must settle disputes between lineages and maintain peace He 

mqnd services from his subjects and exact fines or tribute. According to Krapf, 

commoners feared that the display of wealth might resulf in its seizure by the 

great chiefs or paramount.'^^ But Winahs reveals that such seizure was not very 

systematic and that chiefly wealth was used primarily for ritual offerings, ihe 

sustenance ^.the wqrridrs, bridewealth, and prcrvisionj^ for corvee laborers.^®
, ^ ' ■ -.f

When installed as chief, the candidate ^"tdkes a solemn oath to respect the 

rights of the people" and to ritually attend to the maintenance of the country 

Thus what sanctions the power of the chief also demands that the power be used 

rightly. To the extent that the chiefs adhere to belief in the force and demands 

of their royal ancestors, to that extent also might they fear the loss of power 

through its abuse.

can com-

1SONJO' .

The Sonjo are one of the smallest tribes in Tanganyika, numbering only 

some 3,593 in 1948."^ They are in the distinctive position of constituting "an 

enclave of Bantu agriculturalists surrounded by nomadic pastoralists who differ 

from them in language and culture."^

The political system of the Sonjo is simple. Each of the six Sonjo vil

lages is ?o a great extent politically autonomous and economically self-sufficient. 

Each is governed by a hereditary council of elders known as wenamiji ("children
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of the village"), whose authority is corporate and not possessed by its members 

. individually. The council is the sole executive andTegal authority for the 

whole village, and its decisions normally represent unanimity among the elders.^ 

The wenamiji are accepted by the Son jo as having legitimate authority, 

for their broad powers "appear to be universally accepted as right and authentic 

and are not seriously-questioned by anyone."^ According to Gray, their "power 

is derived mainly from the control of irrigation water."6 But Gray does not ade

quately establish this proposition as tiue. The enumeration of several weaknesses 

in his study will help introduce the questioB>,of what sanctions the elders' authority.

First, Gray does not consistently carry through a distinction between "pow

er" and^ "authority. ”7 It is entirely conceivably that power could be derived from 

some source like the control of the major economic resource, but authority requires

another source for its legitimacy.

Not distinguishing sufficiently between power and authority. Gray then 

falls into the trap of holding that the power or authority is "bolstered" or "re

inforced" by "supernatural sanction" and a "mythical charter.

Finally, Gray does not, nor is he able to, show that historically a group 

of men gained control of the irrigation system, and that later there developed the 

idea of a legitimating religious sanction. Lacking this historical evidence, one 

might just as easily surmise that the "supernatural sanction" conferred authority, 

and that this authority extended to the control of irrigation works as one among 

the activities of the society.
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We are'’presented, then, with this situation: among the Sonjo there 

are village councils that exercise sovereign power in the villages; a crucial 

aspect of the economic life of the villages is the maintenance and control of 

irrigation; responsibility for which is possessed by the councils; the authority 

of the councils is accepted as,legitimate by the Sonfo; and the Sonjo regard 

this authority as having some sanction superior to their own consent.

It remains only to examine this sanction. Gray tells us that all his

Sonjo informants identified the council members as "the descendants in patri-
: - ' K ‘ • '

lineal line of a like number of men >^<?4ivea in the days of Khambogeu and

were ordained in their positions by him."^ Khambogeu,or Hambageu, is thus 

in some sense, whether historical or mythological, the founder of Sonjo soci

ety; and from him its order derives.

The most complete account of Hambageu is that of Simeon Ndula, a 

summary of which follows. Hambageu, having neither father nor mother, was 

not born into the world but came "automatically." The people of Sonjo first 

saw him as a grown man living in poverty at the village of Tinaga. His first 

encounter with the village came with his refusal to participate in work on the 

irrigation ditches. The elders' attempts to punish him through fines and ulti

mately through strangulation were foiled by his performance of miracles': twice 

the goats that he had been fined reappeared overnight; fleeing for his life to 

Samunge, he repelled his pursuers by wounding them with exploding guinea- 

fowl feathers that he had miraculously ignited with his fire stick and had thrown

-f
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at them.^0 Hambageu remained among the Wasamunge; his magic "astonished 

the people and> since he had neither father nor mothej" and as he himself could 

not explain how he came into the world, they considered him to be God."^' 

Hambageu married and his children became so numerous that he turned 

all but two of them to stone despite the resistance of the Wasamunge. Again, 

against the advice of the Wasa'munge, he expelled one of the two sons from his 

house. Aka, the remaining son, flew away like a bird. Distressed at the loss 

of Aka, Hi^b'ageu left Samuhge and'settled in Kisangiro (Belwa), where he 

remained until his death. Contrary to.Hambageu's expressed wish, his body 

was buried; but when his grave was later opened it was found empty. It was 

believed that he rose from the dead, and all the Son[o consider that he remains

their God. 12

This account was later expanded by Simeon Ndula and other sources.

It seems that Hambageu turned his sons into stones in response to a revelation 

from the sun that he could "become firm of heart" only by having nothing more 

to do with his sons.l^ Later some of the Sonjo saw Hambageu arise from his 

grave and fly up to the sun-god Riob, with whom he was then identified.!^ 

"The word mugwe is a generic term for God and is also used in the plural form 

It is applied to Khambageu and Riob.. .In his role as sUn-god, 

Khambageu-Riob is thought to rule the heavens. The stars are conceived of 

as his children.”15

—bagwe.

While on earth Hambageu made two major prophecies concerning the
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future. He told the Sonjo that white people would come to help and rule them,

and that the Sonjo were to obey them.^^ The second prophecy concerned the
*

end of the world, the signs of which he described. Hambageu is to return at 

this time and "save all Sonjo who are properly marked with the ntemi scar un

der the left breast.

This account of the Hambogeu myth was preceded by the claim that the 

Sonjo village elders have an authority the legitimacy of which derived from

Hambageu and descends to them by way of patrilineal succession. It has further 

been shown, in the identification of Hambgge^^witli the ruler of the heavens.

the sun-god Riob, that this source is divine. It remains to sketch in more fully 

the links between the elders and the transcendent sacred powers.

First of all, "every village claims to have been founded by Khambageu, 

this despite the statements in the central myth that the villages were already in 

existence when Khambageu first visited them. "18 A related difficulty arises 

from the existence in authority of the elders prior to Hambageu's appearance 

and from his (successful) defiance of that authority. Suggestive here is the idea 

that Hambageu had no mother or father, which is to say that he "came to them a 

stranger, a solitary figure with no tribal bonds whatsoever, 

is the adherence of Hambageu to the pre-existing order of offices, even'though 

he himself exercised a kind of monarchical rule while he lived.

1.19 Suggestive further

Several surmises offer themselves for consideration here. One is that

the elders who opposed Hambageu exercised illegitimate power or that their 

authority, the source of which is lost to memory, was given a new and superior
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basis by Hambageu. Anoiber is fhaf while some order of life existed prior to 

Hambageu, nevertheless he created a new order (a new v/orld) in comparison 

with which the former order is as nothing (a dis-order). Finally, one might 

emphasize the conception of Hambageu os the creator of the world, but re

gard his appearance in the story among men already socially organized as 

necessary if an account was to be given of ljis socially relevant miraculous ‘
V '

powers. None of these surmises would contradict the conclusion that two ele

ments are ess^tial to the authority of the village eldersjgfter Hambageu: a 

sacred ground of the authority derived from Hdmbqgeu, and the transmission 

of this authority through lines of ancestors to the living elders. Hambageu- 

could defy the elders without negating the ancestral principle precisely be

cause he was not of the tribe. Being over the tribe, he provided the requisite 

second element: the sacred element to be transmitted through heredity. Not 

of the tribe, he could neither establish nor sanction the principle of lineal 

descent. Had he left heirs the Son{o constitution could not but have been dif

ferent—either the monarchical rule of one son or the aristocratic rule of one

family.

Similar considerations apply to the status of the irrigation waters. Ac

cording to the myth Hambageu's first confrontation with the elders arose out of 

his refusal to work-.on the irrigation ditches. We find, however, that Hambageu 

is considered to have originated miraculously the springs that provide the major 

sources of irrigation waters.This belief is of special significance since the 

Sonjo are apparently the only tribe in East Africa whose agricultural economy
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Before Hambageu's arrival there wasis entirely dependent upon irrigation.

water, but it was insufficient.. The implication is that Hambageu perfected a*

pre-existent deficient order and thus "brought in^ golden age of the Sonjo."^^ 

Hambageu is also credited with founding the villages that were made 

habitable by the springs he created, and with initiating’or sanctioning many 

Sonjo customs.' '

The most important village mythologically is Belwaj 
which...is now thought of as locafed in heavej^, or 
as sjinonymqys with heaven. 'The name qccurs iif^e, 
invocation with which communal,players are opened, 
in the phrase, '.. .open the, sluices of Belwa', which,- 
is meant as a supplication for rain.^S

Belwa is "a symbol of the Sonjo homeland, whereas the Sonjo refer to

themselves as a people by the name Batemi (q word containing the same rgot

as the word ntemi, which is the name of the rite of initiation whereby the ntemi 

scar is marked under the left breast in anticipation of Hambageu's return).

According to Gray, the dominant myth places Hambageu's death at the 

vHlage of Rokhari after Hambageu had paid a long visit to Belwa, which is re

garded as the place of his origin.^® 

and "the headquarters for the clan of priests"; there is located the main tribal 

temple at the gravesite of Hambageu.The importance of this temple to all 

the villages is indicated in this account of the annual ceremonies following the

Rokhari is "the ritual centre of the tribe"

harvest:

This festival is celebrated for four days at all the villages
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In rofaHon.. .Preceding the festival proper at a village, 
a delegation of ritually pure men and women march in 
procession to Rolchari, bearing offerings to Khambageu. 
They spend the night in the temple precincts, and if 
favourable omens are obtained by the priests the dele
gation'returns to its village with the news that the fes
tival may begin the next day... .People from other vil
lages come to watch the dancing and visit friends during 
a Harvest Festival .30

Thus, while politically independent, the Sonjo villages are integrated in a 

• pan-tribal ritual system in which Rokhari and to a less extent Samunge have 

a "superior ritual status" among-the villages.

The elders "take a prominent part in village ritual.”^,?-. Finch's ac

count of the cult of HambageO's sons provides one example of their role, as
t

well as of the ritual'status of the villages. The stones into which Hambageu 

had turned his sons are identified ois the large stones in various parts of Sonjo- 

land that project vertically from the ground. Each stone son of Hambageu is 

considered a god, and each is covered by abut.

'i/-

Every year at each of these shrines there are held 
celebrations to honour the god-son of Hambageu there. 
.. .These gods can themselves hear the prayers of men 
and oid them...

Attendance at these rites is obligatory on all the 
inhabitants of the village concerned... .There is no 
special priesthood of these shrines; the elders offici
ating as a body in that role .33

None of these shrines is at Kisangiro (Rokhari) because of the special signifi

cance of Hambageu's temple. Their cults do not detract from that of Hambageu, 

but they constitute an integral element in it.^'^ .
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Undoubtedly tbe major ritual function of tbe elders is implied in the 

following passage: .

rain is ritually assimilated to irrigation water; in the phrase 
'open the sluices of Belwa', which occurs in communal pray
ers, rain is represented as a heavenly irrigation system. The 
irrigation system also has a social dimension. 'It must be con
trolled and regulated to be effective.35

The assimilation'of the earthly irrigation waters to the heavenly waters is 

accomplished by the elders: by their effective control and regulation of the 

irrigation waters the elders alone have^the-power to "open the sluices of 

Belwa,"

t ■
1BENA

The Bena, who number in excess of 158,000 and are fourteenth in size 

of Tanganyika's tribes,^ consist of two different neighboring groups. The hill 

Bena live in the highlands area of southern Tanganyika. The Bena of the rivers 

migrated from the hills sometime about 1870 to the soutwestern end of the 

Ulanga Valley.^

The hill Bena were divided into many small independent, warring chief- 

doms. Each chief ruled over three to five villages. He acceded to office nor

mally as the eldest son of his predecessor's senior wife, and he appointed the 

village headmen and other officials. The chief's power was considerable, and 

his decision absolutely binding. He made levies on the people to fight, to work 

in his fields, to build his houses, and to pay him tribute. The chief always ex

ercised his powers and made his demands through the subordinate officials, he
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himself remaining aloof. Although the chiel^ inspired fear in their subjects, 

apparently their demands were generally moderate and their rule usually benev

olent. Between 1870 and 1875 the Sangu tribe conquered a large part of Ubena, 

in which they killed the Bena chiefs.'^

■ Rather more detailed and comprehensive data is available on the river 

Bena, who constitute a single’kingdoni of some 16,000 people.^ They warrant 

our primary attention because they possess an organizational unity, while the 

term Bena %ad a purely .territorial and linguistic sigtiificance" and the people 

of each small hill chiefdom took the nqme^Df their local area, a name that did 

not denote kinship or a common descent.^

> In the early nineteenth century the Manga clan, which later ruled all 

of the river Bena, exercised authority over but one of the petty chiefdoms. But 

in the 1840's the Wakinimanga (descendants of Manga) had united a group of 

chiefdoms into a single conquering force holding sway over a large area. When 

their further expansion in the hill country was blocked, they began in about 1860 

under their paramount chief Ndaliwali to spread toward the low country of the 

Ulanga valley. This movement was continued by Ndaliwali's son Mtengera I, 

who established the new kingdom in its present location and reigned from about

1863 to 1884.7

The Culwicks describe the religio-political order of the Bena in terms

of their dominant characteristics.

They are primarily an agricultural people and are governed 
now, as in days gone by, by a Paramount Chief, or Mtema,
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qssisted by an aristocracy. The chief is, however, not 
merely a secular ruler. The principal feature of the 
tribal religion is ancestor-worship, and the .Chief as the 
living descendant of the most powerful of the spirits, 
i.e. the former holders of his royal office, is not only 
Hie temporal but also the religious head of the tribe.®

The following examination of the river Bena will, accordingly, be concerned 

with the traditional accounts of the Mtema's early ancestors, with the powers 

and ritual significance of the Mtema, with the relation of ancestor-worship to 

other eluents in the Sena rejigion, with the natufa^.^fjhe ruling aristocracy, 

and with the relationship between the rulers and fee ruled.

According to Bena tradition, as related in the early 1930's, seven gen

erations previous three hunter brothers came down in search of game from the 

Kidodi area, which lies about midway between the Ulanga Valley and Uluguru. 

Their father was a white man whose name is forgotten. The brothers quarreled 

and, with their followers, went their separate ways. Two remained in fee high

lands, winning the hill people's admiration for their hunting prowess. One mar

ried fee daughter of a ruler near Iringa, and fathered the royal house of the Hehe 

tribe. His brother Nguruchawangi married fee daughter of a ruler in fee Bena 

area, who bore him a son Kihugura. Nguruchawangi died of starvation when he 

was trapped by falling rocks in a cave wherein he sought shelter from a storm 

day while hunting. People thereafter called him Manga, meaning a cave. Kihu

gura had such courage and personality that be came to rule over his maternal kins

men, and he founded the royal Manga clan. This is fee extent of the account of 

Manga and his son, and of the two next Manga chiefs nothing is related but their

one
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names and the story of the death of one of them. No legends of their great 

deeds exist, and the detailed historical account of the Manga royal line be- 

gins only with the next Manga chief, Ndaliwali.^

"Manga, " the Culwicks say, "is invested with every heroic virtue and 

is regarded.with great awe." His original home is considered sacred ground, 

the "country of the spirits" where the.Bena Wakinimanga say they would never 

fight. The Bena 6lso believe that through him, from some unknown forefather 

of his, comes .the sacred.drum of the .tribe, "the symbol of all that is most sacred 

in the Bena constitution, " and the medicine of the Mtema's ancestral sacrifice.^®

The interpretation of this tradition should be .^vident. 'Manga may have 

been cj mighty hunter, but the outstanding qualities he is regarded as having pos

sessed are imputed. They are'imputed to him for no other reason than that he is 

the generative source of the political, and hinted military, effectiveness of his 

son Kihugura and their later successors. Implicit is something akin to the phil

osophical principle that the effect cannot be greater than its cause. Manga is 

more prominent than earlier ancestors merely because he is the earliest in the 

line who has a name and the one who first entered Bena country.On both 

counts he is the immediate cause and namesake of the power-bearing clan.

In resuming the story of the Manga royal line with Ndaliwpli, this, ac

count may begin to clarify the powers of the Mtema and his family. Mtema 

Ndaliwali's death was kept^secret from the people for two years, the elders of 

the royal family ruling in his name. Mzawira, whom during his life Ndaliwali 

had specified as his successor because he was the son of his senior wife, then
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began his reign. Mzawira gave his brother Mtengera the chaige of warriors 

to defend the country, and Mtengera fought so well that the elders advised 

Mzawira to give up to him the stool of the kingdom. Mzawira gave up his

?

political authority to Mtengera and, at the eiders' behest, assumed the title 

Mtema wo Tambiko (Chief of the Sacrifices). According to Mtema Kiwanga, 

"There was never a Chief like Mtengera amongst the Wakinimanga of Ubena.''^^

Mtengera went on'to achieve many great military victories.!'^ The Culwicks

comment;

Mtengera excelled in the art of'war and had all the charac
teristics likely to make him a hero of heroes in tlie estimation 

•of his people. But Mzawira had been appointed by his much 
^revered father and had been installed with full religious rites 
...The elders felt that.he was unsuitable; an unwarlike Mtema 
was liable even to open insult by his warriors. But they could 
not remove him from his religious position, for he had done 
nothing.. .for which he could be justifiably deposed with the 
approval of the ancestral spirits. The way out lay iri the tem
porary separation of religious and secular authority.

It remained true, however, that no Mtema is fully Mtema without the title 

Mtema wa Tambiko.

The Mtema possessed great power which, although theoretically abso

lute, was proportionate to the respect he inspired as the representative of the 

royal ancestors and the military commander of a fighting tribe.'7 jhe Bena's 

idea of the characteristics of a good and powerful Mtema is explicated as fol

lows:

Primarily he must guide the affairs of his people in accord
ance with tribal custom and the "will of the ancestors, "
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with whom he must maintain good relations for the benefit' 
of the whole tribe. Formerly, he had to be a ski I Hu I and 
'keen warrior so that his men could have plenty of fighting 
and be proud to follow him...,He must rule justly accord
ing to Bena standards. ..He must put the proper cross-cousins 
at the top of his household and be politic in dealings with 
their families, to consolidate the position of the royal family 
and avoid intrigue. Traditionally he must be open-handed and
hospitable to an astonishing degree. 18

His outward marks were few: a robe and feather headdress. He was entitled

to the special greeting ''Kwahawanga I" which referred to his unique authority 

to commatrcTthat the waf'medieine be drunk. He wds'^tha^nly man of wealth, 

deriving his revenue primarily from tribute and the sale of ivory; yet he lived 

simply, distributing his riches to the people. 1^ He selected many children.
i

the majority of those of important men and promising ones of lower birth, to 

be educated under his supervision from the age of gbout four years. As many 

as six to eight hundred of these children at a time might be in the boys school 

and the girls school, the latter under the direction of the Mtema's senior wife. 

The products of this training provided a reservoir of loyal and efficient men for 

appointment to various posts or to serve in the Mtema's bodyguard or army. 

Through this system the Mtema also exercised considerable control over the

marriages of the aristocracy, with brides of the highest rank given in reward to 

boys who made a distinguished record in the school

the ritual importance of the Mtema is stressed in this statement of the

Cuiwicks:

. While it is open.. .to the tribe as a whole to offend
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the spirits of the deported-Chiefs, it is in the power of only 
one man to propitiate them on behalf of the tribe as a whole. 
The Mtema is tfre religious head of his people, and’it is his 
most solemn duty to carry out all the rites necessary to retain 
the favour of the tribal ancestors and thus to ensure prosperity 
and avert disaster. He is the only priest of the whole commun
ity, though the head of every family is a priest at his private 
family sacrifices.

The Mtema offers the tribal sacrifice (ta'mbiko) at the graves of the chiefs.who 

were buried in the Ulanga area.21
^ • • -I .

AssisHjtg the Mtema in the performance of the tpo^^o is an important 

official known,as the Mzagira wo Tambibo.'^^The Mzagira is not a priest, but 

the Mtema cannot offer the sacrifice without him. The Mzagira has "the final 

decision regarding the admission of the Mtema to the secrets of the heirlooms, 

the final word which permits or denies him the possession of the Stool and ini

tiation as Mtema wa Tambiko. ”22 |t- is his duty "to keep the ancestral spirits 

posted in all news affecting the tribe, and the royal house in particular, by 

going into the shrine Rousing the sacred Drum, Stool and other hierlooms/ 

and there, squatting before the sacred Drum, recounting to the spirits what is 

happening to their children.

Mtema, he served to check or influence the Mtema‘s exercise of power by

ii23 Although the Mzagira is appointed by the

serving as his deputy and chief advisor and especially by his authority to dic

tate concerning the performance of the tribal ritual.

The royal ancestors are believed to inspire the living Mtema with the 

wisdom to make right decisions and to watchfully guide his affairs, 

ancestors are considered to be "the source of all law, the givers of all prosperity.

^ These
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and the senders of all misfortune,. Yet they are subordinate to Mulungu in 

his aspect of a high creator God. The Bena are quoted as saying; "Mulungu 

is the Chief of the mahoka (spirits of the ancestors), who live with him."27

Mulungu is also regarded os an impersonal spiritual force or, more pre

cisely, the sacred substance common to all spiritual forces’.^® The Culwicks 

associate this idea of Mulungu mcfirily with the most uneducated and "backward" 

people, finding that the more "advanced" conception of Mulungu as [od, is

strongest among the more educated people who have some, knowledge of l^lqn 

and/or Christianity.29 Two facts would s§enf*to indicate, however, that the \

conception of Mulungu as a high God may well be indigenous. First, under 

this aspeot he is known under a variety of traditional names, two of which are

cited: Nguruwi, the origin and meaning of which is unknown; and MIongaweka, 

meaning "He who speaks of Himself."20 Secondly, Bena apparently do not con

ceive of Mulungu as a Muslim or Christian conceives of God, for some are wont

to make such statements as; "I have been poisoned, Mulungu has entered me.

I must seek out a doctor who will give me good medicine which is Mulungu. And 

Mulurfgu will help me so that I shall recover, for he has not yet called me to him. "21 

Here both conceptions of Mulungu are expressed in the same breath.

Towegale, the Mtema installed in 1932, called on Mulungu when he'

sacrificed to the ancestors and spoke of him as a personal spirit who rules the

32dead whom he rewards according to their deeds in life. Since the charms,

medicine and divination of the medicine-man23 apparently have no place, or

only a subordinate one at most, in the public ceremonies, one must conclude
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that the propitiation of the royal ancestors, through whom perhaps Mulungu was 

traditionally worshipped, by the Mtema as ihe representative of the whole soci- 

ety was the essential and dominant characteristic of the Bena public ritual. These 

public rites were held in the event of any major public crisis like drought, flood, 

or political disorder; "but even without some special reason the great ancestors 

must not be neglected for toamany months on end."^'^

A great tambiko was held at the funeral of an Mtema, with many days
«« ■

of feasting for which people came from all over the country. It occurred only 

after about'two years had elapsed sinw the Mfema's death, which was kept

secret until a tree planted on the grave in his house forced its way through the 

roof.^ During this period the new Mtema and tribal elders carried on as osten-; 

sible deputies of the dead Mtema, whose hut they often visited to receive his 

orders.

The Mtema, as has been shown, was the central and supreme figure as 

^ ruler and representative of the society. The constitutional structure of the soci

ety must now be examined in order to see how the ancestrally inspired rule of the 

Mtema reaches the people. The Culwicks distinguish five "classes" among the 

Bena: slaves, common people, warriors, village headmen, and provincial chiefs.^ 

The term "class" is used very loosely, for these categories are not distinguished ac

cording to a single standard and some of them overlap.

At the bottom of society were the Wawanda or slaves, consisting of war 

captives, certain deltors and criminals, and the children of slaves. Some bonds

men were above the menial position of slaves, and some of these were warriors or
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influenfial counsellors.^^ The lowest rank of freemen were the Wanu (pi. of 

munu^ person). These were not professional warriors, but in war they would 

be called to fight under their village leader. They were also subject to corvee 

during game drives in their locality.38 The Wenyewaha or warrior class con

tained men from.all strata of society from bondsmen to’the royal family. Trained 

in the Mtema's school, they served in'units of a standing army or as bodyguards 

and assistants to the Mtema or other officials. The administrative officials were 

drawn from this closs.^^
T > ' . . )

The’Wanzagira or village headipeif-were appointed by the Mtema, who 

took into consideration the villages' preferences. The position was often semi- 

• hereditary, the Mtema choosing from among the heirs in the predominant family.^® 

The headman "was responsible for all that concerned his village, for reporting 

to his superior anything of note that occurred, for the maintenance of discipline 

and the settlement of disputes. On the whole, he aimed at keeping the Wanu 

contented. Under him were assistants, Wanyambiki, whom he appointed from 

among the Wanu. Respected commoners, Watambule, made up an advisory coun

cil lacking any administrative authority .^2

Wanzagira had yet a second meaning. "The bravest and most honoured 

warriors were called Wanzagira and ranked higher than those, a Iso warriors, who 

only held the administrative title, though, of course, the village ruler was usually 

an Mzagira of both types." The military Wanzagira held the major military posts, 

each leading at least thirty men into battle. They were friends and counsellors 

to the Mtema
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The headmens'superiors were thg Watwa Wenyelu^enana, meaning the 

’ . chiefs on the hill. They ruled the provinces and answered to the Mtema, who
9

selected them from among near relatives. In making his appointment the Mtema 

has to strike "a balance between hereditary claims, personal qualifications, the 

will of the ruler, and the wishes of the ruled.

In conclusion, the river 3ena are found to have a society organized 

politically and militarily. All authority flows down into this structure from 

the royal ancestors through, the Mtema, who appoints all but the lowest village 

officials and who Units the military and ‘theippllti'dal hierarch'ies bt the top.^^ 

The Mtema, while absolutely supreme, is not remote. He and his family are 

related j-p the rest of the society through .numerous marital connections, and 

in his rule he is subject to the demand that he have benevolent concern for the 

common good as a condition of his favor with the ancestral powers who sanction 

his authority and make his power effective and thus secure. In turn, as a result 

of the marriage customs of the royal family,^many of the Mtema's subjects can 

look to the royal ancestors as being their own in a morb immediate way than 

through their membership in the tribe over which they ruled and, in a sense, 

continue to rule through their inspired successors. Finally, the political struc

ture of the river Bena, while much more complex and sophisticated, reproduces 

many of the features of the hill Bena model from which it derives—features such 

as a se.mi-hereditary office of chief, the eldest son of the chief's senior wife 

normally succeeding; a group of officials appointed by the chief; and the fear

someness and unchallenged power of the chief. Moreover^ the substantive order
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is withouf doubt- the same, with societal order and prosperity dependent on the 

good will of the royal ancestors who sanction the chief’s authority by accepting 

him as the only representative of the whole society.

LUGURU^

The Luguru is listed among Tanganyika tribes as eleventh in size, with 

a population of somewhat over 178,000.2 i^^gy around the Uiuguru

, Mountains in Sast-^entral Tanganyika. Not only was there no comprehensive

tribal organization or^develbped .idea of tribal unity, buflhOt^tribe" was not

■ -

even coextensive-with the culture group. The Luguru share many cultural fea- ■ 

tures, os well os language, with neighboring pieoples,' even having a number of
I ■

clans in common with them. In fact, the cultural similarities between the Luguru 

and these other "tribes" are greater than those obtaining within certain other 

groups like the Sukuma that have distinct names and thus are considered tribes. 

The geographic character of the term Luguru is indicated by the practice of peo

ple who change their "tribal" name upon moving to another area.2

Young and Fosbrooke describe Luguru society as' "segmentary" and 

"acephalous."^ "Traditional authority was decentralized and segmented, based 

on lineage, with descent passing through the mother’s line,"^ Since the Luguru 

are articulated into local communities, clans and lineages, these may be ex

amined in turn.

The local community is politically, economically and religiously inde

pendent. It is defined territorially, with the land considered the property of 

one particular lineage. Moreover, it sometimes consisted of lineage members
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alniost-.entirely. The clans are not localized, and some are not even limited 

to the Luguru, There are over fifty of these exogamus, matrilineal groups 

claiming descent from a remote ancestress.^

The lineage is the really important political unit, for it is here that 

one encounters political authority. "The possession of a duly installed line

age head, with jurisdiction over a defined territory and over a group of peo

ple, here termed a local community, is a distinguishing mark of a lineage's 

independent existence."7 •

The lineage head assumes the nam^ofttie first lineage head.

. Thus in the case of the Mganga lineage of the Mwenda clan 
the head will be known as Mganga-. If asked his name, such 
a person would state 'AAganga,' and not give the name.. .by 
which he was known prior to fassumption of office. Likewise, 
if asked from whom he inherited, he would reply, 'Mganga.' 
The identification of present officeholders with their prede
cessors is close. The same name is used to denote the line
age: in the case quoted, ask a member what clan he is and, 
he will reply 'Mwenda'; ask his lineage .and he will say 
'Mganga' or more specifically 'Mwenda Mganga.'8

This symbolism is instructive. It indicates, first, that the lineage head is iden

tified with the source of his authority. By adopting the name of the first lineage 

head he is in a sense transformed into him or, to put it another way, he assumes 

the nature of his predecessor. 'Thus he is said not to rule a society but to "rule 

the name, " and the assumption of this name is the dominant element in the suc

cession. 9

The name obviously derives its significance from the first lineage head.
<t'
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^ These founders, according to oral tradition, were individuals who, often with 

their families, infiltrated and settled in the Luguru highlands. There is no 

tradition of a common origin of the Luguru, some lineages tracing their an

cestors to a southwestern source, others to a southern origin, and still others 

to the coast or, the north. However, unlike some Tanganyika tribes, "no Lu

guru lineage claims non-Bantu origin and there are no legends of pre-exist

ing hunting people.

Apparently the Luguru, in maintaining the institution of lineage head 

and symbolizing it by the name of the firetd*iead,' experience themselves as still 

subject to these founders and to the foundation. By symbolizing the lineage 

with the founder's name, they imply the inseparability of the foundation from 

the founder. The lineage, while it extends through time and was founded in 

time, is not regarded as a historical reality. This is certainly implied not only 

by the identification of the later lineage heads with the first, but by the omis

sion of the notion of ruling over subjects in the symbolism of lineage headship. 

The later lineage members are identified not with earlier members in any direct 

way, but only by virtue of their assumption also of the name of the founder 

which is the name of the lineage. Thus they do not really conceive of them

selves as "subjects." The lineage head and the lineage group as a whole ore 

both "Mgangq, " and the lineage head' is thus of the essence of the corporate 

group: he "incorporates" it by virtue of himself being a founder through iden

tification with the first founder.

..10

Consistent with the foregoing is the selection and removal of the lineage

>
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head according to the popular consent of the lineage members. Lacking any 

military tradition or organization, the lineage had no basis for experiencing 

its head, whether first or last, as the bearei^of sacred powers manifest in co

ercive or violent form. Unfortunately, the sources Jo not provide more than 

the barest hints concerning the religion of the Luguru. However, these hints 

—namely, the coincidence of the instaflation of a new head with his prede- 

cessoi^ funeral, the head's performance of sacrifice at the "sacred grove" of

the lineage, and the role'of "shared ritual" in the coh^^ion of the lineage— 

lead one to surmise that the Iinea9e ritugl ftfenters on sacrifice led by the

lineage head to the lineage founder. Presumably the "sacred groves" are 

the burial sites of the founders, and theliead is known not only as the ruler 

of the name but as "the owner or possessor of the soil." This suggests that 

the founder and his successors are important to the fertility of the soil, the 

lineage heads' duty being to ensure rain and good harvest through sacrifice.

Thus far it would appear that Young and Fosbrooke beg the question 

when they describe the Luguru as an acephalous society. The Luguru, as they 

indicated, -are but part of a culture group distinguished according to geographi

cal criteria. The only true political society—namely, the only group in which 

political authority exists and is exercised^^—is the Jineage; and the lineage, 

as we have seen,.,is certainly not headless. The head of the lineage exercised 

authority over his kinsmen and over others who occupied lineage land. He was 

thus a territorial ruler.

It is, however, not entirely correct to assert that the only true Luguru
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political societies were the lineagensentered local communities. Prior to the 

colonial period larger political societies were being articulated. Three line

age heads, one named Kingalu, in different parts of the Luguru area began to 

exercise authority over lineages other than their own.

The institution of a sopra-lineage political organization 
—if the position was sufficiently stable to be regarded as in
stitutionalized—was manifestly based on the lineage system.
At some undefined period one of the Kingalus.. .started to 
exerhhis pow^ as a rain-maker. His sacrifices did not re- 
plac^he sacrifices conducted'by other lineageJieqds in their 
own'groves, iDut perhaps‘because of a run.^pf spee^^onswers to 
prayer they came to be regardedqs More efficacious. A spec
ial tribute.was paid to Kingalu. Also it became customary 
for ail cultivation to be suspended for three days while he was 
sacrificing. In addition, Kingalu's tabu against living in any
thing but a rectangular hut with onplastered walls became im
posed on a considerable area, which today includes five head
men's areas with a total of approximately 1,500 houses... 
Kingalu's insignia are more elaborate than /those o^ the usual 
lineage head.14

Kingalu and the other two supra-lineage authorities were able successfully 

to demand "tribute as a thanks offering for successful supplication to the 

supernatural powers responsible for rain and for harvest." In this way they 

were in competition with the lineage heads who also received token payments 

of tribute for ensuring the groups' prosperity through sacrifice. Lineage heads 

who attempted to set themselves up over larger groupings through force failed, 

while Kingalu retained his authority in the eyes of his people when the British 

removed him from power: "only emergent political leaders with supernatural 

backing retained their prestige when the temporal power which supported them
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withdrawn.was

________ No date is availoble that would indicate the c}iaracter of die super-

’ natural powers backing Kingalu. It Is, however, reasonable to suppose that, 

since he was originally merely a lineage head and remained such after ex- 

pandfng his authority, the sacred powers were not essentially different than 

those of the Luguru lineages generally; and that therefore he was identified 

with these sacred forces through his assumption of the name, Kingalu, which 

is traced b^' thirteen generations to a founder of the^same name who is said 

to have migrated to the Luguru area from t!lbena.

. In any event, the evidence shows that the Luguru political society was 

■ the lineage, but also that there had emerged an incipient hierarchical political 

order culminating in a chief whose lineage would constitute o royal kinship 

group. Nothing would indicate that the internal order of this larger society 

and the authority of the head of this multilineage group differed essentially from 

that which prevailed within the lineage itself.

ar

\NYAKYUSA

The Nyakyusa live in southwestern Tanganyika at the northwest end of 

Lake Nyasa, a once isolated area that is enclosed on three sides by mountains. 

Numbering some 192,816 in 1948, the Nyakyusa are the eighth largest tribe in

Tanganyika .3

According to Motiica Wilson, "Nyakyusa society may be viewed as three
r

circles of relationship—the relationships of kinship, village relationships, and
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V relationships within and beyond the chiefdoms."^ Our concern herein is with 

the third of these circles. Yet, because these three types.of groupings "inter

lock in a complex fashion, it is appropriate that a description of each of the 

"circles" be initially provided.

In general, "economic and religious co-operatioh link the descendants 

of a common grandfather, and marriage'between the descendants of a common 

great-grandfather'is excluded."^ There is no clan system. The lineage is im-

portant in terms of religion and wealth. Elaborate kinship rituals attest to be- 

lief in the power of the ancestors and senior-relaVives.^ Property, which cir

culates within the lineage, "passes not directly from father to son, but from 

brother, to brother, through each group of full brothers, until, when the last 

full brother is dead, and the son of the eldest is an adult, the family stock 

comes to him."®

The peculiar feature of Nyakyusa society, wherein the Nyakyusa differ 

from their neighbors and other Bantu peoples generally, is its division into age- 

villages composed of contemporaries rather than kinsmen. The village is "formed 

by groups of boys or men, all roughly of the same age, together with the wives 

and children of those who are married. Although age rathep than kinship is 

the basis of the village, "the villages of fathers, sons, and grandsons commonly 

•,.,j3djoin one another.

Nyakyusa was divided into numerous distinct chiefdoms, which numbered 

over one hundred in 1938. While each chiefdom was politically independent, it 

was associated with other chiefdoms in politically relevant ritual units.

1.10
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IBesides sacrificing fo a distant' ancestor in company > 

with representatives of a large group of chiefdoms, two or 
more chiefs who are neighbors participate in a^sacrifice at 
the grove in which their common father, or grandfather, is 
buried. Thus common worship links both large groups of--^ 
chiefdoms, whose chiefs are more or less distantly related, 
and small groups of contiguous chiefdoms whose chiefs are 
close kinsmen. The sacrifices made are to the chiefs of im
mediately preceding generations, and to certain great her
oes of the distant past, such as Lwembe and Kyala.

All these sacrifides are believed to bring rain and fer
tility, for the.well-being of each chiefdom is thought to be 
bound up with the health of the chief and the goodwill of 
the''ancestoEs.ll
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Beyond the chiefs is a living figure whpm Monica Wilson styles a "divine king, ”

but who lacks any political power whatsoever. Clarity regarding this figure is 

essential to an understanding of Nyakyosa chiefthip. According to Nyakyusa 

mythology, some eight or ten generations previous "strangers" descended upon

r.:.”

g
them from the Livingstone mountains bringing fire, crops, cattle and iron tools 

and weapons. The founding hero Lwembe is credited with bringing fire, cat

tle, and iron. The major hero, he "left many descendants who spread over the 

valley as chiefs, ruling a people who had not known chiefs. Lwembe, 

tain other of the early heroes, and the heir or "living representative" of Lwembe 

are the "divine kings.

In the center of the Nyakyusa valley is a hill, Lubaga, that dominates 

the area. There,, at the sacred grove where he is buried, Lwembe is worshipped; 

and there his descendant, "the living Lwembe, " resides.As the most sacred 

person in the country, the latter was subject to many taboos. He was secluded 

from ordinary men;
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he might not tread in water lest the country should be 
flooded;.. .he must not sit gn a green banana leaf lest

------the^bananasJnjhe country shpuld foi l/ .. .and he ate
onlythe middle portion of a banana throwing away the 
ends for 'if he finished the whole of the banana he would 
create hunger in the country.‘16

Men feared to be chosen Lwembe, for his life was generally short. The people 

believed that in his "fearful arid terrible" body resided "the power of making 

rain, food, milk and children." If he became sickle priests smothered him, 

so that the ^ople wouid’not also falf ill. Since he, '^nd in a lesser degree 

his 'sons' who are ordinary chiefs, are iderft-ified with the power of growth, " 

he was not to "die with the breath still in his body, or with his hair and nails 

still upon it."17 Nor were chiefs allowed to die with their hair and nails, 

which embody growth and vitality, lest this vital power be buried with them.1® 

Political authority lay with the chiefs rather than with the Lwembe, 

while in the related Ngonde people in Nyasaland the situation differed. The 

contrast is instructive, as explained by Monico Wilson:

The two heroes who established divine kingships among 
the Nyakyusa in Tanganyika and the men. of Ngonde in Ny
asaland sprang from the same lineage and spoke, the same 
language... In BuNyakyusa, the founding hero, Lwembe, was 
primarily a ritual leader and he never developed any extensive 
secular authority . His descendants became chiefs.. .and they 
sacrificed to him and recognized the spiritual overlordship of 
his heirs,, but they did not pay taxes to him or refer appeals 
from their courts In Ngonde...the divine king gradually 
acquired secular power.. This power was based on the control 
of an external trade in ivory, and the import of cloth, and 
later of guns. The Nyakyusa had no such external trade be- 

. cause geographically they were much more isolated. 19

• • • •
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The Nyakyuso apparently had no explanation for the Lwembe's lack of political 

■^ower. However, the Lwembe's. religious position can properly be considered 

as having implicit in it a claim to political authority, for the Lwembe success

fully began to assert such a claim after the European occupation.^®

The foundation myth is, however, somewhat more'complex than the 

above account would indicate. -Lwembe"had two brothers, Nkekete and Kyala, 

who begot ho children. Nkekete, because burled in Kisi country, is of no sig- 

nificance to the-Nyalyusaj but Kyala is an ambiguous of great importance

to them. Kyala is not only regarded as L]^etttbe's brother and.credited with cre

ating crops,"but his name is also used in the sense of 'the lord!: a chief is 

kyala gwoke (his lord) to a commoner, a father is kyala gwake to his son or 

daughter 'because he created him' and a shade is kyala to his living kinsman." 

The term for chiefs, aba-nya-fyale, is commonly understood as meaning "tbe 

sons of Kyala." And one is called Kyala who performs a difficult feat.22

Monica Wilson hesitates to regard Kyala as "an overriding deity, " ex

plaining that the European missionaries used the name as the indigenous term 

equivalent to "God" and that the forty years of missionary activity makes it 

impossible to establish the traditional conception of Kyala.She found ex

pressed in the then current myths the conception of Kyala as the creator of life

and death, of the country and people, and of the Nyakyusa institutions, customs
<>

and rituals. People and things are what they are because Kyala made them so. 

Yet Kyala, like Lwembe, is thought to dwell below with the ancestral spirits, 

there being "no hint of a sky god in the traditional system."24

r...
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Nevertheless, there is reason to suspect that Kyala, even though not 

-_ -,-n-”sky-god,-iLwas-tradtfctonalLy-tegardeiixis,a-divine.p_Pwer in some sense be- 

yond the other sacred beings. Kyala's place in the obviously traditional 

foundation, myth is secure, and in fact sacrifices were made to him by Nyak- 

yusa priests and chiefs at the cave that encloses his shrine prior to the advent 

of Europeans.^ Yet he is the only sacred figure to vdiom sacrifice is made 

who is not an ancestor. Moreover, Kyala was very infrequently mentioned 

by the Nyakyusa in contract to the constant discussion gf;'more immediate 

forces like the ancestors and witchcraft.»'This would be consistent with the 

tendency of supreme sky gods to become "otiose, " and to be supplanted by 

fertilizihg deities.^^ Further, the material quoted by Monica Wilson indi

cates that the myths and sayings concerning Kyala do not contain Christian 

elements but retain wholly traditional tones. It is by Kyala's will that other 

forces prove effective.27

The chiefs, as indicated, enjoy an authority sanctioned by the found

ing myth. They are thought to hove differed physically from the aboriginal 

commoners, the former being of lighter color and the latter still known as 

abatitu (black people), although there is intermarriage and no observable 

physical difference between chiefs and commoners. As the sons of Lwembe, 

they are also "founding heroes" who are believed to have "settled on hill-tops 

which became centres of worship, numerous sources of power." Their descen

dants constitute the lines of chiefs who participate in the sacredness of Lwembe.28

•f
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The peculiar strucfure and symbolism of the Nyakyusa chiefdom is

--------manifestJn the "coming out" ceremony, which-wos botj;) a political act and

a religious ritual. In this ceremony, which takes place but once each gener

ation, "the two heirs of a chief are acknowledged as rulers, and the govern

ment of the country is handed over to them and their village headmen.

Thus each chiefdom has a dualistic structure and it divides in half each gen

eration. '

•
'S ■

' Two villages in eUch chiefdom are senior to%6! others 
and their headmen are responsible each for half of the coun
try. During, the 'coming out' ritual the chief marries two 
.wives, 'mothers of the countiy', and one is established in 
each senior village.. .The eldest sons of these two wives are 

'the heirs, and later divide the o'ld chief's country between
them.30

The "coming out" ritual is replete with symbols indicative of the sacred char

acter of the chiefs' authority. A prominent feature of the ritual is the extin

guishing of the old and the lighting of the new fire, for the Nyakyusa sayings 

are that "Fire is lordship" and that "These are chiefs because they brought this 

fire." Monica Wilson explains that "the lighting of fire by friction is p symbol 

of potency" and that "the fertility of the chiefdom is thought to be bound up 

with the virility of the chief." The process of making the new fire is begun 

by the new chiefs and consumated by their senior headmen, who pass it to 

subordinate headmen for distribution to the people.

Another part of the rituaj involves the "spear of chieftainship." After

/
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the seizure and seclusion of the heirs to chieftainship in a hut for a period of 

—about-a-monthj.-during-which time-they;_are. admonished and instructed con-
r

ceming their new duties by the senior headmen of their father, the heirs rush 

out and grasp the chieftains' speais in response to the cry." Come outJ War 

< has come!" The spear symbolizes greatness and strength'Ond "represents the 

authority of the ruling chief. "52- This ritual "war" and the victorious power 

of the young chief re-present the original foundation of the chiefdom and its

order. ,Jk a;
'f - W

At the ‘coming out' all things are made new. No matter 
how crowded the country the young men must move to new sites 
and the shelters in which they live must be new.../y\eat is 

, abundant, for the young chief now rules and has the right to 
take what cattle he chooses, even from the villages of the old 
men in his country. 'It was as if there were war, the young men 
seized cattle, food, and women', and though they did not fight 
their fathers directly,.. .they clearly asserted their power. And" 
.. .the accession of a chief was the occasion for raiding the 
neighbors: the young men, we were told, went forthwith to test 
the efficacy of the magic spears and the medicines with which 
their chief and headmen had been treated .33

During the "coming out" trees are planted to mark the border between

the two sections of the chiefdom where it will divide during the next genera

tion's "coming out." These trees symbolize the powers of growth inherent in 

the chiefship. During the planting the headmen address the trees thus: "we 

are at the ritual of establishing a new chieftainship, you are a symbol for our 

chief, spread branches that our young headmen and other people may rest in 

your shade. " If the trees grow and florish the chief is a real ruler and his reign
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will be successful, but if they wither the chief will be defeated in war and 

have an unsucceMfuHeign/Tihd1ly,"the new chiefs Ijiarry the women who 

are to be the mothers of their heirs, a ritual that renews the essential themes 

distinguished above

These are just some of the major features of the’elaborate rituals that 

comprise the "coming out, ” and Monica Wilson is certainly correct in her 

interpretation that throughout this ritual the idea of. "a new beginning" is 

repe^d Ij^xpressed What she does not explicitly^ indicate, however, al- 

though her account certainly points to4t, is that the "new beginning" that 

occurs each generation is ritually identified by the Nyakyusa with the orig

inal dreation of Nyakyusa life (as in the bringing of new fire) by Lwembe and 

his sons, which in turn is assimilated to the emergence of life itself

A Nyakyusa chief must maintain the sacred virility of his person upon 

which his authority and the fertility and security of his chiefdom depend,^7 

He does so primarily through medicines and sacrifice to the chiefly ancestors. 

The chief's great medicines are used "to create omanga, i.e. spiritual power, 

and ubusisyg, i .e dignity, majesty, in order to make the chief fearful 'so 

that men obey him'." The most powerful of his medicines gives him the strength 

to be victorious in war and to attract men to his chiefdom Other medicines

•/

are used to overcome famine and to protect the chief from "the fearfulness of 

the groves in which they sacrifice.

Sacrifices are made at the sacred groves on such occasions as the advent
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or expectoHon of drought, flood, locust plague, epidemic, poor fishing, and 

"Since every ruling chief normally had two heirs,^ sacrifices involved co

operation between independent chiefdoms—two chiefs at the grove of their 

father, four at that of their grandfather, and so on."40 The sacrifice is con- 

ducted by chiefs in cooperation with the senior village headmen of the dead 

chief. An implicit hierarchy, which was never organized, was expressed in 

the notion that sacrifices should proceed according to seniority from Lwembe

through his sons to their more recent descendants.'^^ Si^ce the performance

■ ■ Y ‘ ■

of these sacrifices was a political act inyol'Wng the cooperation of chiefdoms, 

and since in these political acts the chiefs functioned less as the representa- 

. tives ofjone polity to another than essentially as mediators between their peo

ple and the source of their constitutional order, an order shared ultimately 

with all the other Nyakyusa chiefdoms—it follows again that the whole of the 

■ Nyqkyusa implicitly constitutes a political society and that Monica Wilson, 

although she makes no explicit defense for choosing the term, is quite proper 

in calling the Lwembe a "king" even though he lacks political power.

It remains, finally, to examine the relationship between the chief and 

the people. According to Monica Wilson the institution of chieftainship did 

not oust "another, perhaps older, tradition of democratic leadership.The 

chiefs, and Lwembe os well, feared the rightful anger of the people, and es

pecially that of the commoner village headmen and priests,'^^ What they 

feared essentially is called "the breath of men," a force innate in the people 

that could bring sickness and paralysis to the chiefs.'’^

war.
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The village headmen, who act as advisers to the chief, are commoners, 

never-the chief's kinsmen. Theirs is notan hereditary position, for they
t

selected each generation by their predecessorsThere is nb indication of 

any influence over this selection by members of the headmen's generation who 

would be subject to his authority. The determination of who would be head-

!

are

men does not appear at all democratic. -

The process "whereby the chief is selected is not dembcratic^pither for, 

as we have seeri, the chiefly succession is precisely defined. The fact that the 

chief was expected to act constitutionalf^apd with concern for his ritual in

tegrity and the welfare of the people^ the fact that the peopl^ were regarded

qs having, a recourse in the face of an oppressive ruler; and the lack of any de

velopment of an extensive professional, hierarchical government apparatus—all 

would indicate that the Nyakyusa chief was a benevolent ruler whose exercise 

of power was no more harsh than desired by b people who wanted their repre

sentative to maintain his power to order society and nature and to awe enemies.



CHAPTER III

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF REGIMES

The preceding' two chapters have analyzed, on an Individual Basis,
4

the sanctions and organization of authority characteristic of eight culture 

groups of people, coitmionly called tribes, in two widely separated African 

countries. The task of this chapter is a comparative one, dealing as it does

with the question of whether these- regimes constitute but one type or a vari

ety of types; and, if'they are mainly or exclusively of one type, whether that
' '
type is sufficiently prevalent in and unique to Africa to warrant its establish- 

ment as the "African type" of regime.

The procedure of this chapter is as follows. The African authorities

wi ll be compared in terms of the nature of-their sanctions and of their organi

zational articulation. In the course of this inquiry, analytical literature bear- 

_ - ing on the problems under consideration will be evaluated in order to clarify 

criteria for the determination of a typology of African political authority.

One way of formulating the first question is this: are the religions of 

our eight groups of societies (hereinafter abbreviated as "eight societies") all 

of the same type and, if so, do they "relate" to the eight political authorities 

in the same way? This formulation is suggested by the practice of those aca

demic experts^ on these societies who distinguish what they call the "secular" 

aspects of traditional African authority. Yet we have seen that the Africans 

themselves do not differentiate between the "religious" and the "political" 

realms—or, better, they do not differentiate between the religion that is held

101
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by or participafed in by the society os a whole and the political realm; for 

certainly the religion of the individual African, .perhaps piore or less involving 

recourseao magic, and of a corporate group like a lineage, centered on the 

cult of its own ancestors, may not directly be a part of the public religion 

shared by all members of the society. The formulation is not therefore entirely 

invalid for our purposes, because'the religious value of political authority can 

vary among societies whose religions appear essentially the same. Thus a bet- 

ter formulatioi^f the question would be: are the eight pj^litical authorities 

considered by their societies to be sanctiopecf'by similar transcendent realities, 

and do these realities occupy the same positions in the religion’s of the eight 

sociefies?

We may begin considering this question by recalling that the supreme 

political authorities in all but one of the societies, whether they were kings 

(paramount chiefs), chiefs, or headmen,^ were sanctioned by descent from
k

tain founders who, as objects of the societal ancestral cult, are regarded as con

tinuing to exercise a crucial influence over the society of the living. Some of 

• > these ancestral founders are remembered by name, and their deeds recalled in 

story. The founder of Sonjo societal order, the sole exception to the above, 

was not regarded as himself an ancestor, but as the confirmer of ancestral rule.

In some cases, as among the Sonjo, the founder is explicitly regarded as a god. 

However, as Strauss observes;

cer-

Prephilosophic life is characterized by the primeval identifi
cation of the good with the ancestral. Therefore, the right
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way necessarily implies thoughts about the ancestors and 
hence about the first things simply.

.............For one cannot reasonably identify the good with
the ancestral if one does not assume that the ancestors 

'^were absolutely superior to 'us,' and this means that they 
were superior to ail ordinary mortals; one is driven to be- 
lieye that the ancestors, or those who established the an
cestral way, were gods or sons of gods or at leait 'dwelling 
near the gods.'3

From this modest beginning of our consideration of the problem a host of ques- 

tioqs sudden I)'swarm put: Are the stories of the ancestral founders also about 

"the first thing? simply" and thus^myths in Elidde's sense''ofjS(n ^account of events 
that occurre^at the mythical time of cred?ion Are the ancestors, who " 

superior to all ordinary mortals, " superior to all beings? If not, if superior to 

some of these "gods" are other gods or a God, what is the significance of the 

difference between the ancestor "gods" who are the supreme and those who are 

not?

were

According to Gray, borrowing Malinowski's phrase, the "mythical char

ter" for the authority of the Sonjo village rulers is the belief in their inheritance 

of "legitimate powers from ancestors who were divinely appointed ^y Hambageu/ 

to their positions."^ Similarly, Monica Wilson entitles her chapter on the story 

of Lwembe and Kyala "The Mythological Charter."^ Wmans too follows Malin

owski in calling the Mbega story a "charter."^ What did Malinowski say?s.:
Myth., .is not merely a story told but a reality lived. 

It is...g living reality, believed to have happened in 
primeval times...3

...Myth fulfills in primitive culture an indispensable

-r
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function: it expresses, enhances, and codifies belief;... 
it is not an idle tale, but a hard-worked active force; it is 
not an intellectual explanation or an artistic imagery,, but 
a pragmatic charter of primitive faith and morcfl wi^om.9

^~Myth, as a statement of primeval reality which still lives in ■ 
present-day life and as a justification by precedent, supplies 
a retrospective pattern of moral values, sociological order, 
and magical belief... .The function of myth, bniefly, is to 
strengthen tradition and endow it with a greater value and 
prestige by tracing it bpck to a-higher, better, rnore super
natural reality of initial events.^0

Eliade, who quotes Mallpowski approvingly, ^ ^defines myth as a narration of 

"a sacred history; if relates an event that hjpk pibce in primordial time, the 

fabled time of the ’beginnings,,"’ He explains as follows: f

* myth tells how, through the deeds of Supernatural Beings, 
a reality came into existence, be it the whole of reality, 
the Cosmos, or only a fragment of reality—an island,... 
a particular kind of human behavior, an institution. Myth, 
then, is always an account of a 'creation'; it relates how 
something was produced, began to^. Myth tells only 
what really happened. ..The actors in myths are Supernat
ural Beings. They are known primarily by what they did in 
the transcendent times of the 'beginnings.'...In short, myths 
describe the various and sometimes dramatic breakthroughs of 
the sacred... into the World. 12

Because myth relates the gesta of Supernatural Beings 
and the manifestation of their sacred powers, it becomes the 
exemplary model for all significant human activities. 13

By virtue of these criteria the stories of Hambageu, Mbega, and the royal an

cestors generally are truly myths that serve as models, charters, and sanctions 

for political authority and its exercise in African societies. Moreover, 

though these stories do not pretend to tell of the creation of the world, they

even
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do fell of the creation of significant fragments of reality, and especially of 

social reality.

• ^ne is led at this point to ask how these kinds of African myths differ 

from the great "cosmological myths" of the archaic civilizations such as Egypt 

and Mesopotamia. According to Voegelin, "cosmological myth-.. .is generally 

the first symbolic form created by, societies when they rise above the level of 

tribal organization.'’^'^ With specific reference to the experiences that moti

vate the Mesopotamian cosmic myth, Voegelin writes:

a'To e/tablish a government is an essay in world creation. 
When man creates the cosmion. of political order, he apalogi- 
cally repeats the divine creation of the cosmos. The analog
ical repetition is not an act of futile imitation, for in repeat
ing the cosmos man participates, in the measure allowed to his 
existential limitations, in the creation of cosmic order itself. 
Moreover, when participating in the creation of order, man ex
periences his consubstantiality with the being of jvhich he is a 
creaturely part. Hence, in his creative endeavor man is a part
ner in the double sense of a creature and a rival of God. 15

Now Eliade has asserted that all myths, regardless of their nature, are "cos

mogonic" and that ail recount "an event that took place in illo tempore, " a 

mythical time outside of history. These statements would appear to direct 

one to the conclusion that the sanctions of authority and the substance of order

in the African and the ancient Near Eastern societies are not of two essentially 

different types. Have not the African founding ancestors established govern

ments, thereby creating new orders? Moreover, is not the double sense of 

partnership described by Voegelin adumbrated in the assimilation by Africans 

of some of the royal founders, who were certainly men, to a supreme God?
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This conclusion of the essential sameness of the African and archaic orders has

been reached by two scholars who have examined Voe^elin's distinction be- 

tweenJhe primitive and higher orders. These positions deserve bur considera

tion before we venture our own solution to the problem.

Robert Bellah, accepting Voegelin's principle of compactness and dif- 

ferentiati^ distinguishes between primitive and archaic religion. Character

istic of primitive religion is the detailed similarity between the mythical and the 

actual worl^; the dominance of participatory action j^ver worship or sacrifice, 

and the lacl< of mediating representativesIJetween the people and the mythical 

beings. The religions of much of Africa as well of the ancient' Near East, India 

and China are classified as archaic. These archaic religions are more differenti

ated, tending to elaborate vast cosmologies. The distinction between men and 

gods is more definite, requiring mediators and the "communications systems" of 

worship and sacrifice between the two orders.Finally, and most relevantly.

Be I lah states;

The emergence of a two-class system, itself related to the 
increasing density of population made possible by agricul
ture, has its religious aspect. The upper-status group, 
which tends to monopolize political and military power, 
usually claims a superior religious status as well. Noble 
families are proud of their divine descent and often have 
special priestly functions. The divine king who is the chief 
link between his people and the gods is only the extreme 
case of the general tendency of archaic societies. Special
ized priesthoods attached to cult centers moy differentiate 
out but are usually kept subordinate to the politicol elite, 
which at this stage never completely divests itself of relig
ious leadership. Occasionally priesthoods at cult centers 
located interstitially relative to political units...may come
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to exercise a certain independence's

This characterization of archaic religion and society certainly obtains for the 

African societies described in the preceding two chapters. In most of these 

societies either a royal clan or a group of aristocratic plans exercised politi

cal power that was sanctioned by sacred myth and by the ritual mediating func

tions of the political representatives of the society. Even among the Sonjo and 

Luguru, political authority has been shown to be the prerogative of certain fam- 

ilies. With.the Nyakyusa Lw^mbe we-even have an ex^pfe of a priest whose
• .V

cult center was interstitial to the chiefdoms and who tended to assert a certain

independence. The one perhaps key discrepancy is the lack of elaborate 
1

mologies among the African societies, a point to which we shall return presently.

The second position is that of David Goddcfrd, who takes issue with both 

Voegelin and Bellah. Goddard refers to a widespread assumption among scholors 

that "primitive societies possess simple, undifferentiated social structures that 

are ordered solely in accordance with principles of kinship." This assumption, 

he says, "is extended to the forms of consciousness regarded as typical of such 

undifferentiated societies, and, in particular, to forms of religious and mytho

logical consciousness."^^ He continues:

cos-

. .'./TThe picture of the truly primitive is nearly always 
linked to an evolutionary schema. Institutional and symbolic 
differentiation are thought of" as starting from some simple, 
undifferentiated level. The first stage beyond it is that of 
archaic society .20

Goddard's reply to the proponents of this picture is that even the "a priori
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grounds for assuming that ^eolithic/ social structures were simple and undif

ferentiated" are called info question bi^ the excavations of Neolithic cities,^^ 

and thatjnoreover "no existing society is fully grounded in kinship, so none 

are truly primitive.Concerning African societies he wirtes:

£U

Where hinship is elaborately organized, so are other institu
tions. Most of the large African societies, for example, 
maintain very complicated religious, political and legal in
stitutions which, while apparently articulated with the kin
ship sysstem, are to some degree independent of it and often 
cut across it. Although the societies,of sub-Sahargn Africa 
are somethirig^of a s^ciat cose> large-scale and'^1|(hJy elab
orate as they are (and for this reasonihey are sometimes sdid 
to be 'archaic'), we are faced.h nearly all societies with social 
structures which are emphaticolly not simple or undifferentiated.'^'^

i ■

Our African data certainly support this claim in its essentials. While Shambalai

and Ashanti are the only large African political societies with which we deal, 

political rule in all of the African societies described does cut across kinship 

lines. Even the Luguru lineage head who rules a village asserts authority over 

nonmembers of his lineage. Moreover, among most of our eight groups, the heredi

tary qualification for political office does not preclude the constitutional (that is, 

institutionalized and sanctioned) prerogative whereby some authority outside of 

the ruling family determines who shall succeed to office.

What then of the African "special case?" Is the general lack of cosmo

logical myth a significant and specific difference between African societies and 

other archaic or primitive societies? Voegelin tells us:

All the early empires. Near Eastern as well as Far
2
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Eastern,understood themselves as representatives of a trans
cendent. . .order of the cosmos.. .The empire is a cosmic 
analogue...Rulership becomes the task of securing the order 
of society in harmony with cosmic order; the territory-of the 
empire is an analogical representation of the-world with its 

"Hour quarters; the great ceremonies of the empire represent 
the rhythm of the cosmos; festivals and sacrifices are a cos
mic liturgy, a symbolic participation of the cosmion in the 
cosmos; and the ruler himself represents the sociejy, because 
on earth he represents the transcendent power which main
tains cosmic order.24

Not only the early empires but much of Oceania has in our time had elaborate

cosmologicaj^ythologies*^
„■ ■» '

Now, if we are to follow Eliadeymust we not regard the African stories 

of foundation implicit cosmogonies? Or, possibly, we might regard them as in

cipient bbsmologies. This is suggested by Susanne banger's analysis of symbolism. 

She distinguishes between the fairy tale, whose hero is strictly human and never 

a helper of man, and the religiously serious myth, whose hero

is always felt to be superhuman, even if not quite divine.
He is at least a descendant of the gods, something more 
than a man. His sphere of activity is the real world, be
cause what he symbolizes belongs to the real world...
(this is exactly contrary to the fairytale technique, which 
transports a natural individual to a fairyland outside reality). °

According to banger, myth exists "when not only social forces—persons, cus

toms, laws, traditions—but also cosmic forces surrounding mankind" are sym

bolized in a story that at once expresses man's relationship to society and so

ciety's relationship to the cosmos.The transitional form between the fairy

tale and "the emergence of full-fledge nature-mythology dealing with divine 

characters of highly general import, is the so-called legend, which produces- .
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the'culture-hero.'" This hero

is half god, half giant-killer. Like the latter, he is often 
'O-Ypungest Son, the only clever one among his stupid broth
ers. He is bom of high parentage, but kidnapped,.. .or magi
cally enslaved, in his infancy . Unlike the dream-subject of 
fairytale, however, his deeds only begin with hft escape from 
thraldom; they go on to benefit mankind. He gives men fire, 
territory, game, teaches them agriculture...; he 'makes' the 
land, ...and controls wind and rain.

. ..His,activities lie in the real world, and their effects 
are felt by real men forever after; he therefore has a somewhat
vague? yet unrriistakqble.historical relation to living men, and 
a tie ^the locality^on which he has left his mar!;i,j28

rr ‘ ► ■ ^

The stories of the'African founders conform in a general way to Langer's char

acterization of the legend, but the important question is whether they are 

properly to be regarded as transitional. If, following Eliade and Langer, one 

were to emphasize the cosmological implications, if indeed there are such im

plications, of the African legends, would it be correct to regard African order 

as incipiently cosmological? With this problematic background we turn, then, 

to a consideration of the African data.

The Akan like all but one of the Tanganyika societies emphasize the 

ancestral founders of the existing societal orders as primary.29 This despite 

certain variations, the significance of which requires examination. First is 

the existence and political relevance of belief in a high God among several 

of the societies; namely, the Akan, Sukuma, Ha, and Shambala. Second is 

the apparent assimilation of the founder to a supreme God, as among the Sonjo. 

Then there are the societies whose ancestral founders are not explicitly regarded 

as gods: The Bena and Luguru. Finally, there is the peculiar situation among
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the Nyakyusa, for whom on ambiguously supreme God, who is not a high God, 

is related as a brother to the founder of their order.

__Our purpose here should not be to seek a common denominator. It is

rather to consider whether these variations should be regarded as significant, 

and to consider the substance of the orders so variously*symbolized. Among 

the,Akan, for example, what is the refative weight of concern with Nyame 

and with the royal ancestors? The first chapter shows that the experience of
•“f •'

Nyame, insofar as it is relevant to the whole society atjd not merely to indi- 

viduajs, is indirect: the ancestors, as JntSfmediaries between the society and 

Nyame, are the ones who manifest the ordering power of Nyame. Nyame, as 

the object of a civil theology, is known primarily through the royal ancestors.

To Nyame is attributed, at least by implication, the descent from the sky or the 

emergence from the ground of the clan ancestors. This was the first major artic

ulation of the societal order. The Golden Stool of Ashanti, which symbolizes 

and embodies the substance of Ashanti .society, descended upon Osai Tutu from 

the sky or the heavens, by implication from Nyame.This was the latest ar

ticulation of order, as here Akan society reached its highest level of institu

tional development. Thus Nyame determined who is to rule. Moreover, the 

royal ancestors benefit society by leave of Nyame. Is Akan order therefore of 

the same type as the ancient Near Eastern, and is it best described as cosmologi

cal? It would seem so.

There is, however, the remaining difficulty of the absence of cosmologi

cal myth. Nyame is indeed conceived of as primarily the creator and maintainer
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of cosmic order, and as one whose operation is at one with the cosmic regu

larities. But this idea is expressed in the prayers of ritual and in the proverbs, 

not ifi'the-,elaborate myths characteristic of the archaic societies of the Near 

East. Moreover, experiential differences are detectable. Departures from 

everyday normalcy (in the sense of "sacred" breakthrougfis into the profane 

realm) are experienced by the Akdn as the effects of ancestral rather than.of 

divine activity (by leave of a usually indifferent Nyame).) Thus Akan ritual 

concern is afejost exclusively with the'ancestors until ii>,dire straits and after 

all other objects of recourse have been trTeol; only Nyame remains for the ul

timate appeal. Such extreme necessity would be homologous to the pre-crea

tion chaos or formlessness. Thus Nyame-would still be the primordial creator 

of order, but not the one who ordinarily maintains that order in human terms. 

The chief in his being and activity orders and renews what we shall distinguish 

as "nature"—namely, that part of the cosmos that is relevant to the life and

well-being of society—just as he orders society. The whole socio-natural or

der, whose proximate source is the line of chiefs—is conceived of as the fruition

of generative powers derived ultimately from Nyame, primarily through the life- 

conferring powers of the royal ancestors and of water. The microcosmic character 

of Akan society had begun to differentiate, adumbrated as it was in the con'cep- »

■ tion of Nyame as„the chief of a divine-cosmic pantheon, in the fragmentary cos

mic symbols exemplified by the homologization of the seven clans to the seven 

planets and the seven days, and in the military impulse to make of the seven Akan- 

wide clans a unified society under a single chief. Nevertheless, what prevails are
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the epithets for gods and chiefs, and particularly accounts of the qualities and 

ex*ploIts (primarily military) of the chiefs. Thus, while the cosmic dimension 

of political role and society are unmistakable, the Akan emphasis Itself points 

to the conclusion that the symbolic form of Akan order Is, as Hanger's typology 

suggests, an Intermediate one that fulfills a function similar to the legend of a 

culture-hero. However, evidence of pc»slble religious corruption. In which an 

original cosmological symbolism became subordinated to an ancestral cult whose 

was with more Immediate vitalities, precludes t^p characterization of 

Akan society ds "Inciplently" cosmologlopl J*-

What then of the societies In Tanganyika? Are they like the Akan?

The prevalence of legend, which Is more-elaborate than that of the Akan, rather 

than myth (or even proverb) as the symbolic form would make that the obvious 

hypothesis, for In all the societies except the Sonjo the cult of the ruler's cinces- 

tral predecessors Is dominant. We consider first the Sukuma, Ha and Shambala 

among whom belief In a high god is politically relevant.

Nyame, we have seen, is associated with the sky and such cosmic phe

nomena as thunder and rain. The waters deriving from him bring life. Like 

Nyame, the gods in Tanganyika—Lyuba (Sukuma), Imana (Ha), and Mulungu 

(Shambala)—also bestow and renew life. Lyuba is a creator specifically asso

ciated with the sun, from which source the Sukuma experience the benefits of 

heat, light and growth. All important benefits are attributed ultimately to him. 

jmana is also a creator whose power of fertility is manifest especially in pro

creation. With him are.associated all holy and benefit-conferring things. Mulungu

concern
■
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too is a creator, ossocioted wifti both cosmic phenomena like lightning and 

rain and with all manifestations of power.

■^-Nyame, Lyuba, Imana, and Mulungu are all regarded then as creators. 

All are remote and rarely approached directly, yet all confer major benefits 

upon the societies by virtue of the regular operations of fhe cosmic forces. Yet 

there are some perhaps significaht differences. Nyame's sons are the minor gods 

who make up the pantheon over which Nyame reigns supreme, whereas the other 

three gods ar^the only gods of the peoples.^' The underlying experience is, 

however, the same. If Nyame has sons, jh§le sons are the products of his gen

erative act in fertilizing the earth with rain (semen)r Nyame, like the other 

three gods, is a cosmic fecundator. All life, the life that prevades the cosmos.

^ ■»

r'

the life that men thrive on, the life thot men order in human terms for their so

cieties—this life has as its ultimate source and pervasive principle these high

Gods. It is not the structure of the cosmos, its form, so much as its vital sub

stance that the Africans experience. Reality for these peoples is that which

teems.

The-significance of the fertilizing powers of these four gods can be

gathered from EIiade's treatment of high gods. According to Eliade, it is a

general phenomenon, particularly true in Africa, that the great sky god, art 

omnipotent creator, has been largely replaced in cult by other religious forces, 

in Africa by ancestor-worship. Yet in Africa belief in the supreme sky god

generally persists.The new religious forms that replace the primordial stress

on the sky god are "more dynamic, active and easily accessible. often the
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shiff of religious emphasis is expressed in a change of symbolism for the supreme 

god. Sky gods become specialized into storm gods or .gods of rain, with em- 

phasrs-on their fertility power?*. Eliade^thus distinguishes "two lines of devel

opment: first, the god of the sky, master of the world, absolute sovereign (des

pot), guardian of the law; and second, god of the sky, creator, supremely male, 

spouse of the great Earth Goddess, giver of rain." He goes on to explain that 

these two types never exist in isolation, but "that the sovereign is often the giver 

of rain, th^t the 'fecundqtor' i$ often a despot." Tf\at^^ments which the storm 

gods and fecundators have in common ore primarily: "the power of originating 

life...., thunder and rain; the epiphanies,, in fact, of force and of violence, the 

necesidry sources of those energies on which the life in the universe depends." 

Yet this specialization does not destroy the celestial character of the gods: storm 

gods and sky gods have the same attributes and powers.Moreover, when the 

"meteorological (storm, lightning, rain) and generative functions" of the sky god 

are stressed, there is an "interdependence between the 'generative' and 'celestial 

symbols" of the god.35 jhe sun is a special example of the substitution of a more 

fertile and dynamic god for the sky god.36 Eliade explains:

/^ne of the main factors in the lowering of people's concep
tions of God, most obvious in agricultural societies, is the 
more and more all-embtacing importance of vital values and 
of 'Life!, in the outlook of economic man. And., .it is inter
esting to realize that the supreme gods of Mesopotamia often 
combined the prerogatives of fertility with those of the sun....

This conjunction of sun and vegetation elements is 
clearly to be explained by the Sovereign's having the added 
role of storing and dispensing 'Life', both on the cosmic and

%

A.
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on the’social level. When, therefore, sky divinities grad
ually turn into sun divinities, it is the same sort of process 
which results, in other situations, in their transformation 
into gods of atmosphere and fecundation.37

Eliade goes on to assert that the transformation of the supreme god of the sky
/

into a sun god is quite common in Africa.33 The fact, the’refore, that Nydme 

is a sky god with meteorological functions, that Lyuba is specifically a sun . 

god, with control over rain, that Imana is not specificqjly associated with 

either the sky^ 'the sun, and that Mulungu is a storm goslis less important 

than the fact that Aey are all important to.th’eir peoples as gods of fertility.

The four gods are experienced hot only in the cosmic phenomena but 

in specifically political terms. They are manifest through the powers that be, 

the chiefs, by way of the chiefs' ancestors. The ancestors organized or main

tained the socio-natural order and in so doing provided life more abundant for 

the people, and it is primarily through their cult that the high Gods are rele

vant to the societies. Among the Sukuma, Lyuba was sometimes mentioned in 

the ancestor ceremonies when he is asked to confirm what has taken place.

Lyuba is the source of the power of the chief, who mediates benefits from 

Lyuba through the ancestors to the society. Imana's role among the Ha is simi

lar: the royal ancestors are associated with him, as are the chiefs through cer

tain of their regaliq and In their installation rites. The Shambala god Mulungu 

favored Mbega, the founder of the Shambala society, with unusual powers, which 

to some degree are passed down the line to the current chiefs. In all of these 

societies the sign of the god's favor, or confirming sanction, is the manifest power
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of the chief to maintain the order of society and nature. If the chief fails—

. through loss of infernal control, defeat by enemy forces/ or natural catastro

phe— hVis thought to have lost the divine mandate What is primary, then, 

in the experience of these four societies-is the effectiveness of the chief. More

over, since the effectiveness of the chief is measured by bis success in ensuring 

the well-being of the society mainly in terms of its prosperity, the power of the 

chief is experienced as of the same order as the power of fertility in the cosmos. 

The, analogyj(rti'rely explicit) is mode between the chie,f-1({^^ugh the line of pred- 

ecessors back to the founder) as the source of teeming life in society and the high 

God as the source of the vital, universal order. It is this dynamic quality that 

distinguishes the religio-political order of these societies.

Our conclusions concerning the other Tanganyikan societies that lack a 

high god should be evident. The Sonjo have been shown to identify their founder

with the high God, a variation that might be attributed to two circumstances: the

tenuous condition of agriculture so dependent on irrigation, and the fact that the 

Sonjo elders who role are not Hambageu's descendants and are not exercising a 

power proportional to that which Hambageu had. Hambageu's gifts to the Sonjo 

were more exclusively nonpolitical, and his gift of so great a benefit as'fire made

if easy to assimilate him to the sun-god Riob.^O- -Although there-is-no pol itical ly-----

relevant ancestral colt, the authority of the elders is hereditary;, the elders' an

cestors Were giyen their authority by Hambageu, who is vaguely a man-god. Given 

his human characteristics, Hambageu can serve as the immediate object of Sonjo 

ritual as well as, by virture of his divinity, the ultimate object of it. Eyen among
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some of the other societies, namely the Akan and Ha, the (ancestral) objects 

of the societal cult are thought to have returned in some way to their creator, 

Nyamejor Imana. So the substance of Son jo order is of the same kind as that 

of the other societies even though the structure differs. The mark of the eld

ers' authority is their ability to regulate the irrigation waters, for these waters 

have a heavenly dimension. Among fhe-Bena, the founder Manga and his de

scendants ruled by virtue of qualities and abilities that are hot attributed to

any divine source. The theme of the regulation of nature by the chief is here 

subdued, though it is present in the legend ef Manga the great hunter and in

the royal ancestral cult. What is prominent is the military prowess of the chief, 

althouglp.it has proven separable from what we may comparatively call his re

ligious prowess. The Luguru, on the other hand, lack a military tradition; yet 

here too the ruling lineage heads lead the ancestral cult and are responsible for 

the fertility of the soil. The emerging supra-lineage authorities were regarded 

as having the power to bring rain. Finally, among the Nyakyusa the chiefs trace 

their ancestry to the sons of Lwembe, whose brother Kyala is regarded as the su

preme god who, though associated with the ancestors in a vague subterranean 

realm, is the creator of all.

The Bena, Luguru and Nyakyusa pose in its most pronounced form the

question whether all of the eight African societies with which this study is 
" >

cemed are of the same type. Our criterion in this part of the comparative an

alysis is the nature of the reality that sanctions the authority of the chiefs'. For the 

Akan, Sukuma, Ha, Shambala and Sonjo it has been shown that the life-giving

con-
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powers of the founders, passing through ifie chiefly line and manifest in the 

chief's ability to ensure the security and prosperity of thg society, is the ex

periential nucleus of their societal order. These powers ore experienced as 

holy (in its aspect of the.tremendiW^^) and beyond those of ordinary men 

(the chiefs' subjects). In all of these societies a high God is regarded as the 

ultimate source of these powers, with the vitalizing substance of the cosmos 

streaming into the societies through the chiefs.

The experiential niipleus of the'Bena, Luguru ani j^akyusa societies ' 

is the same as that of the foregoing societies.^ The Bena and Luguru do not 

explicitly distinguish any godly source for their rulers' powers, but they do 

experience those powers as divine (superhuman).Or, perhaps a better for

mulation, the Bena and Luguru chiefs manifest certain powers that are exper

ienced ds cosmic, while the Akan, Sukuma, Ha, Shambala and Sonjo symbolize 

their experience of the fundamental principle of cosmic life as a god. In each 

case the highest reality is vitality, and in each case the founder of the society 

is the major source of that vitality for the people. This is true also of the Ny- 

akyusa; for the sons of Lwembe bring fertility through the chiefs, Lwembe brought 

fire and cattle, and his brother Kyala with the ancestors below fertilizes the 

ground to produce crops.

■

If, however, on this level of the experience of power in terms of vitality 

all of pur African societies are of the same genera! type, they are not on these 

grounds distinguishable from most other so-called primitive societies throughout 

the world. Since virtually all authorities'^^ agree that ancestor-worship is the

■ ■
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most prevalent and dominant characteristic of religion in Africa, one is moved 

to consider the role of the ancestors in the eight societies yvith which we are 

concerned^ Are the ancestors relevant to the African regimes.iri some way that 

would make the African regimes distinctive? The answer to this question should 

b){ now be evident from the foregoing discussion in this chapter. The royal an

cestral cult is the dominant public'ciilt, in which the rituals are led by the .

reigning chief (Luguru: lineage head), in each of the societies except the
^ ^ ■ ........

Son jo.Yet l^e again possible significant variations ace-detectable. Among 

the Akan,.Sukuma, Ha, and ^Shambala the ancestors are explicitly regarded as 

intermediaries between the society and the supreme god. Among the Sukuma 

the ritualsiwere not directed to the ancestors as the ultimate recipients of sacri

fice, nor were the ancestors considered to possess inherent powers with which to 

benefit the society. The ultimate reference to Lyuba^was always present. On 

the other hand, a deceased Tusi chief of the Ha is vaguely thought to return to 

Imana, and the ancestors are besought for favors by being called Imana. Yet 

Imana himself is thought to have little interest in his creation. The Shambala 

present yet a third variation: the ancestral ritual is concerned with only the 

politically important of the dead chiefs, and it culminates in the founder Mbega

--------whose, powers,-while gifts-of'-the-god Mulungu, are according to every indication

thereafter inherent. ..Thus Mulungu is out of the picture in a way that Nyame and 

Imana are not. Here is ancestral ritual with a vengeance. So too among the Bena 

and Luguru is ancestor worship quite pronounced. Yet the Bena regard the ances- 

tral spirits, from whom stem all good fortune and prosperity, as living with the
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high God Mulungu; while, on the other hand, the Luguru are recorded as pay

ing regard only to the lineage founders and their succe^ors. Finally, the Ny- 

akyusa-sacrifice only to the ancestors and to the god Kyala who dwells with 

them and is also related to the first chiefs as an uncle.

A further consideration that is rdevant to our problem is the fact that 

among several of the African sofcieties—-the Akan, Sukuma, Bena—the ances

tors are regarded as the true rulers, who make the law and major decisions by 

inspiring th^ rppresentafiyes, the chiefs, with the rigij.t. words. The integral 

society, is thus one'that incorporotes not^nl^ the living but also'the dead, just 

as the Imeages and families which make up the society'include their dead. The 

same idea is implicit in the installation of a Ha chief, in the assumption of 

Mbega's sons' names by Shambala kings, in the designation of the Luguru line

age head as "ruler of the name," and in the Nyakyusa "coming out" ritual of

the lighting of fire.

In sum, we must conclude that the typical—although not general—sanc

tion of chiefly authority is the combination of a fertility god and the chiefly an

cestors. The Luguru lack the god and the Sonjo recognize the ancestral principle 

only in the hereditary nature of their offices (which differ also in their corporate 

character). In all cases except the Sonjo-the ancestors are supremely relevant, 

although in four of the cases they are not autonomously so. In at least one of the 

latter cases, the Sukuma, the dependence of the ancestors on the supreme God is 

emphasized. In each of the eight societies the ruling authorities are the represen

tatives of their societies to the transcendent powers. All the rulers are responsible

K ■
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—through maintenance of their inherent powers by the use of medicines and 

by the protection of taboos, as well ds through ritual sacrifice and prayer to
. t

the rejeyant spiritual powers—for the well-being and prosperity of their peo- • 

pies. Thus all the rulers (among the Sonjo, thexouncils of elders) are chan

nels through which enter the invigorating and life-givirig cosmic forces that 

pervade and move the socio-natural structures in which the peoples are or

ganized.

Before :turning to-the organizational articulation of authority, it will 

be helpful to'consider how typical the sanctions'of the authorities in Ghana 

and Tanganyika are of all of Africa. Geoffrey Parrinder, who is probably thi

outstar^ding student of African religion and a recognized scholar of compara

tive religion, has dealt with the question "how can one speak at all usefully 

of African religion?" His answer is that "there is much more kinship between 

the various peoples of Africa" than would appear from the numerous anthropo- , 

logical monographs on specific African peoples. A comparison of anthropologi

cal findings shows that "in religious beliefs there is great similarity between many 

parts of the continent that cuts across racial origins.Other scholars of Africa 

agree with this assessment.'^

~ According to Parrinder, common to most Africans is belief in a supreme 

god, spirits associated with natural phenomena, and ancestral spirits. The high 

god is often remote, but he is sovereign. Parrinder writes:

The power of God is supreme; all flows from him.. .Godlings 
and ancestors are intermediaries....

}
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The relqHonship between these'^iritual powers has 
been aptly represented by a triangle. At the apex is the 
sky, which symbolizes the Supreme Power from wl;om all 

f life flows. ..The base is the earth, sometimes personified 
as a goddess, but always important to man as the producer 
of his food and the burying place of his dead. On the 
earth lives man, and his chiefs and kings are rungs in the 
ladder between himself and God. On one side of the tri
angle are the ancestors rising up in the hierarchy by their 
increased powers. Dead kings and chiefs are their leaders 
and potent to help or harnf.. On the other side of the tri
angle are the gods or natural forces, which must be prp^ 
pitiated lest they become angry at neglect and cause the 
seasons!to fail.-f

'l^n beneath the sky' lives on the land, npj iti a 
void but as a sovereign vitdl-'for'ce.. He hos^po cfouKhthat 
he was made to have dominion 'over e'^ery living thing that 
moveth upon the earth*. It is his duty to 'be fruitful, and 
multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it'. On the 

. other hand he knows that he is not able to do these things 
by himself, and he seeks the help of every available power.

What is to be noticed in the above passage is not only «the emphasis on hierarchy 

but on power, particularly vital power. This stress is affirmed and amplified by 

other scholars. Smith holds that the supreme god of Africans is experienced pri

marily as "the ultimate power and authority behind the world and all life," yet 

—radically-"distinct-from-Gosmic'Mana" for he is a person having^-life and con

sciousness analogous to that of mdn."^^ Bohannon finds African religion to be 

characterized by "a single high God, who is.. .a central source of order" and 

by "either pantheons of gods or large numbers of spirits or ancestors.. .between 

man and the ultimate God."'^^ He places stress on the provision of energy for 

the divinely created order by men, their ancestors, and the low-grade spirits. 

"Human effort and spiritual energy (which often had to be primed by human
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effort) were the driving forces." Like Porrinder, but using a different meta

phor^ he finds two "channels between God and men: ficst, the ancestors; 

second, a set of aspects of God or more straightforward, personalized god- 

lings." He adds: "The will of God (which may be fixed, and therefore un

willed in any specific instance) is made known down through the channels; i'^^ 

is satisfied by ritual, sacrifice, and the protestations of prayer, which carry 

up through the same channels."^®

The ancestors are of .prime importance. They are>considered closer to 

the high .God than,men are, and therefore«.Afn'cans both fear them and implore 

their help. They are regarded as active, authoritative members of the commun

ity;^^ yet there can be no doubt that "we are in the presence of religion when 

Africans commune with their kinsmen in the unseen world, who have enhanced 

powers associated with their new status and particularly as mediators between 

man and God.

So far the general characterizations of African religion which have been

cited confirm the prevalence of the sanctions noted for our Ghanaian and Tar.- 

ganyikan societies throughout Africa. These general accounts,^ with minor modi

fications, could be regarded as expressive of the essential features of the specific 

societies with which this study is mainly concerned. Since, however, seven of 

these latter societies are Bantu, it is worthy of our effort to examine two studies 

of Bantu religion that may help to bring,out with greater clarity the essential fea

tures of the Bantu, and indeed most, African religious experience.

The first of these studies, written by a Franciscan missionary in the Belgian
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■ Congo and pubfi'shed in French in 1945, evoked such recognition and response 

■ on the part of African intellectuals and Western Africanists (including mission

aries and colonial officials) that Soviet experts were forced to recognize its 

influence and to attempt to discredit it.^^ The book, by Placide Tempels, 

entitled Bantu Philosophy, cannot be summarized briefly; and it is our task 

here only to indicate some of the'cbncepts expressed therein that are relevant 

to this study. According to Tempels, a dynamic ontology underlies the Af

rican conception-of reality-ds hierarchical and ordered: ^'beings are differ-
5—f •

entiated,. .into species according to their,j/if&l power." God "has force.

power, in himself. He gives existence, power of survival and of increase, 

to other forces." Next come clan founders, who "constitute the most impor

tant chain binding men to God, " then ancestors, and finally men. Below men 

are animal, vegetable and mineral forces. The chief, as "the source of all 

zestful living," "is as God himself." Or, by way of analogy with a lower 

group, the "Chief in the class of humans shows his royal rank by wearing the 

skin of a royal animal.For the Bantu, therefore, the "supreme value is 

life, force, to live strongly, or vital force." This power is the object of their 

strivingThis power (nust not be understood |n materialistic,^or even in purely 

spiritual, terms. -Life-is essentially spiritual,^ but the African makes ho sharp 

distinction between the spiritual and the material.

a universal cosmic force that is not abstracted from its manifestations.^® "The

The Africans conceive of

spirits of the first ancestors.. .possess extraordinary force inasmuch as they are 

the founders of the human race and propagators of the divine inheritance of
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vital human strength." To them man must give his attention, for the greatest

happiness of man is "to possess the greatest vital force.
f Tempels' ideas of African religion were derived from his experience

of one Bantu people, the Baluba who live in the Katanga. Our second study, 

however, is based on a thorough survey of all the literature on the Bantu peo

ples. Maurice Culver'sThe Bantu Concept of Man" is in effect a comprehen

sive analysis of Banfu religion. He affirms that the Bantu world "is a universe 
..dO!and he contends that the chief, as the reli^i,ous link with the an

cestors, is the center of the order that he enforces'.'^^ The will of god, who is 

"the Chief in the sky," is none other than the general and predictable order of 

the universe .62 Culver interprets the common story that man drpve God away 

into the sky as an expression of man's assertiveness against the divine will; the 

human desire to create (a divine act) was a rebellion that caused a fall. Thus 

the chief is as God, a fecundator of the.human, animal and vegetal realms.

Just "as a chief may not be approached except through his counselors, and as 

the ancestors may not be approached except through the elders of the tribe, so 

the High God may only be propitiated through the ascending line of those in 

the invisible world. The chief is therefore the most important link in the 

hierarchical chain of forces, and the one through whom the life of the society 

is maintained. He is a representative in the double sense of the living agent of 

the ancestors and the head of the society. He is the bearer of power, responsible 

for the fertility of the land and of the people What Culver has shown us is 

that the chief, in his ordering activity, is a partner and rival of God in the sense

of forces.
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indicated above by Voegelin. Thus, to his people, his subjects, he is as God. 

Fatherhood has the dual aspect of "genenative-creative" and'huthoritative-
' ■ f ■
ruling, and it is under both aspects that God, ,the royal ancestors, and the 

living chiefs appear.

Culver goes on to analyze "the relationship of the group here to the

group there, ”■ finding both groups'to be "of one community.The "group

there" is, of course, the superior powers, gods and ancestors. Thus Culver 
-------  w

concludes that human life is^pattemed after that oFhis gods.. The "identity 

of the two worlds is primarily a concept of prefer, " and it "means 

Therefore, among the Bantu, "the laws of society are one with the total law 

and order pf the universe and an integral part of it."^^ vyhaj- Culver fails to 

maintain is the distinction between ancestors and gods: "The pattern of life 

which the midzimu /ancestor/ lived and which they continue to live, and 

which is perfect for every muntu ^anZ is the pattern by which this present 

life is lived. The life of man is patterned after the life of his gods.Culver 

, therefore discounts the creative activity of the founders in this connection. The 

founders rivaled God not by imitating the order He created, but by exercising a 

comparable spontaneous act of creativity. The ancestral acts are the models be

cause they, formed the society, but the divinely created cosmos is not the model 

for the Bantu societies. Therefore, human society does have a transcendent ref

erence to the ancestors, which Culver admirably shows; but it does not have the 

other reference that Culver claims. The constitutional order of society is not 

one with the universol order, but is the product of the autonomous act ^f an

life. "68
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extraordinary, perhaps even divineTy gifted, man. Consequently, when Culver 

say^that an insult to "a chief's authority overthrows fh^ order, we must 

understand the overthrow of the socio-natural order and not, as he does, of 

the cosmic order.

We turn, then, to compare the organizational articulation of authority 

in the eight African societies. Here our concern is no longer with substance

' but with constitutional form or structure, although it must become our concern

'' ■ • ' '

to treat of the relati^gn between''fotm and substance if we afrto clarify fully
y’ ■*

the nature of political order in the African societies.^^ At this point it is 

useful to recall the prevalence of such terms as "democratic, " "autocratid, "
f ■ -

and "feudal" in the descriptive accounts upon which the preceding chapter is

based.

The most obvious characteristic of all the societies is that the ruling 

prerogative is in the possession of a certain distinct hereditary group. Six of 

the societies have a hierarchy of offices, but the components of the hierarchies 

ore by no means identical. Confronted, then, by a potentially bewildering 

variety of forms, an analyst does well to evaluate first of all the constitutional 

typologies that scholars have developed in the study of African polities.

Practically all efforts in the comparative study of African politics take 

Fortes and Evans-Pritchard's Africon Political Systems os their point of depar

ture, In this seminal work, published in 1940, the author-editors present an 

elaborate statement of principles, methods, and conclusions. Their premise is 

that "the theories of political philosophers" do not help one to understand African
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socieHes and are "of little scientific value," Their own scientific approach 

to political institutions is to "be inductive and comparative and aim solely at 

establishing and explaining the uniformities found among them and their inter

dependencies with other features of social organization."^^

Fortes and Evans-Pritchard find two main types of political system in 

Africa. The one is constituted 6f a group of societies ("Group A") having, 

"centralized authority, administrative machinery, and judicial institutions—

in short, a government—arid in which cleavages of wealth, privilege, and

- . ' * . ■ V .
^tus correspond to the distribution of pQwdi^arid authority." The second group

("Group B") "consists of those societies which lack centralized authority, ad

ministrative machinery, and constituted judicial institutions—in short which 

lack government—and in which there are no sharp divisions of rank, status, or 

wealth." Those who define a state "by the presence of governmental institutions 

will regard the first group as primitive states and the second group as stateless 

societies."^^

Most of our Ghanaian and Tanganyikan societies belong, on the face of 

it, to Group A; and it is to these that we first direct our attention. The Akan, 

Sukuma, Ha, Shambala, Bena, and Nyakyusaall have chiefs. Some of these 

chiefs might plausibly be considered kings. Are these kingdoms and chiefdoms

to be entitled primitive states? Are they sufficiently similar to warrant their 

classification into one category, or do significant differences between them 

make for a variety of types or subtypes? Since the previous chapters contain 

the data, what remains is the determination of the criteria by which to 

. the data.

measure
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Fortes and Evans-Prifchard maintain that the primitive states (Group A) 

are territorial and administrative units. "The head of .the state is a territorial 

ruler." Some authorities would Insist that the essential feature'of the state
■ /

is not so much government as government by professionals, that is by full-time 

officials. Thus Wittfogel distinguishes between a state and primitive govern

ment. Both have control over'a particular territory, but only primitive gov

ernment is "operated in the main by nonprofessionals.." Unlike state govern-

ment, primif^ve government lacks the power potential jto stifle the society.
______________________■__________________________________________________________ .̂.............................................................................................__________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________..........................................................................................................................................................................,______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Wittfogel grants that the head of a primitive government may engage in im

pressive acts of absolutist character, yet he claims that the power is neverthe

less limited. The head of the primitive-government is properly designated 

"Chief" rather.than "king, " for the latter is the head of a state.^

Wittfogel thus directs us to consider whether the six African societies 

headed by single rulers are in fact kingdom-states or chiefdoms, and to do so 

by answering the question whether the ruler governs primarily through profes

sional functionaries. He directs us further to consider the power of the ruler 

and the extent of its limitationi This problem is presented in its most acute 

form by Murdock, who asserts that "the states of Negro Africa appear essenti

ally as simitar as peas in a pod" and that they manifest "a despotic political 

structure " which he calls "African Despotism. " He asks whether "African 

despotism/!^ merely q subtype of the Oriental despotism" or represents "a 

separate major type of political system." Unable to "give a definite answer," 

he has the impression that African despotism is"so similar to the oriental type as

£.

\
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no^ "to warrant its establishment as a distinct major type."^® Unfortunately, 

Murdock uncritically accepts Wittfogel's idea; yet the^validity of the problem 

depends on the validity of Wittfogel's idea . It is our judgment that Wittfogel's 

conclusions are crucially vitiated by two deficiencies of method. By failing to 

pay sufficient attention to archaic religious experience,^e could not avoid 

reaching the erroneous conclusion that the typical oriental state is one of "total 

terror—total submissidn“total loneliness.By failing to distinguish another

alternative^^ freedom besides slavery to man,®^ he c^uld not but conclude that
_________________________ ______________ ____________________ ______________■:__________________________ ____ ■

the people in oriental societies are oppces^ by their human rulers.

. It is not therefore to be our task to consider whether there is an African 

despotism that is akin to oriental despotism, but simply whether the African so

cieties in Ghana and Tanganyika are states governed by despotic regimes. Here 

we may, however, find Wittfogel's distinction between king and chief a valid 

-one, provided that we extend it. If the king is to be distinguished by the "un

limited" character of his power and the chief by the limits to his power, then it 

would be useful to maintain this distinction with respect to authority as rightful 

power. Again Murdock becomes relevant, for he claims that every "king or in

dependent paramount chief enjoys absolute power, at least in theory.

Vansina defines "African kingdoms as sovereign political grobps, headed 

by a single leader who delegates authority to representatives in charge of the 

territorial units into which the country is divided." He finds that the king's 

power is usually limited by such institutions as councils. Yet it is the king who 

delegates authority to chiefs, who in turn delegate it to subchiefs. "This

ii81
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delegation of authority may descet)d for a maximum of three territorial levels 
below the kin^if the kingdom is large. Vansina emphasizes the important 

role^f the authorities intermediate between ihe king and the people:

The principle of delegation.implies that the chief 
is the representative of the king for his subjects, ^ut for 
the king he is the representative of the people. And this 
second aspect of the position of chiefs and headmen is^ 
very real, - for chiefs depend on their subjects in a num
ber of ways, the most important of which is their need for 
militory services.and labour from them. Now it is gener
al in t^S type of pojitical structure that subjects^ay rhove 
from one chiefdom or village to another if .they‘fin”^ha*chief's 
or a headman's fulen^io^harshTTte 'clilefs and headmen are 
therefore'in competition amongst themselves to attract more 
subjects. Thus they have to take into consideration, and 
they are the tme representatives of, the interests of the
communities which they lead.83 -

Here, then, the distinction between king and chief is-the distinction between 

a sovereign, delegating authority and a subordinate, delegated authority. And

this distinction is not essentially different than Wittfogel's, if one considers that

delegated authority is certainly a limited authority.

By combining the two criteria of the degree of centralization and the

principle of political succession, Vansina is able to distinguish five major struc

tural types of African kingdoms. In the despotic kingdom the king has absolute

power in theory and practice, and he appoints all other officials. In the regal 

kingdom, as among the Sukuma, the king and his chiefs are members of the same

clan or lineage. An aristocratic kingdom, such as among the Ha, is one in which

"chiefthips are vested.. .in hereditary lineages or clans, descending either from

the aboriginal rulers of the chiefdom, from companions of the first kings, from
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favourites of the first kings, or occasionally from members of the royal lineage, ” 

and ^ which the center and the provinces are linked only through "the payment 

of tribute dnd allegiance to the king by the chiefs." Finally, Ashanti is the 

only clear example of the federation, which is distinguished from the aristo

cratic kingdom niaiijly by its self-identification as a federation rather than as 

a unitary state. "The effective centralization of th^ Ashanti Union has, how

ever, been as great as, if not greater than the centralization within most aris-

tocratic kingdpms."S4

What Vansina's typology suggests is that the degree of centralization 

of power.is interrelated with the principle of succession to chigfship. In the 

despotic State the king appoints all territorial officials and controls all of the 

affairs in the kingdom. In the regal kingdoms, where succession to chlefship 

is hereditary only or mainly in the royal line, the authority is still highly cen

tralized; yet this type of state is subject to internal strife, steming from con

flicts within the royal clan, and to wars of succession and even secessions.

In the aristocratic kingdom, where succession to chiefshlp is hereditary in a 

group of lineages, the king controls only the external affairs, having no ad

ministrative links with the provinces.®^

Goldschmidt calls this organization the "articulation" of the state, and 

he warns that as Westerners we tend to view the articulation in spatial terms, 

seeing the state divided into wards, districts, provinces and the like, instead, 

it often happens in Africa that the articulation is expressed in the idiom of kin

ship.86 If ffiis is so, then perhaps Vansina was most perceptive in his emphasis
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on the principle of successf^on in the morphology of African political societies. 

Thi^may indeed constitute ffie connection between the nature of the supreme 

political authority in the society and the organization of the society.

Returning/ then/ to the eight African societies that have been our 

concern, we observe a variety. Akan kings ruled through territorial chiefs 

who had a large measure of autonomy, Chiefship was hereditary in certain 

families, but the candidate was subject in his appointment to confirmation by 

the king. Thp-'Sukuma were divided into what Vansinq "regal kingdoms, " 

in which the kings often appointed their Own sons as administrative officials. 

However, the Sukuma king also appointed a? members of his council of elders, 

as subchfiefs, and as headmen, descendants of followers or favorites of the first 

kings or descendants of the pre-Hima indigenous rulers. In the Ha kingdoms, 

which Vansina calls "aristocratic," the kings appointed their own sons as well 

as others to governorships; and in all cases, even when the office became heredi

tary, authority was fully dependent on the king's confirmation. In the Shambala 

state the subordinate chiefs are usually members of the royal clan, and the major 

chiefs_are strictly and directly accountable to the king. Yet the king and the 

chiefs rule in association with councils of elders, the constitutional position of 

which is indicated by the fact that, although composed of commoners, they select 

Hieir own members. The Bena king rules through an elaborate administrative sys

tem; he appoints a non-hereditary group of dfficials, often from among his kins

men, according to a multiple set of criteria. The Nyakyusa rulers act through 

village headmen, who act as their advisors; these headmen, who are always
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commoners, ore selected by-their predecessors.

The six organizations discussed briefly above can, loose ly, be con-

^dered kingdoms. The Son jo and Luguru, which we put aside for the moment, 

cannot] What is immediately apparent about the six is that they do not sub-

t-.
stantiate Vansina’s typology. The Sukuma, for example,-have the character

istics of the aristocratic as wpll as of-the regal kingdom. And the Ha portray 

regal as well as'aristocratic features. If on the basis of which characteristics 

are dominant one were.to accept Vansina's distinction between the Sukuma and 

Ha as two.-different types, he would be djgre'gdiying whdt are in fact great struc

tural similarities between them.

^ The Sjkuma and Ha have been called feudal, a point discussed briefly 

in the previous chapter. Maquet's typology distinguishes feudality in two of 

the three types of societies having rulers: in the stateless society, and^n the 

non-despotic state, but not in the despotic state. The state is d government 

organization having a permanent coercive agency. It is non-despotic when 

there is an institutionalized protection of subjects against serious injury by 

the rulers; that is, when the subject can hove recourse to means other than 

revolt and escape. The essential feature of feudal regimes is the bond of vas

salage between nobles. Therefore, feudality has no essential reference to land 

property; and it is distinct from clientship relations between nobles and common

ers. Maquet defines feudality solely in terms of personal relations: "Feudal in

stitutions organize between two social roles unequal in power, relations of pro

tection on the one hand, and of service on the other one. Now, the Sukuma
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states were not radically decentralized; and the relationship between the ruler 

and his subordinates was either a Constitutional one, as with the headmen (who 

.were often his sons), or a coercive one, as with captured slaves incorporated in 

the royal guard. If there were some who offered service to the king, there is 

no indication that it was in return for protection. It is neither unusual rtor 

feudal for the king to have men in his'service merely because they seek the 

advantages of his association and of a political role. With the Ha the ques-

• f

tion is som^hdt different, forliere the claim is mad^that a fief or benefice
• ^ .. .. ' • •

is involved! Mrs. Chilver discusses th,§ iftiputed feudal character of the Inter-

lacustrine Bantu states generally, and her conclusions apply equally to the Ha 

and t^e Sukuma. In contrasting, point by point, the political structures of the 

. societies of feudal Europe and the interlacustrians, she argues that stress on 

even the feudal features common to Europe and Japan obscures significant dif

ferences that their subsequent development implies. She therefore directs an

alysts to beware of analogies and generalizations, to concentrate on historical- 

realities, and to attempt to develop an appropriate terminology to describe the 

political .institutions of "Bantu states characterized by dynastic monarchy and 

delegated territorial administration exercised by beneficed royal favorites. "88 

The foregoing survey and rejection of structural typologies apparently 

relevant to the analysis of the African political societies with which we are 

dealing means that tKe attempt to describe these societies with comparative 

concepts is inseparable from the development of appropriate descriptive con

cepts. The concepts needed are ones that will at once highlight the dominant
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structural characteristics—that is, show how the political authority is articu

lated—and indicate the relationship between the nature of the authority and 

' the'political structure.

It is to be noted first that none of the rulers (and here the term "rulers" 

includes the Sonjo village councils of elders and the Lugliru headmen) is con

stitutionally organized to rule independently of others possessing some inherent 

authority, with the exception of the Sonjo councils and the Luguru headmen.

The Akan rul^:rules with a hereditary-council of elders^ .and the chiefs sub

ordinate to him also hold office by heredjjta^ right. A Sukuma ruler alsd.had 

a council of elders apart from which he could not rule; membership was heredi

tary in pertain families although the ruler could choose among candidates, but 

the crucial feature was the council's role iii selecting or-deposing a ruler. More

over, subdivision 4lders were not appointive, but held office by traditional right. 

A comparison of the Akan and Sukuma structures indicates major similarities in 

the dependence of the ruler on administrative councils and subordinate chiefs or 

headmen that were hereditary.

The.Ha differ from the Akan and Sukuma in several important ways. No 

office other than the ruler's was strictly hereditary; and the dominant Tusi, un

like the Sukuma Hima, remained a distinctive, almost caste-like group distinct 

from the commoners.

Shambala manifests yet another structure: the dominance of a single 

royal clan on all levels of the administrative hierarchy, and thus a clear dis

tinction between rulers and ruled (comparable to the distinction between Tusi

JV
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and commoners among the Ha); also non-appointive councils of elders at each 

level in association with the rulers, the king's council having the right to 

cheese his heir. The chiefs subordinate to the king, like Akan chiefs, come 

into office by right of descent; but, unlike Akan chiefs, are of the same clan 

as the king. Like many Sukuma chiefs, they are of the royal family; but, un

like Sukuma chiefs, they are nof appointed by the king.

In all four of these societies—Akan, Sukuma, Ha, and Shambala-^the 

chiefs are regarded as in spme sense the delegates of the king. This idea is 

strongest ifi'ihe Ha^sf^pT^but it is present ifljh'e'-king's^'ppointiV'e or confirni- 

ing rights in the other three groups. Moreover, in all four of the societies the 

king actually rules through, the chiefs. The major difference between the so

cieties inheres not in the relation of the rulers to their subordinates, but in

the relation between their subordinates and the peopfe. The latter relation

ship was closest among the Akan and most distant among the Ha.

The Sonjo present the clearest example of a (corporate) ruler acting 

without intermediaries: the councils ruled the people directly. However, the 

small size of the societies, the rootedness of council members in their families, 

and the unanimity principle together ensured that the government be minimal

and benevolent.

The Bena structure is not unlike those of the other monarchical societies: 

as among the Ha, the king has no forma! council; as among the Sukuma, the 

king's sons or relatives were often appointed to rule provincial territories; as 

among the Akan and Sukuma, lower offices were often the virtual possessions
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of certain families; as among the 'Ha, there was a class system. Yet the Bena

system is riot identical to any other.

The Luguru lineage head, like the Sonjo council, ruled directly and

was closely associated with his subjects. The emergent supralineage rulers, 

like Akari kings, ruled through subordinates who inherited their offices.

The Nyakyusa rulers differ from all the others in their ritual (but not. 

political) subordination to a "divine king," and in the-division of the society 

each generation. These rulprs act through advisor headme^^hom they d 

themselves select

How, then, should all this be conceptualized? First, the term "chief" 

seems inappropriate for the rulers of Akan; Sukuma, Ha, Shambala, and Bena

"Chief" has two major connotations: personal, often military, quali

ties of leadership; and headship of a natural, or kinship, type of group. These 

qualities do, indeed, inhere in African rulers: the offices are hereditary, and 

leadership is taken as a sign of candidacy for office or of a successful tenure of 

office. These rulers, however, "reign" as well as "rule;" and their offices have 

an aura of sacred power about them. These characteristics can only be conveyed 

by the term "monarch," which implies a superior and enduring "majesty."

Among these we can distinguish "primitive monarchs" and "tribal monarchs."89 

The primitive monarch" is one who rules through q simple system of appointees, 

and is thus to be distinguished from the highly bureaucratized monarchical regimes 

of the Asiatic empires.^® The "tribal monarch" is one who rules through subordin

ates who assume their offices on the basis of hereditary and selective p

o riot

societies.

recesses
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mainly'oui-side the ruler's control. The Ha and Bena would thus be primitive

monarchies; and the Akan, Sukpma and Shambala would be tribal monarchies.

Both' types must he distinguished from another type of monarchy, which for

convenience can be styled ‘‘modem, “ in which the realm is articulated all 

the way down to the individual subjects, and in which subordinate offices 

have fully differentiated from kirr relationships.

The distinction between the tribal and primitive types of monarchy is.

however, less significant than the fact that they are boH^premodern, in the
..... • V/ ,

sense in which "modem" is used above, ’^je’^imitive type is obviously pw-
‘ ..

sessed of greater despotic potential, but the potential is blunted precisely by 

the primitive character of the institutions.- A factor of equal relevance to po

tential despotism is the class distinction maintained not only in the Ha and Bena 

societies but in the Shambala os well. This distinction does not exist among the 

Akan, and it; has apparently been overcome among the Sukuma. Moreover, 

the necessity of the Ha and Bena rulers to satisfy respectively the dominant class 

and the royal family approximates these two examples of primitive monarchy to 

the tribal type. The basis of all of these monarchies is the poaession of the rul

ing office by a single family, the religious character of the office as the channel 

through which the life of the society enters, and the influence of persons repre

sentative of the society on the selection of the ruler from the multiplicity of can

didates in the royal family.

The Sonjo, Lugunj and Nyakyusa are morphologically distinct from the 

other, clearly monarchical societies. The Nyakyusa can only be termed an aborHve
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monarchy of the same type^as the Shambala. The Luguru can only be under-- 

stood, comparatively, as an incipient monarchy of the/^kan type, for the 

. latger order initiated-by Kingalu had not become institutionally stable. Only
-«.y .

the Sonjo, which has so frequently figured as an exception to our previous 

statements, defies assimilation to the monarchical categories. Hambageu left 

no living descendants, and the 'ancient order endured under his sanction.. Only 

an extremely powerful historical experience could be.expected to transform this

»■' ■

i.

society, forjf.would, have to supersede the Hambageu ^gend as the explanation
________ ’ :________ .r: _ ■ v.- ’ ,

of Sonjo life. As a taxbnomical residue,,.9^*‘Sonio society may either hencefbffh

be entirely disregarded in this inquiry or valued as "an exception proving the 

rule.",

The conclusion of this chapter is, therefore, that the typical indig 

historical experience of African societies in Ghana and Tanganyika is religious 

in nature, political in form. The experience finds its typical embodiment in a 

monarchical figure descending from some god-like or god-gifted founder who 

ordered men and nature into a harmonious societal whole. The kingly ruler 

maintains this whole by his ritually pure existence ("reigning"), by performing 

or superintending the periodic sacrifices of renewal, and by ruling (that is, 

daily ordering the affairs of) his subjects through men^'offices") that dt 

represent him and (often kinship) associations of his subjects. The order of 

this societal whole is, in substance, life—seen in terms primarily of women's 

fertility, bountiful harvests, and military might; in form it is seen in the or

ganization of political office, the founder-ordained institutions for deciding

enous

once
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on and organizing action, and for adjudicating conflicts arising in the society.

/ fhat^this substance and order of authority is typically "African" can

only be briefly suggested on the basis of general works about Africa and other 

premodern non-Westem areas, the purpose here being to point to possible im

plications of this study by suggesting a hypothesis. Since the question of Af

rican religion has-been considered earlier in this chapter, the analysis may 

- move directlyito the p/oblem of political organization.

In most Africqn societies-'the people were ryled'by^me kind of chief.
■. . • ................................................................ .................................................................................................. ............................................................................"■■■

Although that "chief" was sometimes no more than the headman of a lineage

group or small village,many African societies articulated higher levels of
t ■

authority; and some of these had paramount chiefs whose authority would cor

rectly be designated as kingly .93 Moreover, high authority was experienced 

only indirectly by most Africans, the immediate authority being the family or 

lineage head. African kings often exercised their rule through a chain of au

thorities who held office by virtue of lineage membership and local selection 

procedures rather than of appointment by the king, even though the assumption 

of office usually required the approval or confirmation of the king. Thus Lowie 

refers to an African "inveterate disposition to monarchical rule, though quali

fied by the influence of elders or other officials. "9''^

We have had occasion to note the distinction between states and state

less societies in Africa.95 Ottenberg maintains that in between the rare "small 

scale societies," whose membership varies from twenty to several hundred, and 

the "more than forty indigenous states in Africa, ranging in population size from
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a few thousand to hundreds of thousands, " Is found the "middle range society" 

consisting of from several hundred to thousands of members. The latter is said 

"the-most widespread type of political unit in Africa.

This tripartite classification, while based primarily on the size of the 

political unit, reflects other differences as well. In middle range societies 

authority is rarely centralized,,being "usually internally differentiated into 

smaller and smaller segments that have some political functions. " Howeyer, ' 

often there fs “a recognizable head or spokesman and a council of advisors, 

composed of elderSy''vyho are the leader^ pfathe’smaller segments of the politi- 

cal group.It is these uncentralized societies that have'most defied efforts 

of anthropologists to reach agreement on the classification of structural types. ■
j

Murdock, for example, characterizes "the most widespread" African political 

system as "primitive democracy," in which the political society is the focal 

community led typically by a headman, who possesses no authority but is 

merely primus inter pares in a council of elders.^® Middleton and Tait dis-

to4 1.96

tinguish several types of "politically uncentralized societies" according to

several structural-functional criteria. We are less concerned with such com

plex differences than with their conclusion that "usually there is some form of 

institutionalized political leadership," whether of chiefs, elders or lineage

heads.

African states all "were kingdoms of one.sort or another, and they 

are "found widely in NegrO Africa.They are characterized by the cen

tralization of authority, by permanent and specialized organs of administration.
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and by a “monopoly on the legal use of force." Authority derives from "d rec

ognized head" and "is usually delegated from the king through the so-called 

administrative machinery, or bureaucracy, to the heads of smaller ferrifbrial 

units, which are provinces pr principalities." There are "from two to five levels 

of delegation of authority within African kingdoms, " the chfef at each level ,rep- 

rei^enting his superior and the peopife to each other. There are "bureaucratic 

officials at each level re^onsible for maintaining order, collecting and trans- 

mitting taxes, a^ievying troops and corvee labor." The^.officials, even ^ 

when their,posts are hereditary and not apppinff^e, "are firmly subordinated 

to the central authority."^®? African kings also maintain elaborate courts 

with numerous specialized functionaries. A-detailed protocol governs cpurt 

behavior, and "abject prostrations in the presence of the monarch is a nearly 

universal ingredient." A kipg is usually "assisted by a Council of State drawn 

from the head chiefs of provinces, where each head chief was himself assisted 

by district or subordinate chiefs making up his own council and so on down the 

line'to the village level.

It appears that the African kingdoms described above as typical of Black 

Africa are more bureaucratic than those of Ghana and Tanganyika. Moreover, 

they appear to differ from the societies described as "middle range" and as 

"democratic" in the same way that authority differs from leadership.It 

nevertheless would seem a reasonable hypothesis that the major difference be

tween-the middle range society and the state inheres in the differentiation of 

political institutions, a difference of degree rather than of type; for if in the
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■ state "the power of the head seems clearly to be much greater than that of the 

councils,"106 it is also true that the councils and courts with which he is sur

rounded are institutions one of whose functions is to prevent an abuse of kingly 

authority. 107 Murdock writes: "Even a petty paramount chief who has subju

gated a few neighboring communities and destroyed the primitive democracy 

seems invariably to institute, in so far as lie con on a small scale, the forms

prevailing in larger states in the vicinity or even at some distance. “108 Jhis
' ' .. ■■■' " ■■■■:-

passage, while it suggests formal imitation, still leads ong. to surmise that Af-
' f , ■

rican kirigdoms represent the de.velopment gf f^dencies operative in'the middle 

■ range society, and that sanctions for a monarchical authority are available to 

these sociieties.

Let us examine this proposition. What gives a man authority is the be

lief that he, often by virtue of his inherited status, can perform rites that-are 

indispensable to the well-being of the society. As Lucy Mair indicates, "the 

kind of authority which rests on such beliefs in the inheritance of special powers 

is particularly important among peoples where government is minimal, 

also claimed that it is especially true of "uncentralized societies" that authority

..109 It is

is thought to derive from the ancestors or God, arid that those who have author

ity are responsible for its exercise to its ancestral or divine sources. ^ Gener

ally, that member of the village council who is village headman is the head of

111the local family that traditionally provides ritual services to the village.

These facts point to two important and related features of African society.

The first is the validation of societal institutions provided by the "myths" of their
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origin,^ and the second is the widespread dominance of thd ancestors over 

the society of the living.. Frequently the African explains the existence of 

the world and of the first members of his group as creations of a high God. Jo " 

. these first men are often attributed extraordinary characteristics. It is further ' 

a prevalent belief in Africa that “at the beginning God andean lived together 

on earth and talked one to the other," but thot Ggd withdrew to the sky be- . 

cause of some human misconduct. ^ Consequently, sometimes the ancestral 

function is so e^nded that.'^he ancestor, "for all practicaJ^i^rposes, takes the 

place of God in the minds of his descendants.In most of black Africa the 

people pass directly from belief in a high God to the ancestors, having little 

. belief in intervening nature gods.

•The remote progenitor of the group is often a cultural hero to whom is 

attributed the invention under divine auspices, or reception from God, of the 

cultural equipment enjoyed and revered as sacred by his descendants. Africans 

conceive,pf their societal order not as emerging in a historical process but as

given and fixed, for their legends assert "that it came into existence by divine ■ 

authority and so should continue as it is. ..116 -This holds equally-for societies.^ 

that trace their order to a first king and for those that lack a central authority.

"Even genealogies of descent groups, often partly fictional, may be myths to ' 

explain the present arrangement of the groups: the supposed role of the ances

tors in past times is closely related to the present nature of the group. The 

ancestors are so related because they remain part of the societal group, oversee

ing.its activities and enforcing compliance to traditional norms.
•
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Some scholars note a parallel between the structure of religion and the 

^Tsffucture of society. Among uncentralized societies, "although the pattern 

of belief concerning supernatural forces or personalities may be common to the 

people as a whole, the ritual units may be confined, according to context, to 

the household, kin-group, or local community." Here the ancestors who "pro

tect the living and sanction their conduct.. .are not the ancestors of the tribe 

as a whole or of a royal line, but those of the several bodies of kin, each of

Where^litical power is

centralized and there is a hierdrchy of authority, the pantheon of,spirits is of-

Primacy is afforded a

■-r

.,120Vyhich ascribes fjgwer and authprity to its own.

..121ten "an 'ernpire' with a formalized power structure, 

royal "state cult which sanctions right conduct and subordinates or curbs other 

magical or religious activities. This cult is centered in the king, who is 

widely looked upon "with religious awe" in Africa.

The basis of kingship in much of black Africa is a "belief that the power 

to approach supernatural beings has been given only to members of particular de

scent groups. " Such kings are therefore priests, and they officiate at the great

religious ceremonials of the state. More significant and widespread is the belief 

that the king descends from original ancestors who "originated the traditional or

der, " Although the first king may not be regarded as part of the original creation 

of the world', "his.appearance is somehow linked with the establishment of the 

political order under which his subjects live."124 The first sanction, therefore, 

of kingly authority is its derivation from an original manifestation of power. The 

divine manifests its presence or effect as power, so that the ability of the ancestor
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to order a group of people and to rule them effectively is token os o divine

gift. This original rule and its perpetuation is thus by its very nature divinely
■ ■ - . ; . ' ■ - ' - ■ ■

. sanctioned. It is transferred to the living king through the rites of accession.

, There is a sense in which the living king manifests an inherent sanction

/ ■

125 )

" for his authority. The "succession to the throne is almost never automatic, "

In addition to qualification by descent, d candidate must be acceptable to 

the people or at least to those having "constitutional elective powers. He

must be free of mental, moral and physical.defects,^27 so as to be a fitting 

sel of sdcredness, mediating favors to his peo^lei*. Acceptability to the people is

ves-

a requirement for kingship because it is by virtue of his representative function 

that he may perform his mediatory function. .He represents the whole society to 

the ancestors and gods> from whom he secures benefits for the people.

The king symbolizes the whole order of the state embracing people and" 

land. Even when he is not acting as a priest m the sense of officiating at any 

ritual, he is'diwdys a priest in the sense that the welfare of the state depends on 

his maintaining himself in what Lucy Mair calls "an appropriate ritual state.

She writes: "The rulers themselves benefited the country by their mere existence. 

They personified it, and their state of health and fortune affected its welfare; the 

ritual prohibitions to which they were all subject were intended, by preserving . 

their own persons, to protect the counfry as a whole.

"to order the course of nature," he was often dismissed from office; and, con

versely,dn attack on the authority of the ruler was expected to bring disorder 

among men and to overturn nature.

..128

..129 When a king failed

130
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Unlike the so-called stateless societies thaf have numerous family and' 

local mediators between kin dr residence groups and cerfai n, transcendent pow- 

ers, the African-state has one overarching mediatorupon whom the well-being 

of everyone depends. This single mediator has a powerful and delicate posi

tion as king; for^ Uhl ike other authorities within his domain, he is totally ab

sorbed by his mediatory function. If is his ceaseless business to protect "the 

power of a non-material kind that he requires in order successfully to play his 

royal part."^^^ ensure thdi; this power'is not weakened or contaminated, 

and to protect ordinary men from its searing eff^ts, the king is isolated. He 

speaks to his subjects through a so-called linguist. Only certain ottendants, 

whose own Offices have a sacral character, may touch him or his possessions. 

"Often he eats in private or must be fed by others, or his feet may not touch 

the ground, or he is concealed by curtains because his glance is considered 

dangerous. These taboos- are required by the nature of the absolute power 

inherent in the kingship. The power to affect the order of nature and society 

was exclusive, but the king^ discretion was usually severely limited by the es

tablished norms-of his office, by the councils of chiefs and elders, and by the 

possibility of destoolment. The power of the king was typically symbolized 

by an array of titles, some of which are shared with the high God, and by "dis

tinctive regalia/ among which stools, drums, and animal tails are especially

The regalia were associated with past monarchs who continue to 

exercise ancestral authority/ and they sometimes display cosmic symbols repre

senting the king's association with and influence over the divine forces of nature.

-.134common.
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The determination of whether there exists a specifically African type 

of political order is based on answers to these three questions: (1) do similar 
societ^ characteristics prevail throughout much of black Africa; (2) do the

prevalent characteristics include all the features essential to any one type of
5- 4

political order; and (3) is the combination of essential features that consti

tutes a certain type of political order peculiar to Africa? An affirmative an

swer to these questions will establish the hypothesis.

The prevalence of similar societal characteristics throughout black 

Africa has been shown,’^ A summary of the. most#prevdlent characteri'stics.vyiill

allow us to approach this question with refined data. African religion is char

acterized lyy: domihance of ancestral cults, belief in an often remote high God 

who created and ordered the world; incomplete or vague relationship between 

the ancestral and divine cults; little identification of gods with specific func

tions; relative lack of cosmological and cosmogonic speculation in myth; and
P . .

experience of the sacred primarily as power. African political organization is 

characterized by: hierarchical or simple structure of offices; hereditary quali

fication for office; and ritual nature or function of office. Kings are sacral, 

not divine.

Religion and political authority are intimately connected in several 

ways. Power to found or maintain a socio-natural order is experienced religi

ously as sacred, and therefore as authoritative; the effective exercise of au- 

thoiity is experienced as a manifestation of spiritual power. Political authority 

is also sanctioned by its function of mediating ancestral and vital benefits to the
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whole society: the king is on omphalos through which enters the vitalizing 

substance of society. The relation between religion and authority is especi- 

ally cle.ar in the central position' of the ancestors: political authority is in

herited from the. ancestral founders; its ritual function is to keep society open 

to the ancestors who are, for thetr part, open to the high G05I or at least to 

the sacred -forces of the cosmos; it therefore emphasizes the ancestral cult as 

the dominant cult of the society, but not necessarily in opposition to either 

Cl/Its. ■

Within the.type we have been disCussing^^andin fact ^fihing its 

limits, is the African kingship. Among the multiplicity of authorities, king- 

ship is the highest articulation. It is, in one sense, the father of the family
I ■

writ, large. The kingship, an hereditary office, is patterned after the head

ship of a kin-group; and it retains the latter's primary coricern to link the liv-.., 

ing with the dead-members of the community. It is, however, precisely in this 

connection that the kingship is seen to depart from its prototype. The monarch, 

unlike the lineage head, exercises authority primarily over men who are not his 

kin. The royal ancestors are not ancestors to all of the king's subjects, although 

they did rule the ancestors of the king's subjects. The founder of a descent group 

requires no other claim than his paternity: everyone derives from him; and, as he 

has produced them, they are his. The royal ancestors can make no such claim. 

The kingship therefore necessarily implies a sanction other than ancestral for the 

political authority that it has.

What is this sanction? .One explicit answer is provided by those peoples
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who attribute favor with, and a ritual duty toward, the gods to the king. In 

essence, these societies hold that the gods choose, or expect them to produce, 

a representative of the whole society from whom they can receive praise and

through whom they can distribute blessings. While it is most doubtful that the

often they are con-African high Gods are merely glorified royal ancestors, 

ceived of as the father of all ancestors.Having "unique personal access to 

the dominant divine powers. ..137 the king therefore enjoys a sanction beyond 

the merely ancestral> even if ifTs connected with the ancestral sanction. More-
-

over, even if there is no explicit conception gf these transcendent powers to

which the king has unique access, there is at least associated with him and his •

ancestral predecessors inherent powers of unusual and sacred character. Since
■: !

the king is "the source of all zestful living," he is as a god to his people. ^38 

It would appear that .fhe prevalent African characteristics do indicate 

a specific type of societal order. They outline the structure of society and 

show what its basis is. Most significant of all, they reveal that the substance 

of the spj:iety is not cosmic order as such; it is best described as a power, per

haps rooted in a.divine order, that transcends ordinary men. This power is usu

ally associated with the ancestors, who are vaguely thought either to possess or 

to mediate it; it is manifest in the effective activity of political authorities.

The crucial question that we must now consider is whether the societal

order that we have defined is peculiar to Africa; for if it is specifically Afri

can, then the political transition necessarily has a different meaning in Africa
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than in other so-called emetiging areas where recent political phenomena 

seem so like the African. We have to compare the dominant j^rican politi
cal characCristics vyith the major features of other non-Western societies,

<1

and do so in detail, before the hypothesis can be substantiated and trans

formed into a conclusion. The following brief survey can only i'ndicafe a 

basis for venturing the hJ»pothesis of a specifically African type.

Most kingships in history, and virtually all of them among primitive 

and archaic peoples^^o hand in hand with an explicit public recognition of 

the sacred character of political authority Jhe*^same obtains in Africa.

It follows that kingships may be classified into types according to the nature 

of the principle that renders them holy-and legitimate.- Easily distinguishable 

is the primitive or tribal type of king who derives his authority,from royal an

cestors according to some principle of descent; for the royal ancestors, although 

usually not deified, are regarded as superhuman powers- Such is the African 

king: and he is thereby clearly distinct from the ancient Egyptian pharaoh, 

who embodied and can be said to have been many gods;*^® from the ancient 

Mesopotamian kings or ensi who were each considered the representative of 

of the gods of a vast pantheon; 

gol rulers who claimed to be the sole earthly representatives of a single supreme 

the Chinese Soti of the impersonal cosmic power of Heaven, and 

the Sapa Inca who as the divine son of the Sun had universal authority on earth;^^'^ 

, and from the Hindu kshatirya-kings who found their sanction in Dharmo (cosmic 

law or order, comparable to the Chinese too and the Egyptian maat)

one

from the universal emperors, such as the Mon-

142God,

145 and
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their function in punishing'those who deviated from Dharma

African societies differ greatly from these archaic cif^ilizations. The

'V ' 'latter all'had complex cosmologies, elaborated by professional priests. Where 

ancestor-worship existed, it had a significance other than in Africa. In China 

it was primarily of social rather than of political Jmportance.^^^ In'Egypt it 

vJas intimately related to the divinity of the king himself.Mesopotamia 

and the Maya had a temple-city organization of society as their dominant form.^^^

150Hindu society was dominated by a rigid caste system.

Turning to the societies thnhare not or^inOHly ranked with the great 

archaic civilizations, one finds equal differences from the African societal

At-

characteristic?. Australian societies, for example, are gerontocratic, and

totemism is dominant in their religion; nowhere else are elders so dominant 

and totemism so developed.Polynesia has professional priesthoods that

systematize religious thought and practice, elaborating vast pantheons and 

remarkable cosmologies and cosmogonies that are generally unparalleled in 

Africa.’52 Polynesian societies are divided into commoners and nobles of 

divine lineage, the latter subdivided according to "the relative loftiness of 

the divine ancestors or...the directness of descent fromta common ancestor.

In Melanesia, mqna is dominant in religion, as totemism is in Australia and

ancestor-worship in Africa;^^^ and Melanesian divine rulers are "petty" in 

comparison with African monarchs.^^^ 

fered from the African pattern: their societies were generally very individual

istic; and the chiefs, who were primarily war leaders, had little political authority.

The North American Indians also dif-

«
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A prominent feofure of Indian society was the brotheihood, which usually ex

ercised the real power and was united by some religious element. Chiefs of
ten rose^y virtue of their deeds or popular election

Finally, despite its diversity. Southeast Asia presents characteristic 

contrasts to Africa. Kachin society in highland Burma differs* in several im

portant respects: a Kachin chief is chief by virtue of descent from chiefly 

deities, and his palace represented Mount Meru in the center of the world.

>-

Kachin religion inyolves an elaborate pantheon of gods and j^osmological and
' 1^57 " " ' ' ■ . • ,, ’ ,

cosmogonic myth, so that Kachin society y/o51d not differ essentially from

those which Voegelin calls "cosmological ." It is generally true of Southeast 

Asia that society was conceived of as "the microcosm of the divine cosmologi

cal prder rppresented by the capital city and its god-king." The purpose of 

government, centered in the king, was "to reproduce on earth the pattern in 

which the gods had arranged the heavens." The cosmologico-political ideas

158were either Hindu or Buddhist. Burling explains:

Where Hindu ideas were strongest, the king was considered 
to be aa incarnation of a god or a descendant of one of the 
Hindu deities, Shiva or Vishnu. Later, when Buddhism be
came dominant, this vie.w was modified, but even then the 
king's position in the world was considered to pxirallei the 
position of an important deity in the cosmos. The palace 
became the earthly equivalent of the celestial mountain be
lieved to occupy the center of the universe... .Certain sa
cred laws of Hinduism, the Dharmashastras, and particularly 
the so-called Laws of Manu, as taught by the Brahmans, be
came irhportant.^^^

The same characteristics obtained in the Brahmanized kingdoms of Indonesia.
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The foregoing indicates that most non-Western societies interpret them

selves as microcosms; so that the fact that most African societies do not do so 
must be ^phasized as one of the major differentia. Yet it has passed unrec

ognized in the search for "micro-macrocosmic correspondences''^^^ that homo- 

logize society to the cosmos. No distinction is made among imitations of 

"paradigmatic models established by the gods-and mythical ancestors. "^63 Jhgj 

often no distinction is made between the divine-cosmic myths, in which the ac

tors are gods, and the lege'nds in'which the actors are men possessed of sacred, 

extraordinary powers. Since the sacred sancfionsipf A^fican political order are 

associated with the ancestors primarily, and are typically given symbolic 

expre^ion in^the legendary accounts of political foundation, the African type 

of society stands as clearly distinct from the cosmological or archaic type of 

societies.

It is not, however, so clearly distinct from Australian societies, which 

Durkheim assures us "all belong to one common type." Australian societies are 

considerably smaller, less hierarchical, and less centralized than not only the 

African but even the North American Indian. Like the Indian and most African 

societies, the Australian societies are organized on a clan basis."The clan

cannot be defined by its chief, for if central authority is not lacking, it is at 

least uncertain and unstable." Given the nomadic character of the people, 

it cannot be defined territorially. Therefore there is a totemic identification.^^ 

We shall disregard as irrelevant to this discussion several of Durkheim's more 

problematic theses, particularly his sociological explanation of the genesis and
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natyre'of religious ideas as well as the related evolutionary schema. 1^7 What 

is of interest to us is his understanding of totemism as cosmologipal and of vital 

force as a-dominant element in totemism. For the Australians, "no known thing

Therefore every

thing in the universe is considered a part of the tribe.The Austraiian tribal- 

cosmological order strikes one as similai' to what in Africa we have called the

socio-natural order. Yet there are major differences: the sedentary Africans
^ 'S

do not regard the cosnjos as homopplitical, for nature is a territorially defined 

and humanly ordered part of the cosmos. All things'^n the universe are not as

similated to the society; and, conversely, societal organization is not homologous 

with the-universal order.

168ejsists that is not classified in a clan and under a totem."

According to Durkheim, the essential elements of religion are not gods

„170and spirits but "indefinite powers, anonymous forces. This force is called

wakan by the Sioux, other names by other Indian tribes, and the well-known 

mono by the Melanesians. Now Durkheim maintains that sacred things and 

political authority are both created by social opinion. Thus a sacred char

acter is attributed to political authorities, which in Polynesia and Melanesia

are said to have mono. The force common to both is moral and impersonal, 

psychical and objecfified, internal yet collective.

Moreover, the idea of force.. .implies the idee of power which, 
in turn, does not come without those of ascendancy, mastership 
and domination; now the relations expressed by these ideas are 
eminently social. It is society which classifies beings into... 
commanding masters and obeying servants; it is society which 
confers upon the former the singular property which makes the

4
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command efficacious and which makes power. So every
thing tends to prove that the first powers of which the hu
man mind had any idea were those which societies have 
e^fablished in organizing themselves: it is in their image 
that the powers of the physical world have been conceived.

This force is life and the source of life.^^^

Disregarding Durkheim's unproven assumption of the social nature of
r •

religion, what remains is.his assertion that political authority in a society is 

sanctioned by what that society experiences as holy, in the case of the primi

tive Australians as'^ower.^ Is this vital power essentially the sonte-as that ex

perienced by the Africans?

Yes,and no. It is the same in that it is an authoritative and life-
i

giving power that transcends the merely profane. It is different in that dif

ferent realities are transparent to this sacredness. The Australians experience 

it in the animal and vegetable species that serve os clan totems, while the In

dians and Melanesians experience it in the myriad phenomena and represent it 

in the abstract form of a name. The Africans experience it primarily neither 

in species nor in all phenomena, but primarily in specific offices and medicines 

and in the general prosperity of family and state. It may be personalized as a 

deity (Imana, for example) or conceived as a divine gift (for Instance, rain from 

Nyame), but it is nearly always associated with the ancestors. In Africa it is 

thus a religious experience that has o pre-eminently political form; because 

ancestor worship is a lineage rather than a domestic cult, because only a man's 

politico-jural status and not his whole being assumes ancestorhood, and because
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it is the political as well as ancest;^^ status of the royal ancestors that endows 

their cult with societal importanceIt may be -"-the experience of filial 

dependetwe" that provides the symbols of authority, but the considera

tions of this chapter point to filiation itself, the derivation and manifesta

tion of renewed life, as the nucleus of the experience.

?-
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PART TWO

IMPERIAL RULE: THE DUAL MAN DATE

The nature, sanctions and prerogatives of the traditional authority 

of African chiefly regimes representative of indigenous societies in Ghana 

and Tanganyika have now been examined. The task of the second part of 

' this study is to examine the justifications of European authority over those 

indigenous societies as well as to clartfy African views of those justifica-

,■ . .

tions.

rr • W
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CHAPTER IV

THE GOLD COAST

t-

There were, of course, many different British views of British rule
• /■"

over Africans; our coricem is with the conceptions of those men who in 

major capacities exercised that rule, and in particular the meaning of that 

role that emerges from the historical situation itself and that expressed itself 

in the documents, policies and activities of the British government relevant 

tolfiatrule. ‘

No single method re'commends itself qs obviously the best way to an-
Ai' ■ ■

alyze briefly the ideas connected with British fulejjLn th6''Gold Coast; the 

reasons are these: British rule was established gradually in t(ie nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries, so that it cannot be attributed to a single stroke of 

policy associated with a single set of justifications; its establishment was not 

the work of a handfull of outstanding men who have written concerning the 

legitimacy of what they had wrought; and finally, the Gold Coast occupied 

a peripheral position in dominant British thinking about empire. There were, 

moreover, different emphases placed by the British at different stages on their 

conception of imperial rule in the Gold Coast during the century and more that 

they exercised authority; and to trace these changes in all their details is be

yond the scope of this study. As to African views of British rule and of the ideas . 

by which the British sought to justify their hegemony, a similar difficulty pre

sents itself: the Western educated Africans tended to express themselves pri

marily in terms of specific British policies and actions in the African newspa

pers, while the traditional African leaders indicated their ideas primarily through 

action.
161
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Our propedure must therefore necessarily take account of the histori

cal develo^ent of ideas, and it must also facilitate a ciarificcdion of the 

dominant themes that might have been easier ascertained had the pattern of 

rule and ideas crystallized at a point of beginning . Accordingly, a proper 

start will be made with the British conception of empire that prevailed in the 

nineteenth century, against which background ideas of British purpose in the 

Gold Coast can then be understood. The reaction to the establishment of 

British rule by the inj^g'enous socibties and their authorities wilit;th^ be ex

amined for indications of African conceptions of-British rule; here the guiding 

assumption Is that at least the major lines of that reaction would be in terms of 

traditional Aldart ideas, and that the reaction would properly be interpreted 

in terms of traditional ideas. Then we shall examine the writings of the first 

highly educated Africans who emerged in the latter part of the nineteenth cen

tury and who represented not only the Africans most affected by European ; ways 

but, to a considerable extent, the traditionol African rulers whose cause they 

undertook. The writings of these articulate African leaders is very much a key 

to understanding the complex relationship between European authority, tradi

tional African authority, and a new kind of African authority that was ultimate

ly to attain dominance. Finally, the British system of African administration will 

be examined in terms of its provisions for and effects on traditional African 

thority. The elaboration by the new Western-educated African elite of themes 

that, from a later perspective, should be regarded as the first glimmerings of 

later African nationalist thought will only be adumbrated in this chapter; it will

au-
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be enough to show that they clearly arose in response to a situation of African 

subordination to at> alien authority that depreciated African traditions and 

presented itself as superior in power and culture.

The old British empire had collapsed during the last quarter of the 

' eighteenth century, but a new empire rose in the Afro-Asian area during the 

.. following century. In addition to many of the arguments that were used in 

support of the old empire, some of which had been discredited by the econ

omists, there was ope^major hew idea that was prominent in the^6c^cacy of 

a new empire: "that of Great Britain's providential mission to spread order, 

civilization, and prosperity over the world.This was the message of a ' 

powerful movernent in nineteenth-century England that combined two major 

patterns of thought; that of the Evangelicals, who spawned a missionary move

ment whose "essence was an aggressive cultural imperialism, propaganda for 

the spread of European ideas and ideals over the face of the globe";2 qnd 

that of secular liberalism, motivated by a "spirit of egalitarianism and brother

hood and its belief in human perfectibility," origin'dting in the Enlightenment.3 

Thus "the issues presented by tropical Africa to the British nation had been de

rived from the ethical constructs of these movements.

>-

Within this nineteenth-century imperial movement several closely re

lated ideas predominated; The Evangelicals had '.'implanted in the British mind 

the idea of the Elect Nation. Their civilizing mission was "the dispensation 

of Providenceaccording to Palmerston in 1842. "Few doubted that gesto Dei 

per Anglos."7 Britain mediated "the blessings of Christianity and civilization. "8
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she was the nation pre-eminently chosen for this task, as attested to by the

fact that Britain is "the standard for all that is excellent, " that "ail nations"
follow her le^d in matters of law and manners, and that she had received "the

first and purest beams of the reformed religion.The British simply projected 

"their own image as the universal ideal."'®

pride in her mission is perhaps best expressed by Macau ley, speaking of the 

Indian empire in the House of Commons in 1833: "That a handful of adven-

The strong element of British

turers from an Island in the Atlantic should have subjugated a vast country"
-r ' . . .

on the other side of the" world and governed its diverse- peoples "are prodigies

to which the world has seen nothing similar. Reason is confounded. We inter-
• . -to

rogate the past itj vain."'' This vision should be .compared not so much with 

that of Athens' mission by Pericles in the Funeral Oration as with Thucydides' 

conception of the Peloponnesian War as a movement without precedent and 

valid for all time.'^ "England is intimately identified with.. .progressive per

fection.. .Britain will be the nucleus around which all the nations of the earth 

will, eventually, form themselves in concentric circles, in proportion to their 

advancement in, the scale of social bliss."Providence" adequately and ob

viously endowed Britain for this great destiny, and other nations can achieve 

their destinies only by copying the British constitution and national character. 

Britain thus had "a moral duty to the rest of humanity";'^ it was her duty to 

maintain and expand the empire in the view of such statesmen as Peel, Glad

stone, and Lord John Russell.'^ As Earl Grey wrote: "the nation has incurred 

, a responsibility of the highest kind, which it is not at liberty to throw off. The
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authority of the British Crown is at this moment the most powerful instrument, 

under Providence, of maintaining peace and order in many extensive regions 

of the earth'.A withdrawal from West Africa in particular would result in 

the full revival of the slave trade.

Perhaps the most important idea of all with reference to Africa was__._ 

that the British were bound to make amends for the evils they had done to 

Afffca. This idea was charq^ristic of the abolitionist movement especially, 

and it combined easily^with the purposes of extending trade, ciyil-izatron and 

Christianity in Africa.

The duty to free the slaves and to convert the heathen had 
been thrctWn into high relief by the statut#of 1807 which 
declared the Slave Trade illegal^ and throughout the cen
tury the Churches and anti-slavery societies were to keep 
up the call of duty. Concern for Africa flowed from some 
of the more vivid experiences of Victorian'religious and 
political life. And for this reason the chief African ques
tions for the Victorians were ones of atonement and duty. 
The chains had to be struck from the African's neck. He 
must be converted. He would be civilized. He should 
be traded with. But for all their enthusiasm, the earlier 
Victorians refused to rule him. 19

The later Victorians did rule him, but the earlier emphasis was on ending the

slave trade at its place of origin; "this object could be reached best by of

fering to the African slave-trader an adequate alternative in the pursuit of 

a lucrative trade in other African products."20

Other evils beddes trade in slaves were imputed to their countrymen 

by British writers, including cruelty, rapaoiousness, genocide, and cornjpKon
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97
of African morals. "The demand for government intervention on behalf of 

the aborigines in all British colonies became increasingly urgent,."^^ This
f ■ ■ ■ "V

demand v/as the outstanding feature of a Parliamentary report in 1837: "The 

protection of the Aborigines should be considered as a duty peculiarly be- 

longing and appropriate to the executive government, as administered either 

in this country or by the governors of thd respective colonies. "23

We see, then, that the British imperial endeavors were motivated by 

some extensive goals^ the nineteenth century. Britain concei^^ of herself 

as engaged in an unprecedented work to bring tOjOtlilr peoples, particularly 

those of the Afro-Asian worlds, the essentially spiritual and cultural "bles

sings" thot while peculiarly British are yet universally valid. This work is 

considered a moral duty, ordained by Providence and the hope of all 

kind. This destiny is taken as evident in the superior excellence of the sub

stance of British national life. Despite the contribution to this national out

look by the Evangelicals, there is nothing essentially Christian in the British 

idea of empire. "Providence" has the character more of history than of the 

Christian God, for it is a symbol of the principle whereby the British national 

character and its superiority are explained: Britain is superior, and therefore 

providence must have ordained that superiority; Britain's achievement lies in 

her attainment of a high level of civilization, in the development as her or-
C

dering basis of an incomparable constitution and ethic to which are shown 

loyalty and devotion. Only if patriotism be accounted sanctity, the nation 

be identified as the community of Christian faith, and sacrifice of life to

V.

man-
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empire be martyrdom could the imperial concern be accepted as a manifesta- 

of Chr^tian spirituality. Yet this imperial concern is understood as a 

spiritual reality, transcending and even opposed to material interests. It is 

a calling that contradicts Britain's economic welfare; nevertheless it is heeded. 

What Britain manifests therefore is the apotheosis of civilizationai achievement, 

„ the substitution in the center of communal life of human achievement for orien-

tion

tation toward the transcendent reality, for faith in and dependence on God.

The substitute is not^ly acceptekas adequate, but it is confusfe^^ith what 

it has replaced; Consequently, it is sincerely presented to other men as their 

proper concern and salvation. Here, then, is what^one should expect to find 

in modern Africfa: the confrontation of the African, whosS soul has been formed 

by the religion of his society, by Christianity, the essence of which many mis

sionaries adhere to and proclaim, but also by a divinization of civilizationai 

and national achievement that represents itself as Christian. The African would 

thereby be required, with little prospect of European assistance, to distinguish 

between manifestations of robust Christian spirituality and the perverted spiritu

ality that motivates and guides the imperial authority.

The dominant features of British activity in the Gold Coast in the nine

teenth century were the increasing British assumption of authority over the 

coastal Fanti peoples and the series of wars with the Ashanti, culminating in 

the extension of British rule over the greater part of the territory of modern 

Ghana in 1901. The British assumption of authority began in 1821, when the 

eight forts on the coast were transferred from the Royal African Company to
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the Crown, to be administered under the authority, of the Governor of Sierra 

Leone This act was a response to British humanitarians who i/itended the 

^'■colonial foothold to be used as a base for replacing the slave traffic with 

"legitimate commerce and civilisation."25 in 1828 the forts were returned . 

to a Company of Merchants, only,-to be taken again by the Crown in 1843.26 

During this period, however, there occi/rred q remarkable development of con

siderable Import for later British rule and the attitude of Africans toward it. 

Governor George M^ean, who assumed his duties in 1830, sogp cqme to 

exercise, contrary to the”conditions under which Jhe^rts were placed with 

the merchants, an authority far beyond the forts themselves.27

i

i •

His reputation as a judge spread outside his official court at 
Cape Coast from end to end of the country.. .Chiefs brought 

■ their disputes to Maclean and begged him to decide between 
them; and unofficial though his position was, his judgments 
were hardly ever questioned.

It was on this reputation for wisdom and uprightness that 
Maclean's political authority was based. From asking his ad
vice on a dispute that had already arisen, it was a small step 
to consulting him on disputes that threatened to arise. Thus 
he was able to add executive to his judicial functions. He 
scattered the greater part of his small police force as resident 
constables ot the courts of all the prominent chiefs, with in
structions to keep him informed on everything that was going 
on. The force behind Maclean was the force of public opinion. 
.. .A chief who was inclined to resist Maclean's authority was 
always opposed and blockaded by his neighbors, and often dis-- 
owned by his oWn people .28

This authority extended inland as far as Ashanti, so that Ward calls this area 

a "Protectorate" even though it had not been legally proclaimed a protector-
V A
ate and "until 1874 its inhabitants were entirely independent of the British
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Crown. If was a sufficiently efficieni-aufhorily, however, to undertake

major reform^in African life; for Maclean set out to abolish those customs 

which he fwnd objectionable, customs that were intimately associated with 

African religion.^® And it was under him "that the first serious attempt was 

made to introduce the Christian religion among the people of the Gold Coast" 

by the Wesleyan and the Basel missionaries.'’’ Appropriately, Maclean 

- his work in the same terms as were described above for the British view of 

empire. Believing "ip^he over^ruflng direction of Providence,.’’-^tg^usted 

"that a'good object, undertaken from pure and di£?rhterested motives.. .would 

be crowned with success.Such was the belief and trust of the missionaries.

y...

saw

; -
Instead of taking the trouble to study the beliefs the 
people already held and then trying to engraft some
thing better in their place, they rashly and erroneously 

■ concluded that because they made use of certain inani
mate objects in connection with their worship, they must 
be idolaters and the whole system essentially corrupt.33

Hence they tried to eradicote all traces of African religious beliefs. The re

sult was religious disturbances, as the Christian converts desacrated sacred ob

jects and provoked the chiefs.^

Later educated and nationalist leaders were to look back on Maclean's^ 

administration as an example of the true and proper relationship between Bri

tain and the Gold Coast. Sarbah, for example, wrote in 1906 that Maclean's 

policy was the best both for the Briti^ and the Africans: "That policy was to

respect and support generally the natural rulers of the country and to do nothing

' \
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..35withouf their active co-operqtion. But they placed even higher value on 

the Bond of 1&44, which they considered the charter of their essential ly volun-

fary relationship with Britain.36

Upon the resurnption of control by the Crown over the forts, Maclean 

T was made Judicial Assessor to the Chiefs and instructed to continue exercising 

■ the judicial jurisdiction that he had estabfished.37 The new governor. Com

mander H,. Worsley Hill, in response to the recommendations of a parliamen- 

, tary committee, underjipok to clarify.,the British obligations towq'ri^tj^Gold 

Coast Africans who, while jiot subjects, were nevertheless in a deferential 

position ^ am British power and enlightenment,^® He accordingly negoti

ated the Bond with eight Fanti chiefs. The Bond refers to the fact that "power 

and jurisdiction have been exercised for and on behalf of Her Majesty the 

Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, within divers countries and places ad

jacent to Her Majesty's forts and settlements on the Gold Coast." Here the 

Crown formally accepted Maclean's extension of jurisdiction, even though it 

was done contrary to his legal prerogatives. The chiefs in the Bond "acknow

ledge that power and jurisdiction" of the British and declare that "barbarous 

customs," some specified but others not, are "contrary to law," Murder, rob

bery, "and other crimes and offences" are to be tried "before the Queen's judi

cial officers and the chiefs of the districts, moulding the customs of the country 

to ihe general principles of British law." Numerous other chiefs entered into 

the'same agreement during ihe same year.®^ The importance of the Bond was 

later dismissed by a British governor, who argued that, "whether by virtue of
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. our protecflon or by consenf or by usage or by usurpation, we had undoubtedly 

acquired t^e right of jurisdiction, civil and criminal."^® On^should not, how

ever, uhdefestTm'ate a dbcument like the" Bond, for it conveys"more than it ap

pears to and its ambiguity must-be attributed to a British quest for easy influence;

- notan economic spherfe of influence, but d sufficient basis for affecting an in- ■

; creasing modification of the whole AfTfcan way of life toward confbrmity-with 

British norms and the manifestation of British civilizational talents. The unspeci--, 

fied "barbarous -busjtpnis" and "offences" to be specified later by the British and 

legally proscribed—this.is clearly a wedge for the expansion of British control of 

African life; for the British, having undertaken whqt they regard as a great his

torical missioni could not but adopt their own standards as the criteria for ac

ceptable African thought and action. The mission, if not for the mitigating cir

cumstances of material and human resources, would be clearly akin to modern 

totalitarian movements in its desire for total control, even if the ideas and actions 

that would be demanded are much less reprehensible than those of Western totali- - 

tarian movements.

The de facto extension of British jurisdiction that was characteristic of 

Maclean's tenure was maintained and increased in the years following Final

ly, the earlier practices of negotiating with the chiefs and of exercising an un

defined jurisdiction was "replaced by the direct proclamation of authority as a 

means of extending British jurisdiction"^^ and defining it as a right rather than 

a grant. -Following the sixth Ashanti War (1873-74), it was reluctantly decided 

by the British that annexation and direct government of the territory south of

■
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Ashanti under British protection would be the only feasible alternative to com

plete aban<^nment.43 So in 1874, by royal proclamation, Britain annexed 

the coastal areas as the Gold Coast Colony; fhe'LegisIdtive Council of the ^ 

Gold Coast was given authorization to legislate for the protected territories 

for the first time; and the Queen's authority and- powers over the ptotected
I* ■ , ' • .

: broadly-defined, specific mention being made of abolishing "im-r 

moral, barbarous arid cruel customs," and of regarding "native laws and. cus

toms. wH^e they are.^nSt repugnant'to justice, equity and good db’ti^ence .

Of course, "good conscience" is equated with British conscience, the pro

clivities of which have-been shown. .The explanation of this policy was given 

by the Secretary for the Colonies Lord Carnarvon, who held that the Bond of 

1844 .had been superseded by events and that on a large range of matters not 

mentioned in the Bond—civil administration, public health and education, 

roads, customs duties, public works, police—"the Legislature or Government 

of the settlement has, with or without the co-operation of the native rulers, 

exercised authority to an extent which, strictly speaking, could be justified 

only on the assumption (the justice of which I am satisfied'is not open to ques

tion) that these matters have by usage and by the siifference and tacit assent of 

the natives fallen within the province of the Queen's authority.This is an 

interesting statement if only for the air of moral self-confidence about it; its 

importance, however, lies in its apparent regard of British rule as just because

.'r

.•areas were

1.44

it exists, for it is unthinkable that the rule would exist if it had not the "tacft

assent" of the'Africans regardless of whether or not the African rulers had
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cooperated in its establishment. It is this line of thought that led to the Brit

ish conception that the acquisition of the Gold Coast was by cession, even 

fhough-no-treaties or agreements-exist in which any cession was. formally made.'^ 

"Doubts'remained, however, as to what part of the area which the 

British administered was a 'colony' and what part a 'protectorate .’’"47 Ac

cordingly, in 1901 an Order in Council declared'that all the protected and 

other territories within the defined boundaries "as have not heretofore been 

included in His Maje^/s dominioris shall be, and the same are Ij^eby an

nexed.. ,, and the whole of the said territories are d^lared to be part of His 

Majesty's Gold Coast Cofony, and to all intents and purposes as if all such 

territories had farmed part of the said Colony.The final defeat of the 

Ashanti was sealed in the same year by the Ashanti Order in Council, which 

annexed Ashanti as a conquered territory. Af Ae same time a third Order in 

Council placed the Northern Territories under British protection and under 

jurisdiction of the Gold Coast Government. The Colony, Ashanti, and Pro

tectorate together made up the British Gold Coast, which had through th 

ders in council emerged in the form that would remain substantially unchanged 

until; with the addition of British Togoland, it would emerge as the independent 

state of Ghana in 1957. ■ -

The British conception of their a.uthority in the Gold Coast may best 

be summarized in the words defining the basis of British authority in the North

ern Territories Order in Council. The bases of that authority are declared to 

be the Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 1890 that, in the words of the Order,

>. ■

e or-
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"enacted that it should be lawful' for Her Majesty to hold, exercise-, and enjoy 

any jurisdiction which Her Majesty then had or might at any time thereafter 

have within d foreign country"; and the alleged "treaty, grant, iHsage,-Suf- 

ferance, and other lawful means", whereby "power and jurisdiction " Were ob

tained. ~Since the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, no matter how-valid ft may have-~ 

been in British law, could not be considered legally binding on people not al

ready subject to the British Crown, the second basis was required for the Igglti- 

macy pf British aufhori^/. The. thing' to notice, -however, is that jn the list of 

"lawful means, " .which may not even include sOme^"dfher" means that happened 

to have lawfully been used, no specific legitimate basis of authority is given. 

What the Order says in effect is that whatever means was employed to obtain 

power over African societies is to be deemed legitimate. Th.is legitimacy that 

expresses itself always in a legal context we shall call "putative legitimacy" 

so as to distinguish it from the "ideological sanctions" of the authority that 

were described in the early part of this chapter. The co-existence of these 

two conceptions of British authority is easjly explained by several considera

tions: the forms of British law were more stable than British thought, so that 

they resisted wholesale incorporation of ideological justifications of British 

rule over Africans; the putative legitimacy of British authority, which employs' 

the language of democracy .for imperial relations ("treaty," "grant, " "suffer

ance, " "cession" of power by those subject to that power), could easily be in

terpreted in terms of the ideology; and the putative legitimacy, especially since 

. it did not conflict with the ideological sanctions, could for all practical purposes

•Vv-'

V-

V
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, be'Igriored By those who assume g priori thdf whatever they have done or are 

■dping must righteous.. The. interpretation of putative legitimdey in terms

of the ideology is certainly implied by the idea that British rule is Justified 

by the benefits and civilization that it brings to the Africans, The unstated 

premise is'that the Africans, ,to .the extenf that they understood this rule to 

be good for them, do or would consent to'it. Such an idea is, of course, 

dominant in eighteenth-century enlightenment political thought, and ex- 

pressed in perhaps its njost salient fprm in Rousseau's notion Of theoerteral
- -r ' ' • • ‘ .
Will.49

r-.-

-• .
Jr*

Essentially the same.set of ideas that we have traced in the nineteenth 

and the beginning of the twentieth century persisted throughout the twentieth 

century. There were, however, two noteworthy changes of emphasis. There 

was a.more intense stress on benefiting, developing and civilizing the Afri

can, while at the same time the confrontation with African realities led to

increasing dOubts of the inevitability of civiIizational progress in Africa and 

, of the unadulturated benefit of British rule for Africans. The two trends did, 

quite clearly, reinforce one another: the intensification of efforts to improve 

the Africans produced untoward results that inculcated doubt, and the growing 

doubts and difficulties inspired new efforts of thought and action to vindicate 

the ideology that explained and justified the venture embarked upon. These

themes are all evident in Governor High Clifford's appraisal of British rule 

.. written in 1915 as the Introduction to Claridge's monumental two volume his

tory. Clifford maintained that British rule could be justified only by an "ability
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to g6vem"^the jejounjiy m d manner mofe conducive to the common good and 

, - ^ happiness,, arid with a higher regard to the.rights and well-being of the weak 

masses, than would be possible to the natives themselves if:uloieand inarticul

left to their own devices.This proposition, which is described as an
■ >-

"opinion" and d "theory, " will according to Clifford "readily" be accepted 

by "most thinking men. " Clifford admits that the chiefs and kings "stand to 

lose much ".by: the imposition of peace and good administration, "for it has

usually been the peculiar.privilege af the great ones of the edrth to.thrive at
■ ■

the expense of their subjects."^'- British rule is thu|^b{feed o’n the assumption

. that the chiefs and kings do not truly represent the people, for their rule is 

exploitative, and jhat the interests of the indigenous rulers and ruled are 

- cOntrddictdry. 'It assumes also that the British are unusual among "the great 

ones" because they do not "thrive at the expense of their subjects." Briti^ 

authority is thus consciously set in favor of the "inarticulate masses," whose 

very inarticulateness.allows the British to disregard any African expression 

concerning British authority, and whose well-being is to be secured against 

the chiefs and articulate Africans.

The noteworthy thing about Governor Clifford's position is that it is 

held so firtniy despite q recognition that the dominant motive in the exten

sion of British, authority was the protection of trade rather than any humani

tarian considerations.

" Even after the national conscience hod been sufficiently 
awakened to bring about the abolition of the slave-trade, 
the commercial interests of the British traders continued
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torte the principal-preoccupation of the authorities on 
the Goast/ and the assumption of responsibility for the

orld our coming had 
\and evaded as much as

welfdri^ of the natives; whose-y 
turnea topsy-turvy,, was shirked' 
possible .52 -••

This motive he distinguishes from "an insatiable appetite for power "and do- 

minion" and from the "newly awakened sense of responsibility toward the' 

native races" that "forbade continued toleration of savage and bqrbarous

r ■

..,
practices. "53 jhg "bitter and humiliating memories" of earlier deplorable

• ■■ i

British acts on the Coast'gives rise to "shame and horror-" an'd to 

to vindicate the "fair fame" of Britian.54 Thus-the new mission Is at once

a concern

patriotic and humgnitarian. .

The new mission is not, however, without its price. One cannot 

avoid "the ugly fact that the path to the establishment of a durable peace 

iri semi-civilized countries is almost invariably paved'with the victims of a 

series of devastating little wars, " which are difficult to forestall because of 

the "imperfect understanding of'the character, the polity, and the outlook 

upon life of the peoples with whom, in tropical lands. Great Britain has had 

to deal. "55 jhus the conception of securing the well-being of people who are 

exploited by their own rulers is an intention and a dogma rather than an em- • 

pirical judgment. The Governor does reveal a twinge of doubt when he says 

that perhaps'"modern civilisation is the lion, and that barbarism is the lamb" 

but his position neverthelea remains firmly on the idea that "the incompatible 

ideals" of the British and Ashanti made "anything resembling a permanent

*V.»
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friendly alliance" between'them impossible. The abolition, of such religious 

practices as human sacrifice could nof-be effected save I'where Great Brit-- 

foll executive authority.

Clifford's was not the only British position, but it is most representa

tive of the official British attitude. Moreover", those who reached different 

• conclusions, tended to do so on the basis of siniilar'principles. Thus.R. A. 

Freeman, who had served as Assistant Colonial Surgeon and Anglo-German 

Boundary Commissioner of the Gold Coast, severely criticized the British for 

having "identified themselves with the debased coast tribes" against the As

hanti. He wrote: "With the unerring instinct of a professedly philanthropic 

nation, they have selected the sturdiest, most enterprising and most courage

ous tribe as the special object of hostility, and have consistently endeavoured 

^ . . .to secure.. .the survival of the unfittest."^ He shows that in the early

nineteenth century British policy tended to encourage "Fanti agressions...

- and the banishment of Ashanti trade from the settlements"; that in 1816 the 

British, directly violating an "understanding" with the Asantehene, "once 

more made common cause with the Fantis against their conquerors"; and that 

in 1820 the British at Cape Coast repudiated a treaty concluded by the British 

Consul at Kumosi which .recognized "the sovereignty of the King of Ashanti

«5dain exercises.

over the Fantis," an act that was the basis of British policy thereafter.He 

points out further that when the war of 1873 ended, the British encouraged the 

states tributary to the Ashanti King to assert their independence and revolt;

this policy led to the expedition of 1896 which destroyed the-Ashanti kingdom.
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He concludes that, contrary to the philanthropic expectations of peace, civil

ization, and the abolition of human sacrifice, Bj^sh interference "fended to 

increase the amount of human suffering and to destroy indigenous trade 

In short, their ideological dogmas and ignorance of African life led to results 

contrary to what the British either desired or expected.

- >■■■

So far British ideas hove been examined largely apart from the responses 

to British rule of the? Africanrsubject to it and from the concrete situation of
.

British hegemony over African societieso' Since.the impli^atidrisWd,full sub-‘

stance of these ideas con be adequately understood only in terms of time and 

- place, it remains for us to consider these factors- The appropriate place to
I . ' ■

begin is with the reactions of the Africans to the European presence before they 

assimilated Western ideas and attitudes.

There are no records of what the Akans thought of the first Europeans

who established themselves on the coast. We do know that Africans elsewhere

on the continent "regarded the earliest European visitors as supernatural beings,"

■ ■ '

for the white men appeared to them as "wonderful, uncanny." Unusual origins 

and powers were attributed to the Europeans, "It is widely believed that white

men come out of the sea, " even in the interior where men had never looked

upon the sea. In central Africa^ European travellers were considered able to 

make or prevent rain, a divine power. In some places "the European's white 

skin is taken as proof of his favour with the creator"; for among most black Af- 

fricans white is the color representing ^'happiness and blessedness," while black

symbolizes "sadness and misfortune." Thus the power of the Europeans rested on
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the awe with which the Africans regarded them rather than on force

There are several reasons why we may take the above as an acceptable 

general account of the initial Akan experience of the Eurojseans, even though 

direct evidence is jacking. First of all, we have seen in the first chapter that 

the Akan regarded bodies of water-as divine; such water purifies and sacralizes 

whatever is immersed in it. Therefore, in traditional terms the appearance of 

white men from the sea could find no other explanation than that it was a di- 

vine manifesfaHon* Secpnd, fhe Akans associate white with '*dli s.uch virtu- 

ous, spiritual entities as God, and the deified sjairij^ df-ancestors, " and black 

with "vice, deepened feelings of melancholy, ondsuch vicious spiritual bodies 

as the devil and death.Third, the most importont reason is the indiscrim

inate African imitation of the European in the early phases of the relationship. 

With equal ease, the African adopted European firearms, European dress, Eu

ropean laws, andoEuropean version of Christianity, indeed, even when there 

were no genealogical reasons for doing so, Africans often adopted European 

patronymics.^^

.

Finally, a more recent study of African attitudes toward their 

rulers in Ghana indicates that the Africans generally found the Europeans to be 

priestly. It asserts:

ordinary member of a village community will not only 
accept the distant authority of the whites, but will come to 
regard their position as an essential part of the order of the 
universe, on which his own life and security rest. It is thus 
more than a mere relationship of'dominance and submission.

Since colonial authority was accepted for traditional reasons as valid.
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representing as it was thought the exercise of superior divine power, the Af

ricans were disposed from the start to accept what the Europeans had to teach 

them as a revelation of the divine. The Europeans explained, and the Afri

cans assimilated, the colonial interpretation of colonial authority. The Af

ricans accepted colonial authority as superior and beneficient. They did so 

the more easily because the Europeans represented the Christian religion whose

>-

God they came to understand os the same as their high God, superior power as 

reflected in their arms ^d technologj^', and greater wisdom as maryjested by 

their laws and sciences. This acceptance is reflected th various prayers at im- 

,portant Ashanti religious ceremonies, recorded by Rattray

!
"Grandfather Eguayeboafo,.. .do not let ps offend the 

Castle (i.e. the Gavernment)" (p. 98)

"Ta Kese Birimpon (the god), your grandchild is Kwesi 
Ntwi /the 'linguist'^.. .do not let him get into trouble with 
the wfTite man;...^en this white man goes to the forest, 
permit that he kill an elephant that we may have something 
to eat." (p. 119)

"Santeman Kobina. ..Life to the Ashanti nation, life 
to the Castle (the Government), life to the white man."
(p. 127).

"Santeman Kobina, ...life to the white man, life to 
the 'Castle' (Government); today it is the 'Castle' whom 
we serve;.. .may the Ashanti people work for the good of 
...the Castle." (p. 129)

"...life to all the English white men, ...life to me 
Yao Kramo, who rule this town;.. .grant that I may have 
no quarrel with the Castle (the Government)." (p. 169)

; There were, however, a growing number of Western-educated Africans
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, witti differenf ideas and many demands. Chief among these were John Mensah 

Sarbah (l^-iH^lO) and Joseph Casely Hayford (1866-1930), who sycceeded 

Sorbah qs the major nationalist leader in the Gold Coast. Both were-c'onsid- 

erably influenced by the Rev. Edward Blyden, a professor in the Liberia Col- 

lege.^6 According to Blyden, the black Africans had founded Babylon and 

Nineveh and had built Babel and the Pyramids. They were superior to all peo

ples. Migrating into Africa, and having lost contact with the East, they were 

degredated; and the climate enervated them; Yet he argued that but for the 

slave trade Africa,.through peaceful contact with Eufo^an civilization, would 

be thoKek^ual of Europe in science, civilization and religion. As a God-favored 

people, the Africarl mission is to create a great Christian Empire in Africa.

This is to be the noblest and last human achievement.^^ Sarbah and Hayford 

echoed some of these ideas in their criticism of the British. Since we deal with 

Hayford's influence on Nkrumah in a later chapter, we shall here devote primary 

attention to Sarboh.

John Mensah Sarbah was one of the major representatives of the Western-

educated elite that emerged in the nineteenth century and exercised leadership

during the first half of the twentieth. He was among the first pupils in the first

high school established in the Gold Coast in 1876; in 1887 he became the first 

man entirely of Gold Coast descent to quolify for the. bar; ten years later he 

was one of the founders of the Gold Coast Aborigines' Rights Protection Society 

(A.R.P.S.); and he was one of the first Africans appointed to the Legislative

Counci 1.68
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Fanti National Constitution, Sarbah's major work published in 1906,

complemented Casely Hayford's Gold Coast Native Institutions and shared its

• chief endeavor.. .has been to demonstrate.. .the existence ofpurpose:

an African State...and to explain„j-.he principles controlling and regulating

And like Casely Hayford, Sarbah elaborates some 

ideas that will later be taken up.by the African nationalists seeking indepen-

..69the government thereof.

dence. Our interest here, however, is in Sarbah's estimation of British rule.
-

Sarbah specifically alleges

■rr'

The sole reason for'the presence of Europeans in West Africa 
was, and is even now, principally Trade, and for the pur
poses of trade only were.. .the,.power and jurisdiction of the 
local rule^rs subsequently undermined.70

In pursuing trade and consolidating their interests "British sovereignty over 

the Gold Coast territories was gradually acquired, and at times by such grad

ual, slow, and imperceptible steps that even now many questions of public 

importance are not free from doubt and difficulty ."71 Sarbah's approach to 

the questions of British sovereignty is legalist. He begins with the idea that

independence is indivisible, but that sovereignty is divisible. "Assuming the

King of England is the only independent sovereign in this territory, the abor

iginal rulers, however, enjoy several sovereign rights, not the least of which 

has been the exercise of judicial functions. "72 Examining the treaties con

cluded between the British and chiefs as well as other official papers and—
documents, he attempts "to establish the position that no right or power was 

original ly exercised by the queen's officers without the consent of the abor-
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ii73igioal rulers first had and obtained. He explains:

■

Gold Coast territory was not an uninhabited district 
settled on by British subjects, or an inhabited territory ob
tained by conquest or cession. Whether the inhabitants 
were taken to be half or wholly savages, they had their 
aboriginal tribal government, each regularly established, 
invested with the rights of sovereignty and exercising its 
powers. With these governments,treaties-were made from
time to time .74

■!

y...

■ On this basis Sarbah aVgues in favor of,a policy that later became

- . . . ■

known as "indirect rule." Citing the loyalty of the-jchief^^ he maintains ' 

that the British have come to recognize "that the best and only satisfactory 

way to rule West Africa is to do so through the aboriginal authorities. "75 

He harkens back to the administration of Governor Maclean under the Com

mittee of Merchants in the 1830's, affirming that Maclean's policy secured 

the desired expansion of trade: "That policy was to respect and support gen

erally the natural rulers of the country, and to do nothing without their active 

co-operation.

later years, according to Sarbah, brought a quite different British po

sition. "Ashanti was, in the Order in Council of September, 1901, declared 

to be a British possession by right of conquest. All Gold Coast territory, by - 

an Order in Council of even date, was declared to be a portion of the British 

Dominions.. "77 This marked a change in the Gold Coast Africans' position 

from "faithful allies and protected friends" to "subjects" of the British,78 

The major difference is, however, explained in these terms:

1 -r ■
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■ There was a time whep-4+ie declared policy of the British 
nation towards the-West African : protected territories 
was to encourage the inhabitants to train and quaii5' 
them^lves for the administration of the-settlementsTfo 
be transferred to them. This policy was never heartily 
supported by British officials in West Africa. The new 
Imperialism of recent times, however, altered it, and 
declared these territories undeveloped estates, to be 
specially exploited with all expedition primarily, if not 
mainly, for the benefit and profit of Great Britain.
While this policy was in vogue,, .'.there Were not a few 
Government officials.. .who thought it good policy to 
ridicule and try to break up the aboriginal institutions 

. of the people,, to undermine the authority of their natural 
rulers, and to su,bordin,ate everything possible to the p^r-^. 
amount claimrofwha| they called’Imperial uniformity.'
In the minds of such persons, the doctrine^f-the individu
alism or distinct characteristics of each nation or race had 
no existence; to introduce English laws wholesale, abolish 
what js peculiar to Africans, and to treat them as subject 
races, sayed them much trouble.. .Thoughtful men realize 
that each of the colonies essentially British should develop 
her own individuality .79

5—J

This passage contains all the major themes of Sarbah's position. He sees the 

British-Gold Coast relationship as properly one of mutual benefit:

.. .The ancient tradition of Gold Coast peoples is to 
trade and live with Great Britain. He knows not the peo
ple or their history who suspects their affection for.. .Eng
land. In these days of a new imperialism against aborig
inal races, the English sojourner in tropical Africa should 
know that a sublimer function of imperial rule is to respect 
and encourage their sense of self-help and self-reliance; 
that for the mutual and permanent advantage of both alike 
(whether in developing the mutual resources of Africa, or 
in the assimilation of European culture) no obstacles should 
be put in the way of Africans to rise from a condition of mere 
passive subjugation, to prove their undoubted capacity to 
discharge successfully their legitimate responsibilities, pub
lic or private .80

The importance of this idea is immense . Sarbah is an educated African; as
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such, he represents African opinion: "definite public opinion...emanates

In his capacity as uneducated African he ex

presses essentially the same idea that, elaborated in a book by Lord Lugard 

in 1922, became known os the "dual mandate."^2 jhg African is to remain 

African and not become ah imitation of the European,for his country can

not "benefit by the wholesale adoption of foreign institutions, nor by things . ■ 

which have not grown with its own growth or which have not been the natural

Yet'it is Europedn knowledge thabtalone can

>.81from the educed classes.

>-

; ..84outcome of its own histgry. 

improve the Africans: "science and the scientific metifed alone can effect a
.V

successful and permanent reformation. if is this requirement that justifies 

British "direction'* of Africans: "The backward races are looked upon and 

treated as children, but they are not trained as children destined for some 

definite career in the future."®^ The best policy would therefore be "to 

govern the African through his natural rulers under the direction of the British 

Govemment"87 and under the strong influence of the Western-educated Afri

cans. The latter are "in a position to.. .recognize such natural talent as should 

be brought to the knowledge of the well-disposed white man-for encouragement 

.. .and proper training, " for the educated African is placed midway between 

the European authorities and the "untutored" African "masses."S8 On him 

therefore "depends the successful administration of these tropical countries, " 

especially since his class is destined to become the vast majority.®^

The perhaps surprising thing about Sarbah's ideas is that they do not 

ostensibly represent themselves as a challenge to traditional African authority.
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. It is the duty of every educated African not in any way 
to belittle the kings, chiefs, and headmen, or.push them 

. to the background..he should rather, by his example ' 
and/influence, raise up them and the people generally to 
a higher level of usefulness.90

v*-; V,.

The British rulers share this duty with the educated Africans, and it is in their 

best interest to adhere to it. "To smash yp or gradually undermine aboriginal'

authority, to degrade or belittle African rulers, although professing to govern 

through them, can only end in the,failure of European rule and the demoraii-

zation of Africans."91-

The inherently ambiguous character of his position is recognized by 

Sarbah. He is quite aware that "contact with Europeans and the advance of 

British ideas tend to change, if not to break up, some distinctive features of 

the African social system, which is communalistic." Even though this results

in "confusion" and "the widespread demoralization of the rising generation, "

he does not find it either desirable or possible "to stay the operation of the 

natural laws of evolution." If the Government were sympathetic with this 

problem it would manifest its concern by recognizing and enforcing customary 

laws, thereby helping the Africans in "adjusting things."92

Since "foreign ideas" are affecting "the national and social character" 

of the Africans,93 and since a radical break with traditional ways would be 

disastrous, Sarbah casts about for a way out of the dilemma. His ingenious 

solution is that of the Japanese.

Fanti patriots and Japanese Emperor with his statesmen 
were both striving to raise up their respective countries by
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s
proper education and efficient training of their people... 
The African's attempt was ruthlessly crushed, and his plans 
frustrated. Japan was not under an unsympathetic protec
tion; she has succeeded, and her very success ought to be 
an inspiration., .to the people of Gold Coast Territories.94

What Japan accomplished in raising the level of civilization in Formosa, 

"surely British statesmen can accomplish"95—especially since Africans are 

su^rior to Asians and more on a par with the British .96

Gasely Hay ford •dominated the Gold Coast African scene during the 

interwar period as the founder Qn 1920) and'president of the.jMation'cfhGpn- 

gress of British West Africa-.97 |n his first book, he set out to describe Afri

can institutions., for just a few years earlier the Ashanti War of 1900 had been 

precipitated byaBritish governor who disparaged Ashanti custom and demanded 

as the representative of the Queen the Golden Stool as his rightful seat.98 

In 1896 the Asotehene had formally submitted to the British, taking off his 

sandals—thus breaking b taboo and destoollng himself in traditional terms99— 

and prostrating himself at the feet of the British authorities as if they were ori

ental despots. Casely Hayford, with these events in mind, disparaged Brit

ain's "boasted civilization, " seeing primarily a "primitive instinct of acquisi

tiveness" and "an insane thirst for territorial acquisition cost what it may.'"^®^ 

He indicts the British for lacking a clear and consistent policy and for experi

mentation in the Gold Coast. 1^2 pjg accuses the British for not living up to 

their "Christian propaganda, " which is "almost the first element which con

fronts the aboriginal mind." He writes of the castles as "emblems of European 

, greed." He contends that "unwholesome /British/ influence over the Fantis" is

^3
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the cause of a "difference in the characters" of the Fantis and Ashantis, though 

the two peoples ore "really one>" He blames the British for retarding African 

■ development by weakening the office of kingship and its accompanying tradi- 

tions. Yet in spite of all this, he affirms in all of his writings the connec

tion with Britain, confident that on balance Africans will gain from it and also 

benefit the British by humanizing and spiritualizing the European civilizational 

achievement. Africa's ''universal spiritual mission" is to create a new and per-

>

manent civilization. His purpose Is thus to work within the existing order, 

to reform and transform it rather than to sweep it asides, -

There thus emerged in the latter nineteenth century a group of intel

lectuals, many of j-hem barristers, who organized themselves on the basis of a 

claim to be spokesmen for both Africa and modernity, and thus to be the right

ful representatives of the chiefs and people and of the British regime to one 

another. As mediators they sought to bebyal to and cooperative with both 

the indigenous and the colonial authorities, while themselves in effect claim

ing a unique authority deriving from their union of Africanness and of Western 

learning, and from their consciousness of a great moral mission to redeem Africa 

and ultimately all mankind. Combining disparate African and modern qualities 

in their own personalities, and having before them the example of a modern 

"Japanese" Japan, they sought to embody these qualities in society. The de

veloping African society of the future was to be, in effect, their own person

alities writ large. While they envisioned no break with the British empire, they 

did seek self-government within it. The major organizations of these men were, 

ds we recall, the Aborigines Rights Protection Society (ARPS) and the National
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Congress of British West Africa. Many intellectuals electee^ to work in the 

1930's and 40|s^ith the Joint Provincial Council of Chiefs (JPC) wljich, 

dominated by Nana Qfori'Atta, replaced the ARPS as the bodyTec^nized ‘ 

by the Governor as representative of the African people.

In August‘1947 the United Gold Coast Convention (UGCC) was 

formed as "a nation-wide movement which would draw chiefs and people to

gether, restore leadership to the right hands ^e intelligentsm// -knit together 

existing organizations/e,g., of cocod^farmers, ex-servicemen, yp^jth/, and 

prepare for the time when the country would be self-governing."105 (f- ^as 

to replace the ARPS, one of whose last acts was to make a financial contribu

tion to the Fifth Part-African Congress at Manchester in 1945, of which Nkru- 

mah and Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya were the organizing secretaries. 1®^

The UGCC was the idea of Joseph Danquah, who founded it with a 

small group of intellectuals. Danquah is a crucial figure in the story, for he 

was at once deeply rooted in the politics of the pre-war period and pre-emin

ently involved in Nkrumah's rise. He was a member of the royal family of Akim 

Abuakwa, being the younger brother of Chief Ofori Atta; he was founder in 

1^0 of The Times of West Africa, which called for constitutional reform in

the Gold Coast; he was founder and secretary general of the Gold Coast Youth 

Conference ih the.'thirties and 'forties, an organization of politically minded 

intellectuals supported by the JPC; and he was elected by the JPC to represent 

them in the Legislative Council in 1947. He it was also who arranged for Nkru- 

mah to become general secretary of the UGCC and who soon became Nkrumah's
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major political rival, running against him in the presidential election of 1960 

and dying in Nkrumah's prisons in 1965.^^7 Danquah was therefore i/i 1947 

the major Afficdh pblificar ledder in the Gold Coast. He was a nationalist, 

having promoted among the youth the,idea that the Gold Coast peoples "are 

homogeneous in quality and embody completely.. .a natural nationalist idea," 

an idea which was to be realized in a national ^ate, governed by Gold Coast 

Africans, to be sought through a "Gold Coast Races Nationalist Movement. "108

He had the support of the ^iefe. He was the major representative of,p "small 

independent professional barristers, teacheband tradin'g'class/thfat/could 

look back over more than fifty years of political effort, sometimes with, more 

often against the colonial administration.”^®^ Responsible for arousing nation

alist feeling in the 'thirties and early 'forties, he still sought in the middle

'forties "to move along a broad front of the chiefs, the 'intelligentsia' and the 

nllOeducated 'youngmen'.

He failed. Within less than two years Nkrumah had risen to the dom

inant position in Gold Coast politics. Why? Disregarding the proximate 

causes to be sought in the events between 1947 and 1949, certain salient fea

tures of the situation indicate why Nkrumah—or, better, why a man such as 

Nkrumah was—could emerge so rapidly and decisively to the top.

The first consideration is that no political organization of the intelli

gentsia had proven successful without the support of the chiefs. The ARPS be

came but a relic with the establishment of the JPC, to which the chiefs switched 

their support. Despite Danquah's good standing with the chiefs, the latter rebuffed
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. the UGCC^^^ because of its aim of replacing chiefs by educated commoners, 

elected according to the criterion of competence, on the Legislative,Coun

cil Having lost fhe-chiefs! support,-the-UGCC was exposed to the chal

lenge of any group that could muster mass support.

Second, Nkrumah was able to use the UGCC as a sanction for his own 

work,, to build up a following. The UGCC leaders were not full-time politicians, 

but as their paid secretary Nkrumah could be just that.^I)3, Further, when Nkru- 

mah, who was recently rej^rhed to the Gold Coast after an absence of twelve

introduced to the Working Committee of the ufecC, the uneasy mem

bers led by Danquah questioned Nkrumah about his politipal ideas; the members 

quickly brushed asidsi their suspicions and invited Nkrumah to "use the Con

vention as if it were his own organization."^ Moreover, Danquah took Nkru

mah on a six week speaking tour throughout the Colony and Ashanti to drum up 

support for the UGCC; they drew large crowds, and Nkrumah was a spellbinding 

orator.^ Nkrumah was able on the one hand to present himself as "the hum

ble and obedient servant of the Convention," while dissociating himself person

ally from unpopular UGCC decisions.^

Third, Nkrumah concentrated on the youth, organizing them and taking 

up their causes just as Danquah had in the pre-war years. He established a 

radical Committee on Youth Organization (CYO) with leaders loyal to himself 

rather than the UGCC. The CYO was the immediate basis of the Convention 

Peoples Party (CPP).’’^

■ >-

years, was

Fourth, the long-term effects of British rule and of Westernization had
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been the growth of youthful elements in the villages and in the towns.opposed 

to the prevailing order.The authority of the chiefs had been discredited 

by their subordination to the colonial administration, whose support of the 

chiefs presupposed that subordination. The chiefs, supported by the colonial 

power, often exceeded their traditional prerogatives; and they were used for 

unpopular administrative tasks such as tax'collection. African Christians 

tended to reject the political authority of the chiefs because of its religious 
basi^.’19

y

All this con^buted to th^ydesanctifrcation of the chi^f.. "120
' : " • • V ’ .

Paralleling the de.cline of the chiefs was a flood ofvydtiths who had left ele

mentary schools into the towns and villages with their new ideas and desires. 

Within this "colonial situation”122 emerged voluntary associations, with in

creasing political interests, as substitutes for the waning tribal order and par

ticularly as responses of people to their urbanized needs and desires. 123 Each 

group "was an active nucleus of an anti-chief, anti-colonial movement, quick 

to acquire new life as a radical-commoners' party, 

gentsia were no longer united;'^ the second world war had compounded the 

emergence of restive commoners;126 and the organized youth were with Nkru- 

mah. It was only to be a matter of time before the masses of modernized people 

consisting of urban laborers, petty traders, artisans, market women, clerks, 

fishermen, farmers and junior teachers were to be caught up in a movement and 

were to raise for themselves a champion.

11124 The chiefs and intelli-

The time was to be the immediate years after Nkrumah's return.

This was the period when few of the leaders knew precisely 
whpt they wanted, but the mass of the people were becoming
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clear about what they disliked. Prices were rising, jobs 
difficult to get, cocoa incomes falling off...; the more- 
than-barely-literate now included many from the middle 
schoolsj-i. .who disliked the alliance between, the chiefs 
arid the officials,.who read of events in Burma and India, 
and listened to those who had served abroad with the 
West African Frontier Force. 128

Yet these "particular grievances of the postwar years. . .only added fuel to a
* ' - *

fire that was already smouldering and ready to burst into flame."129 VVhat is 

to be particularly emphasized is the example of Asia, where successful anti

colonial, independence'^ovemetnts were rife,-coupled with q,neWly '3evelop- 

ing general distrust of the British and their intentions by the Africans. 1^®

' Finally,, not only was Nkrumah foremost among those, including Dan- 
* •

quah, whose oratory fanned the flames of discontent and aspiration, 1^1 but he 

was prevailed upon by his followers to moke a sharp break with the UGCC and 

to establish a new party making more radical demands. The same followers suc

cessfully resisted Nkrumah's effort to reinstate himself in the UGCC and to dis

band the CPP. So the CPP, formed in June 1949, was to remain and to win 

the first general election in 1951.

The role of the British regime in the rise and eventual monopoly of power 

of Nkrumah and the CPP is not to be minimized; it was in fact crucial, It fully 

aided men like Nkrumah precisely by placing a premium on the mastery of Wes

tern organizational technique. The British on the one hand spoke of parliamen

tary democracy for the Gojd Coast, and they insisted on independence under 

constitutions that formally provided for it; yet such was not to be their legacy.

. Bretton writes:

132
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The colonial regime, beneath a thin veneer of demo
cratic formalism, rested on a highly centralized, hierarchi
cal, authoritarian administration that was deliberately some
what rnfilitaristic. As a matter of policy, the democratic 
content of the political system at home was not passed on to 
the subject peoples. It appears that an effort was made, be
hind a smokescreen of constitutionality, to extend to the Af
rican successor regime not the heritage'of the Westminster 
model of parliamentary democracy but the authoritarian fea
tures of the colonial administration

Thus despite the conclusion of an official commission of inquiry that Nkrumah 
' ■ * 134had all the marks of a totalitarian an^sO communist, ^ the British-^^omed 

as colleague and successor a.man who was able to manipulate the masses toward 

objectives that were regarded as modern. Upon the CPP victory in the 1951 

elections, NkrumaK was released from prison and made Leader of Government 

Business, prime minister in all but name. Nkrumah's claim to represent the 

people of Ghana was based on electoral victory, which the British required as 

evidence of that claim. Decolonization policy required that the right of the 

successor regime to represent the whole people in negotiations with the British 

with a view to independence be given such a political foundation, and this 

was a spur to the quest'for control over the people and over the electoral pro

cess itf !f by Nkrumah. Beyond this, however, Nkrumah had asserted the 

need of "totalitarian measures" for a period after independence, and the 

last British governor agreed that a "dictatorship" would be necessary for a time.^^^ 

In the final elections before independence, the question of whether 

Ghana was to have a unitary or federal constitution was paramount. Nkrumah's 

CPP strongly advocated a unitary system, and it won the election. However,
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the National Liberation Movement, which advocated federalism, won in As

hanti and the federalist Northern People's Party won in the Northern Terri

tories. The plebiscitary character of this 1956 election obscured the fact that 

the underlying assumptions guiding the interpretation of its results were pre

cisely the questions to be determined by the election. Nkrurnah won the 

election if the country is considered as a whole, but he merely won two and 

lost two if the results are considered regionally. The election was indecisive 

in terms of the issue it meant to resolve. Nevertheless, the Brj|ish ac

cepted Nkrumah's proposed unitary constitution, an^irflso doing turned over 

to his control peoples who had by a majority rejected him.^38

The epitome of bter British rule in the Gold Coast was the governor

ship (1919-1927) of Sir Gorden Guggisberg, who had succeeded Governor 

Hugh Clifford discussed above. Guggisberg was a transitional figure be

tween the early period of British rule and the late period of African nation-

>r'

alist reaction. Of the old school, he wanted to preserve the indigenous in

stitutions and to protect them against the effects of Westernization. His con

stitution of 1925 had many of the features of what later became known as "in-

,.139direct rule. Yet Guggisberg was also the modernizer par excellence . He

undertook an ambitious ten-year development plan to effect progress and civili- ' 

zation. Transportation, communications and the v9hole economy were to be 

vastly developed, and social services were to be Improved. The keystone of 

this plan for the progress of civilization was to be education, which Guggisberg 

equated with (Western) character and technical training.
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It was Guggisberg who set up the Joint.Provincial Councils of Chiefs, 

which were nontraditional institutions comprising traditional authorities. These 

rather than the nationalist iintelligentsia were accepted as the spokesmen of 

the African peoples. Guggisberg expected the JPC's to ward off disintegrating 

Western influences but to build up an African Gold Coast nationality out of the 

tribes."The irony of the position was thot Guggisberg and the nationalists 

wanted very nearly the same things.Guggisberg wanted things in' the Gold 

Coast African but modem, and he rejeOted the nationalists. In the ^d, the 

nationalists came to prevail on the colony level wher^th'^Crowa Colony system 

of centralized, direct governance overlaid the institutions of indirect rule, 

and the most extremejelements in the intelligentsia came not only to proclaim 

an African modernity as their policy but to present themselves as the successful 

embodiments of Africa and modernity. Each world war had marked a decisive 

change in the Gold Coast: the first was followed by Guggisberg, and the second 

by Nkrumah. Nkrumah's purpose was to prevent a third.
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CHAPTER V

TANGANYIKA

pisf Africa, which included not only Tanganyika but'the 

present territories of Rwanda and Burundi, was established near the end of 

the nineteenth century and lost as a result of the First World War. Its ac

quisition was the culmination of a colonial movement that developed in Ger-

f ' ■ "

many, after the creation of the Reich by Bismarck in. 1871. The German co

lonial movement, in turn,^was itself part of the broader European colonial 

movement in the nineteenflr'centuiy. The intention of this section iiS-l'Pj^- 

amine the literature on German East Africa, particularly the writings of Ger

mans who founded and ruled German East Africa and of their major supporters. 

The purpose of this examination is to reveal the dominant ideas and atHtudes 

connected with the foundation and administration of German East Africa, 

namely ideas about the legitimacy and purposes of German rule and German 

attitudes toward their African subjects; to estimate as far as one may the Af- 

frican conception of German rule; and to show how the Germans administered 

this vast African territory. Since the British attempted to justify their posses

sion of Tanganyika after the defeat of Germany by alleging German unfitness 

to rule in East Africa, the following section on British rule will examine that 

allegation, compare the British with the German co'nceptions of their authority 

in Tanganyika, and show to what extent British and German administrative p 

tice differed.

German

>-

.O'

rac-

THE GERMAN REGIME

Dr. Karl Peters, the man who acquired a large portion of East Africa
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for Germany, and his supporters stated in their writings and implied by their 

actions a definite^onception of why that acquisition was justified. Peters' 

own account of the acquisition is in fact an apology for and explanation of 

his purpose and Germany's. He begins with an au^ibiographical sketch: his 

father was impressed by Livingston's explorations and tells his son that the 

lakes region is to be the future of Africa; the Boy dreams of winning Kiliman

jaro for Germany; the founding of the Reich when he was fourteen makes him 

a fervent nationalist; he se^-that even Denmark and'Holland had man^f.colo- 

nies, but that Germany had none;^ inspired by Cecil Rhodes he resolves to 

become a colonizer. The rapid increase of population in Germany makes 

colonization necessary in his view,and in 1884 he formed the German Coloni

zation Society (GCS).^ In that same year he organized a treaty-making ex

pedition to obtain territory in East Africa, and in 1885 the GCS was recon

stituted as the German East Africa Company (GEAC) to administer the newly 

acquired territory .3

Throughout his writings Peters manifests little regard for the African 

people who are to be affected by his concern with the national pride of Ger

many and the economic prosperity of the colonists. First of all, his opinion 

of Africans is quite low: he considers them lazy and "naive, " and he refers 

to them as "cattle" (vieh);'^ he writes of his "contempt for the Wagogo" 

pie, and explains how he exhorted his men: "Plunder the village, set fire to 

the houses, and smash everything to pieces that will not burn." He tells the 

Wagogo that they "must be destroyed off the face of the earth'.' unless they

■r

peo-

/
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■ "become the slave of ther Germans. Peters cites opposition to his acqui

sitive ventures in ^e Germanqpress, giving as an example an editorial'opinion 

that the Germans have human obligations to fulfill toward the Africans, that 

any German rights to African territory would presuppose a long cultural work, 

it was wrong to begin by grabbing land. Peters, on the 

contrary, stresses that any land acquired had to offer the possibility of Ger

man rule. Though acquiring East African territory through "treaties" with 

African chiefs, he scarcely-Tndicates a ctonceqr Ipr the Africans whose''^g- 

tection" he undertakes in the treaties

Pe.ters does indeed write of a civilizing and Christianizing mission in 

Africa, but even in this context his focus is little on the African. He appeals 

to history as a justification of his work, saying that advanced peoples have 

always colonized, sometimes peacefully but often enough through "the brutal 

law of the gun." He holds that "if the final goal of spreading a higher civili

zation over a lower is accomplished, world history has always recognized it 

as justified and necessary."^ Presumably the highest civilization of all is the 

one most justified in spreading its culture, even at the point of a gun. Peters 

writes: "It certainly is far more consonant with our interest and with civili

zation if we take it as our motto.. .that we will impart some of our character

istics to the natives of Africa, instead of simply truckling to their faults." 

German "interests" and "characteristics" are virtually equated with "civili

zation, " and apparently "severity" and "Prussian discipline" would rank among 

the foremost of these characteristics.8 Peters proudly writes of German "moral

■
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influence" on the Africans os a result of the Emin Pasha Expedition "for the 

rescue of one remarijable white man, " and he goes on to say that the Expedi

tion "has stamped us in these countries as a superior race'.';^ as has the superi

ority of European firepower. Peters recognizes it as a problem and a duty to 

civilize the Africans, but in concrete terms this means that they are to be put 

to work..for the colonizers.^®

I

i.

5
The question of African labor is clearly the dominant concern mani

fested in German writings ahoOt East Africa. Labor is.represented as mufuqMy 

advantageous for the colonist and-for the African workers^ for it.-is deemed the 

mediator of civilization .• As the major prerequisite for the education of the 

African, there must be established in his mind "an unbreakable nexus idearum I
between contract breaking and beatings." The contracts ore labor contracts, 

for the ideas of the age impel the Germans to grant the African the freedom to 

decide whether or not he will work. Since, however, the African does not 

pay much attention to contracts, either rewards or punishments must be used 

to secure fulfillment of the contracts; and rewards are impractical. The Afri

cans are accustomed to slavery, and thus external force alone can overcome 

their natural inclination to avoid work. This, then, is the benefit and free

dom that Peters has in view for the African; and even so, Peters finds it neces

sary to warn that too much freedom will make the African a burden and a threat. 

The development of a great German Kolonialreich in East Africa would not, he 

thinks, be served by those manifesting the attitude of a "Negrophile."'^ jhg 

, assessment of the various African tribes by Peters and later German writers on

I

I;;
I
I
I

I
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East Africa typically took the form of an estimate of their potential as workers

Peters does not elaborate at much length his idea of Christipnization,
■ /

but it appears little different from his notion of civilizing the Africans. It
>-

means to erect a power "barrier against Islam, " for "by demonstrating the su

periority of European arms" to the African tribes and "by breaking the Arab 

power" he has "worked for Christianity in Eastern and Central Africa.He 

claims that the Africans gladly gave over territory to him for little payment 

and protection because^ey hoped thereby to be released from the^t^^^e 

the Sultan of Zanzibar, 15 vyho had o nominal but very’^eak authority 

the hinterland.

" of

over

These, thert> are the ideas of the man who established German rule in 

Tanganyika; and despite the fact that Peters was to some extent discredited in 

Germany, 15 some of his ideas endured. They can be summarized as follows: 

impelled by a dual motivation, nationalist glory and relief of population pres

sures on the German economy, he established German rule; having a low esti

mation and concern for the Africatg^he nevertheless justifies that rule on the 

legal basis of treaty agreements and on the moral basis of advancing civiliza

tion and Christianity; he promises to protect the Africans, implying protection 

from other alien hegemony besides the German; and he virtually identifies the 

requirements of civilization and Christianity with the interest and superior po

sition of Germany in Africa. This conception will be clearer if a distinction is 

made between the idea of advancing civilization and the idea of civilizing or 

benefiting the African people. While Peters does not explicitly make this
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distinction, it is implicit in his ideas and in the ideas of many of his supporters 

and successors . ^Since the distinction is most pronounced in the Lsagjje of 

Nations mandate terms for British administration in Tanganyika, its full impli

cations will be elaborated in the section following.

Peters' acquisition of East African territory had been secretly under

taken |n the face of Bismarck's avowed opposition to the establishment of a 

colonial empire and of Bismarck's warning that Imperial protection would not

♦rr ■

be extended to territories acquired; yet ih^l885 Bismarck prevailed on Jbe

Kaiser to issue a letter pf protection.lS Bismarck defined file Imperial pro-
■

tection as follows:

f

The German Empire cannot carry on a system of coloni
zation like France's. It cannot send out warships to conquer 
overseas lands, that is, it will not take the initiative; but it" 
will protect the German merchant even in the land which he 
ocq'uires. Germany will do what England has always done, 
establish Chartered Companies, so that the responsibility en
tirely rests with them. 19

The allusion to conquering warships and promise of protection implied that 

the German government took no notice of or responsibility for the subjects 

ruled by German chartered companies. And indeed the Imperial charter of 

protection, which Peters took as the primary basis of the GEAC's right of 

possession and rule in East Africa?^ and which conveyed sovereign authority 

to rule and dispense justice, enjoined no duties to perform for the benefit of 

the Africans.

The justifications of Peters' work and of German rule in more emphatically
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humanitarian terms found quick expression in the German press, and they 

set the theme nolyonly for German but for later British rule in Tanganyika.

The theme is essentially the same as the British imperial idea popularized by 

Lord Lugard as the "dual mandate" and by the League of Nations and United 

Nations idea of "trust." It was best expressed in a series of articles on Ger

man £ast Africa by Friedrich Fabri in the Kflinischer Zeitung. Fabri held that 

in East Africa Germany could advance civilization for the common-good. ^3 

By educating the African.J»''work, he could be advanced from his theh;^|ave 

state to a position of serfdom and thence to full freeddfn. This "freedom" is 

conceived of as an economic freedom: the completely free labor of the Afri

can is to result from good politaes and good example on the part of the colo

nizers. Thus the Germans are not disinterested benefactors; they are driven 

on by "material interest" in their humanitarian task: "But woe to that peo-

__ple^ho, in pursuing its economic exigencies is not moved by human and

moral points of view." Fabri upholds the validity of Peters' treaties with 

African chiefs, claiming that the name of the Kaiser and "his powerful chan

cellor" are well known to the Africans as their protectors from the Arabs.24 

It is very questionable whether the treaties concluded by Peters were 

binding on the Africans. Freeman-Grenville, for example, calls them "a 

gigantic and deliberate fraud,.According to these documents, the chiefs , 

ceded to Peters the sole and exclusive rights,to colonize and to exploit the 

land, and to introduce his own methods of justice and rule; the chiefs came 

under GCS protection but retained title to the land; the GCS would attempt
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to prevent slaves from being taken from ibe chiefdoms. Fqbri argues that the 
chiefs were quit^ crafty in matters of property and were not duped into sign

ing the treaties. He admits that they may not have understood European con

tractual formalities; but he holds that the chief, as representative of the tribe, 

could give up tribal land because African land was not privately owned. He 

considers it a fair exchange that the GCS undertook an obligation to protect 
and fulfill'the needs of the African people^^^ Several points on this question 

may now be clarified. First of all, all of the treaty heg^iatiOhs were carried 

out through a translator. It is for this reason, and because of different concep

tions of land and legal instruments, that it can be assumed that the Africans who 

concluded the treaties did not understand clearly either the substance or impli

cations of the contracts. Secondly, it is clear from Peters' own account that 

the right of possession was based on the letter of protection rather than the trea- 

^ _ ties. He advised.b^.jiction, unimpeded by any other considerations, to increase 

the territory of the GCS; treaties were to be made with chiefs if possible, but it 

was sufficient to raise the flag in the name of the Imperial protection and proclaim

possession. 27

, Already, then, by 1886 a body of ideas governing the German East 

African venture had emeiged. Treaties with African chiefs provided a pretext 

for German colonization activities. These activities were motivated primarily 

by economic and nationalist considerations. They were regarded as acceptable, 

or at least as promising ultimate benefit, to the Africans. The idea of civilizing 

The Africans was expressed, but less as a glorious mission voluntarily pursued than 

as a necessary.duty and justification for those who were taking their land and
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preparing to rule them. In this connection it is important to distinguish be

tween the. idea of civilizing Africans and the idea, expressed by Fabri, of 

advancing civilization in Africa. The latter idea places emphasis on an 

inherently unlimited quest of civilization represented by Germany to acquire 

and absorb uncivilized areas like Africa. Thus Africans were to advance pri- 

mqrily by learning to work for the colonizers; here was suggested a community 

of interest in which what was economically good for the colonizers was iden-

?-

tified as a civilizationqbgood for the Africans.
A ' *

A'

The Africans, however, would have none oMt. While there is no

documentary evidence of what Africans thought of the German attempt to es

tablish rule over th’em, 'a series of African uprisings beginning in 1888 and 

culminating in the Maji-Mqji Rebellion of 1905-1907 are evidence enough.

The Maji-Maji outbreak is particularly important, for it "was in fact a national 

war of independence" participated in by many tribes over an area of 100,000 

square miles.It must be understood, however, against the background of 

developments in the preceding decade. The revolt of 1888 was initially Arab 

and coastal, but it spread inland among some of the African tribes like the 

Shambala and Hehe. It led to the permanent intervention of the German gov

ernment. The pretext upon which Bismarck based the intervention was the 

claim that suppression of the-rebellion was necessary for putting down the slave 

trade, and it secured British naval cooperation. Treaties with Britain In 1886 

and 1890 delimited the British and German territories in East Africa and paved 

the way for the Sultan of Zanzibar's renunciation of sovereignty over the coast.
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In an 1890 agreement between the Reich and the GEAC the latter gave up its

administrative^unctions to the Reich.SO-

Only with the assumption of control by the German government could 

the territory be effectively occupied and an administration be established. The 

occupation of the hinterland proceeded by way of gradual exploration and ex- 

teiision of power. Recalcitrant chiefs were put down by punitive expeditions; 

military ^Josts were set up, and finally civilian district officers replaced the 

military authorities.3)/^ govejpior was appointed to head the Geifma^^t'

. Africa colony; he was to enforce the laws, imperial edicts and chance/lof's 

instructions, while'himself havirig power to issue local 'decrees.
t ■ ■ •

places a system of local native administration which was already in existence 

in the 1880's was retained. Officials (akidas) of Arab or SwahLii extraction

32 in some

had limited powers over groups of villages which they sometimes shared with 

influential headmen (jumbesX By 1896 there were 37 Germans in Dar es 

Salaam and 89 distributed among 14 administrative districts or stations.34

Freeman-Grenville describes the arrangement as follows;

Each station was commanded by a semi-military commissioner 
known as a Bezirksamtmann, to whom were directly responsi
ble liwalis and akidas, with village headmen, jumbes, as the 
lowest stratum, or, in certain areas, hereditary chiefs. Thus 

among the Nyamwezi and the Sukuma, . ..and in the Usam- 
baras and a riumber of other areas, the hereditary rulers Were 
recognized ds far as their loyalty made ft practicable to do so 
.. .This local government was responsible for the maintenance 
of law and order with the assistance of the small bodies of 
troops under the Bezirksamtmann, and later for the provision 
of labour for public works, and, after 1896, for the collec
tion of the hut tax.35
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By the turn of the century rumors were circulating in Germany concerning

brutal treatment of Africans, many of whom were killed for resisting the hut 
, Count Ac^lf

von Gdtzen was appointed governor in 1901 in response 

to the public storm. ' Gdtzen, who remained as governor until April 1906, 

-“pursued a-more-liberai-native-policy and tried to collect taxes without re

sorting to violence. It seemed as if he had allayed African fears, " so that 

the Maji-Maji Rebellion came‘as a .complete surprise in the summer of 1905.^ 

Assessments of the Maji-Maji :Rebellion vary, 

of a well-planned conspiracy of^chiefs and medicine-mesn 

Bantu negroes against any alien intrusion,^7 while Bell held that it was "the 

fortuitous result" of,the spread of water believed to bestow magical powers 

and of German oppression.^8 Bell convincingly shows the lack of evidence 

to support the notion of a conspiracy, but his evidence of German cruelties39 

is not sufficient to establish a specifically anti-German character for the 

Rebellion. According to Bell, "the secret of the Rebellion's origins., .can be

He emphasizes the institution 

of the lash: "Twenty-five was the standard number of lashes awarded for any

tax

Governor Gdtzen wrote 

for'''a rising of the

1.40summed up by the one word 'OPPRESSION'.

offence and it was often inflicted by the German N.C.O.s" who were mostly 

illiterate. "Natives tell of how these men when administering a flogging would 

smoke a cigarette between the lashes, and few things are more abhorrent to na- 

tives than this cold, calculating method of inflicting punishment." Bell finds:

The order for forced labour on government cotton planta
tions, whereby slaves and'freemen worked together under 
conditions of slavery, was the load of oppression which
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finally sent the ediface tumbling down. The native could 
endure the lashes on his body but, when blows on his pride 
were added, he turned to fight in desperation

■ /

Yet Henderson argues that "if the revolt was due to resentment against forced 

labour and the hut tax and to the harsh treatment of the native inhabitants by 

the Germans and by minor Swahili and Arab officials" as alleged by critics 

of the German administration, then it is inexplicable that only the soufhbrn

part of the'couhtry was in'’rebellioh.'^2

The facts which seem indisputable ar^ these. * A medicine-
■

tributed magic water with the" claim that he had been sent by God to do so. 

To the water was attributed the power to protect crops from wild animals and
t •

to make them florish. "Those who drank the water and anointed themselves 

with it would have health and wealth, be immune from witchcraft^ and in 

time of war would be invulnerable to the bullets and missiles of the enemy." 

Soon the idea spread "that even Europeans were not strong enough to over

come the power of the water. This was not surprising, for previous to this 

time similar ideas had been expressed among various African tribes. Among 

the Bena the whites were thought to have protected and spread witchcraft; in 

1898 the Konde were told by a prophet that the whites' disappearance would 

occur, but that it could be hastened by a sacrifice; again in 1904 the Ksnde 

were told by their God that he would drive the whites away. Similar expec

tations are also recorded for 1907. Generally, in the period preceding the 

Maji-Maji Rebellion, "Europeans were considered to possess evil powers.'"^ 

It was thus quite appropriate that Africans extend the application of their

man
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traditional magico-divine safeguards against evils to the Europeans, especi

ally when they,could attribute traditional evils like witchcraft to the Euro-

peons.

The Rebellion was the first inter- or supra-tribal African resistance to 

alien rule, with nine tribes over an area of some 100,000 square miles in the 

soythern part of the territory participating .'^5 There were several unusual fea

tures of the Rebellion that merit attention. First, none of the militant tribes 

like the Hehe took part^in it, a fact that can be attributed to the.isr'tig^ng ex- 

perienced the power of German arms at first hand dOTing the period of pacifir 

cation a decade before.'^ The tribes that participated had theretofore been 

noted for their peabeful character; yet the rebels exhibited a fanatical disre

gard for death: "Shouting 'Maji-Maji'—‘Water! Water!'— they faced a hail 

of bullets without flinching. Moreover, the rebels spared no one connected 

in any way with the German regime or who failed to join them: Arabs, Swahi

lis, akidas, jumbes, missionaries, "even small boys in the service of German 

askari and porters carrying loads of merchandise.'"^8 [j- clear that they en

visioned a total destruction of the new order that had been imposed upon them. 

An estimated 120,000 persons perished in the course of the Rebellion,which 

resulted in widespread disease and famine.^®

Bell denies, "that the rebel I ion was a religious war." Yet he maintains 

that "the witchdoctors who dispensed the magic water. ..were regarded as 

intermediaries of a divine power"; that "eventually Mohammedans, Christians, 

and heathens all joined the cause and, no matter what their religion might be.
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all regarded the cause as a divine mission"; and that the rebels regarded them

selves as God's soldiersApparently Bell means that it was not the war of a
f . ’

religion such as Islam, Christianity, or a tribal religion; for it is certainly in

disputable from his evidence that the African rebels conceived of themselves as 

active in a divinely sanctioned eradication of a great evil. The Rebellion thus 

had strong overtones of a ritual act. When, however; it was decisively put 

down by the relatively small German forces,^^ the ultimate outcome could 

only be the waning of African belief irr the efficacy of the divine powers upon 

which they traditionally relied, a more rapid adoptiorj^oPWestern ideas and 

practices, and a search for a new relief from European domination. It is there

fore not surprising thqit one of the British administrators who best understood the 

Africans observed that in the period prior to World War II "almost divine quali

ties were ascribed to the White Man" by the Africans.^3 jhe new relief from 

alien domination came in the form of the nationalist movement of the 195Qs and 

after, and this movement explicitly looked to the Maji-Maji experience for in- ' 

spiration and for the lesson that a successful alternative must avoid violence .54 

The Maji-Maji Rebellion marked the last significant African resistance 

to German rule. It had taken two decades to pacify the country, and Germany 

was to have control over the area for less than a decade before the war with 

Britain would sweep across the territory. Nevertheless, the era from 1907 to 

1914 was considered a period of peaceful reform and progress. The era began 

with the transfer in 1907 of colonial affairs from the chancellor's office to a 

newly created colonial ministry, and with the appointment of Bernhard Demberg

V.
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as Secretary far the Colonies. Dernberg initiated a policy of "scientific 

colonization, holding that "the progress of civilization" made possible 

the use of "the most advanced theoretical and practical knowledge in all 

fields." The new policy was "to colonize by building up instead of by tear

ing down, in which process the missionary and the physician play just as im

portant a role as the railway and the machine."56

Gdtzen's successor as Governor was Dr. Albrecht Freiherr, von Rechen-

beig, the first governor^b had not been a profe^ional soldier J Rpehenberg, 

who governed from.1906 to 1.912, was in agreement witn Dernberg's purposes 

and sought to implement them in East Africa. Recognizing the African as their 

paramount concern <in the colony, they opposed the exploitation of the Africans 

and their resources in the interest of the settlers. With Dernberg's approval,57 

Rechenberg "strongly opposed the indiscriminate use of the whip"; he "pro

moted the extension of native health and education services and fostered scien

tific advance in tropical agriculture to benefit native cultivators."58 Accord

ingly, flogging was restricted to a punitive measure, officially administered, 

only for a healthy, fully grown man, to the limit of twenty-five lashes; it could 

not be given as a disciplinary measure or by o private person. After 1907, 

pulsory labor was prahibited except for public works, and the Africans were paid 

.for work on public projects; African land could not be sold to settlers .59 "Be

tween 1902-1914 in East Africa, 99 government schools—10 higher and 89 pri

mary—were established^' in additioQj^he 832 mission schools that existed in 

1914. In the year prior to the war, there were 48 an the medical staff in East

com-

i-
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Africa treating over 60,000 African patients.

In short, the principles of "dual mandate" were rapidly being adopted 
obviqi^ way, especially since Dernberg was fostering adoption of 

British methods of colonial rule.^^ Demberg's successor and last German colonial 

secretary. Dr. Solf, told the Reichstag in 1913 that the Africans were Germany's 

"wards" and that "therefore it is the duty of the German government to consider 

their just interests as its own.

in a more

The conflict between; the imperial regime and the settlers was an en-

during feature of the British as well as the German peVi^odf-ancflt is treated in' 

the following section; it is sufficient here to mention that with Rechenberg it 

concerned the question whether a commercial or plantation economy should 

predominate in the colony. This question involved the question of labor, which 

earlier in the German period had been so emphasized as the crux of German civ

ilizing influence. Henderson writes:

Employers wanted to expand the labour force by compelling 
or persuading Africans to seek employment on plantations or 
public works. Governor Rechenberg tried to prevent this by 
refusing to levy a poll-tax or to extend.. .forced labour... 
Yet Rechenberg himself wanted to secure native labour for 
public works sponsored by the Administration

A plantation economy was opposed because it would result in migratory labor, 

the disruption of tribal society, and the growth of a depressed class of African 

workers. Yet the number of plantations increased, and it was left to Governor 

Heinrich Schnee, who assumed office in mid-1912 and remained until the end, 

to attempt reconciliation between settler interests and beneficial African
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development.^'^ The tension between these two de’sideroto endured until'the 

war, when it ceased to be a German problem.

One of/fhe important policies of the administration that involved little 

controversy was the encouragement of missionary education of Africans. Edu

cation in German East Africa developed more rapidly than in the British terri- 

tories.^5 From the beginning of the Germari period .the missionaries more than 

any other "represented the civiJizing mission of the West, and the Germans 

regarded them "as the piSneers of-civilization." The dominance of the idea 

that to civilize is to put to work-^in the thou'ghf of Peter|^nd other Ge^a’ns •
\r-<

concerned with the Africans'has been noted; the missionaries were also no 

strangers to this idea, although there was some difference in the emphasis of
t ■

the regime and the missionaries as Brode makes clear: "The moral education 

of the natives has been the work of missionary enterprise.. ./but/ it would per

haps be better if the doctrine of Christian fraternity were less instilled into the 

natives than the Divine command that 'if any would not work, neither should he

eat.'"67

The missionaries, particularly the Benedictines whom Peters had success

fully sought to obtain, taught both agricultural and industrial skills.^® As one 

authority put it:

A number of missions, especially Roman Catholic, assumed 
that civilization was a prerequisite of Christianization. Although 
one Anglican divine complained that the measure of success of 
mission work had become the ability to grow cabbages, the train
ing which the first converts received. ..gave them a good start in 
life.. .The motive of character formation through mdnual work was 
soon combined with that of training for economic self-sufficiency 
to make converts independent of the need for labour on plantations.69
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^ ■
The missionaries, therefore, while sharing with the regime the idea that

manual labor had ethical value, nevertheless were more discriminating in

their choice of l^nds of work than the settlers, whose self-interest was dom

inant, and the regime that had to accommodate the ^^lers to some extent. 

Missionary education continued as a pronounced feature of European work 

with the Africans throughout the British period, so its.full implications will 

be elaborated in the next section. What must be noted here, however, is 

that the men most responsible for African education occupied a mediatory po- 

sition between the Germari-admintstration and its Africar^,subjects that v/as* not 

without its tensions and dangers. Raum writes:

Africans found missionaries valuable as advocates in 
certain situations in which the colonial system placed them. 
They appealed to the officials on behalf of the Africans and 
curbed the self-interest of the settlers. In Usumbara, for In
stance, they secured for the workers the- right to choose the 
farm on which they would work off the three months' com
pulsory labour per annum. ..Missionaries advised Africans on 
the habits of the white man and in turn drew upon their own 
experiences with Africans to put their case to officials.... 
/M/ony of them.. .considered among other things the impor
tance of laying the basis of an enduring relationship between 
rulers and ruled.. .Such advocacy on behalf of the Africans 
was certainly appreciated: but it did not prevent occasional 
expressions of opposition, if not of hostility, towards the mis
sion .70

At the root of African suspicion of and opposition to the missionaries were such 

things as missionary attacks on ancestor-wo.rship and other tribal religio-educa- 

tional rituals such as initiation, and missionary emphasis on going to school which 

Africans compared with slavery. Chiefs were jealous of the relationships established
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by missionaries directly with their tribesmen. "By deciding to live in a cer

tain chiefdom, a missionary was bound to disappoint a neighboring chief, who 
also wanted 'his^hite man'."^^ In short, the missionaries represented an oppo- 

- sition to fhe.sanctions of chiefly authority; and to a chief's subjects with whoni 

they dealt directly, they could easily be regarded as representative of the colonial.

regime which was an authority superior to the chief. -

T^E BRITISH REGIME 

During the SeconcHVorld War Germqp-E^st-Africa was a batffegj^^nd 

contested by Allied and Genpan forces.^ Although the Allied forces never 

defeated the German'defense forces under. General von Lettow-Vorbeck, they

{ ■

occupied the territory under instructions to assume progressive administrative

control. The intention was not "merely to turn the Germans out of the country," 

but to conquer it. Still, Germany lost its East African territory in Europe, just 

as it lost all of its colonial territories thereGermany formally renounced its 

rights to these possessions in the Treaty of Versailles on June 28, 1919, which 

stipulated that the victorious powers should retain the German colonial terri

tories. The war in German East Africa had devastated the country, so that a

temporary administration under Horace Byatt was faced with the problems of 

restoring order and of alleviating disease and famine. This temporary adminis

tration was ended by the British Order in Council establishing a permanent ad- 

. ministrative organization on July 22, 1920, which was two years before the terms 

of the League of Nations mandate under which Tanganyika was to be administered 

were promulgated on July 20, 1922.^
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The first problem that arises therefore is this: by whdt right did Britain 

assume authority over the people of Tanganyika? There was of course a sem

blance of legaKjustification in the Treafy of Versailles; yet even here is a 

problem, for this Treaty was not negotiated with the defeated power, as peace 

treaties traditionally have been, but was a diktat imposed on Germany by the

c

victors. Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations, which was part* '
of the Versailles Treaty, laid down "the principle that the well-being and de

velopment" of peoples fdrmerly governed by Germany who were "not yet able 

to stand by themselves under the-strenuous dbn'ditions of the modern wofld" . 

formed "a sacred trust of civilization. " This principle was to be effected by 

entrusting "tutelage of such peoples...to advanced nations."^ Here again is
(

the idea, so prevalent in the German writings discussed in the previous part of 

this chapter, of "civilization" not as a descriptive term for societies with cer

tain identifiable characteristics but as a term indicating a great historical real

ity, modern in essence, that transcends individual societies. It is significant

that this idea of civilization has so prevailed as the sanction of alien power

over peoples considered unrepresentative of civilization. Now, however, the

pre-eminent representative of civilization is the league of civilized states rather

than the several states. Yet the element of superior power that the Germans

considered the mark of a bearer of civilization remains; for the League of Nations

was organized by the victorious powers, whose pre-eminent position in the League 

was implied by their permanent seats in the League Council . .

There are other aspects of the transfer of authority that allow one to
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elaborate, and supplement if not amend, this idea. The first aspect was that 

of the British attempt to justify the transfer of "Germany's prize colony"5 to 

Britain. That atfempt was based on two claims: first, that Germany was un

fit to-rule by virtue of if^previous colonial record; and second, that the Af- 

ricaiis preferred British to German rule. The first claim was developed during 

World War I, chiefly by the British; and that it was expressed in an Allied 

Note of June 16, 1919, to the German delegation at Versailles. The Note/ 

emphasizing the priority of "native'interests" according to the fifth of Presi

dent Wilson's Fourteen Points of January 8, 1'918, condemned German'^idni-. 

al administration in these terms: "the cruehmethods of repression, the arbi

trary requisitions, and the various forms of forced labour__resulted in the
I

depopulation of vast expanses,of territory in German East Africa." The Note 

concludes:

I*

-f ■

Germany's dereliction in the sphere of colonial civili
zation has been revealed too completely to admit of the Allied 
and Associated Powers consenting to make a second experiment 
and of assuming the responsibility of again abandoning.. .mil
lions of natives to a fate from which the war has delivered them.6

Charles Dundas had been appointed at the end of the war to compile an atrocity 

report on German rule in East Africa; but his report was never published. Dun- 

das' later comments on this task are nevertheless instructive. He claims not to

have been "blindly biased against the enemy," yet notes that "it was idle to 

- -imagine that a wholly impartial exposition of German administration was desired." 

His familiarity with German rule made him "well aware" that the merits of German
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administraHon were more than balanced by "grave shortcomings" and were 

insufficient "to exonerate them from the charge of misrule." Dundas util

ized "to the utmost German sources of information, so as to convict the Hun 

^ out of his own mouth." Dundas' references to the Germans as "the Hun" and 

"the master race"7 may bespeak an attitude resulting from the Nazi period; 

but disregarding them, one still finds Dundas^revealing sufficient indication 

that the report could not have presented an integral picture of German rule.

His assignment was not td’write a general assessment of German administration; 

it was rather to compile a documented recorcf of Gerfnan^gtroorties. Assuming 

that every atrocity recorded actually occurred, it would still be a matter of 

judgement whether German colonial practices were significantly different from 

the practices of the other colonial powers. And Dundas clearly reveals that his 

own judgement on this question was formed prior to his undertaking the report. 

Dundas also reveals the attitude of his superiors; they too had prejudged the case 

and would certainly not have accepted a report that found German administration 

anything less than atrocious.

There had built up in Britain during the war strong anti-German feeling 

and a campaign against return of the German colonies.^ A major figure in this 

development was Evans Lewin, librarian of the Royal Colonial Institute in Lon

don. Lewin wrote in 1915 that German acquisition of African territories "seemed 

like the incursion of a wolf into a well-stocked sheepfold.In the Introduction 

tp Lewin's book Earl Grey asserted that while the British "acquired colonies either 

in order to protect ill-treated natives, and to substitute peace, law, order, and 

prosperity for tyranny, bloodshed, famine, and war, or for legitimate purposes
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of trade, Germany had in her colonisation been actuated by military consider

ations." With this understanding, he adds:
•

Mr. Lewin also shows that extensive areas in Africa 
might have been reclaimed .from savage barbarism, and won 
for the higher purposes of British civilisation, if the efforts 
of patriotic Britons gifted with disinterested imagination, 
humanitarian sympathies, and unfaltering resolution had 
been supported by H. M. Governme'nt.10

Three things need be pointed out.ln Grey's position; he first appears to sub

ordinate trade to protection of the Africans-'as'proper motives-Jor t^e'^qi!(isi- 

tion of colonies; he sees notonflict between patriotism and humanitarianism 

in the eolonial movement; and finally, he emphasizes "British civilization" 

in contrast to those who speak simply of "civilization." The latter point is 

most important, for if civilization is considered only insofar as it is national

in character—that is, as specifically British as opposed to European or western

or universal—then there can be no tension between patriotism, understood as

nationalist chauvinism, and humanitarianism, regarded as a civilizing mission.

That this line of thought is appropriate can be shown from Lewin's own ideas, 

for these ideas were the explicit occasion and basis of Grey's statements. Lewin 

is gt great pains to demonstrate the economic advantages of Germany's colonies 

to Britain.He mixes moralistic criticism of German colonialism with a call

for a British campaign to obtain Germany's colonies. "The mailed Teutonic fist 

was unwelcome amongst peoples unused to methods of German culture," and 

German native policy failed "because they have been unwilling to learn from 

- other nations and have initiated methods of their own, 'peculiar to the German
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-.12spirit,' that have been quite unsuitable when dealing with native races.

Several comments should at this juncture be made: British methods were no 

more familiar fo Africans in the German territories than German methods . 

were; and, of greater import, Lewio criticizes the Germans for utilizing 

methods peculiar to their national spirit and not learning from other nations, 

but he nowhere suggests that the British wodld learn from the Germans and 

not be motivated by the British trade spirit. Grey's concern to spread Brit- 

ish civilization and Lew^'-s criticism'of the Germans for, in effect^.equating 

civilization with German ways are inexplicable unless cSte concludes that 

there has been an oversight or that there is an unstated assumption that the 

British are pre-eminently the representatives of civilization. In any event, 

the implication is there; and it is in a work whose purpose is to prepare the 

country for the assumption of rule over the German colonies, despite Lewin's 

recognition that German abuses were more characteristic of the early period 

of German rule and that there was a change in the German attitude toward the 

Africans during the final years resulting in "great efforts..., especially in East 

Africa, " to benefit the-Africans through education.

The significant aspect of Lewin's position is that while extremely criti

cal of Peters, it is in certain important ways the same as Peters. Lewjn, for 

instance, says that Peters' treaties Vvere in reality the pitiful legal symbols of 

the doctrine that might is right," and that "the action of Europeans iri taking 

possession of native territories was but the exercise of la force majeur'e under 

the polite observances and customs which are the veneer of any civilised
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..14 Yef he asserts essentially the same argument that Peters made:

"To raise g colonial system upon a foundation of blood can only be. justified 

should there be no other alternative and should success ultimately attend the 

sacrifice of the potentially valuable life." Lewin does assert a different cri

terion in raising the question "whether the Germans have justified their self- 

appointed guardianship over the native races by bringing to them the blessings 

of civilisation," but his emphasis like that of the Germans is on the legitimacy . 

of any means required fpp-'the acquisition of .colonial territory thatA\{g^d bene- 

fit the Europeans. Lewin's key words are-"success"'end "potentially valuable 

life." Civilization is for him the standard, and this standard is closely associ

ated if not identififed with economic benefit for the Europeans: financially the 

sacrifice of life "can only be justified in the event of the industrial output being 

increased owing to the 'removal' of the native population, 

be condemned because its economic "success has been achieved.. .in spite of 

the dragooning of the natives, and not because of it." The German sin was •

nation.

..15 Germany is to

..16first and foremost "indiscretion. Discretion is, of course, a virtue com

monly regarded as one of the major characteristics of British statesmanship and 

character. British interest and culture is the mark of civilization.

This identification of British characteristics with civilization is par- 

• tlcularly clear In the post-war assessment of German rule in Africa which we 

now consider. The book is by an anonymous British author who clearly has a 

knowledge of and interest in African colonial affairs. The book's title is The

Prussion Lash in Africa, which is indicative of much of its contents; and it
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draws its examples of German colonial practices primarily from the early peri

od,, giving majpr emphasis to Peters. This book adopts the uncompromising 

position that Anglo-German partnership in Africa would be impossible because 

"the two countries follow opposite ideals and conflicting policies." British 

policy, which is wise from even a selfish viewpoint, is beneficial and popu- 

lar-among the Africans: the African "is allowed to mdintain his own tribal 

organisation,.and the native chief is made the link between the people and 

the Government"; he i^free to work for anyone whom he prefers afidcj^s "he 

is not a serf"; and consequently "the native populatfon in British territories is 

prosperous, numerous, and independent."17 But German policy is described 

as quite different:
t •

From the beginning the Germans went upon opposite 
lines. Their hatred and scorn of everything British made 
them the more determined to prove that their way was right 
and our way wrong ... .They established a Prussian militar
ism on a foundation of terror and power; they denied all 
rights to the native...As the underlying principle was co
ercion, so the instruments were cruelty and force....

The German military system in Africa is the key of 
German policy. Those who know anything of Africa know 
that the native tribes may be divided into two classes, rul
ers and subject races, exploiters and exploited. The great 
mass of the natives have always been the terrified subjects 
.. .of a comparatively few warrior tribes.. .This system the 
Germans found, and this S)atem they adapted with cruel in
genuity to their own ends.. The warrior races were turned 
into German soldiers,'.. .and it was their privilege to tyran
nise over all other natives,.. .Here is the sinister secret of 
the German boast of the fidelity of their natives. Their 
soldiers, their askaris, .. .are indeed faithful to them—at a 
price; but the price is the betrayal of civilisation to savag
ery.1®

Despite the exaggerations in this comparison of British and German
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colonial administrafion, these passages are remarkable in the insight they af

ford into British thinking. The claim is made that Africans under British rule 

are free; but this is a peculiar sort of freedom, for the Africans are "allowed" 

by the British to keep their tribal organization and the chiefs are "made" inter

mediary administrative officials between the colonial authority and the people. 

This is perhaps not coercive in the sense that it was undoubtedly preferred by 

Africans to any alternative possibility, but it certainly was coercive in that the 

in tlf^matter and v/ould.vhave been put down by'IPcSKieiif 

they openly resisted what the British had determined for them. This much 

know at least from the above account of British rule in the Gold Coast, and it
I ■

will also be evident from the following treatment of British rule in Tangonyika.

The above characterization of German rule would apply much more to 

the earlier period than to the years immediately prior to the war, but even here 

one's attention is drawn to the attitude accompanying the characterization. It 

appears that the Germans went wrong precisely in their unwillingness to take a 

British rather than a German approach to the question of colonial policy.i9 

The British way is unquestionably the humane and civilized way.

The description of indigenous African rule is important, for it provides 

the basis of the accusation that there was a German "betrayal of civilisation 

to savagery." It is of course not true that a few militant tribes exercised ty

rannical power over all the other tribes, but the important point to be made in 

this connection is that the Germans are accused of adapting their administration 

to a prevailing African system. The British are said to do likewise with respect

ch^ce
Africans had no

we
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to the tribal system of presumably peaceful tribes; so the accusation boils 

down to Germany pvoring different tribes than the 

Again-the dominant idea is that the British standard is the standard of right-

British would favor.'

/•
eousness and civilization.

'1

The singular flaw in the whole British view is the contradiction in

herent-in their criticism of Gentian rule and their justification of British rule: 

Germany is condemned for imposing an unpopular rule that constitutes the

sell-out of civilization to.barbarism; while Britain is praised for exerci^pfl
“'t—)

an authority justified by its purpose of civilizing—that is, changing—Afri

cans, and that authority is also justified by the argument that it is popular.

This contradiction coulcl be avoided only by assuming that the Africans wanted 

to be changed, and that they wanted to change just as the British wanted to 

see them changed. The latter assumption would, however, imply a community 

of interests commonly shared by the British and the Africans. That such a shared 

perception of common interests did not in fact obtain is a major burden of this 

chapter to establish. In fact, when the idea of common interests is explicitly 

discussed, as it is in the book in question, there is expressed the recognition - 

that the African must learn to understand and accept these interests: "the white 

man's chief work in Africa is to administer and manage this great native popula

tion. If he does this work.. .justly, without harshness, and yet without weak 

sentimentality he earns the gratitude of the native and produces the essentials 

of civilisation—gold, diamonds, and...varied tropical products'. "20

If the British were satisfied that they had shown Germany to be an unfit 

representative of civilization in Africa because of the aforementioned features
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of German colonial rule, they could not have been satisfied that their most 

important claim to rightful authority had been established, It was deemed a 

requirement of democracy that it be shown that the people of East Africa
•j

wanted to be ruled by the British rather than the Germans. This was not a 

fully separate iustification for the transfer of authority; for it was assumed 

that Africans, having experienced the harsh rule of the Germans, would jump 

at the chance J'O exchange thqir German masters for British ones. Accordingly,

the British government orderecfan inquiry after the war' to determine wh'dt *fh©.)

• -y
Africans preferred. The inquiry was dutifully reported, and the report proved 

a disappointment to the British. It was therefore ignored. Sir Charles Dundas,
I ■

who served in the British colonial service in Tanganyika until 1928, the last 

three years as Secretary for Native Affairs, writes of the inquiry:

It was, of course, fatuous to pretend that any answer 
to such a question could be taken as a free and genuine ex
pression of native opinion. Even Africans are not so simple 
as to tell the victor that they prefer to be ruled by the van
quished. Moreover, in conditions of warfare the natives 
hardly had an opportunity to judge between the old and the 
new masters... .If the truth were known, the native might 
have said the equivalent of: 'A plague on both your houses.' 
More resignedly, he said: ‘When two elephants fight the 
grass will be trodden down'. Which was the heavier-footed . 
elephant did not greatly matter, in double sense both were 
white. 21

This result could have been anticipated: Africans in the area of Tanganyika 

had generally remained loyal to the Germans during the war,22 and the Ger- " 

man Commander Lettow-Vorbeck cites the frank admission of an African that 

it was all the same to Africans whether they were ruled by Germans or British.23
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The report on the inquiry was worse than inconclusive, as Schnee pointed out:

The result of the inquiry.. .appears in still worse light
when we consider

(1) That the purpose of the inquiry was to furnish q 
justification for the seizure of German colonial property 
by the British;

(2) That British troops had captured the territory in 
question by force of arms and were iq, complete occupa
tion; and

(3) That the subjects of the inquiiy were natives, 
who no.toriously are given to currying favour with their 
patrons and easily"yield to persuasion and the pressure 
of the moment.24^.^' ,

rr ■

y

Thus the report concluded that further inquiry of d public nature would be 

imprudent as it would have an unsettling effect, and that the idea of self-
t ■

determination was inapplicable. Sir Horace Byatt, who was to serve as Ad

ministrator (1916-1920) and first Governor (1920-1925) of Tanganyika, wrote 

in the report quite frankly that the Africans might not prefer British rule, and 

that the requirements of the war had made the British unpopular in German 

East Africa. He concluded:

I am opposed in any case to the application of European 
theories qf self-determination to the uncivilized natives 
of Africa.. .The negro in his present stage of development 
is intellectually incapacitated by his general ignorance 
from deciding.. .his own real interests... .It is for the Eu
ropean ruler to decide these questions for him, and then 
assume the responsibility of giving him an enlightened and 
progressive system of government designed directly for his
Improvement.25

Thus the interwar period already had its major characteristic already stated: 

the ideal was to be the "improvement" of the Africans during a time when
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, their influence on how they were to be governed hod reached its nadir.

The tenuous basis of British claims to German colonial territory was 

strengthened by President Wilson's extension of General Smut's proposal of 

a mandate system for the Turkish possessions to the Gerrrian coTonies. As 

U.S. Secretary of State Lansing wrote: "In actual operation the apparent 

altruism of the mandatory system worked in favour of the selfish and material 

interests of the Powers which accepted the mandates."27 Britain got most of 

East Africa and was able tp..justify the acquisition in terms of the Leqgdg^f 

Nations idea of mandate despite the poor results of the‘'attempt to find a basis 

in African expressions.of preference. If this democratic bpsis was not to be 

had, the old idea of rfepresenting civilization was a handy substitute. Thus 

British Under-Secretary of State Amery stated in the House of Commons: "we

1‘

have justified our authority not merely in our own interests, "but by the general 

consent of other nations with regard to this rule."28 Since "other nations" 

could be no other than the League members, particularly the allied victors in 

the war, and these nations' consent was deemed sufficient, the implication is 

that the League is the representative of mankind or at least its superior and thus 

its representative part, the civilized world. Yet Sir Charles Dundas, as much a 

part of British rule of Africans in Tanganyika as anyone, writes:

It may be asked why Britain then consented to accept 
this country! under a mandate . I think the answer is that 
she did not want to appear laden with the spoils of war. It 
was a gesture of renunciation of imperialistic aims and ambi
tions. And with that gesture I believe the grand conception 
of Empire was discarded.29
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This suggests that the British clothed naked acquisitiveness with the appearance 

of higher motiyatioi^ but that the appearance then took on the substance of 

reality. It raises the question whether the British with their vast colonial ex

perience learned, as the Germans very quickly discovered, that an explicit 

concern for African welfare, like honesty, pays in the business of colonialism. 

Further inquiry into the appearance should point to an.answer.

As mandatory power, Britain was accorded "full powers of legislation 

and administration" by the C^ncil of the League of Nations. Under the^-^ 

terms of the mandate Britain was to "be responsible for tbs'peace, order and 

good government of the Territory" and was bound to "undertake to promote to 

the utmost the material drid moral well-being and the social progress of its in

habitants."^® These definitions were specifications of Article 22 of the Cov

enant of the League which, as shown at the beginning of this section, laid 

down the principle that the tutelage of the German colonies by "advanced na

tions" was "a sacred trust of civilization." Article 22 stressed that the central

African peoples "are at such a stage that the Mandatory must be responsible for 

the administration of the territory under conditions which will guarantee freedom 

of conscience and religion, subject only to the maintenance of public order'and 

morals." Freedom of religion was repeated in the terms of mandate, which ex

tended that freedom to the missionaries from all countries in the League.®^

Consider the implications of these ideas. Britain is considered a repre

sentative of "civilization" embodied in the League. "Civilization" is typically 

represented by states victorious in war; it sacral izes the power it confers, fqr, it 

is considered the highest achievement a people can attain. It is man-made
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salvation, the ultimate issue of progress in history.32 Moreover, it can.be 

taught; thus the peters it sanctions are tutors or, perhap^ better, the mission- 

aries of civilization. If these elements of victory in modem welfare and of 

tutelage are examined, the conclusion is inescapable that knowledge of the 

modern sciences, from sociology and psychology to physics and engineering, 

and their products, managerial and technological prowess, constitute a dom

inant constituent of "civilization." Hence the assumption by Peters and others 

that European firepower was^ major sign of European-superiority; henc^ihg^^ 

major emphasis on economic development, which will bl^shown to have dom

inated the concern of the British as well as of the German regime.

We have called'the colonial powers missionaries of civilization, and 

we have also shown the regard of the League of Nations for missionary endeav

ors. Several questions thus emerge: what is the relationship between the Afri

cans' freedom of religion and the missionaries' freedom to proselytize; are the 

African indigenous religions and the proselytizing religions tolerantly regarded 

as having equal value or validity, or is the League indifferent to this question? 

What is the relationship between the religious missionaries and the missionaries 

of the civilization whose responsibilities are "sacred"? Pertinent to the first 

set of questions is this: despite the promise of freedom of religion for the Afri

cans, the League went out of its Way explicitly to protect missionary activities 

emanating from League members. Since virtually all League members were 

Christian countries and in any case among the League members Christianity 

was the only proselytizing religion of any probable consequence to Africans,

in......
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the League was in effect sanctioning massive attempts to convert Africans 

from their tribal r^igions to the religion of the European powers, This»im- 

plication is reinforced by the common knowledge that the mandatories were

wont to entrust education in their African colonies to Christian missionaries.

and by knowledge that African religions were not conducive to the kind of 

civilizqtional advances envisioned by the "civilized world."33 Thus the 

guarantee of freedom of religion for the Africans was pre-eminently a dedi- 

cation to their free converspn rather thari^a protection of the religious-^i^is 

of their life from the tribally disintegrating force of alieffi influences. That 

the missionary influence had the effect of disintegrating tribal society and 

culture necessarily follfawed from the missionary practices in the pre-war ter

ritories of the Gold Coast, German East Africa and all the other colonies as 

well; the missionaries were pre-emineintly the bearers of modem Western cul

ture, which they so closely associated with their evangelism that they often 

regarded some measure of Westernization a necessary prerequisite for Christiani

zation.34 The second of our questions is thereby partly answered: the mission

aries of civilization regarded the Christian missionaries as their allies, for they 

deemed Christianity and modern technological progress two aspects of the same 

thing. This is not the place to examine this question thoroughly, for many schol- 

ars have competently dealt with it and have concluded that the modern West is 

post-Christian in its essential character and that in it Christianity is prevalently 

considered a market-place ethic.35 The League Covenant itself elevated morali

ty to a position superior to religion by making the religious freedom of the Afri

cans subject to'the maintenance of morals. Since the mandatory power was made
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the judge of what is moral (subject of course to the supervision of. the League.),

there could be no/4oubt that men imbued with the modem ethic identified with

Christianity would find much in African religion repugnant to morality. Thus

the major political effect of British rule in Tanganyika as in the Gold Coast

was the weakening of the religious sanctions of traditional authority and the

dissolution of the indigenous societal orders.

Britain therefore undertook the administration of Tanganyika without

undue concern over being restricte!) by the terms of hec mandate.,. As ln§harti
■

writes:

¥ •

'■ ■

For the mandatory system left the administering -power with 
a very free hand to design its own policy. This was still 
unashamedly a colonial era and the leading signatories of 
the peace treaty were all colonial powers. It was not, 
therefore, their intention to impose too close a restraint 
upon the experienced colonial rulers.36

The Tanganyika Order in Council of July 22, 1920,37 which formally organized 

the administration of Tanganyika, required the Governor to "respect existing na

tive laws and customs, except so far as the same may be opposed to justice and 

morality." The League Covenant and the terms of the mandate were not mentioned.

The Order established the usual institutions of Governor, representing the 

king and having broad powers, and an executive council, administrative service 

and high court. The Secretary of State in London retained a complete power of 

disallowance. Byatt remained as the first Governor until 1924, and he laigely 

adopted the German system of administering the country with a.small group of of

ficials and the use on the local level of Akidas, who were almost never natives
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of-the districts in which they exercised authority. Jhe 32 administrative dis-

often with only one governmenttricts created by the Germans were fISJained, 

officer in each district despite immense distances and large populations. The 

financial system provided that Africans contribute most of the territory's rev

enue through hut and .poll taxes and customs duties. In this sytem the European 

colonists had a privileged position.

in Tanganyika there were always two attitudes toward the natives and 

two ideas of what policy tov^afd them should be,, namely the colonial .odt^bis- 

tration's and the colonists'. Governor Byatt was roundly'condemned by the edi

tor of the Par es Salaam Times as a "negrophilist" for reportedly saying that the 

development of Africarf agriculture was the key to Tanganyika's future .39 

"There was no doubt in the Europeans' minds that the best means of benefiting 

the African population was to increase the demand for labour, thereby, as they 

argued, putting.money into the Africans' pockets, food into their stomachs and 

clothes on their backs."''^3 In short, what was good for the European economi

cally was bound to be to,the African advantage also.

The official view of the Africans was slightly different. In late 1921 

Governor Byatt issued a Native Authority Ordinance that placed African au

thorities under the authority of the British local administrative officersIt 

was, explained in these words: ’ ,

The system of administration is to support and supervise, 
with the least possible interference, the native adminis
tration as existing or established... .In many districts... 
the chiefs have scant control over their subjects, and ef
forts are made to reinstate them in the proper and just
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regard of their people.. .In many.. .cases, it is to be 
feared that the chiefs hav.e as yet little conception of 
their duties and responsibilities. For the most part men 
in midcfle life, too young to abdicate but too old to pro
gress, they are brought up in the enjoyment of despotic 
privileges, of which they have been shorn, and are un
able to adapt themselves to the new order. Uneducated 
and uncivilized, they are really in sympathy with the 
past...Fortunately such chiefs are by no means the major
ity, and on the other hand, there are many, trib.es which 
possess a well developed capacity for administration whose 
Sultans are energetic and -progressive rulers. Amongst these 
the functions of the district officers are, in the main, ad- 
visoiy....lt has bein the policy of the Administration al
ways with the consent'of tribesmen to re.store central author- , -a; 
ity to the hands of the rightful paramoOht'chiefs, qjjd this 
policy is showing pleasing results in the better ordering of
tribal affairs .42

This passage makes clehr that the British administration from almost the very be

ginning looked to the indigenous authorities as potentially, and in some cases 

actually, the best local administrators. Yet the indigenous authorities are con

sidered transformed in character, for customary "despotic privileges" have been 

withdrawn and adaptation to "the new order" is essential. Thus government recog

nition and definition is the basis of their position of authority, and certainly not

any traditional constitutional sanctions. African consent is deemed important as 

a practical necessity if the authorities are to function effectively, but is not con

sidered in any way productive of the legitimacy of the authorities.

Sir Donald Cameron was governor of Tanganyika during the period 1925- 

1931, before which he had spent 17 years in Nigeria where he had'worked with 

the system of "indirect.rule" developed by Lord Lugard.^^ According to Lugard, 

the African chiefs were to have a defined status and duties within a single gov

ernment system
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The native chiefs.. .were not to be regarded as indepen
dent rulers. They were the delegates of the Governor' 
whose representative was the Resident. The Central Gov- 

(nt reserved to itself the sole right to raise and control 
armed fprces, to impose taxation of any kind, to make laws 
and to dispose of such lands as are, under native law and 
custom, vested in the paramount power.44

emi

f .

To the recognition of "native chiefs" as local authorities was later added the

establishment of native treasuries and native courts; and from these three ele

ments Cameron-, developing whafByatt had begun, created a local adminis

trative system in TanganyilJa.^^ ^

Cameron stated his purpose in a circular in T925, which we quote at

A-
■^7

■ ‘A

length: -
(

Everyone, whatever his opinion may be in regard to direct 
or indirect rule, will agree, I think, that it is our duty to..do 
everything in our power to develop the native on lines which 
will not Westernize him and turn him into a bad imitation of a 
European — our whole education policy is directed to that end. 
We want to make him a good African and we shall not achieve 
this if we destroy all the institutions, all the traditions, all the 
habits of the people, super-imposing upon them what we consid
er to be better administrative methods, better principles; destroy
ing everything that made our administration really in touch with 
the customs and thoughts of the people.... '

It may be argued that we can achieve our object by con
tinuing the present practice of using the chiefs as our instruments, 
as our mouthpieces through whom the orders of the Government 
are issued to the people, but with all the disintegrating influences 
that are at work to impair the authority of the chief over his peo
ple, ., .above all, the orders of the 'Whiteman' to the chief, that 
authority will be undermined and will completely disappear.-..

With the decay of the tribal organization we shall get a 
numerous body of broken and disgruntled chiefs, disaffected... 
and hostile to the Administration. The natives will have ceased 
to be tribesmen and...will have become mere flotsam.on the po
litical sea of Tanganyika. No native will have any share in the
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aditiimstration of fhe country, buf a class of pralitically- 
• minded natives will have arisen in the meantime (this must 

come with the spread of education, guard it as we may) 
and the seed of the agitator will have had 
soilpreparedfor.it.

On the other hand we could employ the other method 
of trying, while we endeavored to purge the native system 

. of its abuses, to graft’our higher civilization upon the soundly 
rooted native stock,.. .moulding it and establishing it into 
lines consonant with modem ideas and higher standards.. .Un
der this system the native becomes a living part of the machin
ery of government and the cry of the agitator for a large share 
in the administration of the country on western lines loses any 
weight,... ^

.. .If is quite impossible for us to administer the country 
directly through British officers .'. ,

a very.. .fertile

'T - ' W

Explication of the meaning andimplications of this passage can best be ef

fected with the did of the personal testaments of Cameron and other top Brit

ish administrators in interwar Tanganyika.

The first major assertion of the quoted passage is perhaps the most 

difficult to handle, and it is the most important. Cameron thinks that every

one would agree that it is the British duty to develop the African without 

Westernizing him. Here is an authoritative expression of British colonial 

purpose, and it accords with the modern African nationalist purpose'-to pro

duce a civilization that is both wholly modern and wholly African. The na

tionalist position is developed in the following chapters, so we shall limit 

ourselves to fhe explication of this one of its roots. The dominant feature of 

Cameron's idea is its ambiguity and apparent self-contradiction. The "good 

African"-is.distinguished from "a bad imitation of a European," a distinction 

that could imply that a good African would be a good imitation of a European 

.or at least an African who selectively, gradually and without disrupting society
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models himself after his British mentors who are noted for their discretion... 

Dundqs expresses the educational implementation of the policy: "The aim,

I thought, shdq^ld be to preserve whqt was worthy and genuine in the African 

character rather than to turn out a poor imitation of English youth, " for the 

latter would have left "his soul behind and be left only with ideas and cash. "47 

A "poor imitation" would thus be a materialistic ideologue, if such is possible.
■ ■ f '

Turning Carneron's i'deaaround, one observes that the British adminis

tration is to be J^in touch""^Afith Aftfcpn 'f/ays, and that it is not to destroy "all" 

the habits, traditions and'Tnstitutions of the Afri'cans .“Which, vthen, a^%H6 be, 

destroyed? Cameron gives pattial answer that "with the advance of education 

a people'thus becoming enlightened cannot'be expected to continue faithful
I .

to a native authority which is reactionary and oppressive in its tendencies, es

pecially where (as in some instances but not to a great extent in Tanganyika) it 

depends for its influence on fetish and superstition for the most part."48 7he 

alternative turned out not to be a puiged and transformed indigenous authority 

but o new modern African authority.

Sir Phillip Mitchell was the Acting Secretary for Native Affairs under 

Cameron and his successors between 1925 and 1934. He tells how Cameron and

himself proceeded to implement indirect rule "with the enthusiasm of religious 

revivalists, " and he speaks of its devotees as a sort of orgiastic cult of monks .49 

This was the passion of an idea, an idea of what could be accomplished by dedi

cated men. According to Mitchell, the idea worked: indirect rule was a sue- 

cessful attempt to adapt old tribal authorities to modern conditions and needs.

The assumption was that the African chiefe and people were in favor of the changes
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envisioned.

Mitchell held that the tribal system was "essentially and strongly demo

cratic," and thW therefore "an extremely democratic syst 

o tive to them because it stretches back into their own past. Thus he and 

Cameron agreed that the destruction of the old institutions, traditions, customs 

and habits of the people would not make the African "a good African." It was 

necessary to avoid "a European veneer and outlook totally out of keeping with

em" would "be attrac-

>

^{ricajn/ conditions. The British were to guide the Africans in moderniz- ■

’ • ' ■ . . . 
ing the tribal system, "helping—olJliging, if you like--thotAfrican to civilize '

himself."^^ This implies the assumption that the British really understood the 

tribal system, and the term "obliged" can mean only one of two things: either 

that the Africans will change in accordance with British direction out of a sense 

of obligation to obey a superior authority, or that the Africans will be coerced 

to change. Yet Cameron wants to prevent Africans from "becoming a servile 

people, " ahd'to keep their society together: "we want to make him proud of 

being an African;.. .on the basis of a true African civilization stimulated in 

the first instance by our own culture and example." He rejects the idea that 

the adoption of Western clothing and other conveniences ruins the African's 

chances of remaining African No better statement of the later African na

tional ists'_raisond^|etre can be imagined that that of Cameron's, Governor, and 

dnticolonialists agree. Only the later African nationalists pierced the weak 

link in the armour of this argument by seeing that no alien rule could make a 

people servile to it proud. When Mitchell, with the tribes in mind, asserts
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that the African must rise above narrow nationalism if he is to be'civilized,55

the Pan-African nationalist will..go him one better by attempting to rise above
a nationalism 6f\jhe colonial territory. Insofar as his vision soars tl^the scope

of an African-civilization, he will rise above the members of the once vaunted

European civMization whose horizons are circumscribed by national purpose.

The purppse of colonialism and of Mitchell himself, says Mitchell, is

to help.the African "to believe in" the modern world, a world for which the

Bible has all ihe answers.56 ^According to Cameron, material progress is the

key to' "moral progress and so'cial advancement..t' In this, the Afripdns ecii^^
' " ■ ' ■ ' . . ...

cated by European teachers are to raise Africa from primitiveness and barbarr

ism to "something higher in the scale of civilization."57 Here, then, is a basis 
1

for the Afrifcan dedication to economic development. The modern African lead-

J*

I

..z|

ers, as we shall see in the upcoming chapters, often use biblical terminology to 

express their faith in the modernizing African mission. Insofar as these ideas 

were enshrined in the United Nations oversight of the trust territories, the UN 

maintained the League's purpose in Tanganyika; and that purpose, backed by 

internationaJ (world) sanction influepce.d the movement of Tanganyika to inde

pendence under Nyerere.^® The pattern had long been laid.

Our conclusion to this second part of the'study is that colonial rule was 

.inherently contradictory and therefore inherently hypocritical. Its contradic

tion was revealed in its claim and attempt to subordinate and yet to protect, 

and coexist with, indigenous chiefly authority. It was hypocritical in that 

■ this claim, embodied in the policy of indirect rule, was belied, particularly

. .uj-^'Swr,
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fn Ashanti and Tanganyika, by the original antagonism and conflict between 

chiefs and European imperialists. The very pretehsipo of ruling indirectly 

presupposed a l^igher 'arid more valid purpose for colonial authority. Tender

ing invalid the previous raison d'etre of chiefly rule. If the chiefs could legiti-
j.'r.-.

■ S'

mately be retained under the colonial regime, the legitimizing principle was 

no longer.thersame asiise-fore. If the-name was,retained,_th^hiefs
...i* . . J, '

longer really chiefs: they were made the instruments, in intention-if not in. 

full actuality, of the imperialists'-highetpurpose; and thus-their authorily was

derivative and based on the same principles that legitimized, its iource, the
• . ' y

colonial regime.

rO
were no.

Yet this is but half the story. For the policy of .indirect rule necessarily 

implied that the Africans did not consider the raison d'etre of colonial rule valid, 

that they rejected colonial rule as authoritative. Had they.accepted the colonial 

principle, there would have been no reason for instituting indirect rule. Indirect 

rule could be instrumental to the colonial purpose only to the extent that either 

. the African-people Were deceived about who was really ruling them or the chiefs 

could effectively reconcile the dominant purposes of their own societies and of 

_ the colonial regime. Since the two purposes were essentiplly opposed and in- 

. capable of reconciliation, deception emerges as the paramount characteristic of ’ '

indirect rule. Deception, however, can go only so far before it is dissolved by
" * . S'

obstreperous 'reality. Hypocrisy in a man is one thing. When it is not.only public 

and institutionalized but instrumental in intention, then it is something quite diF 

ferent. the instrument of indirect rule could endure as long as it was not used.

; :
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Once tK^dffempf- was made to use it to move African societies toward ends

that they rejected, the deception was broken: the Africans became aware 

. • that the colonigKj;e.qime' was not only more powerful but Was incompatible '

^with-the old order. This double awareness underlies and informs the modern

izing, anti-colonial movetfieht of the post-war period. Since the colonial 

regirne was more powerful, even in traditional African terms it was more valid; 

fo'r the divine typically was experienced as manifest in power and effectiveness. 

Moreover, asWri'cans came lo master the modernizing skills through Western 

education, 'they came to reject colonial power as illegitimaj:^ b'ecduse it 

alien and thus incompatible wirfT the principle of self-determination. In short, 

traditional Africa and modern Europe seemed to agree that power itself implied 

an authoritative sanction, even though the esfence, and therefore the meaning, 

differed; for the African initially experienced power as a divine or spiritual 

force, while the Europeans and Westernized Africans had a scientific and ide

ological, basically historical, interpretation* of it.

The inquiry moves, then, to the African leaders who superseded both 

the African chiefs and the imperial regimes as the supreme powers.

was

/
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PART THREE: .MODERN AFRICAN AUTHORITY

THE NKRUMAH AND NYERERE REGIMES

In Pari One of this study it was showrufhotthe-indigenous-pollticaJ 
authorities in life. Gold Coast and Tanganyika are of one essential type, and 

■' that in these African societies the experience of authority (legitimate power) 

was inherent in the very experience of effective power itself: this type of 

regime and societal order was caHed "Africans” Part Two of this study con-" ' 

eluded that the colonial regimes also understood their authority to be inherent 

in their superiprity of power;,wherein scientific knowledge and techoglogy 

were considered both the marks and the substance of th^pdWer to make "his

tory" in the forrn of "civilization"; and that this conception ultimately came 

to be-shared by. many pf their African subjects. In this-Third Part it is our pur- 

pose to examine the modern African regimes in these two countries now known - 

as Ghana and Tanzania.

...... r.:.

S!

Here our procedure will differ somewhat from that of the previous 

parts of this study: instead of treating each regime in separate chapters be

fore comparing them, we shall in each of the three final chapters deal with 

certain common characteristics of the two regimes. We do so because both 

—President-Nkrumah of Ghana and President Nyerere of Tanzania have inter

preted themselves as Pan-African leaders of the same type; because both have 

headed pojitical parties in what are called "one-party states"; because the ■ 

Nyerere regime has consciously'followed some of the examples of the Nkru- 

mah regime; and because copious data relevant to this part of the study are 

adequately cornpiled and described in recent, easily available works. ^

242
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::.v Kwartie'Nkrumah (in 1947) and Julius N/erere (in 1952)2'returned to

their countries after some years of university study abroad to organize politi

cal "parties" and, very'rapidly to.achieve leadership of what are generally 

' known as "national independence movements," Nktumah's Convention Peb^ . 

plb's,Party (CPP) and Nfyefere's Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) 

won a series of elections, the former in 1951, 1954, and 1956 and the latter 

in 1958/59 and 1960, which secured the hegemony of the two parties; Nkrii- 

mah (from 195'! to l957)and'Nyerere‘;(from 1960 to 1961) assumed leadership 

of the government under the’Sritish in a "dyarchy”^ wherein authority was^^' 

shared between colonial and Afrrcan regimes; Ghana and Tanganyika came to 

independence in 1957 and 1961 respectively; both replaced the mdependence
t * ' . .

constitutions with republican constitutions, Ghana in 1960 and Tanganyika in 

1962, as Nkrumah and Nyerere became Presidents rather than-Prime Ministers 

formally under the British monarchy; in 1964 Tanganyika united with Zanzibar 

to form the United Republic of Tanzania, which the following year became 

constitutionally, and self-consciously, a one-party state; and in early 1966 

the Nkrumah regime was overthrown in a military coup.

Such are the major events of the Nkrumah and Nyerere periods, the 

contents of the stages in these periods being roughly as follows: the period 

of pre-independence political activity, during which Nkrumah and Nyerere 

successfully created a political organization, competed with both the African 

kings and other African claimants to modern territorial leadership for recogni

tion of their authority by both the African people and the coloniakregime, 

opposed the colonial regime with unwelcome demands for independence, and .
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cooperated with the colonial regime in the transition to independence; the 

- ■ post-independence period, during which the two African regimes sought,

with considerable success^ to weaken or eliminate the authority of African 

kings or chiefs, to eradicate all symbols and break all ties of subservience 

to Britain and to the West generally, to unify their countries and to mobilize 

-their-peoples-in^pursuit-of-their-endsy-and to assert themselves as models for 

. Afric&n emulation and as representative African voices in world affairs.

The.contents of the»pre“ and post-inde^ndence periods are, in es-

. During Both periods Nkrumah and Nyerere.asserted a%taim , 

to rightful authority within.and over their countries, presented themselves as 

Pan-African leaders with a mission beyond their own countries, and contended
I ■ , ,,, - ■

with three sorts of rivals to leadership: the African kings, and traditionalism 

in general; the British, and colonialism in general;-other modern African poli

ticians, and disunity in general. The fact of independence was important, but 

the day of independence, despite its symbolic significance and emotionai ex

uberance, was not; for the British remained in the form of military officers, 

high ranking civil servants, and primarily a pervasive influence exemplified 

, in no small way by the constitutions.

What we have is the emergence of new regimes that claim to be found

ing a new order, which is at once an explicit expression, in ideology and in

stitutions, of ari implicit, essential pre-colonial African order that was in the 

process of realizing its potentlal when interrupted by colonial deprivations; a 

re-formulation of the truth of the old African society in terms of the experience 

of the destruction of the old societal order by the forces of modem Western

.■»

sence, the same
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' cIvilizaHon as well as in terms of a "new truth" manifested by those forces; and 

a re-formation of old African institutions according to the exigencies of existence 

and effective option in the modern world. In their very "beginnings," the new 

^ regimes claimed rightful authority as representatives of an old-new, "African 

but modern," truth; and all that has followed these "beginnings" — which, as 

"resumptions" also, are assimilated to the "beginnings" of premodern Africa -- 

has been butpn elaboration of the implications of that claim; or else, since 

the order is "hot yet realized, an attempt by the regimes, which are not only 

the repretentatives but also the efficient causes o'f the’ordgjr, to'-progress td"- 

ward the envisioned order. In'the examination of the Nkrumah and Nyerere 

regimes we shall not adhere to the chronology of their development or distin- 

guish phases of their existence; what we are Instead concerned to do is to ex

amine the symbols of Nkrumdh's and Nyerere's authority as Well as>he major 

ideas which these regimes have had of the indigenous African societal orders, 

of the nature and contemporary political relevance of colonial rule, and of 

the "African but modern" principles upon which they claim to be instituting 

a new order.

-

In order further to specify the intention of this study, it is appropriate 

that the analysis of the two regimes be jjrefaced by a brief consideration of the 

major interpretations of them that already existTwo American political sci

entists, David Apter and Henry Bretton, are the two most'intensive and prolific 

students of the,Nkrumah regime, and they have expressed quite different con

ceptions of it. Apter's approach has been that of the political sociologist, and 

an overly optimistic one at that. He was concerned to portray Nkrumah as an
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authoHfy whose "charisma” served as the source of a "normative shift away 

from traditional authority and toward secular authority" ("rational-legal 

authority") innhe form of parliamentary democracy .5 A year after Ghana's 

, independence Apter already noted "a decline in Nkrumah's charisma," but 

he still regarded the state as a "one-party democracy" with "genuine elec- '

■ tions."^ By 1963 Apter recognized that parliamentary democracy was hardly 

the dominant tendency in Ghano. Instead, he claimed that there was a "pre

mature decline of charisma,"- in which Nkrumah's '!charisma was not routin- 

ized in secular practices as-ortgin'SlIy hoped" (at least by^^t^f) but became ' 

"ritualized in a form of neo-traditionalism.” Remaining "parliamentary in 

form," dhana had become subject to "a mobilization system" with a "fVesi- 

dential-monarch" at the top. "The nation has replaced the ethnic community.

The Presidential-monarch has replaced the chief. The authority of charisma 

has been ritualized into the special role of the warrior-priest. Ideology has 

become a political religion., .expressed through the militant elect of the party."7 

Apter's work is deficient on a number of counts. His earlier studies 

were considerably,affected by his assumption of the democratization of Ghana, 

an assumption which served as the overriding criterion of his analysis. Even 

more damaging was his uncritical use of the Weberian typology in the analysis 

of political authority in Ghana.^ The term charisma, which in Apter's work 

tended to displace Nkrumah as the object of study and which scholars still 

prevalently attribute to African and Asian leaders, has been shown to be a 

particularly weak concept, misleading in a number of ways.^ In his later work, 

Apter failed to clarify the nature of the"neo-traditionalist" regime headed by
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. the "Rresidential-monarch-warrior-priest." Instead, he began to emphasize 

- th&- "modernizing" character of the regime as mobilizing all the resources of 

the country for "a grand assault on the. problems of poverty, ignorance, and 

backv/ar^ness;" If the regime was unrestrained by constitutional legality, at 

least it was utilizing its power in a manner acceptable to Apter. ^*^ Moderni

zation replaced'democracy as the criterion in'Apter's analysis.^ ^

At the same time that Apter was.describing Ghana as a "onerparty 

democracy," Henry Brettoi^'as writing :of Nkrumah as a mere power^seeker 

who sTiowed no indication of any democratic orientation.^^ In 1966 he elab

orated his interpretatipn of Nkrumah's rule as wholly personal and authoritar

ian, served by a political machine, a fact which most scholars (like Apter) 

obscure by writing of a movement, a party, a government and political insti

tutions in Nkrumah's Ghana. He emphatically denies that anything approach

ing mass mobilization was ever achieved by Nkrumah, 13 and he argues his 

"realistic" view against the "nation-building" and "developmental" illusions 

of most writers on Ghana.14 Bretton's cynicism is a beneficial dissolvant of 

the notions of Western scholars who wish to see, and indeed to make, Africa 

after their own image. His is moreover a useful study of the structure and 

mechanisms of Nkrumah's power. However, his disregard of the ideas of the 

regime as irrelevant^^ and his treatment of it as no more than a power structure 

in themselves constitute an unrealistic approach to politics in Ghana. In his 

attention to the purposes of the Nkrumah regime, Apter is superior. What re

mains to be done, after the work of these men,, is to examine the self-inter-, 

pretation of that regime, an examination that sets out with the intention of
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' uhderetdn'ding the'expefiences and ideas which underlie a regime that con-’ 

sciousiy and explicitly attempts to base its actions and institutions thereon.

Even if, as Apter and Bretton agree, the symbols and ideas serve a useful 

function in the regime's attempt to maintain its power and to increase its 

hold on its subjects, nevertheless there are reasons why a regime selects from 

among many ideas the ones which it finds appropriate to express its position 

and to appeal to its people.

Another political sciepfist, Aristidb^Zolberg, diso attempts to cliassify 

the form of government in Ghana and other West African states, suggesting that 

they are "populist and nationalist avatars of what used to be called 'oligarchies' 

or 'despotic' states.” Zbiberg himself recognizes the weaknesses of his concep

tual apparatus which results in such convoluted statements.The term "avatar" 

is most awkward, and no major political thinker has ever confused an oligarchi

cal with a despotic regime. One must conclude from Zolberg, as well as from 

Apter and Bretton (of whose work and differences Zolbeig is acutely aware),

that it is necessary to begin with an examination of concrete data on the Ghan

aian regime, and on any other non-Western regime . A theoretical intention pre

cludes any attempt to assimilate such a regime to categories that have emerged in 

the study of classical ("oligarchic"), archaic ("despotic"), or modem Western 

("parliamentary democratic") regimes. It requires that a determination be made 

of the fundamental and essential characteristics of the regime and of the mode 

of societal existence, and that appropriate concepts be made to express those 

characteristics. Thereby may one elucidate and compare regimes rather than

concepts, for concepts have meaning only in reference to the realities that they
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stand for. Zolbeig emphasizes the importance of examining "fhe legitimacy 

on which the authority of the rulers of the West African party-state rests, " 

indicating that this concern would properly extend also to "the'strikingly 

-similar case of Tanzania.He points to the need of a new start, based on 

the compilations of extant data and going beyond the recent interpretive 

studies which merely apply concepts of Western.derivation and relevance.

The primary current desideratum in' the field of African studies is not field 

research or analysis with the stale sociological apparatus, but a fresh attempt 

to see African politics in its essentials and to embody such swlirebt though so

phisticated vision in language lhaf'is at once appropriate and open to further 

problematics.

The latest important attempt to understand African politics in terms of 

Western politics is Gregor's interpretation of "African socialism" (which is, 

as shall be made clear further below in Chapter VIII, by no means merely an 

economic concept) as "a contemporary variant of Fascism."'^ H|s is a plausi

ble position if only because of the obvious importance of Fascism in modern 

European politics and because of the equally obvious influence of Europe on 

Africa during the Fascist era of the two world wars.^® Citing among numerous 

other African leaders both Nkrumah and Nyerere as "charismatic leaders so in

compatible with traditional socialism, " Gregor develops his conception of fhe 

Fascist ideology as that of "developmental dictatorship, as a revolutionary, 

populist, nationalist and anticapitalist doctrine sharing impressive affinities 

with the African Socialism of our time."21 So impressed is Gregor with the 

"affinities" that he ignores the warning of an expert on Fascism to be "careful
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- , .. .not to infer fascism from isolated 'fa^ist' traits. Since Gregor makes 

President Senghor of Senegal tfie spokesman for the "African socialists" in his 

attempt to demonstrate their Fascist character, we shall reserve criticism of 

his position for our later treatment of Senghor in relation to Nkrumah and

Nyerere.23 .

Finally, all of the writers on Ghana recognize that Nkrumah employs

primarily Marxian concepts.24 None of the scholars, however, follow U.S.

Senator Thomas Dodd in copsidering him q communist.

*
Nkrumah's "Marxism" is taken up in a later chapter, where it is shown why 

Nkrumah and his regime are not properly regarded as comnjunist.^^

The analyses of the Nyerere regime in Tanzania have been less con

ceptualized. The major treatments are descriptive.27 Some do, however, if 

only briefly, express an interpretation of sorts when they emphasize that there 

has been "an original contribution made to the art of democratic government" 

by Tanzania, whose system "lifts to a new level the debate on the possibility 

for democracy in single-party states";^^ that Nyerere's "leadership is closer 

to that of the philosopher-king than any other in Africa, or for that matter the 

world";^^ and that in Tanzania Nyerere's socialist ideology is being translated 

into institutional reality.30 Like Nkrumah, Nyerere is regarded as a "charis

matic" leader.
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i:The foregoing survey of literature on the Ghanaian and Tanzanian 

regimes warrants the drawing of several conclusions which indicate what ought 

to be done in a new study of African politics such as this. The extant litera-
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attempted to assimilate African realities to concepts of Western derivation 

and relevance, and their efforts have produced peculiar and contradictory 

results. They have either uncritically accepted the symbols by v/hich the 

African regimes have interpreted themselves and-treated them as if they were 

adequate theoretical concepts, or else they have rejected the symbols as mere 

slogans having little value apart from their fun'ctional use to the regimes. It 

is clear that the previous scholarly work not only does not preclude but ur- 

gently points to the need o^enewed efforts to achieve an adequate thj^oreti- 

cal understanding of contemporary African regimes. Sueh^&n understanding 

cannot emerge from a practical concern with the African peoples as fodder for 

the type of economic and political "development" which the Western scholars 

are wont to call "modernization. " Nor can it emerge from an attempt to clas

sify all of the African characteristics and tendencies as either democratic ("pro- 

Western") or "authoritarian" (and thus possibly "pro-communist'‘"Or even Fascist!). 

Nor can it suffice to make fascile images of the African leaders as a modem type 

of African tribal king or chief by coining hyphenated terms like "Presidential- 

monarch ." One must instead analyze the ideas which these regimes have of 

the history of their peoples, of the indigenous political orders and of the colonial 

regimes, of their own positions as successors to the tribal and colonial authorities, 

and of the way of life which they are trying to foster.

This final part of our study is divided into three chapters. Chapter VI 

describes the major institutions of the governments and ruling parties in Ghana 

and Tanzania, showing the hegemony of Nkrumah and Nyerere overall the
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political institutions of their party-states. Chapter VII then examines the 

symbols whieh^^terpret the pre-eminent authority of the two rulers. Finally, 

Chapter yill considers the language symbols through which the Nkrumah and 

Nyerere regimes have attempted to-constitute new supra-tribal societal orders.
j*-
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CHAPTER VI
1

PARTY-STATE INSTITUTIONS

In chapter we shall consider the political, institutions of Ghana 

and Tanzania after the two countries achieved independence. We shall ex-
.j • ,

amine the organization of the two parties which dominated the political life 

of the countries, the governmental institutions under the two regimes, and the 

relationships between the parties and states.

Nkrurhah's Convention People's Party (CPP) had as its forerunner and 

prototype an organization found?^ by t^krumdlr while he was ip Lohd^^^prior, 

to his return to the Gold Coast after many years,abroad. Known as "The Cir

cle," its members trained "to commence revolutionary work in any part of the 
! ■ •

African continent."^ The constitution of this organization indicates that its 

purpose was to prevent "demagogues, quislings, traitors, cowards and self- 

seekers" from leading the African masses astray. Membership was restricted 

to professional revolutionaries who would unquestioningly obey "the Leader

ship of Kwame Nkrumah" and who would, among other things, fast one day 

each month and "meditate daily on the cause THE CIRCLE stands for." The 

ultimate aim of the group was the creation of "a Union of African Socialist

Republics. "2

The CPP constitution listed among CPP domestic aims the struggle for 

the independence and unity of Ghana, "for o speedy reconstruction of a bet

ter Ghana," and the promotion of "the Political, Social and Economic emanci

pation of the people." Internationally, the CPP was to cooperate "with other 

nationalist democratic and socialist movements in Africa and other continents.

253
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with a view to abolishing imperialism, colonialism, racialism, tribalism and 

all forms of national and racial oppression and economic inequality among 

nations, races and peoples and to support all action for World Peace." It 

was also to "support the demand for a West African Federation and of Pan- 

Africanism by promoting unity of action among the peoples of Africa and Af

rican descent." Membership was not restricted to professional revolutionaries. 

The organs, of the CPP consisted of a Nationql Secretariat, appointed by the 

National Executive ComrjHttee (NEC}ond controlled by the iatter'.s^gr^ral 

Committee (CC). The NEC was to carry out the CPP^arogram and policies as 

determined by the Annual Delegates' Conference. The CC, composed of the 

"Party Leader" (NkWmah) and other members whom he selects and whom the 

NE€ approves, "directs" the NEC and supervises all the administrative organs 

of the Party. It was the power center of the Party, which was further organi

zationally articulated into regional, constituency and branch organizations. 

Women's and Youth leagues were attached to-the Party

From the very beginning, Nkrumah insisted that factionalism would 

not be tolerated; and that the modus operand! was "democratic centralism," 

the Leninist term describing the provision of discussion under party auspices 

before, not after, decisions are made at the top by the party leader.^ After 

I960 the constituency and branch organizations of the Party declined in im

portance, while the auxiliory and functional organizations of the Party in

creased rapidly in number and importance. The latter were to counteract 

localism in the constituency organizations and to serve "as a basis for 

ganizing society along lines of Nkrumaism and socialism. "5 |t is beyond the

V
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scope of this study to describe these various bodies that had been formed and 

integrated witl^the Party. It is enough to note that these organizations cov- 

ered every major aspect of life and that no competitors to them were allowed 

to exist. The major of them were: Trades Union Congress (labor). United 

Ghana Farmers' Council and Ghana Cooperative Movement (agriculture),
f ‘ - *

Ghana Legion (ex-servicemen). Workers' Brigades (the unemployed). Na

tional Council of Ghana Women, and the Central Organization of Sports. 

Ideological youth organizdfrons in^luded'the Natiorial. Associatipn of Sofeial- 

ist Students' Organizations and the CPP Study Groups, abolished when within 

them "the-militant left" was gaining considerable autonomy within the Party,
t •

as well as the Young Pioneers, the Kwame Nkrumah- Ideolcgicat Institute at 

Winneba, and the League of Ghana Patriots. Each major auxiliary-of the 

Party had its own newspaper, each edited by one of the most radical and ide

ological of the party militants.^

If the CPP and the Ghana Government were one, as Apter and others 

claim,7 the expression of this identity is the "Program of the Convention Peo

ple's Party for Work and Happiness," which appeared in 1960 along with the 

Republican Constitution. Stressing "strong centralised leadership," the pro

gram refers throughout to the policies, activities and accomplishments of "the 

Party and Government" without differentiation.8 At the time of the constitu

tional referendum of January 1964 establishing Ghana officially as a "one-party 

state," of the 32 opposition MP's in the 104 member National Assembly elected 

in 1956 (the year before independence), only seven remained.' In the general
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elecMon in June 1965', an unopposed slate of CPP members was "elected" to

the new 198 member Assembly. Strong representation in the Assembly was
'

accorded to the CPP bureaucracy and the auxiliary organizations listed above, 

espiecially the ideological ones. This signified yet another increase in the im

portance of the auxiliary wings, especially the more militant of them, and of 

the executive at the expense of the already attenuated parliament.^

All of the foregoing’ is, however, of little relevance when one con-

siders that the party and the govenwient were iubord'inate to NkiHJmah .
■ ^

Nkrumah achieved his extra-cOnstitutional position in the name and with the

cooperation of the CPP. The major instrument at his disposal before 1960 was
! • ■ -

the Preventive Detention Act of 1958, which empowered the president to hold 

in detention for up to five years any Ghanaian citizen whose acts the president 

considered prejudicial to Ghana's defense, foreign relations, or security. The 

Avoidance of Discrimination Act of the previous year had prohibited the iden

tification of any political party with a particular tribal group or religion.'® 

Measures were taken by Nkrumah under these acts to weaken the opposition."

CPP officials tampered with the polling in the 1960 plebiscite when

the first day's vote was considered an insufficient approval of Nkrumah and 

the new constitution. Moreover, the full resources of the regime had been 

brought to bear in the campaign.'^ A provision of the 1960 constitution, 

which was not part of the draft constitution submitted to the people, gave 

power to Nkrumah to make law and "had the effect of merging the 

tive and legislative functions of government, reducing Parliament to an ap

pendage of the personal political machine for ihe duration of Nkrumah's rule."'®

execu-
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Other provisions and acts gave the president control over the civil service 

and the judici'qiy, and in late 1963 Nkrumah actually dismissed the Chief 

Justice of the Supreme Court when former cabinet officers were acquited of 

having conspired to assassinate Nkrumah.l4 |n 1961 it was made a criminal 

offense in any way to make the president an object of "hatred, ridicule, or 

contempt." This had the effect of strongly dampening criticism of Nkrumqh's

policies, actions and ideas. '
■

Thus, by the end of 1961, Nkrumah was free^^to rule 
by fiat through a controlled Parliament, to reach into the 
judicial structure at will, and to remove from the courts 
cases that he considered to be of security interest. With 
the aid of the'1958 Preventive Detention Act, he could 
reach anybody—including leaders of the party and Mem
bers of ParliamenI—who dared to criticize him or complain
about his public or private conduct. 16

By the time of the 1964 referendum establishing Ghana as a "one-party state," 

the party itself "had been stripped of all power, potentialities, and initiative 

as thoroughly as the rest of the state apparatus."1^ While the CPP increased 

its representation in the Assembly, the latter's functions had ceased to be any

thing but "marginal. "IS In his finol year in power, Nkrumah had achieved 

power over every governmental and administrative organ. "Substantive dis

tinctions between the presidency and the cabinet, between these two branches 

and Parliament, and between all three and the judiciary had been wiped out."19 

Moreover, the CPP itself, whose leaders as well as "rank and file had welcomed 

the enforced destruction of the opposition, " were now paying the price of sub

jection to "an extreme concentration of power" on which they had not reckoned.^®
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Contrary to the premises of the "one-party state, " the party had not merged 

with the civil' s^ice or army. "Accordingly, the role of the party in the 

actual administration of the state was wholly subsidiary

One is led at this point-to consider the "totalitarian" label attached 

to Ghana. Austin explicitly refers to Nkrumah's authority and power as "to- 

talitarian, " while Bretton repeatedly uses the terms "personal rule" and "au

thoritarian, " but not withouf implying that it is totalitarian.^2 Let us briefly' 

consider the validity of this^oncluyon.

The authorities on Ghana agree that while Nkrumah purged the "old 

guard" of early, moderate CPP leaders, he also swung around to subdue the 

militant ideological wing of the Party and to reinstate some of the old guard.23 

However, the Marxist ideological militants remained strongly entrenched in 

the press, the Young Pioneers, and the Nkrumah ideological Institute Of 

them, Bretton writes:

t ■

It is hard to imagine a weaker group, a group more dependent 
on one leader for its very survival than the vaunted Ghanaian 
Left.

What members of the Left had been able to do, and with 
reasonable success, was to provide Nkrumah with sets of ra
tionales—that he could use to cloak the old-fashioned, gar
den-variety political machine in ideologically respectable
garments.25

Although he recognizes that Nkrumah devoted "an extraordinary large share 

of his time and a considerable share of his country's scarce manpower and ma

terial resources to what might be called ideological pursuits, " Bretton, guided 

by "communication theory," does not take such pursuits seriously.26 Moreover,
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he says that most of Nkrumah's ideologists gave him "the impression" that 

they did not're^lly believe in "the nonsense" they propounded. This is, of 

course, "the impression" likely to be received by one who recognizes so 

clearly th"e "intellecEial npkedneK^' of Nkrumaism.27 If is a‘frequent ten

dency of analysts to find it hard to accept the fact that others may adhere to 

what "they find so obviously ridiculous. However, it is imgpi;tant to recognize 

that three of Nkrumah's latest books (Consciencism, Neo-^Colonialism, and 

Challenge of the Congo), -and perljaps parts .of his other works, •were’no'fHvrSt- 

ten by him.^® Moreover, Nkrurtiph himself recognized the use to which ideas 

and symbols could.be put, as the final chapter will show.
. I

Yet there are other considerations equally relevant to this question.

There is no reason to doubt that Nkrumah would entrust his ghost-vwiting to 

men who were like-minded or else would himself read, or have a trusted ad

visor read, the manuscripts before publication in his name. Nkrumah is not 

known to pass out blank checks. Moreover, Bretton himself notes that Nkru

mah's formative years were spent moving in "a make-believe worId."29 There 

is no basis for holding, therefore, that "only the vacuity, the atfibiguity at 

best," of Nkrumah's ideas on man and society "is socially of major relevance.

We prefer, on the basis of evidence known to Bretton himself—namely, Nkru

mah's background and continuously manifest concern Wilh such ideological pur- 

suits"to hold that the Nkrumah regime ruled on the basis of certain ideas and 

attitudes and that this is not incompatible with both an ongoing quest to realize 

an identity and a manipulative use of the ideas.

The CPP became "a massive propaganda machine, "31 according to Austin.

:■ ■
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And that precisel/ is what Nkrumah appeared to have in mind. Whereas 

Bretton subordmates ideological formation to every-day administration, 

Nkrumah apparently placed major value oh the former. Thus all members 

-of the-new-fjorj-iament in_ 1965 were required to spend three weeks studying 

Nkrumaism at the Nkrumah Ideological Institute, using Consciencism as the

i;
I

I
I
t
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basic- text. In fact, Nkrumah stressed in his address at-the first seminar held

is;
fi;at the Institute,that Party education had to become mass education-, with spe-

cial attention given to the^outh.^^

All of the foregoing does not, however, rriake'of Nkrumah's regime a 

"totalitarian" state. Despite Bretton's vision of the resurrection of "the ghosts 

of Hitler and Stalin, of Fascism, Communism, and Marxism, in Nkrumah's 

Ghana, "totalitarianism" in the sense of "metastatic activism, " of a volitional

SI
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I
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urge to redeem man by effecting a radical change in his nature and in the con- 

ditio humana,^^ -s
was absent. Indeed, in the attempt of the regime to make of 

Nkrumaism a political religion, and in the subordination of the party and state 

to the leader,there are to be observed similarities to the "totalitarian" re-

I
t
a-
I
IsIgimes of Hitler and Stalin; yet, even so, these and other "totalitarian" char- 

gcteristics were all present in but a crude and rudimentary way. Any orienta

tion towards a complete control of life was decisively mitigated by ideological " 

confusions,-deficiencie5j;5. technique, the absence of a developed eommunica- 

tions-transportation network, and large residues of African traditionalism and 

Western liberalism among those upon whom the regime had to rely. Moreover, 

African traditional life was characterized by the "total" claim on men's lives 

of the ordained modes of action. When appropriately used, the term "totalitarian"
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acquires its meaning within the context of the Western tradition of the limited

state: a state limited, .first and foremost, by its inability to embody, as a

Church, the spiritual dimension of man as destined for a supernatural end that

transcends the world and history.

This is not to deny the relevance of Nkrumah's early addiction to Len- 

.inist organisational principles and his oft-repeated dictum that ''organization 

is everything." Nkrumah's party organization was to replace the (.ineage struc- 

of traditional Africai^Ociety and itp remedy a deficiency in the>cdwial 

regime,, which through indirect rule had used that struct:^. The colonial re

gime had contributed the idea of ''nation-making," the idea that through 

tion of appropriate institutions one could make a large political society out of 

a multitude of different societies.Nkrumah shared with that regime the idea 

that a new society could be built. The CPP was that society in miniature, made, 

so that through its expansion it would make the larger society in turn. This ac

counts for the restriction of membership in "The Circle" to professional revolp- 

tionaries at a time when power was not yet in sight, and for the later attempt to 

make of the CPP a mass party with links to all social activities through the auxili

ary organizations. Nkrumah stressed the overwhelming importance of the propa

gation of "Nkrumaism" within the party itself, because it was to be the substart-' 

tive content of the organizdtipnal unity of the society as an entity through the 

party. In this sense, the party was to be to the state what society is to the state 

in q country whose.peqpfe share a common perception of the true and the good.37

ture

crea-

Tanzania's political institutions invite comparison with those of Nkrumah's 

Ghana if only by virtue of their resemblance to and imitation of them. Thus a
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■ close student of Tanzania writes:

It is no accident that the structure of local admfnis- ..
, tration built up in Tanzania since the achievement of inde

pendence in December 1961 closely resembles that of Ghana.
■ Both countries had'beetradmimstefe'd’by Britain and therefore 

'inherited d system of representative local government, though .. 
the latter was not well developed in Tanzania. At indepen
dence, each was controlled by a dominant political party.'.. 
which pursued similar aims. In fact, the constitution of T.A.N.U. 
was mpcfejled on that of the C. P.P. Moreover, the leaders of ' 
TdnMnia followed Ghana's example in appointing regional’and 

commissioners ^d in making^therrr respectively regional cwd^ 
district party secretaries.' • • v ‘. '
area

The formal structure of TANU is much like that of-the CPP. There is an admin

istrative headquarters,*comparable to the CPP Secretariat, and an Annual Con- ' 

ference. National Executive Committee, and Central Committee. -TANU is 

articulated into regional, district, and branch organizations. Its auxiliaries 

are the TANU Youth League, which since 1960 has been headed by Julius Ny“ 

erere's brother Joseph, and women's and elder's sections. TANU, like the CPP, 

absorbed the trade union organization.^^

Whereas it took more than three years for Ghana to replace its inde

pendence constitution with a republican constitution, Tanganyika made the 

change in a single year. Nyerere had resigned as Prime Minister a few weeks 

after independence in order to travel around the country working to strengthen 

and renew TANU.

During his political safaris, he pruned the dead wood from 
Tanu's branches, recruited new local leaders, cut Commun
ist links where he found them, and worked out tasks and tdr- 
gets for every region down to the smallest units of the social
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framework ... .Nyerere speeded up the appointment of 
Regional and Area Commissioners,- to replace the non- ■ 
politfcql Provincial and District Commissioners,; The 
new Comfnissioners were Tanu fnen, who had to report 
directly to the Tanu President, that is Nyerere. This 

.change, more than any other, demonstrated that the 
' “'par^, not the elected Parliament, was becornTng the^ 

source of authority .40

■

Nyere're was to resume state authority under the new constitution as Tangan

yika's first president. -

The republican constftutiorvwas explained by Pj-ime Minister iCd^wci
' ’ ' -Ji- .. '

and Nyerere himself as in the African democratic tradition. Meaningless West

minster forms, and the separation of head of state from head'of government had
1 ■ ' •

to be replaced by a single executive authority, with full responsibilities and 

powers under the rule of law.'^' Accordingly, the new ■■President of. the Repub

lic, Nyerere, was given exceptional powers under the constitution, and by 

■statute law, in almost every area of government. He was given exclusive power 

to administer the Preventive Detention Act of 1962, a power even more sweeping 

than that provided by the Ghanaian statute after which it was modelled.42 He 

was empowered to direct and control all prosecutions through "directions" which

A O
the Director of Public Prosecutions must obey. He appoints the Chief Justice 

and puisne judges and,. inheriting the royal prerogative, may pardon or reprieve 

anyone convicted of any offence. He*is immune from criminal suit . He appoints 

all ministers and terminates their appointments at will. He alone may create or 

abolish, and make appointments to, civil service offices.44 Under the Transfer 

and Delegation of Powers Act (1962), with few exceptions, the President may
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assume, or fransfer to any-other, {he statutory power or duty of any public 

a^integral part of the legislature, his powers of giving or 

refusing assent to Bills passed.by the National i^sembly are extensive ^ 

Moreover; the President was given "all those powers of making emergency 

regulations which in the days of 'colonial' rule were vested in the Governor."47 

Finally, with limited reservation, he may act in his own discretion, free 

neither to seek nor follow the advice of any other.48.

The next step in the ,ltAfricanization" of the government of Tangbn^^ 

y.ikQ_oarne in 1965 with'the forrnql establishment of a ond^party state. Even 

prior to that, however, -the true position of Nyerere was to be seen not in his 

assumption of the office'that has just been described, but in his ascendancy 

over TANU. Every seat but one in the Assembly was already in the hands of 

TANU; and in the Assembly TANU presented a united front on important ques

tions, the TANU position having been determined in TANU councils where 
Nyerere's influence was enom^. TANU also held all elective seats in lo- 

cal government. Furthermore, the only opposition party, the African National 

Congress, was declared unlawful and its head imprisoned. These facts, in ad-
f'

dition to the already noted assumption by TANU men of provincial administra

tion, had led the ordinary Tanganyikan to equate the government with TANU.''^^ 

Nyerere's election as president and the celebrotlon of the advent of the re

public in 1962 thus stimulated local party activity, with an increase in dues 

paying membership in TANU.^®

"In January 1963, Nyerere announced that the TANU Annual Confererice

officer.45 As;
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had approved a National Executive resolution to make TANU the only legal

"51 And atparty—converting a de facto one-party state, into a de jure one.

the same time the government rusticated Victor Mkello,.the secretaryrgeneral „

■ of the still independent Tanganyika Federation of Labour (in 1964 it will dis

solve the TFL, place 200'mdre labor unionists under preventive detention, and ' 

establish a government controlled labor organization).

. So, in 1965, with the Tanzania government admitting that 120 people 

under preventive detention (hgid wifhouWrial); qhd refusipp to'mdfee-j 

public who they were, proceeded to establish the one-party state.53 |n the ' 

September-pariiamentaiy and presidential elections, NyererO received 96.5% 

of a heavy vote—which was not surprising, as he ran unopposed. What was 

truly signij.i.cqnt about this election, and Tanzania's version of a one-party 

state as compared with Ghana's, was the parliamentary part of it. Unlike the 

CPP, TANU did not run a single slate of candidates. Most of the 101 consti

tuencies' in mainland Tanzania were contested by more than one TANU candi-

were

date; and it turned out that a surprising number of incumbents, including eleven

54 .ministers, were defeated.

We are now in a position to describe and assess the constitutional system 

which finally emerged in Tanzania and to compare it with the system that existed 

Iti Ghana during Nkrumah's lastyeor. In January 1964, empowered by the TANU

National Executive, President Nyerere appointed a commission to recommend

changes in the constitutions of Tanganyika and TANU that would best convert 

Tanganyika into "a democratic One Party State." The commission included
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representaHves from TANU, the Co-operative Movement, the TANU Elders,

non-African ci^iiens of Tanganyika, and the civil service .^5..... ....

The commission gave broad publicity to a questionnaire, seeking to

■ have the views of the public on all major questions with which it was con- 

cerned. Its report, submitted in March 1965, consisted of summaries of the 

public response on each question, response that was by no means without.var

iation; a discussion of the implications of each issue; and recommendations.

It was a well-written, cardlolly reasoned'report that deserves cpnsidteKftiojj, 

here, especially since its recommendations were adopted almost without change 

Recognizing that in the one-party state "fhe basic character of the party 

^ould/ have a deep constitutional significance, " the commission rejected the 

idea that the party should consist of "an elite group, a minority ideologically 

dedicated who provide from above the leadership necessary to activate fhe inert 

mass of the community." In accord with "democratic principles and, in particu

lar, with the principle of democracy as understood in traditional African society,"
_

TANU is to be "a mass party.''-JAiNU is to be open to all who adhere to its 

principles, which are not "narrow ideological formulations" but rather con

stitute "a broad statement of political faith" (p. 20). &me of these "ethical

principles, " as listed by Nyerere in his letter of guidance to the commission, 

are: the dignity and equality of all men; the right of all citizenVto equal par

ticipation at all levels of government; the right of citizens to "freedom of ex

pression, of movement, of religious-belief, of-association within the context,of 

law"; the right to receive protection of life and property from society; the "duty
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•to uphold the law"; social ownership of natural resources; and "equality, of 

opportunity." (p. 25).

Since the distinction between govemment.and party is nbfunderstood • 

b)rthe-pepple7-the distinction between the institutions of each is to be elim

inated. While this should not result in party institutions assuming the functions 

of government institutions, the NEC should receive "high constifutfonal sidtds, " 

with "the power to summon witnesses^and call for papers, " because its function 

is not.the same as that of tlje^teembly (ps- 22). .
■fK .

Candidates for public office are to be TANU mefhbers. "If the voters 

are to make an intelligent choice there must be some limitation on the number 

of candidates standing In a constituency." The British requirement of a'deposit 

by candidates^ is impractical in a poor country. Moreover, the party should have 

a "positive role" in pre-selecting candidates, a role which would be consistent 

with democratic principles if performed "in a spirit of tolerance and good faith." 

Thus in each constituency there should be three candidates, whose nomination 

has the support of 25 registered voters and is approved by the NEC. Further, 

the electioneering of the candidates must be sponsored by the local TANU or

ganization (pp. 22-23). TANU leaders ultimately decided to have two candi

dates for each constituency,- although there were sometimes more in the election 

that followed 1--___

Previously, debates in the Assembly were "lifeless and superficial" be- 

caose the real debates took place in the NEC. "In particular the TANU Parlia- 

• •-confiTJed to function in the manner appropriate too Party caucus
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, _in a Legislative Assembly divided on Party lines" (p. 23). This should be 

■ replaced by vigorous and free discussion. Thus the TANU Parliamentary 

Party and the ParJy Whip should be abofished, MP's should have the right 

^ to question and criticize, and iherefore Ministers are to be'MP'r^'feddy to 

answer questions and to explain and justify government policy." This re

quirement "emphasizes the responsibility of the-Government to the elector

ate and prevents discussion in the Assembly becoming academic or unreal"

S*-

(p. 24).

"Great importance was attached to the special ppsffion of the Pre^- 

dent as the symbol of national unity ." He”is to be nominated by TANU (act

ing jointly with the Affo-Shirazi Party in'Zanzibar) and "presented to the 

voters at a ballot in which they will be asked to vote either for or against 

the candidate." If a majority vote against him, another candidate is to be 

presented to the voters. The President may dissolve Parliament at his discre

tion, but there must then be a new presidential as well as general election.

This provision is "to maintain the sovereignty of Parliament in the context of 

a Presidential system" (pp, 24-25).

Ttie commissioa.approved the abrogation by the President in 1964 of 

rules prohibiting members of the civil service, army and police from joining 

TANU, and it recommended that civil servants be eligible for membership in 

the Assembly only if nominated by the President (p. 26). It approved the af

filiation of the National Union of Tanganyika Workers and of the Cooperative 

Union of Tanganyika with TANU, and it recommended that they be given repre

sentation in the NEC (p. 27).
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It was.recommended that the TANU Constitution be revised by en

larging the TANU Annual Conference to include all Mfi and three elected

delegates instead of one delegate-from each district; and by giving the Party
. ■ '..................—^ ..... ■ . r

President the power to remove major administrative officers of the Party (p. 27).

In effect, the NEC and Nyerere wete to assume even greater authority wiihiri

the Party.

The commission gave considerable thought to the question of a bill of 

rights . It observed that tj)e'new systenisWaTnot to .impose "bureaucreftjg^e- 

straint on a mass of unwilling citizens" but to "enabl^the ordinary 

participate more fully in the process of government." It concluded, however, 

that "a Bill of Rlghts’would invite conflict between the Judiciary and the Ex

ecutive and Legislature." Moreover, Tanganyika's economic development 

plans "cannot be implemented without revolutionary changes in the social 

structure." Moving in mind the conflict between President Roosevelt and the 

Supreme Court in the 1930's, the commission argued that ^'the extent to which 

individual rights must give way to wider considerations of.social progress" are 

. properly political rather than judicial decisions. Citing, the example of the 

United Kingdom, it aigued that "the rights of the individual in any society 

defend more on the ethical sense of the people than on formal guarantees in 

the law." Thus a Bill of .Rights would "be^neither prudent nor effective" given 

1‘anganyika's present circumstances (pp. 27-28).

On the basis of the foregoing, the commission found that Party and 

Government officials were inevitably to have "wide discretionary powers."

man to .
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' There was therefore needed some means of remedying abases and of limiting 

those powers without hindering "the task of nation building." The Disciplin-
V '

ary Committee of TANU is one means. Another is the recommended "perman

ent Commission fo be appointed by the President, with a wide discretion tO 

^ inquire into^aljegations of abuse of power by officials of both Government and 

Party alike." This.Commission is to report all findings and recommendations to 

the President, but not itself initiate any action. Existing provisions regarding 

the judiciary are-approved,trial-by [pry is deemed impractical (p,»<^2§;|^ 

Paper provisions such as the above are one things"and the will to im- 

pTement thenf as well^isTtHeir actudrimi^menfaTidn dfe yet othersThelid- ' 

tore of the provisions afbng with their explanations do,, however, allow one 

to make o-tentative assessment. First of all, true freedom, at least in a poor 

country like Tanzania, is seen to depend on economic improvement. On this 

basis, political and personal freedoms, while hardly neglected, are clearly 

subordinated to the requirements of economic development and "nation build

ing." Moreover, at least a possible conflict between such freedoms and re

quirements is assumed. Second, the implication runs throughout the report,

—and in fact is embodied in the political institutions of the state, that the peo

ple ^J'anMnia are incapable of sustaining democracy in the modem Western 

sense, and that the constitutional order provided for is the one that could best 

link the traditional "democratic" forms with a true, yet new African type of, 

democracy yet to be realized. Third, the new provisions appear decisively 

to shift the locus of major political activity from the party to the government.
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and mosf especially to the President and the National Assembly. Fourth,
' V

emphasis is placed more on the development of what might be called a na- ■ 

tional civic culture or fundamental national consensus that could tolerate 

and sustain much diversity on the level of issues and procedures, as-opposed 

to an attempt to found societal unity on the inculcation of a rigid, elaborate 

ideology.' Finally, the plan assumes that regardless oFwhaf institutions and 

laws are created, the future of Tanzania is decisively dependent on the quality
•o' '

of the leadership and the acceptance of-that leadership by the people. The at- 

tempt is therefore made.to give the leadership utmost d^cfOtionary powers while 

providing institutional means for the closest possible communication between the 

leaders and people, fhese implications find confirmation in Nyerere's assertion 

of primary concern with the long term: "what matters is.. .what kind of life 

our people will be able to lead in the more distant future—say in the year 1980

and after."58

S*-

When one turns from constitutional form to political content, some of 

the inferences drawn above find further support. In the presidential election 

of 1962 Nyerere had won,97% of the votes as Zuberi Mtemvu, the racist leader 

of the opposition African National Party, ran very poorly in an election that 

gave no indication of having been dishonestly conducted.59 Nyerere appears 

to have retained the genuine popularity among the people that Nksumah lost.

Also unlike Nkrumah,.thefeJsJio..eyjdence.Qthis.usingJhe, vast powersjst his_______

disposal in his own interest and to the detriment of the asserted ends.

Since Tanganyika's independence there has been an increasing shift of
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power wilhin TANU from Its administrative side to its policy-making side, and 

from the CC to the NEC. More importantly, power shifted from the Party to
' V.

the Government, particularly to Nyerere's cabinet many of whose members 

were also NEC members. "The abolition of the distinction between party and 

government servants" in 1964 was "a sign of weakness in TANU. 

however, a new trend emerged. TANU district'conferences nominated candi

dates for the 1965 Assembly elections, almost all of whom were approved by 

the NEC. The election resi^ indicated 'tliat MP's would have to consLde^r 

their constituencies, and that no safe constituencies remained. Moreover, 

the creation of six specialized committees in the Assembly would contribute

>•60 In 1965,

to the enhancement of tts debate, as would its selection of fifteen members

from nominees proposed by the national organizations of workers, cooperatives, 

women, and the university, and approved by the NEC.^^

What exists in Tanzania, then, is a complex structure of institutions.

At the top the President and his Cabinet and the NEC make policy, and over

see and direct the state and the partyAt the next level, the National As

sembly in particular is the embodirtjent of democratic purpose. Much has been 

done to make it representative within the limits imposed by Tanzania's lack of 

a representative tradition and by the leaders' commitment to economic develop

ment. A step was taken to stimulate discussion within it afta-to^ubject govern

ment policy to that discussion .^^ Moreever; the"election procedOres--wheTeby 

at least two candidates are nominated through the party organization in each 

. single member constituency—shows some promise of revitalizing the local party
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organizations by providing them with an important function that, normally, 

can be exercised without dictation from above.

The true ndture of th'e Tanzanian political order is to be understood

therefore from the kind of development the regime is dedicated to, and from

the means adopted in the pursuit of these ends. One observer notes that

“Tanzopia has joined the small vanguard of West African states that have

decided. ..to scrap most of their inherited institutions, political values, and

• ■

infrastructure, and build a tjew and genuinely African society from the-grgund 

up." The key to this attempt is "the rural majority, who'liad been introduced

■‘to''poTitios“byTANO^irn3ppositioTrto"the^heri*eoTonicrl"governmentT"6'^The------

new one-party system, as we have seen, emphasized local political activity 

by providing for direct election from among several candidates, by making 

the MP's sufficiently free from party discipline to initiate legisitrtion and to 

criticize government policy, and by therefore giving the people the oppor

tunity to express themselves on policy when the MP's present themselves for 

re-election. In 1965 Tanzania also reduced its ties with its East African neigh

bors, a move contrary to its Pan-African aspirations, and began to look increas

ingly inward.This culminated in a series of sweeping changes and 

declaration of policy in 1967.

■ In January 1967 Nyerere spent a month touring rural Tanzania, and 

then convened a meeting of the NEC in a small town in northern Tanganyika, 

Arusha. The outcome was the Arusha DeolarOtlon of February-5 on national 

development. This Declaration reaffirmed the goal of transforming Tanzania

a new
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from a poor into a prosperous country through o "revolution” that would over

come the weaknes^thot had led to their being oppressed and disregarded. It 

pointed to a past emphasis on money as the key to development, a mistaken 

emphasis for a poor country and a dangerous one because it leads to depen

dence on those who provide grants and loans. It pointed also to o mistaken 

emphasis-on industrialization. In the interest of genuine development, in

dependence of foreign control^ and of preventing the urban few from bene

fiting at the. expense of the rurSl many, Tariiania^is^now to be self-reliaJiHa;^ 

developing its agriculture through hard work.

Let us go to the villages and talk to the people and see 
whether or not it is possible for them to work harder.

The energies of the millions of men in the villages and 
thousands of women in the towns which are at present 
wasted in gossip, dancing, and drinking, are a great 
treasure which could contribute more toward the devel
opment of our country than anything we could get from
rich nations .66

On the following day Nyerere, with the promise of "full and fair"

compensation, nationalized foreign-owned export-import firms, commercial

banks, and insurance companies; and the government assumed a controlling 

interest in large industries and agricultural estates. "Nyerere-had at a stroke 

brought' his country further along the road to socialism than even.. .Nkfumoh

had token-Ghana."^7

The major effect of the doctrine of self-reliance is to be increasing 

mobilization of the people through increasingly central control over local af-
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fairs. Whereas one might speak in 1965 of "a population interested, but not 

too mobilized, the centroUzing trend was already unmistakable .69 Even 

prior to 1965 there had been "a basic conflict” in the districts "between cen- 

^tral control.. .and local autonomy. It was seen particularly in the creation 

of Village Development Committees (VDQ) as the basis of local government. 

While the VDQ were described "as the institutional expression" of traditional 

African communal norms, "the functions that are presently devolved upon the 

VDQ are clearly intended to adapt the rpral populations to an entirely new 

way of life, geared to the requirements of a modern, se'culsg: administration.*"71 • 

The government recognized that the rural Africans "resist change, ” and that

"they are puzzled and sometimes hostile to people who are trying to bring new 

ideas and new ways of doing things." Yet the key to development is "that the 

people themselves must experience a genuine motivation as well as a sense of 

collective responsibility for the performance of the tasks they have been as

signed, with the outside agent merely acting in an advisory capacity."72 jhus 

'hation-building, " to be based on the voluntary rather than forced participation 

of the people, requires an unusually influential leadership that can re-interpret 

traditional ways^to.make modernization acceptable.

It is perhaps most relevant to this problem that Ghana based the "rural 

local authorities on small traditional units of local government, "73 vvith the 

local chief eligible for appointment as president of the local courtcil,'74 and " 

that these councils have been subject to tight control and considerable inter

ference by the central government. Tanzania, however, abolished the powers
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6f.chieftaincy75 and did not base its larger districts on the small traditional 

polities. "The voluntary basis of her one-party state has been more marked 

than in Ghana, and this fact has probably tended to-reduce the amount of 

political interference f<vwhich her local authorities have been subjected.

If the political order of Tanzania is more acceptable to its people than the 

order of Ghana was to Ghanaians, the difference is to be sought in large 

part in the quality of its leadership; far in eadi country the dominant poli-

cies, political symbolism, (^ institution's were-deterfnined by its one bJgh

ruler.

t

*
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CHAPTER VII

SYMBOLS OF AUTHORITY
•• /

There are two major types of symbols to be examined in this study. 

The first group of symbols consists of certain titles,, gestures and rituals ex

pressive of the personal authority and office of Nkrumah and Nyerere as 

rulers. A distinct yet closely, related body of symbols consists of the more 

elaborate statements of the regimes concerning their rootedness in the Afri-

can historical experience, their foundation upon the essential principles of 

a pristine African type of pojjiy which was^prevailing in Africa when th*;Eu- 

ropeans came, and their purposeful mission to realize Africa's appointed des- .

tiny. The present chapter is devoted to the analysis of the fjrst group of sym

bols. Chapter VIII treats'of the aggregate of ideas about'an African type of 

political society extending through the present and linking Africa's past with

its future.

With the advent of the republican constitution of Ghana in 1960, 

Nkrumah's official title became "Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, President 

of the Republic of Ghana.In this melange of symbols, the term ^., ex

pressive of recognized intellectual attainment, and the term President, de

noting the supreme executive authority in a modem constitutional republic, 

pose no difficulty, for their significance is immediately apparent to the West

ern world. The symbol Osagyefo is the one which requires special attention, 

for in unofficial references to Nkrumah its use by itself was assiduously cul

tivated as a short title, indicative of its dominance over the other symbols.

277
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The symbol has both traditional and Christian meanings, jn the past it was 

commonly used as an adulatory form of address to Fanti chiefs. Connoting 

“the twin ideas of salvation and struggle," it could best be rendered in Eng- 

olish as "Warrior-Savior."^ The chief as captain in war, deriving magical 

victory-conferring powers from the royal ancestors through his sacred stool of 

office, was Osagyefo ("Conqueror").3 The specifically,Christian meaning of 

the term emerges from the fact that- this word was used by the Basel missionar

ies for the teims "Messiah, "'^'Savior,-" and "Redeemer" when they produced 

the first translation of the Bible intcrthe Twi language in thg^ldttet part of%e

--k"-

-y

nineteenth century.4

A number of other traditional titles ordinarily applied to chiefs, and
i •

taken from the various dialects of the country, were given to Nkrumah. He 

was "Kukudurlnl (Man of Courage, Unfrightened, Brave) Katamanto “(Man 

Whose Words Are Irrevocable, And Who Protects the People) Kasapieko (Man 

of Final Words, Who Says Things Only Once) Oyeadieyie (Man of Action, Who 

Does Things Right) Nufeno (Strongest of All, Who Surpasses Everybody)."5 In 

his autobiography Nkrumah asserted a claim by descent to two chieftaincies 

in the county, both of which he apparently assumed.^ It was therefore empha

sized in a CPP organ that Nkrumah is "himself a Chief and a direct descendent 

of the famous warrior Chief Aduku Addiae." He is, however, higher than other 

chiefs, for he not only released them from "foreign, bondage" but “further ele

vated them to positions of dignity and respect." Osagyefo is no less than "their 

redeemer and benefactor."7 Thus the press would show such things as a picture 

of a young chief with Nkrumah, the caption having the former say "welcome
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father" to "the^reat One" Nkrumah.^

The chiefs were looked upon by the Nkrumah regime as "the custodi- 

of the tribal heritage."9 This idea is in keeping with the traditional Akan 

distinction between the rulers (chiefs) and the custodians of the tribal tradi- 

^ tions (Queen Mother, linguist, priests). Nkrumah himself ossumed the chiefly 

function of being the effective mediator between the ancestors and the state, 

and the chiefs in modern Ghana were to be the repositories of knowledge about 

the ancestors. 'Thus while Nkmmah swore tp guarantee and preserve chief- 

taincy when he took the oath of officg as President of Gh‘ana,J*^if'Was with' ’ 

the understanding that the functions of chiefs Tn Ghana are "ceremonial. .7 

only. "11

ans

I'

Nkrumah was accompanied by the trappings of chiefehip on all impor

tant occasions. For example, the new Republic of Ghana was ushered'in by 

an elaborate ceremony opening the first session of Parliament on July 4, I960. 

It began with the President's approach, "signified by the beating of traditional 

drums, and his entry into the Chamber by the blowing of traditional horns." As 

the great chief of Ghana, he was "accompanied into the Chamber by linguists 

representing the various Regions." In the Chamber Nkrumah was seated in'the 

State Chair, which was modelled after a chiefly stool .12 A new mace of tra

ditional design stood in front of the table "giving the effect of a traditional 

kyiame's Ainguist'^ stick." Nkrumah faced the members seated in.the tra

ditional "U" arrangement assumed by the lesser chiefs in the councils of Akan 

states. 13 The ceremony was marked by a libation prayerl^ that fused primarily 

Akan'and modern, but also some Christian, ideas. It began;
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Grand. Spirits of Ghana's Ancestors /latnanfo 7 
Drink!
Harken, grand Sires/nananom 7
That God .may know
That GhanaVs up
To greet
And thank Him.
Great, Dependable God /Nyankopon, Tweaduompon 7 of oor 
- - Ancestors . .
Creator of all /iBore-Bore 7, fhe secret 
Of whose design no one can tell.

God, the "Ever-beckoning Grandfather, " is then asked for grace, health-, 

progress, good fortune, and longlife. Then come the words:

-Ghano-weni-into-consoltationT- ^------------
We went and consulted the Old Lady,

She bqde us tell th4 world 
Progress follows after change.
And Ghana must change 
From incomplete independence 
To become a fully-fledged Republic. 
Whereupon the sons of Ghana 
Went in search of a leader 
iVid went to the base 
Of the Stool of Prosperity 
We directed our staffs 
We were told
That wise son Kwame Nkrumah
Is the courageous one
Who with humility
And the fear of God
And the nature of wisdom
Should come to rule the Republic

If the Head of State "has any power 
Then it is the people's Will 
That has given it to him;
And what people's wi 11 has given 
The same people's will can reclaim.

If we regard the last lines as a reference to the sovere.ignty of the people, a
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principle.that is indeed proclaimed in the constitution, then the modern con

ception of political authority is merged with the traditional Akan idea. This 
\ ■ ■ ■ . 

conclusion must emerge frorh a consideration of the whole pasMge, which is

a clear expression of the procedures for selecting the king or chief of an Akan

state.

The "coijsultation" is about a "ruler." In Akan politics it is the pre

rogative of the Queen-Mother to designate the new chief. She is also the 

bearer of the most sacred traditions ofthe state. Therefore, she declares in ' 

the prayer what kind of a state Ghana is.. The "sons of Ghana" Who have

"staffs" are elected members of parliament assimilated to the lesser chiefs who 

constitute the chief's court but afe not members of the royal family. They

-represent the people (the major families) and mediate popular consent to the 

candidate for enstoolment. Thus the reference to "people's will" in the prayer 

must,, in context, mean not only the democratic idea of popular sovereignty

but also the traditional Akan practice. The Parliament is Nkrumah's court.

The "stool of prosperity" is, a symbol expressive of both old and new 

ideas. The stool is the channel of ancestral influence, an omphalos through 

which prosperity flows into the whole society. ' In the prayer, the meaning of 

prosperity is extended to include the substance of modem plenty. The stool is 

the channel of ancestral election of Nkrumah as ruler.

The prayer continues:

Our Great Ancestor /~^lana, a name for Nyam_e/ 
A climber that climbs a good tree
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Deserves dur aid.
We pray Thee
Be the protector and guide
Of this our Head oKState.

A "good tree" is an omphalos that links this world with the transcendant 

world and mediates.life, order and prosperity to the society. The most 

famous kind of tree among the Akan is called Nyame dua (God's tree) and 

is used to make stools and altars to Nyame. 16 The prayer ends with a re- 

quest that the "Grand Spirits of our An^tors" (samdnfo) drink the libation 

offered and give life to Ghana and "the union of Africa." The GhonOian 

ancestors will be the source of a liying African unity because if is to be 

realized under the aegis of their descendant Nkrumah, the "climber" of 

the omphalic tree.

We referred above to the title Osagyefo as having Christian as well 

as traditional connotations. Beyond that, however, there has been a delib

erate attempt to portray Nkrumah's authority as Christian. Political versions 

of the Lord's Prayer and the Apostle's Creed circulated widely in Ghana. The 

latter reeds in part:

• V

I believe in the Convention People's Party,
The opportune Saviour of Ghana,
And in Kwame Nkrumah its founder and leader

Suffering under victimisations;
Was vilified, threatened with deportation;
He disentangeled himself from tfie clutches of the U.G.C.C. 
And the same day he rose victorious with the 

"verandah boys,
Ascended the Political Heights,
And sittlth at the Supreme head of the C.P.P.^^
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I
Notice that in this credo it is the CPP which is identified as the "Savior, "

the richness of this symbol emerging from the identification of Nkrumah as 

likewise the Savior with the CPP JS fhe CPP itself is assimilated to the *> 

Kingdom of Heaven, and membership in it constitutes a life of grace, a sav

ing participation in the life of Nkrumah. The colonial regime, the agent of 

his redeeming passion, rejected his leadership but became the'unwitting in- 

„strument of his mission. The U.G.C.C. is the abode of the dead from whence

s-

i
ii
I
fi:
i
IENkrumah arises victorious over a death of^sential slavery to the light of full
15

■ Ifreedom.

I
I
i-

Perhaps the most blatant identification of Nkrumah with Christ was 

asserted in an article in Nkrumah's Evening News entitled "Osagyefo, the 

Prince of Peace.It claims that Isaiah's prophecy "concerning the Mes

siah has come true in the life of Osagyefo, " who is "the Son of Man, " "the 

everlasting Father," and "the Prince of Peace." Like Jesus,' Nkrumah was 

of humble birth, loves children, and appoints disciples. The latter are re

gional and district commissioners and CPP secretaries who are "doing the work 

of God" in "telling the people about the new doctrine of Nkrumaism, " for 

"Jesus and his disciples were not capitalists" but sosialists.j' The Gospels are 

to be read and understood "in conjunction with Osagyefo's mission." Nkru

mah '-has come not to destroy but to fulfil. He is the Soviour as well qs the 

Light of Africa as a whole, and a way-shower to ihe world in general,"

Sometimes the symbolism was mixed, as when Nkrumah was called the 

"Black Star, " the "Moses, " and the "Messiah of Africa"; or the "Great One"

IS'.
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(usual English equivalent of the Akan god Nyankopon) who fulfills the 

Biblical prophecy that "Ethiopia shall arise.Finally, he was "the 

, •'Prophet, the Sage, the Nobleman of our age shining as bright as the sup."^^ 

Nktumah was not only presented as the successor to the Akan chiefs 

and to Christ, but to the colonial authority as well. Christianborg Castle 

has been an important symbol of authority in Ghana since it first became 

"the home of the European governors and the seat of the colonial powers." 

Nkrumah decided a couple of months after^ndependence thot the seat of his 

government would be established at the castle. He later explained:^ ’**-

It was important and indeed'psychologically necessary 
that the people's government should be seen to operate 
from the castle . Only in this way would the masses of 
the people realize that effective power was now in the 
hands of their own elected leaders and that the might of 
the colonial power was no more .22

Flagstaff House was the center of government from 1959 to 1963, and upon

Nkrumah‘s return to Christianborg he said that'henceforth it was to be known 

as "the Castle." This was a most appropriate choice, for the people of the 

" Gold Coast generally referred to the colonial authority simply as "the Castle."23

The symbols of Nyerere's authority are not unlike those of Nkrumah's^ 

although they are less elaborate. In an interview on a BBC-TV program, which 

among other things showed Nyerere at ceremonies of unification with Zanzibar, 

wearing leopard-skin garb in the fashion of a chief, Nyerere stressed his own 

symbolic importance as a leader. He cited the chief as the personal embodi

ment of traditional African authority; the governor as the symbol of colonial
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authority; and the new African leader as the symbol of independence and na

tional society. "We act in symbols, " Nyerere affirmed.Thus, when Tan

ganyika became a Republic il^ December 1962, Nyerere took a double oath 

during his installation as president. The first oath was administered by the 

chief justice in the usual procedure followed in modern Western republics. 

The second oath was tribal, and it was administered by an old African chief 

who presented Nyerere with the traditional chiefly regalia:

h

This long ROBE marks you as^the Father of the N<1“ ■ 
tion. May the favor of your leadership spread all over

-the Country.-.as-thisRQBE-spceads all over your body...___ _
Accept this SPEAR as the symbol of Courage and 

Protection, both, for yourself and for the citizens of Tan
ganyika. May you stand firgi, at all times...

This SHIELD symbolizes the Defence of our young 
Nation. Our Country is now entrusted to the protection 
of your able hands. With these arms.. .with all your power 
and might.. .protect all the Citizens from their enemies.. .25

Nyerere was then annointed according to Nyamwezi custom;

Chief Mazengo placed some "LWANGA" on Dr. Nyerere's 
forehead and said: "By the Power of Almighty God, may 
your ruling bring forth Blessings, Peace, Health, Success 
and Prosperity at all times..." Dr. Nyerere, all decked 
out in his tribal garb, promised to fulfill all his obligations 
. ..then he stepped down from the dais and faced the huge 
crowd filling the stadium...The Royal Kiha drums started 

. to roll, and the delirious citizens gave their First President 
a deafening ovation .26

This ceremony is noteworthy for several reasons. The first oath, which 

the Catholic missionary source merely refers to as "religious, " was, given the 

important Muslim minority in the country, very likely administered with the
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Koran as well as with the Bible.27 Yet the burden of this part of the cere

mony was to establish Nyerere as a modem president, who in assuming the 

position as head of state as Well as of government replaced the imperial Brit

ish mbnarcli.' Nyerere succeeds to the colonial authority in the fullest sense, 

yet the oath of office binds him to the obligations and purposes that constituted 

the colonial justification. ' ' '

The second jxart of the ceremony was clearly a composit of the chiefly 

ceremonies of at least two Tanganyika tribes, the Nydmwezi and the Ha. 

Administered by an old chief, its burden was to confer traditional Iggii'imacy 

on Nyerere as the supra-tribal chief of a new multi-tribal society. Accord

ingly, in invoking divine blessings on Nyerere, the old chief refers to Nyer

ere as a ruler, a usage that jars with usual republican language; and he sub

stitutes "citizens of Tanganyika" for the people of the tribal society or chief- 

dom. Moreover, as "Father of the Nation" Nyerere is regarded os the first of 

this new type of chief in Tanganyika. To Nyerere, as to all chiefs but most 

especially to the founders of new orders, is attributed the military virtues.28 

In addition, the old chief asks that Nyerere's rule, through divine power, 

produce the traditionally valued goods of such things as health and prosperity. 

The form of this invocation is tribal, and the implication is that Nyerere as 

president assumes the chiefly ritual duty of fecundating the complex of man, 

society and nature. In this connection, finally, Nyerere's "power and might" 

and his effectiveness in ensuring life find their sanction in God under His as

pect of the "Almighty." Since the dominance of the tremendum is common to
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both Islamic and African religious experienced^ while it is not foreign to 

Christianity, one may see in the old chief's invocation an attempt to place 

Nyerere's political authoriiy on a religious foundation that does not conflict 

with the various religions of the country. The invocation would also be con

sistent with Nyerere's emphasis on economic development that does not de

pend primarily on foreign aid. ■

Like Nkrumah, Nyerere has a traditional title, Mwalimu, the Swa

hili word for teacher. The title is apt,’for Nyetere .was a teacher in Tan- 

ganyika for some years before and after his study at Edinburgh Uni\tersL^ froth
y

r949-1952~dhd'he only fesigned~as~a teaclierwhen his^uperidrs at the mis-- 

sion school in Tabora required in 1954 that he choose between teaching and 

politics. According to one student of Tanganyikan politics,^® the term was 

first applied to Nyerere after independence by certain TANU members who 

"objected to Nyerere's moderate racial stance and his policies of compromise 

and common sense." This authority continues: A.4

Realizing that an open attack upon such a revered public 
figure would be suicidal, and noting Nyerere's habit of 
using public platforms to lecture his followers and col
leagues, rather than serve up bombastic political harrangue, 
the few detractors coined the nickname "Mwalimu." This 
was meant to connote, mildly, it must be remembered, a 
slight tendency towards pedagogic pomposity on Nyerere's 
port.

Their plan backfired, as "both Nyerere's supporters and the mass of the people 

took the title as a.compliment," and "Nyerere's close associates began to use 

the title in a praiseworthy sense." This was possible because the term not only
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V
connotes a "tendency towards pomposity, towards empty moralization, towards

patronization, " but also "intelligent concern and scholarly authority."

The source of the above information doubts that the title implies au- 

thority in a religious sense, even though its specific meaning is an official 

teacher attached to an Islamic mosque. He argues that the Christians in Tan

zania are probably unaware of the religious connotation of the title, and that 

"the Muslim population, who are well aware of the connotation, know full 

well that Nyerere is a Christian." Despite these faefs, there is still reason 

to think that the title connotes something more than merely secular.auffiority 

to many Tanzanians. In support of this position if may be alleged that, in tFm 

interests of political harmony in adoigely non-Christian state, Nyerere plays 

down his own religious adherence and ensures that adherents to Islam and in

digenous African religion are well represented in the party and government. 

His own religion is largely a personal and private affair. There is therefore 

no reason why he could not be a religious figure in his public capacity. Nor 

is there any reason why the religious implications of his authority would have 

to bo associated with any specific religion or denomination. Mwalimu is a

Swahili term and Swahili is spoken by virtually all of Tanzania's people, only 

a minority of whom are Muslim. For the Muslim, the Mwalimu is a teacher, 

and-tradirionolly all learning was religious; far the Swahili, who represents a 

blend of the Islamic and the indigenous African, the "Wqlimu are those who 

deal with cases caused by.. .spirits" or fini;^^ and to the non-Muslim Africans 

who speak Swahili, and have therefore been irrfluenced to some extent by

- --•»
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Swahili-lslaitiic culture, the term probably conveys at least a vague religious 

connotation. In the Segeju tribe the diviners are called walimu, which is the'

, plural form of the word. Their method was thought to derive from “orthodox 

Islamic science," and their great dignity derived from their religious position. 

In at Jeast one town in Western Tanganyika, the "religious leader" or mwalimu 

of Hie Muslim community played "the part very much of a headman" to that 

community.^ Finally, the very sound of the word mwalimu has a numinous 

quality that could be expected to inspir^g^ sense of avye in those who have ho 

idea what the term means, and this sense would be reinforced by themystery

of arTbbviousIy'important titl^of^oselneaningThey are ignorant. ....

Other praise names Were applied to Nyerere, but none of them have 

been used with the regularity of Nkrumah's titles. Nyerere was called such 

things as "our Savior," "the Immaculate," and "the Most Honorable."^

Just as Nkrumah moved into Christiansboig Castle, Nyerere moved into 

Government House, the home of the colonial governors, and stressed the im

portance of doing so.^

The symbols of the two authorities are thus quite similar. They are, 

moreover, very revealing of the quest for order in the two countries, of the 

sftvgg'les being waged in the souls of the men of these regimes, and of the im

pediments to any easy resolution of that Struggle. Since the fui! .meoning of 

these things requires an examination of the second set of symbols, it behooves 

us here to restrict our assessment of the first sot of symbols to a brief considera

tion of their more immediate implications, reserving a more complete statement
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for the concluding chapter.

The symbols surve)^d above present the authority of Nkrumah and 

Nyerere in several different ways. They suggest that these two men are es- 

-sentidlly African monarchs of the old type, deriving their authority from the 

, ancestors and the divine powers of whose experience and cult the indigenous 

refigt6ns”of”AfriGan tribal-societies consisted. Thfs^pe of authority experi

ences the effective power y^iich it is able to exercise as originating in a.sacred 

realm and as transmitted through certatfi sacred objects thpt connect the society^ 

to that transcendent realm. The primary function of such a ruler irnot so much

/>'

the governance of men, much less the administration of things, as it is to main

tain the sacred powers through periodic ritual purifications and adherence to the 

taboos, as well as to ensure the people's compliance with the proper modes of^ 

action and life as established by the ancestral founder of the societal order.^7 

The authority of Nkrumah and Nyerere is also symbolized as being 

sanctioned by the God beside whom there is no other, the.God of the Jews, 

Christians and Muslims. Nkrumah is another Christ, going far beyond the di

vine right doctrine of Christian kings. Even here, however, is the hint of d 

specifically archaic interpretation. We have seen in the earlier chapters that 

the assumption of a new king or chief was experienced as a repetition of the 

original foundation of the monarchy, that the new king is in a sense the first 

king. Nkrumah is in a sense Christ "in our time," but being Christ he is in

that sense "immortal, " justifying the chant of his followers that "Nkrumah never

dies." It is precisely in this connection, however, that an insurmountable
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difficulty arises. The integrity of the archaic view of the primordial act being 

repeated is dependent upon an historical experience of existence.^® Nkrumah's 

view, as will be explained in.the next chapter, is radically historical; he oper

ates within a world made historical in a decisive way by the advent of Christ, 

an event that underlies even the most anti-Christian of modern historical think

ing.The tension between archaic and Christian experiences'of history is 

manifest in the symbols by virtue of the presence of that tension within the soul 

of Nkrumah and the lives of his people, who rernain caught up in two worlds, in 

two modes of existence.

A similar tension is manifest in the symbol Mwalimu and in the 

ies attending Nyerere's installation as President. As the first Tanganyikan uni

versity graduate, his claim to authority by virtue of his Western learning ond 

mastery of modern organizational techniques was superior to that of Dr. Nkrumah. 

Yet religious learning and authority ("wisdom") is suggested by his title as well 

as secular learning ("knowledge," "skill”). The two types of learning, differ^ 

ent in reality, are merged in the one symbol. The installation ceremonies juxta

pose a derivation of authority from the sacred objects, which traditionally media

ted power from the divine forces recognized by the tribe, but responsibility to 

that Almighty God beside whom there is no other.

Tlie tension becomes extremely marked when it is seen that these new 

"chiefs" assume the seats of colonial power and of Western purpose to obtain 

the blessings promised by the application of the knowledge and techniques which 

were developed in Europe.^n African chief is not a republican president.

■ 'j/

ceremon-
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and what is basicall/ African is not ihe modern secular world that emerged 

from Christendom. Yet Nkrumah and Nyerere seem compelled to.have it
. • ‘ V , '■ ‘

bolh ways. This necessity constitutes the major dilemma for the regimes, 

further implications of which will emerge in the succeeding chapter.

r ’ .
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CHAPTER VII i

IDEAS OF AFRICAN SOCIETY AND HISTORY

Ghana and Tanzania became constitufionally one-party states under 

the Nkrumah and Nyerere regimes. These regimes claimed not only to be dem

ocratic and socialist, but to represent a peculiarly African form of democracy 

and socialism. The heads of these states presented themselves as leading the-
r

orists of "African democracy" and "African socialism." They maintained that

" their actions, as well as the institutions^of their.states, have been based upon

principles derived from African tradition^ it is appropriate^^-therefore, that

we turn now to their ideas of the indigenous African societies which“^hey and
--- - ... - -------- . .............. ........ ..........
Western scholars alike call "traditional."

Both Nkrumah and Nyerere assert that traditional African society was 

at once democratic and socialist. Since neither of them specify the societies 

of particular tribes or peoples, it may be inferred that they speak of what is 

general or typical. Traditional African society in Nkrumah's view "is basi

cally communalistic—i.e., socialistic—'a society in which all live with all, 

and all for all,' a society in which the welfare of the individual is bound up 

with the welfare of all the people in the community. Nkrumah writes:

In every society, there is at least one militant segment which 
is the dominant segment of that society. In communalistic so
cieties, this segment coincides with the whole. This dominant 
segment has its fundamental principles, its beliefs about the na
ture of man, and the type of society which must be created for 
man . Its fundamental principles help in designing and control
ling the type of organization which the dominant segment uses. 
And the same principles give rise to a network of purposes, 
which fix what compromises are possible or not possible. One 
can compromise over programme, but not over principle.^

293
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In other words, traditional African society was classless and in fundamental 

agreement on the nature of tjri^an and the good society; no part of the society 

ruled over the rest.. Thus "no sectional interest could be regarded as supreme; 

nor did legislative and executive power aid the interests of any particular 

group'. The welfare of the people was supreme." Africa is held therefore to 

be traditionally democratic. This democratic-socialist "attitude towards man 

3 .. .as primarily a spirituaj being, " which is "refreshingly opposed to the Chris

tian idea of the original sin and degradcffron of ipan," is "H>e theoretical bpsi^ ' ^' 

of African communalism" that "expressed itself on the social level in terms of 

such institutions as thexian, underlTnm^fHeTnitidrequality of dll and the '

responsibility of many for one. "3 Ghana's High Commissioner in London under 

Nhrumah also points to "the extended family," whose characteristics "are the 

security, mutual aid, and affection made available for everyone,'-' as the basis 

of what he calls "Africanism" or the African "ideology."4

Nyerere's conception of traditional African society is essentially the 

same os NkrUmah's. The African is "communifary" rather than "communistic"; 

he belongs not to "a 'commune'—some artificial unit of human beings"—but to 

"a genuine community, or brotherhood, " with which his individual interests 

never conflicted. He has avoided the two extremes of Western individualism,

"where freedom becomes license, " and the Communist subordination of the in

dividual to the state .5 Traditional African politics, similar to that of the 

ancient Greeks, was "'pure' democracy," in which affairs wore conducted by 

. discussion and agreement among equals, whether or not there was a chief.6

1
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Nyerere's maior statement on African socialism is entitled Ujamaa, which 

means "familyhood." In it he,maintains, just os Nkrumah does, that tradi

tional African society was "a dirfect extension of the family." It was char- 

acterized by an "attitude of mind" that is communal rather than individualist, 

and egalitarian rather than elitist. It was characterized by a classless social 

structure, by the uniform obligation of all to work, and by the security and 

-aid which each member of the society received from.his fellows.^

Let us see, then, how these characteristics of traditional African so- 

ciety are to be perpetuated in some way in the modem African states orChana 

and Tanzania. We deal first with the-."socialist" and thereafter with the "dem-^ 

ocratic" aspects. According to Nkrumah, a socialist state is a "welfare state. 

Its purpose is to raise economic production and the people's standard of living. 

Socialism is required for "the restitution of Africa's humanist and egalitarian 

principles of society.Nkrumah explains as follows:

■A‘

If one seeks the socio-political ancestor of socialism, 
one must go to communalism. Socialism stands to commun- 
alism as capitalism stands to slavery. In socialism, the prin
ciples underlying communalism are given expression in mod
em circumstances.

” Revolution is...an .indispensable avenue to socialism, 
where the antecedent socio-political structure is animated by 
principles which are a negation of those of socialism, as in a 
capitalist structure, fora colonialist structure is essentially 
ancillary to capitalism....

But from the ancestral line of communalism, the passage 
to socialism lies in reform, because the underlying principles 
are the same. But when this passage carries one through colo
nialism the reform is revolutionary since the passage from co
lonialism to genuine independence is an act of revolution.
But because of the continuity of communalism with socialism.
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in communalisi'ic socieHes, socialism is not a revolutionary 
creed, but a restatement in contemporary idiom of the prin
ciples underlying communism^ic7JQ

'*lt should be understood that Nkrumah is a staunch enemy of tribalism and 

.communalism in contemporary Africa. The essential principles of traditional 

African society are to remain, but only in a form consistent w,ith the require

ments of technological development, industrialization, and the "mastery of 

nature."11 ' ' : .
S5

Is Nkrumah's socialism nationalist or comttiunist? This question must 

inevitably arise, but Nkrumah provides no basis for an unequivocal answer.

He allowed members of his regime to dispute this point, Kofi Baako, the 

Ghanaian defense minister under Nkrumah and one of his major ideological 

spokesmen, defined Nkrumaism as "a nonatheistic socialist philosophy which 

seeks to apply the current socialist ideas to the solution of our problems. "1^ 

The question would appear to boil down to one of which "current socialist 

ideas" are to be applied, with atheistic communism eliminated. Nkrumah 

meanwhile remained noncommittal, emphasizing such socialist features as 

state planning, corstrol and initiative in the economic sphere. 13

The self-proclaimed "scientific socialists" in Ghana made their answer 

in Spark, the organ of the Bureau of African Affairs : One article by an uni

dentified "Ghana University Lecturer" contrasts "African socialism" with "sci

entific socialism" or "Nkrumaism." The former, it holds, is based on the false 

claim that no antagonistic classes exist in African tribal society and that deep 

within the African are "spiritual strivings which move him to worship the gods
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of rtie ancestors..to pour libation and above all to pray for guidance and 

protection of fbe great one, oK^God Almighty .The .writer maintains that 

the advocates of "African socialism" compromise "scientific socialism" in or^ 

der to reconcile its principles with their incompatible religious ideas or their 

political and economic interests. Such compromises are especially to be re-
f '

jected at the early stage of the African socialist revolution, for "the masses 

are yet to find their proper bearing in the revolution." Another article also 

insists that "religion and u return to the traditionaLcollectivist-'way of.Afri- •, 

can life" are "elements alien to socialist thought" introduced to "defeat sci- 

------- entific socialism" by "African socialism." Like Lenin, the writer argues that
t ■

"the basic conflict is between capitalism.. .and socialism, " in Africa as else

where. African socialism is thus by implication a deviation into capitalist

ideology.

Nkrumah himself has never clearly resolved the conflict between the 

"African socialists" and "scientific socialists" among his followers. He has, 

in fact, confused the issue, for reasons to be explained below.On the 

same day that the two articles condemning "African socialism" and religion 

appeared in Spark, he published an article in Kenya entitled "The Basic Needs 

of African Socialism." In it he writes throughout simply of "socialism, " which 

he emphasizes as an "economic and social program" for bringing about “the 

good life, " characterized as emergence from poverty and "ability to pay."

The "foundation upon which socialism can be built" he finds in "complete in

dustrialization." Ghana's economic development projects, if they are to work.
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must- be run by men having "a socialist perspective"; and the people "must 

stand together as one man."^^ Socialism, then, is the mobilization of the 

people in building an economically strong and unified nation.

The closest Nkrumah comes to confront the issue is in a pamphlet on 

Spark, itseff. Greater than its "Russian prototype Iskra, " Spark was founded
.. I* ■

by Nkrumah to propagate the African socialist ideology of African revolution, 

which is "scientific socialism," "Africa is tg embrace these universal princi

ples of socialism while giving the institutionfif formsJthat take into-account 

our African heritage, ” writes Nkrumah.

•>

The need here is to give a philosophic statement of socialism 
that will preserve the universally valid principles of ideology 
within the context of African history, African tradition and 
African aspirations. In short, socialism includes the restitu
tion of the egalitarian and humanist principles of traditional 
African life within the context of a modem technical society.18

The Spark socialists had one more crack at the problem, praising Nkrumah for 

his book on Consciencism, which is said to establish "in a logical and rational 

manner the link between the essence of socialism and the quintessence of tra

ditional African life," thereby overcoming "the dangerous intellectual vulgari

zation which is reflected in what is called 'African socialism.‘"1^ Nevertheless, 

the above statement of Nkrumah must stand as the statement that best expresses 

Nkrumah's attempt to have it both African and universal, both traditional and 

modem.

Both Nyerere and Nkrumah wholly reject capitalism and imperialism. 

Nyerere asserts that the basic principles of capitolism are acquisitivism and
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the quest for power over others, and that European socialism glorifies social 

conflict. African socialism is thus e.^uaily "opposed to capitalism, which 

seeks to build a happy society on the basis of the exploitation of man by man 

.. .^n^7 to doctrinaire socialism which seeks to build its happy society on a 

philosophy of fnevitable conflict between man and man." Nyerere holds 

that "capitalism went wrong when it divorced wealth from its true purpose" of 

satisfying the simple human needs for food, shelter, education, and the like. 

Wealth was instead directed toward the pervertecf'"purpose of acquirjng power 

and prestige." Hence, it came to tolerate poverty, ^because "there is not 

enough wealth in any nation tojsatisfy the desire for power and the prestige 

of every individual." Socialism came into existence "to remedy this sin, " 

and capitalist countries are to recognize that within socialist countries "per

sonal wealth is not a symbol of power or prestige, and wealth is used to banish 

poverty." However, on the international level the socialist countries are now 

committing the capitalist "crime" of using wealth to acquire power; "socialist 

wealth now tolerates poverty—which is an even more unforgivable crime I" 

Socialism in Africa is to bo^'used solely for raising the standards of 

pie" and not for the grov/th of "national power and prestige." "Marx was 

right," clgiifis Nyerere, in recognizing "an inevitable clash" within a society 

of the rich and the poor, but today this division between rich and poor is not 

between the capitalists and the socialists or communists; it is "between the 

countries of the world and the rich countries of the world.

■ -y

our peo-

poor

Nkrumah regards capitalism as unjust, divisive, overly complicated for
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Africa, alien, and contrary to the principles of African society. He follows 

Lenin in regarding capitalism as the essential basis of imperialism, but im- 

plies that he has replaced Lenin for the contemporary world. His followers 

were allowed to call his thought "Marxism-Nkrumaism, " displacing Lenin's 

position in the accepted term "Marxism-Leninism.

Nyerexe's, socialist statements lack the pronounced Marxist'flavor of 

the-Ghanaian leader's. In substance, however, they are quite similar; although 

one can observe different points of emphasis, leaders root African social- 

ism in the egalitarian and fraternal principles of the tribal communities. Both 

regard it as good by nature, and of universal validity. They consider it di

rectly contrary to capitalism, which in prihciple is the same gs an imperialist 

quest for exploitative power over other men. Both recognize in Marxian so

cialism a valid principle in opposition to capitalism, although Nyerere ex

presses certain reservations in this regard. The two men seeJrx-African social

ism a promise for a better future in their countries and in Africa generally, a 

future conceived of primarily in terms of life's necessities; poverty and radi

cally unequal distribution of wealth are to be overcome.

We turn, then, to the Ghanaian and Tanzanian leaders' idea of "Af

rican democracy." Nkrumah early expressed his adherence to the formal prin

ciples and procedures of Western democracy.^3 He writes:

V/

In our struggle for freedom, parliamentary democracy 
was as vital an aim as independence.. ..It was not our pur
pose to rid the country of the colonial regime in order to 
substitute an African tyranny....

We Introduced principles basic to the settled and
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established democracies of the world, such as the separa
tion of powers between the executive, the legislature and 
the judiciary. As the repository of the people's will, the 
legislature is supreme.24 V

-•*
Yet at the time of independence, Nkrumah wrote that "a system based on social

justice and a democratic constitution may need backing up, during the period

following independence, by,emergency measures of a totalitarian kind."25

Accordingly, the Republican Constitution of I960, while recognizing that "the

powers of Gpvemment spring from the will of the^ople and should be exercised_ ^ ,

in accordance therewith," confers on Nkrumah as the.first president the powef of 

hiaking law .26

Nkrumah refers to the poor social, efconomic and educational conditions

in Ghana.

I think no one would deny that the maintenance of a democracy 
by the people of Europe and America at the parallel stage would 
have been a massive task. Yet it is the task we faced in Ghana 
on the assumption of our independence.

This task might have been eased a little had we been 
blessed with a reasonable and not violently destructive opposi
tion. A serious, well-intentioned opposition keeps a government 
alive to its responsibilities, .. .and underlines the need for spon- 
sors'of legislation to be able to justify their proposals.27

He then contrasts the opposition parties in Ghana with the British Labour Party 

whose "community of view" with the Conservative Party ensures that their op

position will be responsible and constructive. He refers to Nyerere's experience 

with a nationalist-movement party that enjoys such overwhelming popularity that 

the opposition's chances of forming the government are remote, resulting in ir

responsibility and separatism; and more importantly Nkrumah was faced with "the
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quesf-ion whether a seedling less developed state, eager to modernize itself 

in the interests of the community, thi;eatened by the unpatriotic deeds of a 

minority opposition, could permit itself all the forms which established dem- 

ocracies have taken generations to evolve." Yet democracy Is not merely a 

goal. Nkrumdh calls the then existing form a "People’s Parliamentary Dem

ocracy." The government is using its overwhelming popular mandate by-em^ 

ployirg its power to develop the qountry. "To abdicate any part of that power 

to an opposition that has been repeatedly rejectecTby the^people ani^engages 

itself in activities prejudicial to the.. .forward growth of the State, would... 

be a betrayal of the popular will and trust."28 Accordingly, in 1964 a con- 

stitutional referendum officially established a one-party system, thereby "dis

enfranchising the electorate and rendering the electoral process obsolete. 

Nkrumah explained: "A people's parliamentary democracy with a one-party 

system is better able to express and satisfy the common aspirations of a nation 

os a whole, than a multi-party parliamentary system, which is in fact only a 

rose for perpetuating, and covers up, the inherent struggle between the 'haves' 

and the 'have-nots'." It embodies in modem form the realities of'"traditionaI

1-29

African society" wherein "no sectional interest could be regarded as supreme," 

wherein "welfare of the people was supreme."^® Ghana's High Commis

sioner In London uses a Leninist term to describe Ghana's system as "democratic 

centralism, "which "is fundamentolly the reiteration of traditional African dem

ocracy in modem circumstances." Although bused on tradition, democratic 

centralism is hardly "tradition-bound and inward-looking." It is peculiarly
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adapted to the task of preserving democracy while pursuing economic devel

opment .31

If the foregoing lends itself to an interpretation, it is this: Nkrumah 

originally came into power through free election under colonial auspices; true 

independence required a republican^constitution; the people's true will is for 

^ sociqlist deyelopiTietit aad reconstruction; socialism requires discipline ondihe. 

mobjlization of resources by^.the government; the latter requires that the actual 

will of the people be given no means of politic^ expression't|iat would impede 

pursuit of the ends reolly willed;32 and full democracy Is the future coincidence 

• of the actual and of the true popular wills.

Nyerere also has this problem. According to Nyerere, democracy is 

not only "African" but "right." It is right because men are rational and equal.33 

But how is the identity of the individual with the common good in modern Africa 

obtained? More specifically, Nyerere writes: "Our problem is just this: how 

to get the benefits of European society—benefits that have been brought about 

by an organization based upon the individual—and yet retain Africa's own struc

ture of society, in.which the individual is a member of a kind of fellowship. "34 

Nyerere's solution is like Nkrumah's: "self-interest and the genuine 

good of the individual.. .are two quite different things. The former may well 

conflict with the good of the community; the latter will not. "35 Therefore, 

what is required is an organization of society that will "solve the fundamentol 

conflict between the individual and society. "35 yhis organizational form is the 

one-party state in which the party absorbs major associations and orients them to 

the societal good.

■y
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Nyerere rejecfs riie Anglo-Saxon two-party system as inappropriate 

for Africa and os inferior to the one-party system. The basis of the two-party 

system is the division of society into cidsses (rich and poor, capitalists and 

workers). It was once justified:

a Two-Party system can be justified only when the parties
are divided oversome-fundamental issue; . . .the only time----
when a political group can represent the interests of a sec- 

- tion of the community, without being a faction, is when 
that group fights to remove a grievous wrdng. from society.
But then.. .there can therefore be no que^bn of national 
unity until the differences have been removed by^change.. '
any change in fundamentals is properly termed 'revolution'
... .the existence of really fundamental differences within 
any society poses a 'civil war' situation.37

What was historically justified persisted after its justification ceased: "habit 

is equated with philosophy, " as people in the West came to deem an opposi

tion party essential to democracy. What remains, where differences between 

_the.parties are not fundamental, is "football politics" which promotes "faction

alism" based on self-interest. In factional parties, as in "the vanguard aristoc

racies of an ideological dictatorship," the leaders really elect each other; in 

the former,, the people at most decide "from which sectional group the 'peo

ple's representatives' shall be selected for them. "38

African parties, on the other hand, are "nationalist movements" that 

represent "the interests and aspirotions of the v.hole nation." They were formed 

to challenge foreign rule.

Now that the colonists have gone, there is no remaining 
division between 'rulers' and 'ruled'; no monopoly of
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political power by any sectional group which can give rise 
to conflicting parties. There can, therefore, be only one 
reason for the formation of such parties in a country like 
ours—the desire to imitate the political structure of a to
tally dissimilar society .39'

The argument thus comes full circle: what is African is identical with what

is natural and right. Systems which are deficient democracies, and are there

fore simply deficient, are also alien. The African and right order is one in 

which party and government and party and nation are identical.

Modern African democracy, according© Ny^rere, can no longer; be 

the unorganized "pure" democracy of the tribal society; it must be institution

alized (parliamentary and representative). Free elections are of its essence.
(

Doctrinaire politics, as with communism, is incompatible with it.40 There is 

to be a circulation of leadership and ideas within the party-state. Neverthe

less the personal character of traditional African rule is to be retained, with 

an emphasis on the president under the republican constitution of 1962.41

If in Tanzania a single party is identified with the nation as a whole,42 

in Ghana it is identified with the nation and the leader. Nkrumah himself

■ •/

says, "The Convention Peoples Party is Ghana, and Ghana is the Convention 

Peoples Party";43 and "the people and the Government'are one. "44 Under 

Nkruir/oh's auspices, others add: "the name Ghana is synonymous with the 

name Kwame Nkrumdh."^^ These ideas find their full rricaning in tho fact 

that the two African leaders envision themselves as the heads of nascent so

cieties. They represent and rule in tho name of a societol substance which 

does not yet fully exist bpt which they must create. The mode of existence
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of these substantive entities is ideational: the nations yet to be are already 

in the minds of the leaders. The leaders themselves are engaged in the great 

task of "nation-building." In founding new societies they are like those first 

rofal ancestors whom we have described as having "rivaled God not by Imita

ting the order He created, but by exercising a comparable spontaneous act of 

.creativity."^ IheyrdifferJrom the founders of the African tribal societies, 

however, in that the forces at their disposal to be utilized in their great task 

are not so much the vital forces which pervade a cosmic order as they .are re- 

sources and techniques which have emerged irvthe historical development of.*,
•r'

_ man. This experience of the historical dimension of existence is the major 

Ipgacy of the colonial regimes. When this experience is combined with the 

traditional African experience of the founding political act, the result is a 

new type of authority in Africa.

If the nascent societies, the nations-to-be, exist in the minds of the 

new African leaders, they are also embodied in the organizations which have 

been called "parties" in the two states of Ghana and Tanzania. Recall that 

the colonial regimes imposed an external and superior organizational structure 

over a multitude of indigenous African societies. Earl Grey, in his final 

of tenure (1846-52) as Secretary for the colonies, had expressed the prevalent 

idea that the creation of an assembly of chiefs as an African Parliament was

v*

year

sufficient to convert a number of tribes into a single notion.47 authorities

superior to the chiefs, Nkrumoh and Nyerere were not about to accept an idea 

such as this. However, they did accept the principle that a nation could be
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created through organization. Both of them hove repeatedly asserted the 

identity of their parties with the "nations" of Ghana and Tanzania, This 

must not be understood merely in the sense that the party "represents" the 

nation, or that the party expresses the "true will" of "the people, " for, this 

would imply the pre-existence of a national people. In reality, there is 

no notlbh: neither th^coionidl entity nbrlhe present independent country

consists of a "people" or political society. Since afxirt from the party there
» ■ ^

is no people, the party itself must take the place of the nonexistent natural
At .» ' ■

or historical people. As "the people," as "the nation," the party could 

hardly tolerate the existence of other parties within the state, for "this peo

ple" sought its own state.

The party, however, is man-made; therefore it would seem to con

stitute on artifical people. Moreover, the integrity of a people would seem 

to depend upon the bond of a common historical experience. Thus, while 

recognizing the "artificial" character of the colonial territories, deliminted 

as they often were by virtually arbitrarily drawn boundaries, the African lead

ers sought to make their creations, the party-peoples, natural, This could be 

done in two ways: first, by attributing an essentially "African" character to 

them—hence the symbols of "African socialism" and "African democracy"— 

and, secondly, by attributing to them the function of recovering the glory and 

inherent uriity of the African fwst on the basis of the common African experi

ence of colonial depredation. The nature and function of the African type of 

party thus differentiates it sharply from any other typo of party. This explains

)
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Nyerere's dislike for the term "party," for he regards TANU as essentially a 

nationalist "movement." Indeed it is such a movement, not as the movement 

of a nation but as the movement to realize nationhood. The African type of 

party, thus differs fjxjm the Communist Party, vyhich conceives of itself as the 

militant organization of a new type of man, who is of the future alone and 

who expects.that the expansLon of his power will ultimately readh the point
'"■y........... ........... - —

whereat men will cease to be anything but men, existing no longer as subjects 

or even citizens but as perfected masters of their own Ifves. It differs also 

from Western parliamentary parties, which conceive o^themselves'’bs'"pdrtj-
■‘i,

.»r'

son, " as parts of a constitutional order, as private organizations which in their 

mutuality fulfill crucial public functions.
i

We turn, then, to Nkrumah's and Nyerere's ideas of African history 

and of the place of Africa in the world. Neither leader has attempted to 

present o full-blown philosophy or ideology of history, yet they have said 

enough that one may infer what their major ideas are. We consider Nkrumah 

first. The Ghanaian leader frequently referred to Asia in various ways, but 

especially to assert the influence of Gandhi on him. In his "Motion of De.s- 

tiny" on constitutional refomi in July 1953 he spoke of his "coloured brothers 

in Asia" achieving sovereign independence in the context of o demond for 

Ghonaian Iridopendence Tho "now sense of dominant nationalism in Asia"' 

resulted in a successful struggle for freedom in Asia that preceded the similar 

African struggle, and the independent states of Asia and Africa face similor 

problems. China has a great contribution to make to world civilization.4''’

• V/
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More significanf are Hie thoughts on Asia of W.E.B. DuBois, George Padmore, 

and Casely Hayford, all of whom influenced the original development of Nkru- 

mah's nationalist ideas.Casely Hayford in particular among Gold Coast Af- 

fricans is frequently cited in Nkrumah's writings and speeches as the major 

nationalist forerunner to Nkrumah himself

Casely Hayford is particularly impressed by Japan. "The Japanese, 

adopting and assimilating Western culture, of necessity commands the respect 

of Western nations, because there ij something distinctly eastern about him." 

He uses his own language and has his own literature^. "He^respects thg in- • 

stitutions and customs of his ancestors, and there is an,intelligent past which 

inspires him. He does not discard his national costume.Japan is, how- 

ever, but the barest semblance of what Africa is to be.

Africa, claims Casely Hayford, "was the cradle of civilisation." Wes

tern ideas, as of God, came from the Romans, who learned much from Africa 

through the Greeks. Christ was nurtured in Egypt and "Buddha from Africa 

taught Asia." Not only was Africa "the nursing mother of its religions, " but 

"the cradle of the world's systems and philosophies."^^ Nkrumah, citing sci

entific authority,^'^ finds Africa to be the birthplace of man and the source of 

European culture. He elaborates on the greatness of ancient Ghana (from 

which the ptesent state derives its name) and of the superior civilization of 

V/est Africa before it,was ravaged by the Europeans.

The white man then came. According to Casely Hayford, Africans 

"took the coming of the stranger for the visit of a god, " worshipped "the new

• V
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god, and greedily devoured the good things found on his altars. " They imi

tated him, "and when they bowed the knee in the House of Mammon, they 

thought they worshipped the true God, and seemed to forget that once they 

wereSthiopians." Yet it was in "the order of Providence" that slavery "made 

it possible for the speedier dissemination and adoption of the better part of 

Western culture.".^ .Nkrumah's writings and speeches abound with a Leninist 

interpretation and moral condemnation of the West, emphasizing that the ef

fect of colonialism was not only political and economic, but intellectual.

The "colonial mentality" and the loss of African-n^ss are particularly^.de- . 

plored by him: "colonialism imposed on the mind of Africans the idea that 

their own kith and kin in other parts of Africa were aliens and had little, if 

anything, in common with Africans elsewhere."57 Many Africans "came to 

accept the view that we were inferior people."58 Nevertheless, Nkrumah 

frequently praises particular benefits derived by Africans from the West. The 

modern African society must harmonize the elements of Christianity and Wes

tern culture that have infiltrated into Africa with the indigenous African tra

dition .59

Casely Hoyford onvisions a glorious future that will overcome the in

iquity of the West, preserve the good elements in Western culture, and Involve 

0 return to pristlhe African principles. Nylakropon (=Nyame, Zeus,Re, Jupi

ter, "God of Love, " Hebrew "1 am. Father of oil" who orders and rules in 

the heavens^® will hear the cty of the afflicted sons of Ethiopia, and he "will 

establish a kingdom which is different from all other kingdoms. Mammon will

II tl
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have no place therein." Afrtcais”tO again become the spiritual leader of

the world,

/fhe African/ was the scion of aspiritual sphere peculiar 
fp himself; for when Western nation's would have exhausted 
their energy in a vain struggle for things that satisfy not,
.. .it would be to these people to whom the world would 
turn for inspiration, seeing that in them only would be 
found those e!ements_which make for pyre a|tryism/-ihe 
leaven of all human experience .^1

The Ethiopians are thus "a peculiar people" whose-destiny it is to play a 

"peculiar part" in the regeneration of the world. And the^Gold Coast^peo-- 

pie are to be "the nucleus of the free Ethiopian Empire that is to be," for 

they are "an Eastern lype" marked "for leadership in the spiritual realm. "^2
I

The new civilization, based on truth to their African selves, will be perman-

ent.63

■ w

These ideas of Casety Hayford, and the experiences they represent, 

are much more at the core of Nkrumoh's socialism and Pan-African ism than

his Marxist terminology might allow one to think. Nkrumoh's ideas of dem

ocracy and of socialism, we recall, were referred by him to the principles of 

traditional African life. The future society is envisioned as African rather

than communist, although insofar as it is to be modem it is described by him 

in Marxist rather than liberal terms.

Nyerere has said even lass than Nkrumah jbout Africa’s place in past 

history. Ho and Nkrumah certainly shore the idea fhot colonialism divided 

Africa and retarded its natural development.^'^ Perhaps the cloaiest stotemont
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of this historical conception of Africa is that of Tanganyikan Minister S. A. 

Maswanya:

As to our/Tanganyikc^/. African policy we believe 
in the concept tha’t Africa is one unit and that it was bal- 

-■‘kdnized by European colonialist conspiracy. Basing our 
belief in true Pan-African ideology we believe that the 
present territorial boundaries.. .are artificial and our 

_GQvexnmenlLwi,l I Jeaye nojtone unturn^ uD its endeavoor 
to promote and assist Africa to reunite .65

Africa-is thus the natural and essential unit of action, and the purpose of action 

is to bring Africa's actual being into line with its^istorical and.essential reality. 

Nkrumoh explains the unity of Africa also in terms of a mystique: "It is not - ** 

just our colonial past, or the fact that we have aims in common, it is something 

which goes far deeper. I can best describe i't as a sense of one-ness in that we 

are Africans."^ In other words, there is something substantial that Africans 

are, and this "something" is peculiar to them. Moreover, this something is 

not a pathos (the common experience of suffering under alien rule) and 

rational and voluntary creation (the determination and pursuit of purpose); 

rather it is a reality that underlies these things and makes them possible.

Nkrumah, who speaks of "the African nation that must be, " has often 

assatted that "Ghana's freedom would be meaningless if it-was r!ot linked op 

with the total liberation of the entire continent.Thus Article 2 of the 

Ghana Constitution provides thot the Parliament is empowered to surrender 

the soverei^ty of Ghana to a union of African stotes.^B Similarly, Nyorore 

states that unity is "necessory for the whole of Africa to achieve and maintain

not a
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her independence," and fhaf "African nationalism is meaningless.. .if it is 

not at the same time Pan-Africanism.Nkrumah, unlike Nyerere, em- 

belishes his visions with profuse symbols of glory and power:

God Himself brought up the man, and that man led them out of 
Egypt, A greater exodus is coming in Africa today...

We must work for a greater glory and majesty, greater than the 
civilisations of our grandsires, the civilisation of Ghana... ,

^en you have a big territory and you have a hundred million 
population, then you know the other powers also will see and 
respect you because they know that force is behind you.;.
.......... ................. ..................................................... .

The vision that I see ^/.. .a parapet, and upon that 
piarapet I see the mother of West African unity and indepen
dence. Her body besmeared with the blood of the benighted 
of the race. On the same-parapet .1 see the heroes of the race 
both living and dead, in unison, singiijg one national anthem. 
On the same parapet I see...West Africa cities.. .springing up 
and becoming the metropolises of art and learning and science 
and philosophy; and I hear, beyond that parapet, mortals re
sounding the rejoinder: Seek ye first the kingdom of freedom 
and liberty, and all other things will be added unto you.70

V/

Richard Wright marvelled at the "bewildering unity Nkrumah had forged: 

Christianity, tribalism, paganism, sex,71 nationalism, socialism, housing, 

health and industrial schemes.The unity of these and other elements is 

to be questioned, for the gamut of symbols and emotions is the manifestation 

more of a quest for identity than of its expression .73

The identity Is sought primarily in a willed reality, in a purpose be

yond that of any other, Africa is to make an indispensable and distinctive 

contribution to mankind.
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Nkrumaism believes that the surest way to achieve 
peace and understanding in the world is the achievement 
of the total liberation of Africa and the establishment of 
a continental federal government in a complete political 
union of Africa. This will,enable the continent to pool 
its resources—material and human—for the common good 
of its people and for the general good of mankind, It will 
also help Africa to exert its influence on the international
scene.74

This, then, is a new version of "dual mandate." In helping itself, Africa . 

contributes to the general good of man. Thus Nkrumah looks forward to "the 

day when we shall be able to refer to ourselves simply as the African power, 

and finds no difficulty in stating flatly that the struggle Tor freedom and unity «, 

- in Africa "is for the future of humanity." He asserts "in categorical tenns 

that the greatness of this objective.. .transcends all other purposes" in Africa.

The basis for the achievement of this objective is the emergence of an ideology 

that will replace the competing ideologies that animated traditional African 

fife, the Islamic tradition in Africa, and the colonial legacy of Christian tra

dition and West European culture:

With true independence regained—a new harmony needs 
to be forged.. .that will allow the combined presence of tradi
tional Africa, Islamic Africa and Euro-Christian Africa, so that 
this presence is in tune with the original humanist principles 
derlying African society.77

un-

Thi* is to be achieved through pliilosophlcal synthesis, which Is none other 

than Nkrumah's own philosophy of "consciencism."

More than two years before Tanganyikan independence, Nyerere 

already speaking of Tanganyika giving, beyond its borders, “hope where there

was
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was despair, love where there was hate and dignity where before there was 

only humiliation.” He has regarded nation states as "an intermediate stage" 

in the intematianal development of man. He too stresses the need of "work

ing out a new synthesis, a way of life that draws from Europe as well as Afri- 
-•»

ca, from Islam as well as Christianity," Yet Africa will not duplicate Europe; 

in regainiirg its^full "integrity" by unifying, Africa will speak to the world 

through "just one authority,."^®

—whot Nkrumah calls the "African Personality."79

The Nkrumah regime in Ghana and the Nyerere regime in Tanzania 

thus present a peculiar pattern of ideas and institutions, of symbols and action's. 

This pattern is a new one, and the maior changes in Africa, especially the most 

radical of them, are effects of the Western itbpact during and after the colonial 

period. This is a truism. However, fhe facts require an interpretation, Tfi&- 

most obvious interpretation is that the major characteristics of contemporary 

Africa are both radically new and essentially Western; African ideas, insti

tutions and customary behavior have been overlaid and largely replaced by a 

Western mode of life. This has indeed been the most prevalent Western con

ception of what has occurred in Africa, and in the non-Westem world generally.

It has been shown, that the African leaders of Ghana and Tanzania have

and with a distinctive personality of her own

not shared this view. What exists in Africa—what really exists and dominates 

-“is certainly new, but not radicolly so; it is the partial and potentially full 

realization of the old, of what has always been African, of what the colonial 

regimes caused to be corrupted, repressed, and nearly forgotten. This realizafion
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does involve new symbols—for example, socialism, democracy, Pan-Africanism 

—buf the African leaders strongly maintain that the meaning or content of these

terms is traditional. It also involves modernization—the economic and institu

tional development that makes for viability in the contemporary world—but 

again this is seen as the working out and adaptation of traditional African modes.

This African view of modem Africa not only colors the African view of 

the modem world and of modern ideas, but it also constitutes the crrterion for 

the adoption of non-African ideas and institutions. Let us examine this propo- 

. We may begin by considering that the in(iigenous African conceptions 

could not adequately express, interpret or provide the norms of change in re-‘- 

'cent African history. A new doctrine was required that'would interpret what 

changes had taken place and that would estdblish ends, direction and norms 

for future change. It would have to be a dynamic doctrine, and one might 

have thought that progressivism would have lent itself well to the African need. 

Progressivismdoes, the Africans must realize, put a premium on change itself; 

and it assuredly offers promise of a better future. Yet this ideology was tainted 

for the Africans. First of all, it was the ideology of the rejected colonial mas

ters. Secondly, and more significantly, given its European genesis, the histori- 

col criterion of "better'' was also European: progress was (he multiplication, 

improvernent and spread of things European, and thus Imperialism was seen as 

the march of progress. Filially, and most relovcntly, pregressivism posits no 

historical denouement. Primarily for this reason the Africans rojccted it: there 

could be no return to, and fulfilment of, Africa's glorious buoiimings without a

sition
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sybstanMve future denouement. The Pan-Affican civilization being striven 

for is not merely better; it is the achievement of the best.

What then of the idea that somehow, sometime man will achieve the 

goal of mundane effort, a realm of perfect peace, morality, knowledge, pros- 

perity and health? Besides being too vague to support a political regime, for

action rather+han expectation is the stuff of politics, this "idealist" position 

is devoid of the nationalist exclusiveness that is characteristic of African poh '

itics. ^

Neither would National Socialism do. It avowedly racist, and 

its racist doctrine placed the black races far below the white ones. It was »*-

not only non-democratic, but explicitly anti-democratic. Moreover, it 

was a historical loser, having been defeated by a Western alliance that in

cluded the colonial rulers whom the Africans were rejecting. The same ar

gument applies to fascism.

Some but not all the chief aspects of Morxism, especially the Leninist

form of Marxism, were appropriate to the African situation. Communism ap

pealed first of all as a historical winner that, unlike the United States, was 

not tainted by close association with the European colonialists or by adher

ence to Eurojsean values. The attraction of communist Chino was unmistakable 

for here was a country that appeared on the way to re-80in the two countries.

cuvering its former greatness through communism. The Sine-Soviet dispute served

only to enhance China's oppaiuni relevance to Africa, since China seemed to 

present a revolutionary position that pretended to be ot once specifically 

Chinese and universally valid. The Chinese alone among the Africans' colored
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and erstwhile oppressed brethren had apparently achieved the proper fusion 

of orthodox Marxism and nationalism. The Africans by no means tried to 

copy Chinese communism; they did try toxAfricanize certain of communism's 

doctrines fust as the Chinese had with apparent success Sinicised it. It re

mains to be considered what of Marxism the Africans accepted, what they 

rejected, and-why. We have already seen that the Marxian doctrine of
1

class warfare culminating in the'revolutionary overthrow of the bourgeoisie 

by the proletariat was not accepted by, the-Africans. ,On the contrary, Nkru- 

mah and Nyerere held that African society was basicdfly cla|,sles5. 'They.did, • 

however, accept the Leninist extension of class conflict to the anti-imp)erialist 

struggle of the colonial peoples. They also opposed the capitalism of the im-

perialists, primarily on moral grounds but also because they shared to some

extent the Marxist idea that capitalism is destined for the trash heap of his

tory. Regarding their own societies os basically classless, their avowed pur

pose was to prevent the development of classes, which had begun to emerge

as a result of the economic tie with the imperial power. Harmony, not con- 

flict, was to be the hallmark of national life . No African class as such

whether it was the tribal "feudalists" or the nascent bourgeoisie—was regarded 

as an "enemy," despite the competition for political power with the tribal chiefs 

and the African liberal leadership that prevailed in Ghana prior to Nkrumah's 

rise. The "enctisy" was ihe "cclonial mentality," which the Nkrumoh regime 

in porticulor regarded as a powerful and destructive residue of colonial rule.^l 

Communism had much to recommend ilself (o the Ahfico'i loaders, es

pecially if they v/ere free to pick and chooso among its tenets. It offered the
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idealist- vision of a perfect culmination of human endeavor, and recent de

velopments in the communist world had apparently shown that il- could be

nationalized. Its Leninist version, without losing sight of the Marxist notion 

of the historical inevitability of human perfection, emphasized the importance

^2 The Africans

accepted the Marxian promise of a new society, retained Lenin's revolution- 

ary will, and developed organizations (porties) which like the communist party 

claimed a monopoly on truth and \yere.therefore lipwilling to share power with, 

or even regard as acceptable alternatives, other pdlitical^parties. Tijis.is not 

to say that Nkrumah and Nyerere are communists. If they accepted the Marx

ian promise of a new society, that new society was to be African. There is no 

Marxian vision of de-alienoted man mastering reality, of freedom from the di

vision of labour, of the withering away of the state.83 If they accepted the 

premium placed by Lenin on conscious effort, tliey did not focus attention on 

the laws of history. If their porty, like Lenin's, did not conceive of itself as 

one party among others, competing but sharing faith with others in a political 

system of which any given party was no more than a part, then it does not fol

low necessarily that their party is communist.

There is ample basis in Nkrumah's books especially for one to get the 

idea that Nkrumah might well be a communist who merely paid necessary lip 

service to African tradition but does not adhere to it. jn fact, Nk'iiniali iias 

not been shy about speaking of the need for an ideology around which to lall/

Moreover, there is prominent in Moncism itself

of conscious revolutionary effort through a new type of party.

84and mobilize the people.
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the idea that' theory and practice inform each other, v/hich combined with 

the Leninist stress on agitation could easily be misconstrued into the notion 

that although a revolutionary movement must be based upon an ideology, any 

ideology likely to appeal to the relevant group of people would do. Whereas 

Lenin stressed that the vanguard party and the revolutionory movement must 

be guided by Marxian revolutionary theory, Nkrumah considers the CPP "a 

vanguard political party" embodying "African consciousness. "85 Moreover, 

it is quite clear that Nkrumah has p fond regard fqr the "ordered., .pattern

Therefore the view qf Apter * 

and Bretton, namely that Nkrumah's ideological efforts are to be understood 

solely as rhetorical and instrumentalist, is deficient.

With the frustration of African aspirations—for the unification of 

Africa, for rapid economic development, ond for political and social hor- 

mony—communism became even more relevant. The Leninist idea of im

perialism could explain, as progressivism and idealism could not, the fail

ures as due to opposing forces that deserve hostility. The lack of economic 

and cultural independence from the West received increasing emphasis. Po

litical independence was seen as only partial independence. The remnants 

of imperialism and tfie new reality of neo-colonialism were now seen as the 

greatest threats to Africa, These ideas were prominent in the resolutions of 

the All-African Peoples Conference, held in Cairo, March 1961.

86of African villoge life" in which he grew up.

^I_7mperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism act di
rectly or indirectly to divide the African states, create real 
obstacles to the realization of African Unity and the affir
mation of African Personality .87
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/’N/eo-colonialism, which is the survival of the colonial 
"system in spite of formal recognition of political indepen
dence in emerging countries which become the victims of 
an indirect and subtle form of domination by political, ec
onomic, social, military or technical means, is the greatest 
threat to African countries.88

Most African leaders, and certainly Nkrumah and Nyerere, subscribe to these

views.89

Our treatment of Nkrumoism would'oe greatly unbalanced if we were 

to ignore the role which religious, and particularly Christian, symbolism has 

played in it. Here we must consider not only the symbols themselves, but the- ,, 

- religious experience of Nkrumah that makes this symbolism meaningful. We 

may recall from the previous chapter that Nkrumah was compared with Christ.
i

Such a comparison in itself could mean, as it does for ail Christians, that the 

true life, which he is attempting to lead, is an imitation of Christ. This con

ception, which assumes the radical inferiority of the human imitator to the 

God-Man who is his model, is not at all that of Nkrumah. In his autobiog

raphy Nkrumah stresses his early "longing for things supernatural, " and ex

plains that upon Conversion to Catholicism he took his religion seriously. How

ever, as he became older he found Catholic discipline stifling;

If wps not that I became any loss religious but rather I sought 
freedorh in Iho worship of and communion with my God, for 
my God is a very persona! God and can only be reached di
rect... .To-day 1 dm a non-denominarionol Oiristion and a 
Marxist socialist and I have not found any contradiction bo - 
tween the tv/o.90

The connection thus established between Christianity and Marxian socialism.
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both in Nkromqh's own person and in principle, was implied by Nkrumah's 

activities as a student in the United States (1935-45). Nkrumah won a 

Bachelor of Theology degree at the head of his class at the seminary of 

Lincoln University. He also studied philosophy, becoming convinced that 

Marx and Lenin provided the true understanding and solution to the problem 

of imperialism. He established connections with political oiganizations, in

cluding communist and Trotskylte ones, in order to learn organizational tech

niques.'^^ He also preached in various churches, h's lost sermon in a Phila

delphia Presbyterian church being later described bf him in these words:. .

My text was 'I saw a new Heaven and a new Earth' and I 
reminded the people of how history repeated itself. Just 
as in the days of the Egyptians, so to-day God had or
dained that certain among the African race should jour
ney westwards to equip themselves with knowledge and 
experience for the day when they would be called upon 
to return to their motherland and to use the learning they 
had acquired to help improve the lot of their brethren.

This vision of "a new Heaven and a new Eorth, " Nkrumah neglects to 

tion, is taken from the book of Isaias (65: 17; 66: 22). Recall also from the 

previous chapter that Nkrumah was regarded as the "Prince of Peace" who 

came in fulfillment of the Iscianic prophecy (9: 6-7). Why this emphasis on 

Isaias? What is it about that book which attracts Nkrumah and his eulogists? 

Perfiaps the onswer is suggested by Voegelin's treatment of Isaias, in whose ex

perience he finds a magic element that is subtly "beyond mogic in the ordinary 

sense." Voegelin is reminded of later Gnostic phenomena by "the state of the 

prophetic/ psyche in which the experience of cosmic rhythms, in the medium

men-
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of historical form, gives birth to the vision of a world that will change its 

nature without ceasing to be the world in which we live concretely, 

are reminded of our own earlier suggestions that Nkrumah and Nyerere have 

tried to>;'treat historical forces in the way (magical) the royal ancestors had 

used the vital forces that pervaded the cosmic order. The theme of Nkrumah's 

graduation oration was "Ethiopia shall stretch forth her hands unto God."93 

Later, atthe head of a successful party organization and government, Nkru

mah himself becomes the savior of Africa. •’

While purporting to be a Christian, Nkrumah participated in cf'libafion- 

pouring ceremony in the United States with fellow African students,94 and ample 

evidence shows that Nkrumah in "power relied heavily on the advice and magic
I

of African "holy men."95 Baako, himself a Catholic, speaks of Nkrumah as 

a "religious and God-fearing man" in the context of a claim that "atheism is 

foreign to Africa, and religion is the basis of our culture." Nkrumaism, which 

consists of the "ideas ond teachings" of Nkrumah, "is not o religion and has 

not come to replace any religion." Yet "it preaches and seeks to implement 

all that true religion teaches." It is, therefore, "applied religion, and it is 

a way of life which must be lived." It is not^ "applied religion," for it is 

concerned to effect "all" the teachings of "true religion." No particular re

ligion is singled out as "true," for Nkrumaism is compatible with "Christianity, 

Islam, and even Buddhism.Thus the seeker ciwr religious truth is to find 

it through Nkrumaism, wliich "preaches," and orgcr.ires life according to, all 

religious truth. Anything in religion that conflicts with Nkrumaism is, accoiOingty,

..92 ;We
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spurious religion. Nkrumoh's teachings become the criteria by which what 

is true in the spiritual realm is determined. The basis for this pre-eminence 

of Nkrumaism is Nkrumoh's own "direct link" with God.

Some obvious rfiosons for the prevalence of religious symbolism in 

Ghana are the deep penetration into that country of Christianity under co

lonial auspices and the influence of Marcus Garvey on Nkrumah himself. 

Garvey set an example for the creation of separatist African churches, ref- 

erences to the God or gods of Africa, and the foundation by Africans of their 

own religion.^ Thus on article in the Ghanaian press was entitled "Can't 

the African Found His Own Religion." It asserts that the Ghanaians were 

"God-fearing and religious people.. .long before the advent of the Christian 

missionaries." It calls upon the Africans ot Ghanaians to "found a religion" 

that would be suitable to their "environment" and based upon tlie rediscovery 

of the religion of their past.^® Other articles in the Ghana press ossert in 

various ways that God is on Africa’s side, that Africans aro his special peo

ple, that Ho has given Ghana and Africa a great mission; and most of these 

cniclcs praise Nkrumah as the divinely elected leader of this people and their 

These religious expressions are nedded because the Marxian idea 

of class struggle is refected. For Marx, ths proletariat was o special class; it 

al.ipe v/ould effect trie groatusr event in history, the revolutionary overthrow 

of the existing order. But Africons were not proletarians, and Christicn ier-^ 

minoiogy, well understood in Ghana, was utilised to express the special chat" 

acter and unique mission of the African people.

mission.
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The true Import of the religious expressions of the Ghanaian regime 

can be seen in some of the statements of Nkrumah and his colleagues. First,

Nkrumah:

What our ancestors achieved In the context of their contem
porary society gives us confidence that we can create, out of 
that past, a glorious future.. .The" heroes of our future will be 
those who can lead our people.. .into the valley of light where , 
purpose, endeavour and determination will create that brother
hood which Christ proclaimed two thousand years ago. 100

God made all of us equal. In the sight of God we are one. We 
must combine. The only thing, as that philosopher Hegel said 
the most important thing in the world, 'God is in the state.'101

/ '■

The glorious future of Africa, to be. realized under the leadership of Nkrumah, 

is thus presented as the fulfillment of Christ’s mission. It inheres in the com

bination of Africans who are essentially One. This unity, in which the divine 

is immanent, is the state. The full meaning of this is to be seen in a poem by 

Nkrumah's advisor Dei-Anang, who writes that "he scaled the dizzy heights 

of Earth in an aeroplane," searching vainly for God "above the clouds." How

ever, looking down on "our tiny world, " he "heard a still small voice whisjjVing 

persistently; 'Your God Ho dwells among tho midgot millions of mankind—down, 

down, below.'fl,e divine is found in the multitudes seen afar, in 

the masses wHc ura Individually insignificant. This experience is similar to the 

nioit vivid experience Nkrumoh relates in any of hi* writings. Nkiunji'h i-lls 

of how his worlc one day kept him from the lunch that was served at lu’s desk.

His attention v/as finally drawn to the meal by an invasion of nnts . Instead of 

taking measures to rescue his lunch, he entrancedly looked on. He was over-
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whelmed by fhe display of power in'’the efficiency and numbers of the ants, 

and he thought how wonderful it would be if men could exhibit the same 

discipline J03 Nkrumah's experience is undoubtedly genuine, for the de

scription is fully concrete and lacking in any of the artificiality and abstrac

tion that would characterize a mere literary construct.

In Tanzania there are no explicit references to Nyerere in religious 

terms other than his title Mwalimu. The discussion in the’previous chapter 

of the ceremonies attending his assumption of the presidency are sufficient 

to show, however, that a divine sanction of Nyerere^s authority is implicit.

The religious composition of Tanzania has so far proven sufficient to inhibit 

the elaboration of the type of expressions noted for Ghana.

Some scholars assert, while others imply by their treatments of African 

politicol ideas, that the African leaders are eclectic.If by eclecticism 

one means the borrowing of concepts and doctrines from disparate sources, then 

Nkrumah and Nyerere are assuredly eclectic. If, however, it means that the 

concepts and doctrines joiorrowed are not integrated by some idea or principle 

thot transcends them, the question takes on new life. It is the idea that the 

leaders and institutions are both African and modern, and that their purpose

is the historical realization of a modem African order of existence, that in-
r-

Icgtofes (he borrowings. This realization is not inevitable, but it is the cul- 

rninalion of (he nulural working out of what is inherent in contemporary Africa. 

The present leaders understand this, and their knowledge sanctions their power. 

Their knowledge of and dedication to this end makes them the natural rulen, 

superseding the earlier natural rulers, the chiefs. They are the means required

■«.
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by the end.

The unifying element in the profusion of ideas and symbols is thus an 

immanentist eschatology. The highest human end is to be attained within 

history as the result of human effort. The expression of this belief is religious, 

and the premise of such expression is the immanentization of the divine in man 

himself, in this case African man. The attempt is being made to "close," the 

African political community, to abolish the transcendent reference of the so- 

ciety by employing and perverting, the symbols of transcendence; Th is pro

cess is explained by Voegelin:
.»•

The formerly open group with spiritual threads running from 
every single member beyond the earthly, reality into another 
ontological realm closes by the transfer of the center from 
the beyond into the very community itself. This process is 
practically completed when the unit of a group is believed 
to lie in a group mind, in o national spirit, in the choroeter 
of a class as an agent of history, or when society 
preled by analogy to a self-centered organism. 105

is inter-

This passage explains the essential core common to communism, nationalism and 

national socialism—indeed to modern politics genorally. The Africans manifest 

one version of it, comparable to the others by virtue of their share in this es

sential core, in the case of Ghana and Tanzania the center has become the

people, repi^'sented by the leader and embodied by the party.

The Leninisi and Chiiltio'i concepts adnpte't by the Afrircn Icrder: ore 

in this renn^ciion most appropriate, Voegelin shows why:

The closure of the community is accompanied by a phenom
enon of,, ,far reaching consequences,.. In the Christian anthropology
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man is an essentially imperfect being.. .Such evil os there 
is in the world is intimately connected with the status of 
man in general, and every human being in particular.... 
In the course of secularization these Christian categories 
change their meaning, or are replaced by new interpreta
tions of man... see the first symptoms of a process 
which we may coil the externalization of evil. The idea 
of evil becomes dissociated from its Christian context of 
human imperfection and sin, and is transferred from an in
ternal problem of the soul to the external problem of an 
unsatisfactory state of things which may be overcome by 
intelligent and concerted action of man. While this at
titude does not imply necessarily an open repudiation of 
the ideas of sin and salvation they certainly become ra
ther pale. .

What Voegelin here describes is not at all peculiar to Africa, but it is never

theless an accurate statement of what is happening there. In fact, Voegelin 

has in mind primarily the West itself, so we moj' properly regard the attitude 

he describes as the West's major legacy to Africa. It is an attitude that can 

assume protean forms, and it lends itself most readily to the colorful African

garb.

Yet onother phase of the process Voegelin describes occurs when the 

community of Christians breaks up into a multiplicity of closed groups.

Tho empire of darkness which in the spiritualized Christian 
idea signifies a region of the human soul and its forces, be
comes tronsformed, parallel with the closure of a particular 
grouo. Into die external empire of the forces which are sup
posed to thieaten the existence of the particular group. In 
strict puiallelism willi die vision of now group orders arise 
the visions of the evil forces opposing the new order; and 
every modern political movement produces along with Its 
positive idea the counter-ideo of the realm of its particu
lar evil. *07

Thus in the political movements heoded by Nkrumoh and Nyerere the positive
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idea of Pan-African unity finds its "counter-iHea” in colonialism and neo

colonialism. This was adopted from Leninism. In Ghana, after Nkrumoh 

escaped an assassination attempt in 1962, Nkrumah "the immortal" was said 

to have triumphed over evil. An Nkrumah lieutenant accused of the plot was 

called "the devil himself."^®® The assassination failure was described in this

way:

At Kulungugu the diabolical bomb was aimed dt the people 
of Ghana and the people of Africa through Osggyefo. At 
Kulungugu, by the will of God, the will of Ghana and of 
Africa, and Osagyefo's own will, the attempt failed.

A year previously, Kofi Baako accused Gbedemah, a former aide of Nkrumah
i

being purged, of trying to kill him with bags of magic black powder. This 

charge, made in the National Assembly, mode it apparent rtiat Baako regarded 

the magic of the powder as dangerous to himself. ^ These examples, and 

othors which might be multiplied, show that the Nkrumali regime regarded 

itself as threatened by throe evil coonterforcos: neo-colonialism, satanism, 

and black magic. To these correspond the positive ideas of African indepon- 

dcn«: and unity, true .religion, and traditionc! African life. The compound of 

these ideas—deriving from Leninism, Christianity, and African tradition—is the

idea of the Nkionidh regime.

The quosticn obviously to be luised is this: juatwhoi kind ot ideas 

discussing? Are they what Vocgc-lin calls "political ideas"?have Vie

A political idea does not attempt to describe social reality 
as it is, but It sets up symbols.. .v/hich have the function
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of creating the image of the political group as a unit . 
the diffuse mass of individual life into a group unit are the symbolic 
beliefs entertained by the members of a group. Every group has its 
symbols which permit of concentrating into On emotional energy and 
volitional substance that whichif viewed empirically, is a stream of 
human action, articulated by behavior patterns and purposes, of highly 
questionable unity. A symbolic idea ... is not a theory in the strict 
sense of the word.. . , {Tjt is not the function of an idea to describe 
social reality, but to assist in its constitution.' ^ 1

Since it is the purpose of Nkrumah and Nyerere to "constitute" new political

orders, it would seem that they would hove need of ideas whose function it is

to create "the image of the political' group as a unif." Moreover,, if such

ideas are to accomplish this purpose, they would have to be'symbolic o'f com- .

mon "beliefs entertained by the members of the group.

Now the ideas that we have been discussing would appear to be of this
I

type. They ore ceaselessly propagated through the daily press and over the 

radio as well as in the speeches and writings of the political leaders. They 

are aimed at concentrating the actions of their subjects into an emotional and 

volitional unity. However, some problems remain. There is nothing to in

dicate that their subjects share o common perception of the true end the good; 

some ore pagan tribesmen, others ore Christians; some are Westernired liberal 

secularists, others are communists; and perhaps most important of all, many 

are not one of these pore types, but see things confusedly in several different 

woys — ways which aro in principle contradictory. This suggests that when 

Nkrumah and Nyerere identify the languoge symbols of socialism and dem

ocracy with their symbolic Ideas of traditional African societies, and that 

when Christianity is virtually identified with Nkromoism, the ottempt is

What welds• • •
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being made through such verbal Identification magically to evoke a substantive 

unity. Herein is found the explanation of the'emphasis in both regimes on the 

person of the leader, for it is in him, onl^in his mind and vrill, that the con

tradictory hdeas achieve unity. Dq j-he leaders believe these ideas are true? 

There is no reason to doubt that they do. They believe that they understand 

the nature of the traditional African societies in which they grew up and over b- 

which they rule; they believe that they have penetrated the.deficiencies of * 

modern Western society that led to exploitation of anJ imperial rule over Africa;
r"''

they believe that they are establishing an essentially ^ricanType of nation that • 

is-democratic and socialist; they believe that this type of stote can achieve and 

enjoy the prosperity which they observe as characteristic of modern Western
I

societies; they believe that a united Africa will have the power and influence 

to make a unique and decisive contribution to world peace and culture.

It is important to emphasize, however, that the Ideas which we have 

been discussing are not theoretical, that is, essentially critical-analytical.

The assertion of their "truth" is a practical rather than a theoretical matter; it 

is the self-interpretation of a "political" reality, of what Voegelln calls "a 

slreotti of human oction." Nor are the ideas properly regarded as "myths," in 

the sense in which Ellade speaks of myth os the revelation of an essentially 

otemporal cosmic order. Recall that we concluded in Chapter ill that the 

dominant symbolic form in the indigenous African societies was the Itipprid 

rather than the myth proper. The legends concerned an extraordinary man 

and his foundation of the societal order thot prevailed. The "extraordinary"
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qualities of the legendary founder were those powers of the founder to acquire 

or provide those things which were deemed good -- pre-eminently the fertility 

of man and nature. Similarly, the ideas of Nkrumah and Nyerere, like the 

symbols-lhat pertain to their authority, suggest that these leaders possess the 

"extraordinary" qualities of understanding and control that promise the pro

vision of the multiplicity of things deemed good by their countrymen and by 

Africans generally. Thus the ideas of African socialism qnd African democracy 

are assimilated to the legendary figures of their advocates: the second set of 

symbols discussed in this chapter is subordinate to, and properly understood in.

- terms of, the first set of symbols treated in the preceding chapter, 

traditional African idea of the legendory foundation of an order of fife by a 

godlike or divinely gifted man persists as the dominant motif of contemporary 

African politics. Only the contents of the legendary model change: the new 

founder can be godlike in a Feuerbachion senie: his mastery of "sclontific" 

knowledge can be Imputed as an "extraordinary" quality that promises the 

provision of those things which the West has taught the African to deem good, 

Yot the change is not complete. The .-iew elements in the legend find their 

place alongside of traditianal onus, a$ the attempt Is made to establish out of 

thoir disporate tribal, Christian, Muslim, Westernised liberal and communist 

subjects an erder of existence thet would consist of omity In personal relations, 

agreement on o common good, ana a common aciiuii in tne pursuit of that 

gooa. ihe arrempt is doomed to failure only If its sui-cess is dependent on tire 

logical coherence of the various propositions that const!tuto tho symbolism.

114 The
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There are, however, numerous examples of societies and civilizations whose 

, orders not only long persisted but were defined by the tensions between the

disparate and even irreconcilably contradictory principles upon which their

existence was based.

The modern African leaders Nkrumah and Nyerere conceive of them

selves not so much as typical African monarchs of the traditional type ^ but as .
H

founders of new orders and thereby akin to the royal ancestral founders who 

inspire their ruling successors with authority and vitality. It was suggested 

that they differ from those founders by ordering the resources and powers which ^ « 

- have emerged in the dimension of historicai (secular) existence, rother than the 

enduring anhistorical vitalities which pervade^the cosmos. We are now in 

a position to show how it is appropriate to conceive of Ihoir authority. First 

of all, the new society which it is their overriding purpose to create and in 

whoso home they'Tuie^ Ti fo be ottaned to the fundamentai principles of the 

old African type of society: it is to consist of a harmonious ("harmonized”) 

entity of man and nature. Secondly, however^the relationship between man 

and nature Is not to be synibiotic, as in the Indigenous orders: man Is to rule 

nature, not gently by evoking its powers and channeling them, but by ex

ploiting it. In the third place, the techniques for so mostering nature hove 

emerged in ar. "historioni" and lately Faustian type of civilization (the 

Western), which introduced them into Africo during the period of colenia! 

"tutelage." Rnolly, this new African type of society when fully devoluped 

will be a continental power that resumes the primordial action of niukliig n
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decisive contribution to the emergence of o new world order — on order of 

high civilization, characterized by peace and prosperity, which resumes the 

human task of making history but in a superior (as of now inexplicable) way.

The dominance of modern Western elements within the traditional 

legendary form corresponds to the existential situation of the traditionalist 

tribesmen having been subordinated first to the European rulers and subsequently 

to their Western-educated African successors. Despite an organizational net

work superimposed upon a multitude of tribal societies. The essential reality is 

the persistence of the traditional tribal forms as the context in which the new ' . 

AfrLcan leaders and their ideas must operate. The inhabitants of Ghana and 

Tanzania are neither nations nor peoples. The success of a modern African
I ""

leader in Creating a substantive unity is.,therefore dependent on his ability to 

supersede the tribal chiefs as the accepted authority in each society, prefer

ably thioogh o recognftiors of his paromountcy by the tribal chiefs, 

process would Involve the assumption of the position of the European colonial 

authority ruling indirectly through the chiefs and then the gradual shift of 

flieir functions to reproserstatrvei of the new chief of oil the tribes, nomely 

the pcfty functionaries. ^ At the somo time the process of propagating the 

new symbolism would bo directed at the people through the properly indoctri

nated potty reprcieiitctives throughout the country. This symbolism, consisting 

as it does of modern ideas presenioJ in u lraditiof>al wo; , would bo altractivu 

to iribcsnicii v,liase lidditioiiol order had been shaken by /cars of colonial 

endeavor and African "nationalist" politics.

’16 This
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Let us consider the historical situation, not only of Nkrumah and Nyerere, 

but of all the leaders wh^headed an independence movement in Africa and con

tinued to rule their newly independent countries. Their forebearers had experi

enced the new European rulers as the bearers and representatives of superior 

powers, with a resulting attempt to imitate—often ludicrously—European dress 

and manners and to acquire a European education in order to learn how to qcquire - 

those powers. The next relevant phenomenon was the emergence of a new type 

of African leader who ceased to experience European superiority in traditional 

terms but who embraced the self-proclaimed European mission of spreading 

"civilization" in Africa. Once these African leaders became convinced—on 

the basis on the academic degrees they earned in Vyestern universities—that 

they had mastered Western learning, they began to contest colonial authority 

as illegitimate. They rejoctcd the authority of the traditional African rulers 

os well, for by ond large those rulers were "backward" according to the stan- 

dords of Western progress.

The now African leaders could not base themselves on the popular 

Western principle of national seft-detoniilnariori; they were themselves often 

quite alienated from their own particulor societies, they sought to rule other 

societies included within the territorial boundaries of the colony, and they 

tegurd^d a Icrger sioie then the traditional ones as a necessary prerequisite to 

the development of a modern politico! ond economic system. Thus begun a 

search for a new truth: for the sake of dignity, it had to be African; for the 

soke of a new modem order. It had to offer the promise of the power and pros-
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perity enjoyed in the West. Here Lenin's conception of imperialism reinforced 

a train of thought that led to the conclusion that the substance of civilizational 

achievement, and particularly modern Western progress, was derived from 

Africa—in earlier times through learning, in later days of slaving and colonial 

rule through exploitation. In regoining her independence, Africa would, these 

new leaders claimed, resume her peaceful and dominant Influence in the affairs' 

of mankind.

If, however, European colonialism interrupted a "normal" African de-

velopinent, why would not the overthrow of colonial rule reinstate the tribal 

chiefs as'the legitimate rulers of African peoples? The new African leaders 

found that they could exploin their actual hegemony only by maintaining that 

there is o truth higher than the chiefs' yet essentially African. The experience 

of the West supposedly brought on oworeness of that "new yot African" truth to 

their consciousness. Theso leaders, ond they alone, ore thus equipped to 

realize that truth both In theory ond practice.

The search for an adequate statement of the truth goes on. So too doos 

tire c.ffort tc gain the adherence of the people i'n the vorious African countries 

to tK“ s>'mhnli.- stotements of their leaders. Meonwhllo, during the poried 

from independonen to the cchicvement of African units', the truth is eirbodied 

in the leader v/ho is orinnted lo the realixofion of the true order. One may 

foilthis truth only by adhering to the will of the leader; the norms do not 

yet hove an objective status allowing for their intoriorization in the minds and 

spirits of the individual citizens. The embodiment of chiefship by the modern
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African leader Is fhe resolution of the discrepancy between the idea that the 

chiefs would have naturally led Africa to its destiny, and the reality of the 

modern leaders' connection with that destiny. The new leaders rule over en

tities which thef themselves recognize as "artificial,"having been originally 
created by the imperia|^p^ers. They accept the creation of the colonial re

gimes, but only tentatively; it is their great task to transcend the colonial 

achievement in "making" a new entity that, although a new erection, is es- 

sentially "natural" rather than "artificial," Nation-making is a re^tition, on 

a superior modern level, of the act of the royal ancestral founders, rivalling

that of.God.

The new African leaders remain modern men who have mastered modern

organizational technique. They consider themselves capable of organizing 

society according to "scientific" principles. Yet thoy have ossiinilatod all 

that o traditional African ruler v/as. This assimilation is signified by tlio adop

tion of chiefly epithets and other traditional symbols, and by tho usu of tribal 

ritual in such state carernonles os the Installation of the leader as the prosldent 

of the Stoto. Tho future oiiunfation is expressed iit fhe idea that the hew leaders 

have selected by God ("Go'd’' is the high God of the African religions and 

fhe God of the Christians and Muslims) as His Instrijiiionfs for realizing the 

providential destiny cf Ahica. Tills dosliny is revealed progress!velyjqjhe 

mind as it emerges historically, the African leaders ore loss th'" instrunisnSs 

of necessary historical laws than tliey are the agents of the new order itself.

The quest for Identity, for the ultimate crystalization of the modern 

African mode of life, is indeed a conscious one; and African leaders have n/
j
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determined upon some of the elements which must go into it. These include the 

concrete but exaggerated glories of the precolonial African empires like Ghana, 

as well as the more fundamental qualities of Africanness ("African Personality," 

Negritude) Tike communalism (as opposed to individualism and majoritarianism , 

and distinguished from collectivism). Of course, what is "best" and most "funda

mental" in the indigenous life fs what is susceptible of modernization—or„ better,-

what can Africanize the best in modernity, the products and techniques of
■*

Western civilization, and content of political power in the contemporary world.

The other elements, then, the modern ones—nationalism-, socialism, democracy—‘ ^ *'■ 

are-thus regarded as implicit in African tradition. The terms "socialism" and 

"democracy" may be Western; yet what they connqte in Africa is considered 

not derivative but an inherently African development which, tliey concede, 

stimulated by the experionco of the West and assirnilcjtos Western and Christian 

etemonts thot enter into the new but essentially African synthesis: hence 

"African nationalism," which is equated witl> Pan-Afrlconlsm, ond "Africon 

socialism," which like "Africon donioGracy" Is none other than triJbal com

munalism written In the large letters of a modern ulphobot.

We ore brought, tlian, to the independent African state os the groat 

politicdf achieveinent of the new African leodur. The state is typiccily dom- 

inotf-d hy o '•in^lc parly Ibnr had, under the auspices of the leader, led the ^ 

independence movement, The port'/ recognizes no leg-tir.iats livaL, fur ii 

regards itself as the successor to traditional African governm-ent hy discussion 

and consent; it embodies both tlie will of fhe leader, which is identified with 

Africa's destiny, and the wil|-of the people os articulated by the leader. The

was
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modern leader acfs through the party; for it mobilizes the people, constitutes 

the government, and oversees the activities of all types of socio-economic 

organizations. The party allows him to act in his state, svhich in turn is his 

instrument ofsjction in the.rest of Africa and the world. There is thus a sym

biotic relationship between leader and party: the party depends upon the 

leader as the source of its authority and for active guidance and ideological 

rectitude, while the leader's claim to a link with Africa's future is validated 

by his possession of the party as a historical instrument.

How typical are the ideas of Nkrumah and Nyerere of those of other 

African leaders? It is boyond the scope of tl^s study to examine the ideas 

propounded by the leaders of the other'thirty-odd independent African states.
I

It should suffice horo to Indicate that most of them avow their dedication to

120African unity, African socialism and African democracy, 

of them-regard Nyarere as an articulate spckosman af thoir position, and some 

of them considorod Nkrumah a leading spokounon of thoir ideas. On a con

tinental scalo, tho split between the radical Casablanca states which included 

Ghana and the moderate "Monrovia^Logos group" of states which included 

Tanganyika wa? oyercoms with tha creation in 1963 of the Organizotion of 

African Unity, which counted as members all of the independent African 

dotes.

Moreover, most

It will be instructive ts ccir.pons ll«i ideas of Mkiurnoii and f-iyciete 

wlii. iiao^ of iivcro! major iooders of Franco-piwr.o Africa. Wo may begin 

by noting tliot many of tho states in former French Africo ore one-|>0i(y states.
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and their leaders have spared no effort in attempting to justify their regimes 

based on the hegemony of a single party. For example, Mali President Modiba 

Keita's brother, who has held several important ministerial positions in the 

Mali government, argues that there ts "no reason to increase the number of 

parties, since the differentiation of Interests is not very great," since the com

mon aspiration is "for unity," and since the single party is an efficient and
<r -

democratic "exercise of public authority irt conformance with the will of the 
..122 ' . «masses.

President Sekou Tourfe, who made Nkrumah the co-President of his stdVe ' 

of Guinea after his overthrow in Ghana, likewise advocates the single-party 

system for Africa. He sees his people "on the path of history, which is 

inseparable from the history of their ^Democratic^^ Party" of Guinea. The 

Party links Guinea with "the future of the democratic forces of the world. "

Its modeof rule is "dictatorship which is by its noture, the logical consequence 

of a democracy astablishcd at the level of^tho^^ peopio , and which finds 

its expression (n the application of democratic centralization. " Party pre- 

ominonce Is based on the people's v/ill to achieve happiness,

French-sBQnking African leaders share with Nkrumah and Nyarore 

their view of traditional African society. Tourb prefers the temi "c^mmun- 

oucratic" io "Afri-ar; Socialisms," since the latter could lead to misunder

standing of the African purpose os bii.-ia ihc iinporiaiioi. c' c foteign 

lfo .vrif.s:

* « •

123

iJteic-

9/-

Africa is essentially "communaucratic." Collective life and social 
solidarity give her habits a humanistic foundation which many
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peoples may envy. It is also because of those human qualities that 
an African cannot imagine organizing his life outside that of his 
social group—family, village, or clan. The voice of African people 
is not individualistic.

President Leopold Senghor of Senegol is the most highly educated and 

articulate of the African leaders. He has written extensively in attempting 

to show the connection between African socialism and what he calls "Negri- 

tude," which he defines as follows: '

Negritude is the whole complex of civilized values—cultural , 
nomic, social and political—which characterize "the black peoples, 
or, more precisely, the Negro-African world. All these values are 
essentially informed by intuitive reason. Because this sentient reason, 
the reason which comas to grips, expresses itself emotionally, through 
that self-surrender, thot coalescence of subject and object; through 

'myths, by which I mean the archetypal images of the collective Soul, 
.above all through primordial rh^hms, synchronized with those of the 
Cosmos. In other words, the sense of commJnion, the gift of myth
making, the gift of rhythm, such are the essential elements of Negri- 
fude, which you will find indelibly stamped on all the works and 
activities of the black man. ^^6

eco-

Senglxjr contrasts Negritude with European values, whicli he sums up "in the 

threefold expression: discursive recison, technical skill, and a trading 

my. In other words. Capitalism. " European capitalist civilization "ravaged 

black Africa like a bush fire, wiping out images and values In one vosl 

carnage," Yet the "negroid civilizoticn" that once flourished provides the

econo-

roots of the values of Negritude, and these values were fertilized by Europ 

values. Thus ihe new African Socialian is to be "a synthesis of Negro- 

/Oirican cultural values, of Westorr. mcil.odological and spiritual yclues, and 

socialist technical end social values.

eon

Senghor's writings draw heavily on Marx's pre-18'IB works and thn
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French socialist- thought of the early nineteenth century. However, per

haps the major influence on him is the Personalism of Emmanuel Mounie^r and 

the visions of Teilhard de Chardin. Black Africa has benefited from Europe, 

using "^ropean values to arouse the slumbering values of Negritude, which 

they will bring as their contribution to the Civilization of the Universal." 

Senghor finds the justification of his fostering the values of Negritude in his 

vision of their pouring into "the mainstream of cultural miscegenation," flow

ing towards "the meeting point of all Humanity" as-Africa's'fcontribution" to 

a universal civilization, - . • ■ .
*1

African Socialism, according to Senghor, does not seek so much to 

end "the exploitation of man by his fellow, but to prevent its ever happening,
I

by bringing political and economic democracy back to life," and "by borrow

ing from European Socialism its science and technical skill" in order to "mod

ernize" the African values of Negritude. The traditional lypo of African 

'ocloty is to be modernized, revived at a higher level, Senghor characterizes 

this type of society in these words:

Negro-Afrlcan society is a classless society,,. It is a community- 
basud society, in wliich the hiortirchy—and therefore power—is 
founded on spiritual and dcmocrotic values: on the law of primo
geniture and election; in which decisions of all kinds are deliber
ated in a Pal over, after the ancestral god's have been consulted...
A community-nosed society, commune!, not collectivist. Wo are 
conceriicd here, not with a more collection of individuals, but 
with people conspirifiy together
even to the very centre offheir being, communing thrqi'oh their 
Anceslots with God, who i? the Centro of oil Cet.tre:.

In liberty, "man conquers nature and reconstructs it on a universal scole,"

and in this freedom he "realizes himself os a god," In the exercise of this

united among themselves/• • •
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freedom, the Ration is not a natural society but the embodiment of the con-
f

scious will to construct a new order by distilling and transcending the values 

of the traditional societies. Mon uses the realities of his immediate life "to

snatch himself from the earth, to rise above his roots and blossom in the 
..133sun.

Senghor's idea of African Socialism and his vision of a distinctively
r

African contribution to o universal civilization are quite similar to the ideas 

of other African leaders, including Nkfumah and Nyerere. He would 

seem to differ from them, however, in his idea of Negritude. "Gregor em

phasizes this symbol of Songhor's as o "racist myth.. .simil'or in essential

..135

♦j.

respect to Fascist race theory. Yet Senghor speaks of setting up "an
i

'anfi-cacici racialism'" that is opposed to "European racialism, of which the

Nazis were the symbol." He grants that Negritude is a .nytli, but he sees 

"Frsa Enterprise, The iimerican Way of Life, Oemoeracy, Communism" and 

tho like as also "myths, around which hundreds of millions of men organize 

their lives." Negritude is a myth not in ony pejorative sense, but is "o 

living, dynamic" expression cf the essence of Nopro-Afrlcan Ilfs that ovol 

Info “a fonn of humoniyn.

ves

..136 It is therefore somothing to bn realized and 

asserted, n symbol expressing tho some idea and purpose as Nkrumah's "Afri

can Persenolity ' cr "Africanism." Yet Nkrumah typically uses the term 

■‘myth" in a pejorative sense, o: v/h-r. speoking of ihi nuiOj-c-an Csh.l.! iiiui 

AJuLona ere n iiistcrical people,'^7 and he flatly reject: Senghor's account 

of Africanness,

Songlior indeed provides, aj do the other African leaders, ample
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grist for Gregor's grindings. One article in particular, which Gregor does 

not use, provides an account of the influence of German culture, especially 

the Gemian romantics, on Senghor and his colleagues since the First World 

War. He cites Frobenius, who opposed to the prevalent idea of "Negro 

primitivism" and "pre-logical mentality" the reality of an "Ethiopian" civi

lization that was different from, but certainly not inferior to, the European 

"civilization of the fact. " "frobenius defined this civilizatior;, which we 

would call Negritude, as a civilization of the senses—of reality and intuitive 

reason"; and he likened it to "the German mystique" and the Russian "mys- 

ticism" of the East. Senghor sees this great Germon civilization as having

been conquered by "the civilizations of the fact" and "of comfort." Recall-
1

ing the "Holy Roman Germanic Empire," he sees a solution "in a return to 

the sources, to a symbiosis of the two cultures which once formed, within the 

German nation, Gennan humanism." As for the future, hu is guided by the 

corrvlefion that It "belongs to a hybrid civilization, to the ono which joins 

with its own creative powers the gift of expressing them in the Graeco- 

Roman way, n139

Unless one pounces on Senglxsr's attraction to German romanticicm, 

making much of his concern with myth and mystique, there is little of fascism 

to be found hc;^, iennhor is quite clear on the point that a symbol of myth 

is an indispensable element in tlie cce.titution of an otde. of iiuman life.

!40He nl'd elenr, ns Gregor is net. that o political myth is to be found

in the Western demociacies and is for from the exclusive dDwain of foscian.

Ono finds none of tho glorification of wer and violence so cliaroctcriilic of
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in the modern African leaders. For Mussolini, the myth was one 

of the "Nation" and its greatness; he rejects "the dream of a great humanity, 

and therefore the African dream which Senghor calls the "civilization of the

universal.

The Italian fascists certainly identified the Party with the State and 

the Nation; in Gentili's words, it was "the future nation not yet born or not 

yet arrived at that maturity which makes it valid in all its import, 

again, however, there is a decisive difference. Italy'was already q nation- 

state. The purpose of the Party was not to create a nation-stote where there 

had been none, but to change the nature of the one that already existed.

The Africans, on the other hand, lade this kind of revolutionary intention.
t

Rather than glorify and expand any existing tribal "nation," they seek to 

create not a new national ordor but a new tiafion tiiut Is ordered.

The prevalent African political “myth" is thus not communist, Fas- 

afsl or liberal, olthough ft has dorivod and IrunsforindcJ synibollc ideas from 

those three idoologies as well m from tiie Biblo, The African idea is rather 

o vision of society and history that bespeaks Ihe unique situation of 

African type of sorietoj order sr)CouT:torino d liberal Woetorn-Chrietian 

civilization that had achieved ascendancy over the whole world but 

lately being ciutls.-’.ged from within by fascism and communism and from 

vrithogt by the bino-Soviet c,-'.!:, Tlic ATficcnleadeii a.d ri.uir iduos wu 

L_^t i;ridc:;t;cd rut in tonus of tho similarities to Wostorr, phenomena which 

have been noted but in terms of the Africans' own expinssions oi llinir sfinn- 

fion and purpose.

»143 Here

an

was
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TradiHonai African politics, as the first part of this study indicates, 

were rooted in the experiences of foundation. The political religion of each 

African tribal society celebrated and periodically repeated the founding act. 

The institutional 'order of each society was regarded as that established in the 

beginning by the first king or chief. Each African monarch was looked upon 

as a re-presentation of the founding father of the society, a father who con

tinued to rule through his inspiration of the living ruler.
*

The modern African rulers“Nkrumah of Ghana, Nyerere of Tanzania— 

interpret themselves os a new type of African king. In this idea ore combined 

several distinguishable components. First of all, as African kings the new 

rulers are identified with the line of former kings going^sack to the original 

founders. Second, as now kings ruling over societies composed of many 

African kingdoms, the formor kings are drop)rfed S notch to the poiiition of 

chiefs. African polity bad undergone u radical , unprecedented exparision. 

Third, as a now type of ruler, the modern African authority Is more directly 

identified wilh the originol lounriatlnn; becnusu unlike tho foundors' suc

cessors they emphubise not Ute malnlenanc© Ond poiiodlc lenewal of tho 

order once established bur the creation of a new order for which the old

I

servos OS an Orchetype.

Cr.nspirinn y/’rli Il.e rrodirioncil African emphasis on the foundation 

to influence the modern African politico! ord?r was tho cclonio! i !cc cf 

empire. This idea was a complete reversal of the old saw about "always 

something new out of Africa. " It posited the creation of something new in

Africa through human effort, the effort made or stimulated by the European
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rulers. The policy of indirect rule manifested in Africa was not incompatible 

with the continuation of essentially African institutions, and in fact that the 

institutions could be used as instruments for this purpose without destroying 

them. These ideas also inform* contemporary African politics. The modern 

rulers do not, of course, attempt to maintain the political authority of the 

traditional African rulers. As rulers who regard themselves as of an essen

tially African type, it is their explicit purpose to create a continental civi- 

lization that is both African and modem, that reflects the same principles 

that underlay the tribal societies and yet manifests an economic and cultural 

achievement that rivals that of the West. This modern African civilization, 

the glories of which existed in nascent form in the ancient African civiliza

tions and the development of which was interrupted yet ultimately insured by 

colonialism, is pre-eminently a willed reality. The -African loaders derived 

from the West a faith in the virtually unlimited power of man to master nature 

and transform it in a creative movement from idea to reality. The most Im- 

pijrtant ideas exist neither [n re nor post rem, hut In the imagination which 

has tlie power of in-fomiing futuro—aiid indeed, it would seem, past^-hlslory.

The institutionoS tbrinafion of the modern African party-slates is also 

derived to great extent from the colonial regime, The authority of thu 

governor, unlimired ty ony domestic, leiritorial Institutions, finds its counter

part In the authorit)' of Nkto.Tiafi and Nyerere, who unlike the pi-esident' of 

Western danocratic republics are regarded as rulers. Their regimes, like 

the colonial but unlike the troditional African regimes, are Luieuuciutic.

.V

Their parties developed and came to monopolize political life in response to 

the British terjuiicmenl of electloiis and a dcmorntration through elections
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that the parties in question truly represented the people.

Finally, since the newly independent countries correspond to the ter

ritories carved out by the colonial rulers, since the tribal societies were too 

small to become modern powers, and since the actual and potential great 

modern powers (United States, Soviet lAiion, a united Europe, China) are 

continental or soml-continental in scope, the African leaders had to reject 

the tribal societies and even their independent countries as the ultimate 

nation. As Pan-African leaders, their authority is not to be limited to their 

countries; and their authority in their countries finds its ultimate sanction in 

thejr mission to bring about African unity. They are the rightful rulers to

day, for their consciousness and ability points toward the realization of the»
grandeur that would have been the historical culmination of traditionol rule 

had the African rulers not been corrupted and superseded by colonialism.

As successors to the traditionol and colonial authorities, the modern 

Atrloan rulers of Ghana and TonsOniO liaye interpreted themselves as the 

offectivo reconcination of tho African tradition and modernity roprosented 

by their predocr.s-.ors. Nkruintih Cnd Nyorero dre modern men, and it is 

solely by virtue of their combinsd experionco of tho African liuditlon of 

royal foundation and of fhn Western civilizational achievement that they 

could persist vViiiilii th- contemporary post-colonial situation in portraying 

their work as a renewal of African liie. To assert the Unegrity of Airicons 

in ihc [ii..Jt.in .vv.icl -on iniegrity tho denial of vrliich v.as Iho basis of 

colonial authority—it was necessary for the modern African ieminH lo deny 

tliul they are the belated imitations of European man, lo deny lliot they IwJ
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become whaf the ooioniai regimes had tried to make them. They had to assert 

and effect the sovereignty of a specific and unique African people or state. 

While unique—that is, possessed of traditional identifying characteristics 

and, in fbctv maintaining continuity with the essentials of precolonial African 

life—the state had to be sufficiently large and powerful to secure recognition 

and to maintain itself in the modern world of superpowers. Since the major 

powers were hardly ready to respect a small tribal society, and since the In

dividual colonial territories hardly had the potential power to assert strong 

influence in the modern world, only the energy of a united Africa gave prom

ise pf fulfilling their need.



NOTES

PART ONE

AFRICAN CHIEFLY AUTHORITY AND SOCIETAL ORDER

-* CHAPTER I: THE AKAN OF GHANA

The materials on the Akan are copious, but the major contribution 
to our knowledgo of them was made by Robert S. Rattray In the following 
ethnographic works: Akan-Ashonti Folk Tales (Oxford, 1930); Ashanti (0^1- 
ford, 1923); Ashanti Law and Constitution (London, 1929); Ashanti Proverbs 
(Oxford, 1916); Religion and Art in >Q^OTti (London, 19271l

Amine of important information is provided by Eva L. R; Meyerowitz 
in the following of her works; The Akan of Ghano; Theif Ancient Beliefs 
(London, 1958); Akan Traditions of Origin (London, 1952); The’Divine King- ' 
ship in Ghono ond ^cient Egypt (Londot~, 1960); The Sacred Stote of the Man ^ 
(London, 1951). Meyerowitz's works require cautious use, because she draws 
most of her materials from one section of the Akan that has retained in its tra
ditions strong cosmological elements rarely observed by others elsewhere among 
the Akan. Another weakness in her works is the frfequent lack of clear indica
tions whether specific Akan ideas and practices ore historical only or prevalent 
also during the colonial period. For a comprehensive criticism of her poor math- 
odology and ambiguities, partlcijlorly with reference to her attempt to demon
strate oncient Near Eastern origins of Akoti kingship, see R. W. Wescott, "An- 
ejetif Egypt and Modern Africa," Journal of Africo'n History, II, 2 (1961), 315- 
321.

Another important source, himself an Akan scholar, is Joseph B. Don- 
quah, whose relevant works art:: The Alton Doctrine of God (London, 1944);
Gold Akoir Lows and Customs (London, 1928); The Akim Abuokwo Hand
book (Lontidn, 1928). ‘The f!rst*of these books presents an intellectuuiizod vor- 
sion of Akon laligion Cfi terms of Woslorn philosophy,so it Is of very limited use 
‘o on,, coiicemed to grosp the concrete religious experiences of the Akan through 
the Akan religious cymbals rallrar than to construct o philosophical represontation 
cf ccscn^ic!!/ non-philojophical ideas.

Imporlont early v/orks on the Akan are: Williom Bosmon, A New end Ac
curate Dcicfiplicii of 'he Coost of Guinea (Londcii, 1705); T, E. Dcwdich, Mission 
from Cap-3 Cuasi'C^tic to Asitonteo (London, 1819); Jrxeph Dupuis, Journal of a 
Residertc? lii ^oiilcslLondcn, 1824); John Beochem, Ashontee end tlxs Gold 
Coast (London, I^T); A. B. Eilis, Tne Tshi-Spoafdng lecpies ot llie Golf Coast 
of West Afiico (London, 188/); Ellis, A History oflEaGold Coast of West Africo 
(iOfidoii, (d?u); Caii C. Reiiidorf, The History of the GolJ Const and Acontc 
(Basel, 1895);Cosely Hayford, Gold Coost Nctiva Institutions (Lendeo, IkOt);
John Monsah Sarfaah, Font! Notional Coristituticn (Lonllon, T?06); Wuilon Cloridge, 
A History of the Gold Coast and Ashanti, 2 vols. (London, 1915).
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The most useful recent sources arei A, L. Adu, The Role of Chiefs in 
the Akon Social Structure (Accra, 1929); Rev, Patrick Akoi, "Divine King- 
ship and its Participation in-Ashanti," in The Sacral Kingship (Leiden/ 1959), 
pp. 135-147; Kofi Antubam, Gliona's Heritage of Culture (Uipzig, 1963);
Kofi A. Busia, The Position of the Chief in the Modern Politicol System of 
Ashanti (London, 1951); Busia, "The Ashanti of the Gold Coost,'' in Afriwn 
Worlds, ed. Daryll Forde (London, 1954), pp. 190-209; Rev. H. St. John T. 
Evans, "The Akan Doctrine of God," in African Ideas of God, ed. Edwin W. 
Smith, 2d ed. rev. and ed. E. G. Parrinder (London, 1961), pp. 241-259; 
Margaret J. Field, Akim-Kotoku: An Oman of the Gold Coast (Accra, 1948);
A. A. Y. Kyerematen, Ponoply of Ghono (London, 1964); Madeline Manoukian, ' 
Akon and Ga-Adagme People of the Gold Coast, Ethnographic Survey of Africa, 
ed. DarylLForde, Western Africa, Pt. I (London, 1964); William Tordoff, "The 
Ashanti Confederacy," Journal of African History, 111,'* 3 (1962), 399-417;
W, E. F. Ward, A History of Ghano, 2cl edr^New York, 1963),

^Dovid Kimble, A Pciitieal History of Ghana (Oxford, 1963), p. 509.
See Diedrich Westermonn ond M. A. Bryan, The Languoges of West Africo 
(London, 1952); J. H. Greenberg, Studies in African Linguistic Classifi^tion 
(New Haven, 1955); Ward, pp. 37-38.

q
Mcyerowitz, Sacred State, pp. 21-26, denies o common origin.

Claridge, I, 3-10, inclines toward acceptiiig tfio idea of a common origin.
Ward, p. 42, cmphasizos: "It is possible to bo sure obout a language, but it 
is hardly possible to be sure obout tho origin and the composition of the peo
ple that speaks it. We know so little about the early histoiy of tiie nations of 
tbfl Gold Coast, vrtj see such clear evidence of widespread recent migrations, 
invasions, conquests and fusions, that we cannot feel sure that any tribe exist
ing today has a history of more than a few cunlurios behind it."

^Ward, pp. 43-45; Claridge, I, 4-5; Meyorowitz, Akon Troditions of 
Origin, p. 64; Moyerowifz, Akon of Ghana, p. 17; Rattray^4sl lan 11 L/u w, p. 64,

^Rattray, Ashanti Low, pp. 6.2-71; Cloridge, I, 8; Word, p. 117; Bow- 
dich, DO. 229-23(); Busia, Position of Chief, pp. 85-66. Rot+roy, Ashgntt Igw. 
p. 65, and Claridge, 1, 8, hold that the clan is also regarded qs dosconded from 
an onimal, which hoi hocoms O lotcmlc toboo. Mpyerowite, Sacred Stote, p. 30, 
finds avideiis:o :ontrodicting belief in such a descent, but admits hot mol^g do- 
ruiluJ inquiiies on this puini.

^Asltanfi, lit>wr:ver, iiud elyiii cluiis until receiiliy, un arclioic Eur.'ival.
S-cied Stote, pp. 33, 96, 145. Busio, Africon Worlds, p. 196, 

gives seven clans for Aslionti. See Dantjuah, "The Akon Ciaini to Origin from 
Ghana, " West Afiicon Review, November 1955, p, 1107; DutRiuoii, ,M;an Uor.- 
Ifine of God, p. 4/.

*4
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Meyerowitz, Sacred State, p. 94, Ratttay, /^honti, pp. 121-123, 
describes the Ashanti belief that the ancestors of the ruling clans were seven 
in number and that they emerged from the ground.

Meyerowitz, Sacred State, pp. 27-28;

P
Ibid., pp. 33-34. This first occurred in Ahwamu in about 1600, and 

the Oman is now the political organization of all Akan states. Ibid.

l^Rattray, Ashanti Law, p. 69. In an earlier work, however, he wrote, 
that Ashanti tradition refers to on early period "when the various clans., .were 
living in isolated, independent groups,.. .each looking upon .the senior woman 
of the clan,''the Queen Mother, who delegated some of.^er power to her male 
kinsman, as its head." Rattray, Ashanti, p. 219. Confirmed by Meyerowitz, 
Akon of Ghano, Chs. I-II. ^ .

I'Manouklan, pp. 35-40; Danquah, Gold Coast, pp,. 21-48.

^^EHis, Tshi-Speaking Peoples,, pp. 273-274; Rattray, Ashanti Low; 
Manoukian, pp. 35-36.

'^Manoukion, pp. 24-37; Ward, pp. 99, 101. In some states the king 
has several councils, witli different compositions and purposes. In Akim Abuak- 
wa, for oHompIc, there arc throe. See Danquah, Gold Cooit, pp, 11-20; Akim 
Abuokwo Handbook, p(). 62-68.

I'^Ward, pp, 42, 52, 54-56, 104, 107t100; J. D. Foge, Ghano; A 
Historical Interprotutioii (Madison, Wis,, 1959), pp. 23-29.

■ .

MSI8

imIP:

it .

I©
If*4

:

iif

^^Meyerov/itv., Sacred State, pp. 33-34, citing king and elders of 
Akwamu as her source of information. Slightly different accounts, which men
tion neither the sub-dlvliiuns of Iho tv'O wii;ns nor iho number of won-chiefs os 
seven, arc in Roindorf, p. 119; Rattray, Ashonti low, pp. 120-122; Manoukion, 
pp. 3S-39. Sue, however, Dusia, Position of Chief, pp. 13-14, fora seven-
Seviion ailliy formotioi:.

•"Meyeiowirz, Socred Stole, pIM, Danquoh, Gold Coast, p. 17; Field,

IP]
11
|:§

43,

^^Seo, for example, Cloridge, I; Ward; Rutirqy, Ashnnti low.

^“Rattray, Ho I ig ion ond Art in Ashanti, pp. 205-416. 

^^Adu, p. 6.

^®Rattroy, Religion ond Art in Ashonti, p. 11.

I't'"
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Geoffrey Parrinder, African Troditional Religion, 2d ed. (London,
1962); Edwin W. Smith, ed. African ideas of God, ed. E. G. Parrinder, 2d 
rev. ed. (London, 1961), p. 17. With Elfade, I apply the term "premodem" 
or "traditional" to archaic and primitive peoples inclusively. Mircea Eliade, 
Cosmos and History, trans. Willard R. Trask (New York, 1959), p. 3.

^^Rattray, Ashanti Proverbs, p. 19; Evans, pp. 246-249; Danquah,
Akon Doctrine of God, p. Meyerowitz, Sacred State, pp. 69-83.

^^Rattray, Aslionti, pp. 173-174, 179.

^'^Field, pp. 158-159.

^Evans, p. 246.

^Evans holds that there is a single Supreme Being, Nyame, and that ' . 
the other names are all "praise-names." J^.; Busia, African Worlds, p. 192, 
speaks of the names merely as titles of the Supreme BelrgT Meyerowitz, Sacred 
State, pp. 81-82, reveals some relationships between several of the names and 
does no violence to their concrete complexity. Danquah, Akan Doctrine of Go4 
pp. 46, 62, also indicates thoir complexity; but ho‘states that, for example,
Nyame and Nyankopon "are both much of the same nature" and tliat God is 
times called Nyankopon Odomankoma.

^^Danquah, M.on Doctrine of God, p. bS.

28As Frankfort rightly says; "Contplexlty is of the essence of the re
lationship between man and deity." Henri Frankfort, Anoiont Egyptian Religion 
(Now Yotk, 1961), p. 7. Ho makes fit is statement wnRf reference to lhe~re- 
ligion of the ancient Egyptians, who "had many gods, but all ultimatoly of one 
noturc." Fronkfort etol.,- Before Philosophy (Baltimore, 1949), p. 75. "Throe 
gods nro ons, and yot tfio cgypliiin elsewhere Insists on the soparalo identity of 
ouch or the three." Ibid.; see niso Frankfort, Ancient Egyptian Religion, p. 20.
The African high GoS^e further treated beluw In Cfi. Ill.

Rattruy, Ashanti, pp. 143-146; Evonsi p. 255; Manouklnn, p, 55;
Field, pp. (, i. One Akan proverb states it thus: "As
give; birth to a child, in muy vs'cfcr to a god." Rattray, Ashanti, p. 146,

Other obnsOm of yet lower order ave assooialed v.rth rocks or fieec.
Spiritual powers of still lower order ore the souU (sunsum; of nnimals, 
and plonts with which men must sometimes reckon. Wheri abo,som prisc: 
of these objects, they generally ignore the sunsum. Evans7*pT^5; Rattray,
Religion ond Art in Ashonti, pp. 1-8,

Suman ore magical charms or fetishes. Wlieieus on oboscin is a god el 
a corporate group (family, village or state), a sumon is usually d personal ob
ject, wherein spirits of inferior status come to dwefT. Magically used for either 
good cr evil personal ends, suman are neither referred lo Nyame nor derived 
from ubesom. WliHe suman often conslitute a part of an obosom shrine, a proverb

some-

a wumun

rroot
: Oi;e
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reveals that the Akan recognize this as "a degeneratory element" in their 
religion: "suman spoil the abosotn." Rattray, Religion and Art in Ashanti, 
pp. 23-24; Evans, pp. 256-257; Manoukian, pp. 56-57; Rattray, Ashanti, 
p. 182, ------------

Besides the abosomfo, the priest in charge of gbosom and their wor
ship, and the akomfo, passive mediums or moulhpiacos of abosom, there are 
the practicioners of medicine and witch-doctors. Witchcraft is feared as 
the major source of evil, as are Sasabonsam, a terrible forest monster, and 
mmoatia, little people (foiries) whose feet are backwards. Field, p. 172 n.; 
Rattray, Religion and Art in A^anti, pp. 25-34, 39.

30Meyerowitz, Sacred State, p. 116; Busia, Africon Worlds, pp. 197-
198.

^^Busia, African Worlds, p. 198.

^^Rattray, Religion and Art in Ashanti, p. 319. Meyorowitz, The 
Divine Kingship, p. \M, says however ttiat the sunsum joittf the saman af- 
ter the trial of the kra, for which see further in this paragraph.

^^Rottray, Religion and Art in Ashanti, pp. ^18-319; Busia, African 
Worlds, pp, 196-200; Manoukian, p. 58; Meyorowitz, The Divine Kingship, 
pp. 121-125. Akan thus suy: "All men are children of Nyante, no-one is a 
child of the earth." Busio, African Worlds, p. 200.

''^Meyerowitz, ^cred Stoto, p. 86; Manoukian, p. 58. Meyerowitz, 
Socred Stcite, pp. 86, 08, 213, says that the "trial" of the 1^occurs in 
Nyankbpon-lturo (city of Nyankopon), to which tfw departed souls of good 
men return to enter the Nyonkopon-fle (house of Nyankopon). Meyerowitz, 
The Divine Kingship, p. 12), Soys thot tho hnuso of Nyankopon is believed 
sltuatodriOT the sun in Osoro Aliemmam (the Upper Kingdom), which Is a con- 
fedorction of tho sun, moon, a'nil other lit'ovcnly bodlos,

^^Busia, African Worlds, p. 201; Manoukian, p. 50.

'^Monouktan, p. 58.

^^Mnnovl-icr., pfi. 5G-59.

^^Manoukian, p, 59; Busia, African Worlds, pp. 2U1-202.

^^Rattray, Ashanti Proverbs, p. 137. Nyamc is said to bo, "of all 
the earth. King ond Elder." Rottray, Ashonti, p. 144.
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^^Donquah, Gold Coast, p. 128; Danquah, Alcim Abuakwa Handbook, 
pp. 4, 24. Danquah relates that Akim Abuakwa is "one of the few Akan states 
whose dialect has remained uhadulturated" and whose institutions retained 
"their original meaning and significance."

■^'Frankfort, Ancient Egyptian Religion, p. 104.

^^Meyerowitz, The Divine Kingship, pp. 16, 59, 85ff.

■^^Rattroy, Ashanti, p. 102.

^As captain in war, an Akan ruler is Osagyefo (a conqueror). Adu, 
p. 6. His valiance is more than human. Akan tradition rarely records the 
death or defeat of a king in war. Rattray,. Ashanti Law, p. 126. Death is 
the usual penalty for even mentioning the death of a king. Claridge, I,- 192. 
The usual euphemism is that "a great tree has fallen." This avoidance points... 
to the Akan belief that the king's death brings chaos, for the king upheld the 
order of nature and society. Meyerowitz, The Divine Kingship, p. 186. The 
euphemism also has apparent reference to the high God as a tree on whom one 
may lean and not fall.

^^Rattroy, Religion and Art in Ashanti, p. 275.

^Meyerowitz, Socred Stote, pp. 76-78.

■‘^^Rattroy^ Ashanti, p. 101,

'^^Rattray, Religion end Art in Ashonti, p. 276.

'^^Rqftray, Aslionti, p. 166 n.

^%vons, p. 257. The divine counterporfs arc not only exemplars; they 
olsq assist tholr human fepfcScntutlves. For oxample, an Ashanti dfUmmer as- 
sutrsd his part in a major ritual by drumming a prayer, beginning as follows:

"O Divine Drummer, I am scarcely av/afce and have-risen up,
‘“I, the Ashofiti porcupine chief's drummer.

"I om -boj' jo sound the drum.
"!f yc. I.ivs elsevviicru end I call you,
'‘Ccm2„" tettfoy. Ashonti, p. 101.

It vrould not be forfetcheii to tee in this the Idea tfiat the numon drummer drum: 
through inspiration, that through him the divine drummer is really dcir.g ilu'.- d; 
ming.

^^Field, p. 42, adding: "few Africatrs deny that liuiriun suv-riflto is 
still practiced at all Akan royal funerals."
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^^Rattray, Ashanti Law, pp. 81, 87, 307.

53Rattray, Ashanti, p. 102.

^'^Danquah, Akini Abuokwo Handbook, p. 114; Meyerowitz, The 
Divine Kingship, p. 218.

55panquah, Akim Abuakwa Handbook, p. 110; Meyerowitz, The 
Divine Kingship, p. 216; Rattray, Ashanti,p. 295.

56For a discussion of the Akan stools, see below, pp. 17-18, in 
the text, and notes 64-65.

57Dariquah, Akim Abuakwa Handbook, p. Ill; Mpyerowitz, The 
Divine Kingship, pp. 216-218. The link of kings with the royal ancestors 
is revealed in yet another way. Adulterous intercourse with the wives of 
a king was punished by death, because the king succeeds to the wives of 
his predecessors, now somonfo. Whereas one might expect the supreme pen
alty for such an offense against any chief or headman, it was restricted to 
those in which the head chief or king was injured. The ancestors of lesser 
chiefs absorbed by greater chiefs were regarded as also declining to subor
dinate positions comparable to those of their living successors. Rattray, 
Ashanti Law, p. 307, Whereas shifts in political oulhorily on earth were 
regarded as reflections of similar shifts among the gods by the ancient Me
sopotamians, the Akan apparently took them to bo reflections of changes 
In the oncestral order. See Thotkild Jacobson, "Mesopotamia," Before 
PhiioEophy., pp. 207-210.

^^Frankfoit, Ancient Egyptian Religion, p. 6.

59|bid.

^Rattray, AshaOti, p. 2'?8j Rattray, Ashanti Low, passim; Adu, p. 6.

7:’Adu, p. 5.

62|bid.

‘-'SRichuid AnsiIr, Freeman, Tiavels ond Life in Ashonti and Jomon 
(Westmin'tci, 1898), p. 442.

^'^Rulliay, Ashonti, p. 287. Rattray's account of theoiigincf thi: 
biooi ciuriiics ill iriipoilatiCr. Tiic Okoriifo (prirst) Anotchl ..laimed "o spe
cial mission from Onyome, the God of the Sky, to mnke Aihanll inlu ;> qreot

/
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and powerful nation. " In the presence of a great multitude, he is believed 
"to have brought down from the sky, in a black cloud, and amid rumblings, 
and in air thick with white dust, a wooden stool with three supports and 
partly covered with gold." It slowly alighted upon the knees of the Omanhene 
of Kumosi, Osai Tutu. Anotchi explained that this stool contained the sunsum 
of the nation, and that their welfare and power were bound up in it. Tfien 
"he caused the King and every-Ashanti chief and all the Queen Mothers to 
take a few hairs.. .and o piece of nail." These were ground and mixed with 
medicine, some of which was drunk and some smeared on the stool. This 
ceremony insured that the sunsum of each chief combined into one and was 
embodied in the Golden Stool. (Rattray explained that when an Ashanti 
died and his body could not be returned to his home for burial, "some hair ' 
and nail parings are.. .brought home to convey the sunsum of the deceased 
to look after the'persons of its ntoro who are still alive.") Anotchi pro
claimed that if the stool were lost or destroyed, the Ashanti nation would, 
"sicken and lose its vitality or power" as does a man whose sunsum has left 
him or been injured by another sunsum. The stool was never to be ill direct 
contact with the ground, and its power was lo be invoked only on special 
occasions. Golden fetters, taken from the defeated king of Denkyira, fas
tens the sunsum to the stool. Masks representing another defeated king, 
cast from the gold on his stool, adorn the Golden Stool; and each Ashanti 
chief added something to it. When taken each year to'the burial site of 
the kings, "it was conveyed under its own umbrellas and surrounded by its 
ottendants who in number and adornments surpossed tftoss of the King who 
followed offer it." It wos more holy ond powerful thon the Asanfshene 
himself. Rattray, Ashariti, pp. 288-291.

The special vonerotion given to slools WOS i'ntirhotely connected with 
the military organisation of society! "the stool was taken to war os a special 
'medicine' for bringing victory. Thrj person of Iho 'Chief also acquired from 
the stool mogical victory-bringing properties nrul the Worship of deod-oneJ- 
gone bhIoK become 0 part of stool worship." Field, p. 171. A chief os 
captoifr in v/ar was thus Osqgyefo (a conqueror). Adu, p. 6. Among the 
Ashanti "the last rall/ing'-point wos the Stool, . .which was always taken 

,M! iiiembers of ihe aristocracy were expected to lay down theirto w/jr.
IVvcs rcthc.' than this should fall into tire hundj of the enemy. When the 
battle va; -cL-rg against them, an Ashanti Chief would r.larid upon ths stool, 
an Insult to his ancestral ghosts to fire thoir anger and make them fight more 
vigofoucly." RaiS~.>, AJ-i.'.tt Low, pp. 122-12t.

Wciscrmcn, "The Ashanti War of 1900; A Study in C'llturol 
Conflict," Africa, XXXI, 2(1961), p. i76. Ainotig the ju gcncrc:;/ 
il.a symbolize Omanker^aa(the soul of society). The srool is the
“symbolic link uci..cfcirtlio common people., .anti their hcod state." 
The most basic and earliest state stool is called the Mbnoriwn (feitKile 
stool). Each of i ts component parts "represents one of the main idoo;
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that go to make up the Ghanaian's conception of a perfect society," Its 
seat is in the shape of a crescent moon. Its circular center pillar "sym
bolizes N^emeh^ (God's presence and power) In society." The perfora
tions in it ‘‘symbolize the qualities of justice and fairness believed to be 
essential attributes of God, for which he stands in society." Antubam, 
p. 161. One of hie two kinds of wood used in the making of stools is 
called Nyame dug (God's tree). A forked branch cut from the Nyome 
duo is the main component of an altar to Nyome. Rattray, Religion ond 
Art in Ashanti, p. 271.

^^Rattroy, Religion and Art in ^hanti, p. 130 n. 2. Besides the ^ 
king, the Golden Stool of Ashanti was sheltered by an umbrella called 
Katamanso (the covering of tlie nation) and the various abosom dwelling 
in shrines had their umbrellas. Rattray, .Religion and Art in Ashanti, 
p. 130 and n. 2; Rattray, Ashontj, p, 155.

^^Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy, trans. John W. Harvey 
(New York, 1958), pp. 53-54 .

^^Evans, p. 258; Field, p. 17.1; Eliade, Patterns in Comparotive 
Religion, trans. Rosemary Sheed (Cleveland, 1963), pp. 31, 44.

69Danquah, Akim Abuakwo Handbook, p. 125; Field, pp. 152-
158, 166-168.

7*^Rattroy, Asiianti, p. 127.

^^Donquah, Akim Abuokwo Handbook, pp. 129-131.

^^Rottroy, Religion ond Art in Ashonti, Ch. XII, pp. 122-143. 
Because of ils connection with the harvest, Europeans wore wont to call 
it the Yam Festival, a syrr.plom of their igncifonce rohier then of the Af
ricans' imputed suporstitlon.

73lbid., p, 128.

^^Ibid., pp. 134-135. During Hie eleven-day interval oil the 
symbols or?tofr* ourhoiity—stools, umbiellas, druins, togolia—were re
paired end clemicd. On the first duy of Odwira, the king with his 
ceunciMori and minisrers, preceded by the Golucn Stool, went to the 
socred houses of state to offer socritice. At these houses, the Jiomes of 
the mojor office holders, liie ancestors were beseeched to let no evil 
befoli the state and informed thot Odvrlra wos begun.

^^Ibid. For Osoi Tutu, see above, n, 64.
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76Raftray, Ashonti, pp. 45-50.

77Rattray, Religion and Art in Ashanti, p. 137.

^^Ibid.^ pp. 138-139. In earlier times criminals and captives were 
sacrificed during Odwira, each accompanied with the words: "Off with you 
to the land of ghosts and serve Osai Tutu {or whichever king he was being 
sent to serve)." Ibid., pp. 139-140.

^^See Manoukian, pp. 59-60; Busio, Position of Chief, pp. 27-29; 
Rattray, Ashanti, Chs. V-IX.

CHAPTER II; BANTU SOCIETIES OF TANGANYIKA
4

1 J. P. Moffett, Handbook of Tanganyika, 2d ed. (Dar es Salaam,
1958), p. 284.

2c. G. Soligman, Roces of Africa, 3d ed. (London, 1957), p. 162.

^Ibid., p. 164. See 1. Schapera, "A Working Classification of the 
Bantu Peoples of Africa," Man, XXIX, 63 (May 1929), 82-87; Melville J. 
Herskovits, "The Culture Areas of Africa," Africa, XXX (1930), 59-77.

'^Seligman, pp. 164-166, 196-197. Sambora is another name for 
the Shambala trlbo. George Peter Murdock, Its Peoples and Their
Culturo History (New York, 1959), p. 343.

^Murdock, pp. 306-309, 342-343, 347-348, 357-360. See Brian 
Kt Toylor, The Western Locusirine Bantu, Ethnographic Survey of Africa, 
ed. Dtiryll Fordo, East Control Africa, Pt. XIII (London, 1962), p. 13, 
for a timiiar breakdown of the Interlacustrino Oantu.

^.Moffett, p. 294, lists 113 tribes by name. On p. 283 he gives 
the fip'jrc 120 as the, ustjally stated number, but notes the Impossibility of 
givinn fi pr-rnisB figure because of the lack of agreement on the definition 
of a tribe end becooso of the changing character of tribal groups.

cf tho Tonganyiko tribes hove been little studied, ond infot- 
matioii on mony of them is resiiicte,l p’-imarily to unpiibiished district rtoto- 
books. See Tonganyiko Notes gnu Rbc^iJs, No. 35 (July 1762;, p. '/'i.

Rt! :: j tribes also vary greatly in :i:o: "vve gel g.-cups from the 
size of the Sukuma (888,800) to the Sonjo (3,536) regnrrllrtg themrelvos a: 
single tribes." Moffett, p. 283. They are, moreover, well-disii tlutietl 
ihroughout the country.

;
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SUKUAAA
t

The major sources on the Sukuma are: Hans Cbry,
Political System of the Sukuma (Par es Salaam, 1954); Gory, The Ntemi 
(London, 1951); Cory, Sukuma Law and Custom (London, 1953); Cory, 
"Religious Beliefs and Practices of the Sukumo/Nyamwezi Tribal Group," 
Tanganyika Kiotes and Records (hereafter cited: TNR), No. 54 (March 
1960), pp. 14-26; B. J. Hartley, "Land Tenure in Usukuma," TNR, No.
5 (April 1938), pp. 17-24; J. Gus Liebenow, "The Sukuma," in East 
African Chiefs, ed. Audrey I. Richards (Now York, 1960), pp. 229-259;
D. W. Malcolm, Sukumaland (London, 1953); Berta Millroth, Lyubo: 
Traditional Religion of the Sukuma (Uppsala, 1965); T. M. Revington, 
"Concerning the Banangoma and Basumba Batale Societies of the Bukwimba 
Wasukuma, TNR, No. 5 (April 1938), pp. 60-62; R. E.,S. Tanner, "An 
Introduction to the Northern Basukuma's Idea of the Supreme Being, " Anthro
pological Quarterly (hereafter cited: AQ), XXIX, 2 (April 1956), 45-56; „ . 
Tanner, "An Introduction to the Spirit Beings of the Northern Basukuma,"
AQ, XXIX, 3 (July 1956), 69-81; Tanner, "The Spirits of tlio Dead," AQ, 
XXXII, 2 (April 1959), 108-124; Tanner, "Sukuma Ancestor Worship and 
its Relation to Social Structure," TNR, No. 50 (June 1958), 52-62. Works 
of a more general nature containing references to the Sukuma will be cited 
where relevant. For other liloraturo on the Sukuma, sec Warren J. Roth,
"The Wasukuma of Tangonyika: An Annotated Bibliography," AQ, XXXIV,
3 (July 1961), 158-163.

^Hartley, p. 17, denies that they arc a tribe and calls them a lan- 
gOogo group. The other authorities refer to them as a tribe.

^Cory, Indigenous Political System, p. 1.

'^Fot this reason Seligman included tiie Sukuma and Nyamv/ezi 
among the Interlacusirinc Bantu. C, G. Seligman, Rgees of Africa, 3d ed. 
(London, 1957), p. 192. Cory, The Niemi, p. 1, included the Sukuma 
ornong thorn. They are not now usually included among them according to 
Richai'ds, Post African Chiefs, p. 27. "On the southern border, between 
Sukuma und Nyamwei;, the Myamwezi influence is marked, out the two 
groups ore so closely connected that this cannot be described os olien influ- 
cnco. " Cory, indigenous Political Sysiem, p. 2, 1 ho two can for tome 
purpesos bn trc-ie? -so sitiulo tribe, for they "speak th'j' same languoga 
v.'ith d;ffoff»nrc5 in dioiec* Kinship tics and siriiilaritlea In law, custom 
end political and economic institutions unite them." Liebennw, p. 93:
I shall, like Liebenow, treat only the Sukumc,

SLiebenosv, p, 232. "The designation of tiie fnikriinvi its o trihol 
group iso relotively recent Innovation. Indeed, the nuriiu 'Usukumu' 
merely means 'north country' in the Nyamwczi tongue." Ibid. Hartley,

1 The Indigenous
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p. 17, says the same. In Tanganyika '"chiefdom' rather than 'kingdom' is 
the accepted term." Brian K. Taylor, The Western Lacustrine Bantu (Lon
don, 1962), p. 133 n. 157.

^Liebenow, p. 233; Cory, The Ntemi, pp. 1-3.

^Cory,-*Indigenous Political System, p. 3. Llebenow, pp. 233-234, 
says'essentially the same.

SLIebenow, p. 233. "It is remarkable that the customs and language 
of these peaceful conquerors have been v/holly absorbed into those of their 
Bantu subjects, and only tradition remains to tell of the invasion and the es- ' 
tabllshment of ruling dynasties." Cory, Indigenous Politicol System, p. 2.

9Cory, Indigenous Political System, p. 4.

10|n the pre-Hima period the term ntemi applied merely t<5 "pioneers 
who opened up the country and retained leadership of their followers, who 
were mostly members of their own families." Ntemi derives from kutema, 
meaning'"to cut down trees in the bush." It "is also used to denote the ^ 
leader of any type of society and for the leader of a working party." Ibid., 
pp. 4, 73. For the ntemi in East Africa see Roland Oliver and Gervase 
Mathew, eds. History of Eost Africa, 2 vols, (Oxford, 1963), 1, 191ff.
The term oriental despot is used In the sense of Karl Wittfogel, Oriental 
Despotism: A Compdrotive Study of Total Pswer (New Haven, l^JT

1'Llebenow, pp. 234-235; Cory, Indinenous Politicol System, pp.
4, 8-30.

I^Sce Cory, Indigenous Politicul System, pp. 32-33 Llebenow, pp.
236-238.

13Cory also writiii "it is difficult to be bloodthirsty for many yeais 
if vne has not many subjects and knows them all by name." "A Sukumo 
chief was accessible i.-i his rosideiice to all his subjects. . .Poopio mooting 
him lilu no, have to perform elaborate obeissances. Tlwy clapped their 
liandt, conversalror, v/os without formality after this greeting." Indigenous 
pplificgi jysierji, n. i t.

i4|bid., p. “.

13|jebenow, "Chieftainship and Local Government in Tungot-yiko, ” 
unpublished Ph. U. dissertation (Northwestern University, i>55), p. 51; 
Llebenow, East African Chiefs, p. 237. "Th e superbrity of the pci -en of 
the chief was enforced by his isolation from the ordinary people anti by the
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transformation of deference into on attitude of a^^e\ . .The chief was 
usually only accessible at his baraza." Liebenow, "Chieftainship.." 
p. 50. A baraza is a public court or audience. Cory writes: "A chief 
formerly led a very secluded life.. .The only regular occasion on which 
he showed himself to his subjects was the bumwoga (ceremonial shaving 
after harvest)." Indigenous Politicol System, p. 43. Cory gives no indi
cation of wh'J' he considers-the chief a "feudal" authority. Apparently 
the feudal character consists In a kind of client relationship that obtains 
between the chief and his royal guard, and especially between the chief 
and his banongwa (headmen), who were often his own sons. Liebenow,
East African Chiefs,pp. 234-235, refers to these as client relationships.
Since many of the royal guard were captured slaves, they hardly could 
be considered an integral part of the society. Moreover, the client re
lationship would certainly be subordinate to their involuntary incorpora
tion into the chief's service. Any feudal element here would thus be of 
peripheral importance. The banangwc^on the other harjd, were an integ
ral part of the constitutional system; and they are considered presently.
The problem of African feudalism is discussed below in the section on the 
Ha, pp. 46-47, and in Ch. Ill, pp. 135-135; seo especiatfy n. 15 in the 
section on the Ha.

^^Cory, Indigenous Politicol System, p. 32.

l^The elders derive high status from the following sources: member
ship in the ruling clan or one of its subclans, followers of the immigrating 
Himo chiefs, pre-Hima indigenous rulers, favorites of ancient chiefs. Usu- 
o!ty ecich family delegates from two to ten of its mambers as chiefdom el- 
dcis. Ibid., pp. 39-44; Revington, pp. 60-61; Liebenow, Eost African 
ChiBfs,*7p. 236-237.

^®Cory, Indigenous Political System, p. 48.

l^Liebenow, Cas! Afri-'-rin Chiefs, p. 235.

^*^Cory, Indigenous Political System, pp. 49-62, 81.

^^Ibid., pp. 75-84. Liebenow stresses the role of the chiefdom elders 
cs a chccircITihi pav cr of the chief; of r,rganizotiens like the alike, donee 
societies end o.ne-grcps "which served as counter-balances to tho'exercise of 
chietly au!l.ori^/ or -.vkich performed poUticul functions independently of the 
chief"; and of the abilit-y of people io "teniove ihisuisc.’ c ai d tht:’: - s.itia to 

leiglibuiing chiefdom, thereby depriving a ryronnicai chief of a source ot 
iribuie os ..cll us of warriors and labourers." With lespe-t to relations between 
the great commoners and the chief, he wrifes:

"Chiefs relied heovily on the young men's societies in ti-i suitiivg
v/arriors, organizing colloctivo labour, and In ossistiiig new

*4.

ii 1
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immigrants,. .The leaders of the eliko, the basumbo botale, 
were influential personages in their chiefdoms and they were 
able to arrange the terms of work contracts with the chiefs 
through a process resembling ‘collective bargaining.. .^t 
w«7 the basumbo botale, acting jointly, who demonstrated 
before a chief's hut and demanded his abdication when it was 
evident*that his religious powers had 'failed' him."

Liebenow, East African Chiefs, p. 237.

22|bid., p. 236; Millroth, p. 127, citing Tanner, "The Installa
tion of Sukuma Chiefs in Mwanza District, Tanganyika," African Studies, 
XVI, 4 (1957), 197. Millroth's study is a thesis written under the super- 
vision of Professor George Widengren, the University of Uppsala, It is 
based to a large extent on unpublished documents from the archives of the 
White Fathers' Missionary Society, Rome, and the Church Missionary So
ciety, London. This material supplements but does not challenge the accu
racy of the published materials used in this section of my study in any im
portant respects.

23Cory, The Ntemi, pp. 5-6.

^'h'hoodor H. Gasler, ed. The New Golden Bough (New York, 
1959), pp. 224-225.

2^Cory, The Ntemi, pp. 7-8.

^‘^Ibid., pp. 10-n.

^^Ibid., p. 11 n.; Liebunow, "Chieftainship...," p. 51, says 
tivat the division of tho stool emphasizes "transfer of the supematural 
powers of chieftainship."

^^Cory, Tho Ntemi, pp. 14«-15.

^?lbid., pp 15-16.

30|bid., pp. 23-24.

•^'jbj^. p. 25.

^^Ibid.

33:biJ., pp. 24-26.

-I
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^'^Ibid., p. 28. 

35Millroth, pp. 95-96.

^^Cory, The Ntemi, pp. 33-36; Liebenow, East African Chiefs, p. 
235. Epidemics and other calamities were frequent among the Sukuma. The 
chief was responsible for preventing them. He had to determine their cause 
by sending his bonongoma to diviners, and then adopt the remedies prescribed 
by the chiefdom diviner.

"If the cause of the calamity was found not to be a 
hostile witch doctor, the ntemi himself was sometimes con
sidered to be directly connected with the cause of the trouble.
The idea was that because the calomity had laid hold on the whole 
district, only a powerful spirit like that of a predecessor of the 
ntemi could be the cause of the universal trouble. The diviner
indicoted that one of the ntemi's ancestors felt i^isulted by his 
descendant because he hod neglected him, and the ntemi had 
then to perform a solemn ceremony of ancestor-worship with the 
sacrifice of a bull.

' "Sometimes the oracle went even further and accused the
ntemi of being the cause of the misfortune... It may have happened 
that the ntemi hod illegally deprived one of his subjects of his pro
perty.. .orooopfed the Mohommedan religion. In the first case 
he had to hold a solemn ceremony of oncostor-worship after hoving 
made good the injustice; in the latter case he hod to transfer his 
magical duties to one of his near relatives."

Cory, The Ntemi, pp. 62-63. Before war, the ntemi consulted a diviner re
gard ingfneprolpecfs of success, and ho obtained war medicine and odminis- 
tcred it to his warriors. Ibid., pp. 64-65.

*4.

^^Ibld., p. 38. The ntemi olso conducted the harvest rituol "by 
which all taboos imposed in connection witli the crop were removed end by 
which everyone became free to use the crop os he wished." Ibid., p. 43.

38Millroth, pp. 127-131.

3^Tonner, "Sukuma Ancestor Worship. .p. 54,

"’'^Tor.r.c.. ‘Spiritsof the Dead," p. 119.

■’^Millroth, pp. 99-100.

42Tr.!ic‘jr, "Introduction to Northern Eosukumu's idea...," p. 48. 

-^3|bid., p. 51.

^^Tanrter, "Introduction to Spirit Boings,,,," pp. 69-70.
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45MiIlroth, p, 98,

■^Liebenow, East African Chiefs, p. 234.

■^^Anoltier belief would also indicate a divine sanction to the chief's
authority, an_d that is the conception of the God os one who watches over 
and tends men. Millroth, p. 98. There-could, however, be a restrictive 
aspect to this divine sanction, as contempt for the less fortunate would tempt 
the divine anger.

"Although the Supreme Being lies beyond the normol 
boundaries of men's influence through invocations, it is pos
sible, nevertheless, to anger him; for instance, a wealthy 
man sneering at a beggar would make him angry, not because 
it was an uncharitable thing to do but because it,was sneering 
at the Supreme Being's system of dividing up property."

Tanner, "Introduction to Northern Bosukuma's Ideas..,"‘p. 53,_

'^^Liebenow, "Chieftainship.p. 50.

^9|bid., p. 56.

^®Liebenow, East African Chiefs, p. 235; Liebenow, "Chieftain
ship.p. 55.

^^Llebenow, Fast Africon Chiefs, p. 236.

^^Cory is not fully consistent in his position. In The Ntemi, pp. 
74-75, we read: "Usually the person of the chief, his mode of life, and 
his capacity for ruling, were not criticised., .failures could bo readily 
ascribed to transgressions of.. .taboos by members of the community." "It 
can be said in genoial that the magic powers possessed by llio Sukuma chiefs 
wore not only the source of their authority but also tbot of their security." 
Uehenow, East Africon Chiefs, p. 235, also notus thot the chief could shift 
blame for cafomitios to those whom he delegated to perform his rituals.

J. fsfoquet, "A Research Definition of African Feudality, " 
Journol Of Africon History, III, 2 (1962), 308.

^■^Cciy |■ec'^3ni/.es this distinction but does not pursue it. "The 
onll'orlty of the chief was vested in his office and not in his person." 
Indigenous Political System, p. 33.

■^^Uebenow, "Chieftainship,,.," p. 57. 
lineal, Uehenow, East Africon Chiefs, p. 235. "The |x:opk-.. .cifuld Lr- 
liovo in the possibility that one btolner was mure fxipulai wilii the oncostral

Succession v/os motri-
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spirits than another brother. Thus in cases of famine,. .epidemics or defeat 
in war the royal dynasty remained and only the person of the chief was 
changed." Cory, Indigenous Political System, p. 7, Defeat in war was 
"never.. .of political consequence," for the enemy “could not defeat the 
spirits and their powerful influence in the country's affairs." Cory, The 
Ntemi, p. 74. The political "system lasted undisturbed until recently when 
it began to bg affected by increasing contact with western culture." Cory, 
Indigenous Political System, p. 4.

^^ee Cory, The Ntemi. Millroth, p. 133^ observed that the bonon- 
gwa assisted the chief to exercise his religious duties in the villages to which 
they were appointed. ,

S^There were some 60 chiefdoms in the 1920's. Liebenow, East Afri- 
Chiefs, p. 239. The Sukuma people numbered 569JD00 in 1928. Gerald 

F. Sayers, ed. The Handbook of Tongonyiko (London, 1930), p. 36. The 
area of Sukumaland is some 19,000 square miles. Cory,"' indigenous Political . 
System, p. 1. These figures give a population density of only about 30 
people per square mile.

^®"The economy of the Sukuma is based primarily on agriculture, des
pite the fact that the tribe is one of the leading caftle-herding peoples of 
East Africa." Liebenow, Eost African Chiefs, p. 231. "Normally water is 
available in sufficient quantities for household and stock consumption with
out undue toil, but for stock the situation may become precarious in years 
of drought. This danger Is being increasingly met by the construction of ar
tificial reservoirs. There are very few permanent water courses." Cory, 
Indigenous Politicol System, p. 1.

can

59Cory, Indigenous Polltieql System, p. 5.

60|bld.

61Cory, Th£(^emj, p. 2.

62|bid., p. 4.

63|bid., pp. 3-4.

^Liebcy.o'.v, East Africon Chiefs, p. 23}> Millroth, p. 175.

^Although the Bontii "wholly absorbed" I'ne Himo cyirure onri ian- 
guaqr’, the chiefs retained a distinctive non-Bontu physical oupcotoiicc Lc- 
causc chiefs’ doughlcrs "were usually monied to bonangwo,. . .often of other 
ciilefdams, ra that any new chief.. .vros of comparQlivftly [niie luyiil Mn™f . " 
Cory, Indigenous Politicol System, p. 2; Thu Ntemi, p. 27 ti. Dul Liebenow, 
Eost African Chiefs, p. 233, sees "no observable pliysical differences."
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°^Cory, Indigenous Politicol System, p. 2.

67For this function and characteristic of myth, see Mircea Eliade, 
Patterns in Comparotive Religion, trans. Rosemary Sheed (Cleveland, 1963), 
pp. 410-434; Cosmos and History: The Myth of the Eternal Return, trons. 
Willard R. Trask (New York, 1959), pp. 34-48.

68Cory, Indigenous Political System, p. 2.

Ibid. There is some argument whether the Hima were Hamitic or 
Nilotic, and no agreement whence they came. See George Peter Murdock, 
Africa; Its Peoples ond their Culture History (New York, 1959), pp. 349- ■■ 
363; Richards, East African Chiefs, pp. 28-32. There were several waves 
of northern immigrants, and throughout the Interlacustrine Bantu the term 
Hima is applied to any ruling dynasty. Richards, p. 32."

90c. G. Seligman, Races of Africa, 3d ed. (London, 1957), pp. ’ 
178-179; see also Maurice Edwin Culver, "The Bantu Cortcept of Man," 
unpublished Ph. D. dissertation (Drew Theologicol Seminary, 1952).

9lAudrey I. Richards, "The Political System of the Bemba Tribe-- 
Northeastern Rhodesia," in African Political Systems, ed. M. Fortes and 
E. E. Evans-Pritchard (London, 1940), pp. 83-84. See I. Schapero, Go
vernment ond Politics in Tribol Societies (London, 1956), pp. 65 , 208- 
221, possim.

HA

^Major sources on the Ho ore: C. H. B. Gront, "The Uha in Tan
ganyika Territory," Geogrophicol Joumol, LXVI, 5 (1925), 411-422; J. E. 
S, Griffiths, "The Abo-i-la of the fangonyiko Territory," Tongonyika Notes 
otid Records (hereafter cited: TNR), No. 2 (October 1936), pp. 72-7^; J. 
In Fontaine, "The Ha," written from materlol collected by J. H. Scherer, 
in Eost Africon Chiefs, ed. Audrey I. Richards (New York, 1960), pp. 212- 
228;"DTH. Scherer, ’'Tfhe Ha of Tongonyika," Anthrop^s, LIV, 5-6 (1959), 
841-903; J, J. Tawney, "Insignia and Ceremonies of the Heru Chiefdom of 
Buha, in the Kasulu District," TNP., No. 18 (Decembei 1944), pp. 81-88; 
Tewney, "A No: • on the Death and Buriol of Chief Gwasa of Heru," TNR, 
No. 21 (June 1546), p. 2£;',V. B. Tripe, "The Death and Reploccmenf of 
Q Divitir King in Ui.a," Man, XliXiX, ?! (February !9?^5, 2?-25; T'lpr , 
"Tire Instollction (!:osc!r..vo) of tlse Chief of Uha," Man, XXXV, 54 (April 
1935), 5?-56; Trip.: , "The Tribal Insignio of Hcfu," TNR, No. 16 (Decem
ber 1943), pp. 2-6.
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O

j. P. Moffett, ed. Handbook of Tanganyika, 2d ed. (Dar es Salaam, 
1958), pp. 270, 294.

^The Interlacustrine group is composed of two other Tanganyika tribes, 
the Haya and Zinza, and the mafor peoples of Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi. 
Ganda and Nyoro had formed powerful states under hereditary kings in Ugan
da, and the other tribes were composed of "similar but tiny kingdoms of 
which the rulers were often connected by blood ties." Richards, pp. 27-28.

'^Richards writes:
"Some at least of these were of the physical and cultural type 
now described as 'Hamitic', and these are still acknowledged os 
rulers of the western peoples, the Ruando, the Rundi, the Nyon- 
kole and the Ha; they form an horroured and mainly enddgamous 
caste among the Haya and Zinza. . .These HamiticMnvaders, to
gether with other intruders who were Nilotic..., spem to have ' 
come in small bands without large armies or efficient administra
tive machinery and to have usurped 'thrones' rather than defeated 
whole peoples."

Ibid., p-. 33.

^Ibid., pp. 34-35. "The struggle between the king's appointees and 
the hereditary clan heads and nobles is characteristic of this group of conquest 
states and the 'appointed chiefs' or king's governors and their deputies form o 
class of territorial rulers which is uncommon in other parts of Bantu Africa." 
Ibid., p. 35. Among some of the tribes the clan outhorities at various levels 
retoin some powers in their jurisdictions end certain ritual prerogatives at 
court. Ibid., p. 36.

^Ibid., p. 37.

7|bid., pp. 347-349.

®!b|d., p. 350.

^!bH . p. 347.

^°lbifl._ pp. 38, '10.

’loch-ter, pp. B44-C45, 864, 878; La Fontaine, p. 214. The Tirsi 
were the wealthy class genprai!/, b'.r :'.c.-o v.-erc poor I.,.' ct>'! riel! ilo. 
Srhp'cr, p. 879.

Fontaine, p. 215.

^^Ibid., p. 217. "Tiro conditional gift of cattle created o telaficn- 
ihip of patron and client between donor and rccniver, itrunlly associoted nl'o 
v/ith the status of superior and inferior in the political system." ibid., p. 213.
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The kings also would give portions of territory to other Tusi lineages "as 
bride-wealth" in lieu of cattle. La Fontaine calls this territorial gift a 
"fief" (p. 215), which Richards explains is a tenn used to describe estates 
given "in return for political and military services to the king" (p. 37).
But such a "fief" should not be taken to imply a feudal system like the me
dieval European. See E. M. Chilver, "'Feudalism' in the Interlacustrine 
Kingdons," in East African Chiefs, pp. 378-393. Chilver emphasizes: 
"The dispersal of authority characteristic of feudal government ... has no 
counterpart in the Interlacustrine states." Ibid., pp. 381-382. In the 
Interlacustrine states, "estates granted to office-holders to maintain or 
reward them are not fiefc, but office lands. " Ibid., p. 391.

^“^Scherer, p. 880.

^^Ibid., p. 877. The root of the difficulties in d^cribing the Ha 
political system, and that of the Inferlacustrians generally,Js indicated by 
Chilver:

"Indeed, it is something of a paradox that institutions described 
by anthropologists o 'feudal' in East Africa resemble most nearly 
those mistakenly described by historians as 'tribal' in Europe 
No convenient termirxslogy has been devised to describe either 
the political institutions found in many Bantu states characterized 
by dynastic monarchy and delegated tcrritoriol adninistrotion ex
ercised by beneficial royal favourites, or for that matter those 
found in pre-feudol Woles, Scotland and Ireland."

Chilver, p. 391. Chilver, p. 390, writes also: "Tusi forms of cliontship 
secured by cattle have much closer affinities to some pre-feudol forms of 
free clientship, and if they resemble vossalage it is in their reciprocol 
nature, the possibility of diffidation and the heritobility of the relationship,"

• • •

^^Scherer, p. 885.

'^Ibid., pp. 881-882.

*^Tripa, "installation of Chief of Uha,“ pp, 54-56.

^^Tripe, "Deoth and Replucement of Divine King," pp. 22-25.

2£>Tripo. "■'htoliation of Chief of Uho," p. 54; Tripe, "Death and 
Replaceir.crtl of Divine King," p. 25,

^^Schcrer, p. 803,

^^Tripo, “Death and Replacement of Divine King," p. 24, 

^^Tawney, "Insignia end Ceremonies," pp. 86-87.
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./ p. 81; Scherer, p. 883.

25Tripe, "Tribal lnsigr»ia of Hero," pp. 2-3, 5-6.

^^awney,"Insignia and Ceremonies," pp. 83, 86.

27Sclierer, p. 881.

2®La Fontaine, p. 214.

^^Tripe, "Tribal Insignia of Heru," p. 4.

30|bid.

^^La Fontaine, p, 214; Scherer, pp. 878, 881; s*ee above, p..46.

32scherer, p. 845.

3The Mulingas, which often weigh nearly eight pounds and are always 
, even while hoeing, are signs of affluence that serve also to bring "peace, 

prosperity and happiness through the propitiation of spirits." Tawney, "Insig
nia and Ceremonies," pp. 84-85. '

worn

SHAMBAIA

The important sources on the Shombalo are: Abdallah bin Hemedi bin 
Ali Liaijeml, "The Story of Mbcga," trans. Roland Allen from Habori za Waki- 
lindl (Msoloboni, Goiman Cost Africa, 1900, 1904, 1907), Tanganyika Notes 
and Records (hereafter cited: TNR), No. 1 (March 1936), pp. 38-51; No. 2 
(October 1936), pp. 80-91; No. 3 (April 1937), pp. 87-98; Oscar Baumann, 
UsamboM und seine Nachborgebiete (Berlin, 1091); E. B. Dobson, "Land Ten- 
ure of the V/asamhoa," TNR, No. 10 (December 1940), pp. 1-27; J, L. Krapf, 
Trovel,, Researches, und Missionory Lobors, During an Eighteen Yeors' Resi
dence -'n Eostern Africa (Bostco, i860); Edgar V. Winans, “Observations on tlru 
Chongirsj Nature of Sbambola Society, Tanganyika, " paper prosenlcd at 56th 
annual meeting of the American Anfhropologicol Association, 1957; Winons, 
Shcmbola: The Constiliil'an of a Trcdiilortal State (London, 1962).

^DoLson, pp. !, J; VVinons, Slrcrobola, pp. 7, 14.

3j. P, M.offett, cd. Hondbook of Tanganyika (Dor cs Salaam, 1950), 
p. 4?4; iViiiur.;, "Qbservotions...," p. 1; Winans, ^naii.bsia, pp. 14-15.

^Krapf, pp. 306, 313 n.; Winons, "Ohst-i vcitions. .,, “

^Dobson, p. 4.

1
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^Winons, Shombala, p. 5. 

7lbld., p, XXXV.

®This version
turn of the century and published in Swahili in thr«e parts. We use Roland 
Allen's English*translation. Abdallah prefaced the story with the explana
tion that what he did nat himself know he learned from “reliable" Shombala 
elders, and that the story is such that It is "good that all men should know 
it."

put together by Abdallah bin Hemedt before thewas

"It is the story of the origin of the Wakilindi and of how they 
conquered the country of Usambaro and Bonde, and that part 
of Uzigua which is called the country of the Waluvu. Their 
command ran as far as the coast at Tanga and Pangani and Morongo; 
as far as Vangathey were masters. In those days there was no 
higher authority but all judgment came from Vuga,and all paid 
tribute, even freemen and Arabs paid tribute. See, then,*the 
beginnii^ until they became corrupt ond lost their country 
through their ill-doing."

Abdalloh, TNR (March 1936), p. 38. We undertake an analytical and inter
pretive account of the essential themes of the story, which runs to 38 large 
pages. '

^Ibid. The ZIgua are a Bantu people southeost of the Shamboia 
whose language Is mutually intelligible with that of the Shombala. Winans, 
Shamboia, p. 7.

lOAbdollah, TNR (March 1936), p. 45,

'lAbdolloh, TNR (March 1936), pp. 45-49.

12Abdallah, TNR (October 1936), pp. 80-81.

^3ibid., pp. 83, 87.

I'^lbid,, p. 81.

^^Ibid,, pp. 84. B5.

, p. d/,

^7|bld., pp. 87-G8.

^®Winons, Shombala, p. 80 n., passim.

I’Ktcpf, p. 313 n.
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Note on Mulungu," in Africon Ideas of God, ed. Edwin W. 
Smith, 2d ed. rev. and ed. E. G. Parrinder (London, 1961), p. 58. He 
explains further that other local God-names occur in this region.

21lbld., pp. 58-59. See A. T. and G. M. Culwick, Ubena of 
the Rivers (London, 1935), pp. 99-101. Dr. Hastings Banda, now Presi
dent of Malpyri, told Smith concerning the importance of Mulungu in the 
religion of his own tribe: “The spirits of one's ancestors had to be prayed 
to.. .because they were the means of approaching the Deity, who was 
above everything else." African Ideos of God, p. 60. The name Mulungu 
may derive from the verb -lungo in mony Bontu languages, meaning to 
"put together rightly" dr "put in order." Ibid., p. 59; T. Cullen Young, , 
"The Idea of God in Northern Nyasaland," in ibid., p. 51.

22Kr'apf, p. 321.

23Abdallah, TNR (March 1936), pp. 40, 49. '

24we recall thot Yahweh chose a people in slavery, a people that 
even resisted being chosen, as a vehicle for the revelation of Yahweh's 
action in history. What recommended .the Israelites was not their merit but 
their abject condition as "bondsmen" through whom^ Yahweh could show 
"signs and wonders." Deut. 6: 21-22. See also Exod. 14, and Ps. 136. 
Similarly in Christianity, where merit depends on a Divine gratio prge- 
veniens.

25Abdallah, TNR (March 1936), p. 39.

^^Ibid., p. 45.

^^Abdallah, TNR (October 1936), p. 80. The ritual purity of un
married men is indicoted in ibid., p. 89. Mbogo's son was given a wife 
only when he was installed as chief. Abdallah, TNR (April 1937), p. 96.

^Tho story records Mbcga as talcing two wives and mentions five 
sons, out there is no indlcoticin in the detailed account pf his hoving mor- 
rted a woman of Kilindi. Moreover, descent is reckoned paifilineolly. 
Winons, Shombola, pp. 1, 34.

icu:cc: cippaiently pass over the question and this possible 
enswor becriuse they take their clue fiom other data. Vil'icn Mbego flccJ 
from Kilindi, ho v/as accompanied by hif companion hunrers trom Kilindi. 
Ihis group was welcomed into o number of towns as Kilindi, the loy.Tismcn 
not yet knov/ing that Mbega was not of Kilindi. Abdalloh, TNR (March 
1936), pp. .50-51. Dobson reveals the possible leoson for the ImpllcJl

2’The.
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stress ori this fact by all the sources when he writes; "The Wakilindi... 
imposed themselves on the original inhabitants as many other conquerors 
imposed themselves on Bantu tribes throughout African history." In other 
words, it is inconceivable to them that Mbega alone could achieve his 
dominant position in Usambara; it must have been achieved through force 
exercised, or threatened, by the whole group, of which all were Kilindi 
but Mbega himself. It is inconceivable, to be more explicit, to one who 
discounts th6“truth of the story's assertion that Mbega was freely accepted 
by the people as manifesting the signs, goodness and personal power, of a 
divine mandate to rule. Moreover, this other interpretation is perforce led 
to discount the fact that the story drops all references to Mbega's Kilindi 
companions when Mbega enters Usambara, describing only what "he" did. 
See Dobson, p. Abdallah, TNR (October 1936), pp. 80ff.

30Abdallah, TNR (October 1936), pp. 88-91. ^bdallah is uncer
tain of the meaning of Mwene. We noted above from Krapf, p. 321,- that 
it means heaven, which would suggest the identification- of Mbega with , 
Mulungu. This identification is made, as noted, by a Shombala. Krapf, 
p. 313 n. Sixjrtly before being mode King of Vuga, Mbega_ killed a lion 
and-thereafter slept on its skin insteod of that of oxes. Abdallah, TNR 
(October 1936), p. 86.

^^Abdallah, TNR (April 1937), pp. 88-90.‘ Av^ega's messengers 
instructed the man chosen; "Dwell with the lad in all honour, do justice 
without respect for any men's person, even though it be your son or your 
brother, judge according to the law." Ibid., p. 90. "The law" was ap
parently a Combination of the lows under”which they lived before the ad
vent of Mbega, for Turi and the elders of the various parts were retained 
by him in office, and the judgements that Mbego himself made. Ibid., ■ 
pp. 92, 94; Abdallah, TNR (KJetober 1936), pp. 80-90.

32/\bdallah, TNR (April 1937), pp. 91-92.

^^Ibid., p. 94.

34|bid., p. 95.

35Ibid., pp. 96-97.

Soibicl., pp. 97-98,

^'V/inons, Shombala, p. 76.

pp. 5-7; VVinens, Shombola, pp. 87-CG, 121, 122^ 126.

32winons, Shombolo, pp. 4-5.
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'*0|bid., pp. 156-157.

■^llbid., pp. 103-104. "The development of the state is seen by 
the Shomboia os a process of splitting off of son or brothers of a chief, who 
found lineages and expand the control of their clan... .The acknowledg
ment of the authority of a new chief by a group of commoners.. .means also 
their acknowledgment of the authority of the head of the lineage from 
which this new chief segmented, and so on, up to the ruler as head of the 
whole royal lineage system." Ibid., p. 3.

42|bid., p. 151.

'^Walter Goldschmidt, "Foreword" to Winons, Shombolo, pp. xxiv-
xxviii.

^Dobson, p. 5, with reference to the commoner elders described 
above; Goldschmidt, pp. xxx-xxxi.

^^Goldschmidt, p. xvii; see also Winons, Shombolo, p. i03.

^Winans, Shombala, pp. 46-47. Acceptance as chief by the people 
is regarded os a sign of the inheritance of Mbega's,"charisma. " Ibid., p. i52.

'^^Ibid., p. 114.

‘^Ibid., pp. 76, 104-110. In the lineage heed two types of authority 
meet, the familial and the chiefly. The relation between chiefs is of course 
familial. II^., pp. 78, 104.

"^^Kropf, p. 317.

^^HVinans, Shomboia, p. 112.

^Vlbid., p. 116; SCO oito p. 110.

SONJO

^ 1 he fotiovving are major sources on the bonjo: F. G. Finch, ‘‘Ham- 
brjgcu: Somu Ar*dit:rnji tlotes on the God of the Wosonjo, “ Tongonyiko 
Notes end Kecords (herefift«r cited: TNR), Nos. 47-46 (Juner-Seplerntj-r 
1957)1 pp. 203-208; H. A. Fosbrnokc, "Hombogeu, the Gnd of the '.Vo- 
sonjo," TNR, No- 35 (July 1953), pp. 38-42; Robert F- Grpy, "S-ifise 
Parallels in Sonjo end Christian Mythology, " in Ah icon Systems of Thought 
(New York, 1965), pp. 49-63; Gioy, The Sonjo r>f lonnsinyiko (Ionian, 
1963); j, E. S. Grlffitlis, "Notes on Land Tenure and Lend Rights among
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the Sonfo of Tanganyika Territory," TNR, No. 9 (June 1940), pp. 15-19;
E. Simenauer, "The Miraculous Birth of Hambageu, Hero-God of the Son
ic," TNR, No. 38 (March 1935), pp. 23-30.

^J. P. Moffett, ed. Handbook of Tanganyika, 2d ed. (Dar es 
Salaam, 1958), p. 294; Groy, The Sonjo, p. 25 n., gives a population 
figure of 4,5Q.O for a decade later. Gray's book is the most important 
source of data relevant to our present concern. Gray's own purpose was 
to establish the relationship between the structure of Sonjo society and 
the Sonjo irrigation system of agriculture. Since there existed no other 
comprehensive account of Sonjo society. Gray made it a point to provide 
copious data. The Sonjo, pp. vii-viii, 1.

^Groy, The Sonjo, p. 1.

4|bid., pp. 26, 58, 130, 132, 139-140.

5Ibid., p. 143.

. 6|bid., p. 154.

^See ibid., pp. 143, 154.

8|bid.

^Ibld., p. 143. The other sources give the name as Hambageu. 
"Abogt the main events in Khambogeu's career there is general agreement 
among oil the villages." Gray, Africon Systems of Thought, p. 56.

I^Fosbrookc, pp. 38-39. Gray, The Sonjo, p. 101, odds that the 
Tinago men are supposed to have lost their knowledge of the Sonjo language, 
ond thot their village suffered pestilence and famine. "This act of blazing 
fire without the norrrrol instruments so astonished the Wosomunge that from 
thot doy they idolized Hambageu as the creator of the earth.. .ond mode 
hins their God." Fosbrooke, pp. 39-40.

' ‘Fosbrooke, p. 40. "He cured all sicknesses, ensured good crops, 
and even resurrected the dead." Gray, The Sonjo, p. 101.

’^FosL.'uoke, pp. 'iO’Tl. Simetvausr deals with this version of the 
Hornbogeu sioiy liic ussumpfio:!: nr'rf "the method: r‘ modern d''j’t! 
psycholcgy" (p. 23). His concern is the "original con!.iliutlon" it 
mcl'os to oi'f undrrdaiHJIii'j of "the basic psychclogical ttolts of man ‘ (p.
24). His analysis, which is deficient on many grounds, leads hitsi to specu
late that Honibogeu's "narcissistic constitution" (p. 25) is busicall) -i "piu- 
jpction" of the "repressed" and otherwise "hidden" selfishness and "tndivi- 
duoliWof the Sonjo; Hambageu is "the personification of their hidden idol, 
... their narcissism" (p, 28).

-.A
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^^Finch, p. 204.

l^Groy, African Systems of Thought, pp. 57, 59. 

l^Gray, The Sonjo, p. 107.

1 ^Fosbrooke, p. 42. Hambageu also "told them of the coming of a 
thing with great lights shining in front at the hill near Yasi." Motor vehic
les coming up the road near Yasi were taken to be the "thing" prophesied. 
Finch, p. 207.

^^Gray, The Sonjo, p. 108; see also Fosbrooke, p. 42; Finch, p. 
207. Gray, African Systems of Thought, p. 60, addresses himself to the 
question of "resemblances between Sonjo and Christian mythology," con
cluding that the resemblances "in general ideas.. .do not^xtend to de
tailed episodes, subsidiary characters, or names. This is hardly what we 
expect to find in coses of cultural borrowing of mythological elements." 
Thus there is no reason to doubt the independence of Sonjo mythology from 
European influence, or at least its origin prior to such influence. Gray 
does not, probe beyond the level of ideas to their underlying experiences, 
and therefore is unable to reject the possibility of such an influence on 
the basis of the essential differences between Christipnity and Sonjo reli
gion.

'®Gray, The Sonjo, p. 102.

'^Simenauer, p. 28.

^Opinch, p. 205.

^1|bid., pp. 207-208; Groy, The Sonjo, pp. 103-104. 

^^Groy, The Sonjo, p. 1.

, p. 11.

^^Ibid., pp. 12, 105.

251^.,

2'‘J|bid.

13.F.

;27|biJ., pp. 15, 119,

^^Ibid,, p. 101; ibid., p. 30, identifies Rokhori witl> Kiiofv^eio, 
which unlike in Fosbrooke it distinguished from Belwg.
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^Gray, African Systems of Thought, pp. 54, 57-58.

30jbid., p. 54. Another annual festival has Hambageu, whose 
“presence is made known by the sound of a concealed horn, “ visiting 
each village where the people make offerings to him and ask for blessings. 
Ibid., p. 55; Gray, The Sonjo, pp. 109-117, describes these festivals 
in greater detail.

^^Gray, The Sonjo, p. 12.

32|bid., p. 127.

33Finch, pp. 205-206.

34|bid., pp. 206, 207.

35Groy, The Sonjo, p. 127. The elders meet doily of the khoseri, 
a closed off, sacred area at one end of the village plaza. It is from here 
that Hambogeu's voice, the horn, emanates often during the 'day when Ham
bageu is making his annual visit. Ibid., pp. 114, 139.

BENA

1 The sources on the Beno ore: A. T. and G. M. Culwick, "Religious 
end Economic Sanctions in o Bantu Tribe," British Journal of Psychology, 
XXVI, 2 (October 1935), 183-191; Culwicks, Ubeno of the Rivers (London, 
1935); Mtemo Towegole Kiworvgo, “The Kirrgdom of the V/ckinlmonga," in 
Ubeno of the Rivers, Ch. II, pp. 30-56; A4arc J. Swartz, "Continuities in 
the Beno Politicol System," Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, XX, 3 
(1964), 241-260.

P. Moffett, ed. Handbook of Tongonylko, 2d ed. (Dor es Salaam,
195B), p. 294.

3CulwickE, Ubeno, p. 17; Sworiz, p. 241 n. 2.

"^Swo.'tr, pp. 24.1-249. Nothing It published on the ideoj ond reli
gion of the hill Bti'ts.

^Culwicks, U'tiervo, p, 29. The populotlDO tioun I; Ik 1931. Ap
parently the kirsgds.-n v.as ortce corisidurobly larger,

p. 20, The rivet Benu speak O different dioleci ilnjtr the hill 
Beno, but the two diolecit are mutually intelligible. I^d./ n.
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^Ibid., pp. 20-22. Mtengera kept his hold in the hills until a 
bloody battle with the Hehe in 1874-5 and opportunity for conquest in the 
east caused him to shift the center of tribal life to the valley. Ibid., pp. 
23-24. ------

Si'
€
fS:.:
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I
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^Culwicks, British Journal of Psychology, p. 183. The Culwicks 
have little apprec^iation of Bena religion in itself. "Hobgoblins and 
ghosts, spirits and spooks," play a part in helping enforce practical rules 
that experience has shown to be effective in maintaining the society. 
Ibid., p. 185. They consider that "the real sanctions behind the super
natural, in the everyday life of the people, are economic," Ubeno, p. 
220. They assert that the laws and customs that the Bena ascribe to the 
religious inspiration of the ancestors ore really practical, that the Bena 
raise "the sum of_tribal experience to the level of the sacred," and that 
religion "gives custom a healthy stability." Ibid., pp. 418-419. Since 
the ancestors, as will be shown, are considered to show concern for the 
prosperity of the people, it would be strange if the inspired customs y/ere 
impractical. Fortunately, the Culwicks' copious description of the Bena 
is objective and little affected by their interpretation.

^Culwicks, Ubeno, pp. 57-58.

^0|bid., p. 59.

^^At the sacrifices Manga "is asked to greet and propitiote the 
spirits of those unknown ancestors beyond him. " Ibid.

^^Kiwanga, pp. 30-33.

13|bld., p. 33.

^^Ibld., pp, 33-39.

I'^CulvHcks, Ubeno, p. 66.

'^i^., p. 106.

’^I^id., p. 149.

'Slb'd., p. 15Q. .V.arringe with cross-cousins is stiictly observed 
in the foyc! fcrr.ily, end the Mfc.-rio must be the son of a crovs-cousin wife. 
Ibid., pp, 66, 301, Generolly, "men of the royol family marry sroti- 
cousins who rank in their heusofwids in order of their i.mporfance, ond,., 
the eldest son of the Mtemy's senior wife is the peison most likely (in 
theory) la succeed to the Stool, though he is only one among a number r.f 
men whom biilh mokes them eligible for the office of Miema." The impor
tance of a cross-cousin depends on such criteria as " the nearness of

8
I
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relationship to the common ancestor, his rank and power, and the presence 
of genealogical links between the woman and other famous men." Ibid., p.
64. The son of the Mtema's senior wife may not succeed if her first child 
was a daughter. Ibid., pp. 42, 152. The Wakinimanga policy was "to es
tablish a marriage alliance with the ruling clan in most of the kingdoms 
which they conquered and absorbed into the tribe, and in accordance with 
the rules of cross-cousin marriage the first alliance was naturally supplemen
ted by a succession of others in later generations. Thus every prominent 
clan in the tribe was eventually bound to the Wakinimanga by ties of kinship, 
and honoured the Manga spirits not only as tribal ancestors, but in some 
measure its own." The Beno participate in rites to maternal as well as to 
paternal ancestors,^but the latter are considered much more important. Ibid.j 
pp. 62, 102-103'

19|bidr, pp. 150-151, 296-297. - ,

20ln these schools the curricula were comprehensive—the boys were f • 
taught, omong other subjects, tribal history, religion, law,- military tactics, 
agriculture end medicine—and the training rigorous. Ibid., pp. 153-164.

21 Ibid., pp. 102-104.

22|bid., p. 106. The heirlooms ond Stool are colled vinu vyo tombiko 
(the things of the tambiko) and ore housed near the Mtema's and Mzagiro's
huts. Ibid., p. iijt:

/•

23|bid., p. 108.

^^Ibid., pp. 112, 114. The Mtemo chooses him from among the sons 
of princesses so that, while of the royal blood, he is not in the male line and 
is thus not eligible to high administrative position. The AAzogiro's appoint
ment is for life. Ibid pp. 112-113.• t

25lbid., pp. 104-105. 

2°lbld., p. 115.

Ibid., pp. 99, 100.27

28The Cuii.ick-, cempore ii to the .Mclonesion mono and the American 
[r.dio.-i orc.-rdc. Ibid., p. 100.

29|bid., pp. 100, 101.

30|bid,, p, 100 ond n. Tho Culv/icks spoke the Bonn langungr;; so if 
the meaning of the name is unknown, it has probably been lost: it would thus 
be very old.
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3T|bid., p. 101.

^^Ibid., pp. 96, 100.

SSpiscussed in ibid., pp. 116-121.

34|bid^ pp. 122-123.

35|^., pp. 127-128.

36|bid., p. t49. Also, the kinsmen of the Mtemo bore several 
kinds of titles accord!^ to their relationship. See ibid., p. 132.

37|bid,, pp. 131-133.

38|bid., pp. 137-138.

39Ibid., p. 144.

- 40|bid., pp. 143-144.

41 Ibid., p. 139.

42|bid., p. 143.

43|bid., p. 144.

44|bid., p. 145.

^The Culwicks note that a distinction between military rank and 
social and politicol ronk can sometimes be seen and in other coses not be 
discernable. Ibid., p. 132.

LUGURU

line only published work on the Luguru is the combined product 
of an American political scientist ond an anthropologist who served as 
Senior Governmert Sociologist of Tanganyika as well as a district officer 
under Dril'sh adminiitiation, Roland Young and Henry A. Fosbrooke, 
Smoke in the Hilitt Pclifico! Tension in the Morogoro Distiict of Tongn- 
nyika (Evanston, HI., I960).

P. Moffett, ed. Hondbook of Tangonyiko, 2d eil. (Dor es 
Salaam, 1958), p. 294.
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^Young and Fosbrooke, pp. viii-ix, 40-41.

4|bid., pp. ix, 39. The term "segmentary" is used by Fortes and 
^Evans-Pritchard to describe political systems of "stateless societies" in 
which the lineage is'the relevont political unit and the political system 
is'none other thar^|ie structure of relationships between the lineages.
M. Fortes and Evw»s-Pritchard, eds. African Political Systems (London, 
1940), pp. 5=6. See John Middleton and David Tait, eds. Tribes Without 
Rulers: Studies in African Segmentary Systems (London, 1958yT

^Young and Fosbrooke, p. vi.

^Ibid., pp. 43-44.

7|brd., p. 52. We discuss here only what Young and Fosbrooke 
describe as tKe "m^ial lineage," which has on authoritative head. The 
“maximal lineage" is merely the largest descent group, often the same as 
the cion. The "major lineage" is the largest descent group claiming pro
prietary rights in an oreo of land. Ibid., p. 46.

■ 8|^., p. 46.

9|bid., p. 56.

^0|bid., pp. 21-22.

^^Ibid., pp. 41, 43, 53, 57 , 69. 

12|bid., p. 42.

^^Following Eric Voegelin, The New Science of Politics (Chicogo, 
1952), p. 49: "apolitical society comes into existence when it articulates 
itself and produces a representative. “ See Voegclin's discussion, pp. 36- 
37, 41~43; John Fortesqua, A Selection from On the Merits of the Lows of 
Englond, trans. 5. B. Chrimes, in Medievol Political Philosophy: A Source- 
BoSITT^d. Ralph Lemerand Muhsin Mahdl (New York, 1963),pp. 520-521. 
The lincoge Ireod is clearly the representative of the lineage, for ho takes 
the lineage insignia when he attends the Installotlon of heads of other li
neages. Young and fosbrooke, p. 57.

I'^Young and Fosbrooke, pp. 41-42. "The l-uguru neither express 
nor imply o belief thot any mystic element responsible tor the y/elt-beiinj 
of the lineoge resides in the insignia." Ibid., p. 57.

^^Ibid., pp. 42-43.

’filbid., p. 48.
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NYAKYUSA

^Copious information on the Nyakyuso is provided in the writings 
of the Wilsons. The following are by Godfrey Wilson: "An African Mor
ality, "Afr^, IX, 1 (January 1936), 75-99; "An Introduction to Nyak- 
yuso Low, ” Africa, X, 1 (January 1937), 16-36; "The Nyakyusa of South
western Tanganyika," in Seven Tribes of British Central Africo, ed. Eliza
beth Colson and Max Gluckman (London, 1951), pp. 253-291. These 
works are by Monica Wilson: Communol Rituols of the Nyakyuso (London, 
1959); Divine Kings and the "Breath of Men," Frazer Lecture for 1959 
(Cambridge, England, 1959); Good Compony: A Study of Nyakyusa Age- 
Villages, Istpubl. 1951, reprinted (Boston, 1963); "Nyakyusa Ritual and . 
Symbolism," American Anthropologist, LVI, 2 (April 1954), 228-241;
Rituals of Kinship omong the NyakyuM (London, 1957). Most of the ma- 
terials on the Nyakyusa were gathered by the Wilsons during the period 
1934-1938.

^M. Wilson, Good Company, pp. 1, 8; G. Wilson, Seven Tribes,
p. 253.

3j. P. Moffett, ed. Handbook-of Tanganyika, 2d ed. (D 
Salaam, 1958), p. 294. i

^Good Company, p. 18.

5m, V/ilson, Communal Rituals, pp. 90-91.

ar es

*M. V/ilton, Good Compony, p. 14.

7fold., p. 13; M. Wilson, Rituols of Kinship, p. 3; G. Wilson, 
Sevun Tribes, pp. 266-277.

®M. Wilson, Good Compony, pp. 14-15. Polygyny 1$ common 
among men over forty, and it increases the wealth of a man: "The poly- 
gynist is likely to command the labour of mony sons as well as several 
wives, and in due course ho expects to receive the marrioge cattle of 
many daughters." ibid,, p. 15; see also G. Wilsoir, Seven Tribes, pp. 
256-257, 262.

“^M, Wilson, Gued Company, pp. 14, 18-19; G. Wilson, Seven 
Tribes, pp. 269-270.

lOv., V/ilwjn, Cumniunol Rituals, p. 91.

Wilson, Good Company, pp. 10-12. Moieover, "tin. ,Il-. 
logos ond lineages were all hold to be dependent upon their chief for. .. 
success in warfare." M. Wilson, Rituols of Kinship, p. 3.
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Wilson, Good Compony, p. 12; M. Wilson, Divine Kings, 
p. 20; M. Wilson, Communal Rituals, pp. 1, 3.

13m. Wilson, Communol Rituals, p. 7.

l^M. Wilson, Divine Kings, pp. 6-7. In the lineage "an heir 
assumes the nam^and obligations of a father or brother who has died.
He takes on the whole social personality of the dead and becomes, as it 
were, his living representative." Ibid., p. 6.

l^M. Wilson, Communal Rituals, p. 21. "The numinous quality 
of everything connected with Lubaga can hardly be exaggerated; the Nyak- '
yuso believe that it overcomes even curious Europeans. " Ibid., p. 26.

l%id., pp. 2, 22. .

l^lbid., pp. 21, 23.

1®M. Wilson, Divine Kings, pp. 15-16.

19|bid., p. 23. By secular in this*passage, Mrs. Wilson apparently 
means political. She refers to "evidence from Central tand South Africa to 
shovr that the development of centralized kingdoms.. .was directly linked 
either with an external trade in ivory and slaves, or with o high degree of 
internal spociolizalion." Ibid., p. 24.

20Ibid., p. 24. However, under the conditions of European 
potion the Lwembe heir exchanged sacred for profane authority, refusing 
to be ritually installed os Lwembe apparently because "the tenure of that 
office was alwoys highly precarious and unpopular. " Ibid. The "unpopu
larity" of the Lwembe Is yet another hint of his impIiciTcl>allenge to the 
chiefs' authority.

21m, Wilson, Ccmmunol Rituols, pp. 7-&.

22|biij., p. 17.

23|b;d., p, 18.

24ib!d,, pp. 157-159.

2^lbid., pp. 46-48.

2^MItcea Eliode, Patterns in Comporativo Roligicm,
Sheed (Clevelond, 1963),‘ppTU^JayTb-TOI!;

occu-

trnns- Rotrmary
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^M. Wilson, Communal Rituals, p. 158. She writes (Ibid., p. 
157): "the numinous quality of the heroes is conceived of as contamina
tion, not holiness. Like the shades, thefberoes must be 'driven off lest 
men go mad, and it is when they have driven them away that men ore 
belu — white, innocent, free of anger. Men should be belu but this is 
never cited as an atiribute of the pagan Kyala. It is the terribleness, not 
the goodness or purity of God of which the Nyakyusa ore aware. " This 
terrible contamination, we might suggest, is holiness. See Rudolph Otto, 
The Ideo of the Holy, trans. John W. Horvey (New York, 1958), pp.
12-24.

28m. Wilson, Divine Kings, p. 1; M. Wilson, Good Company,
13. The quoted text (Divine Kings, p. 20) refers to the hill-tops as 

, "numerous" power sources, but I suspect that Mrs. Wilson may have used 
the more significant term "numinous," which would in any case’be more 
appropriate irTthe context. See nn. 15 and 27 above in this section.

29m. Wilson, Communal Rituals, p. 49. G. Wilson coils this 
ceremony "the most important legal act*' of the Nyakyusa. "It is Ot 
once the initiation of all the youth of the old chiefdom into public life, 
the constitution of two new political units, artd the proclamation of two 
new chiefs." Religious "action is taken to increase the personal qualities 
appropriate in o chief, his wives, and his great commoners, and to ensure 
prosperity for their people." Seven Tribes, pp. 278-279.

30m. Wilson, Cammunol Rltuols, p. 4. "Between the time of the 
two chiefs' 'coming out' and their own father's death there is between him 
and them a delicate balance of prestige and power. Each of the three, 
traditionally, has politicol authority in his own oge villoges, but appeals 
in cases of inheritance may be token from eltlier of the young chiefs ... to 
the old chief ... while the religious duties of chieftainship are exercised 
entirely by the old chief.... an old chief is believed usually to die soon 
after the 'coming out' of his tons. The 'broath* of the people is believed 
lo kill liim becaoso men levs his sons rather than himself.... it is commonly 
said that ‘after his sons' "ceming out* the old chief's power decrsoscs, 
while thot of hi: lor: increases." G. Wilson, Seven Tribes,, pp. 2B1-282,

31m. V'ilion, Cotritiiui^ul Rituals, pp. 53-54.

P*

-*•

32|bitj., pp. 52-52. Exomplos of ihe admonitions given by tho old 
chief's senior headmen to the heirs ore: "Lislcii to the people, they arc :l.e 
(cal chiefs! Be iiospitabiel Greet people politely I Don't beat your men i "

rear your pcopicl" During tho period of toclu-and '■'Feed your people 
sion, the heirs wash only with certain ritual medicines. Ibid,, p, 52,

• • •

33lbld., p. 54.
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34|bid., p. 55.

35An elaborate description of the "coming out" is given in ibid.,
— 49-57. See p. 57 where she indicates direct parallels between the 
"coming out" ritual and the rituals of death and puberty In their "drama
tizations of death and rebirth." Also see M. Wilson,-Divine Kings, p.
15; M. Wilson, Rifuals of Kinship, pp. 200-205.

S^Nyakyusa accepted M. Wilson's suggestion that "young men en
ter an enclosed house.. .and 'come out' (ukusoko) renewed as a child 
'comes out' (ukusoko) of the mother's womb" as expressing the true meaning 
of "coming out." Communal Rituals, p. 57.

37lbid., p>. 54, 62.

38|bfd., pp. 57-58.

39Ibid., p. 62.

40|b‘id., pp. 70-71. The sacrifice takes the form of the offering 
of blood and meat from a black bull or cow and petitions for fertility, 
rain and health. Ibid., p. 73. '

41 Ibid., pp. 71, 73.

42|bid., p. 25.

43|bid., p. 39.

Wilson, Divine Kings, pp. 18-19. Wrongly used, this power 
is witchcraft; "and how any particular case is labelled depends upon the 
viewpoint of the speaker." M, Wilson, Communol Rituols, p. 66. See M. 
Wilson, Good Compony, pp. 91-108, for an eloborate treatment of "the 
breath of men. ‘‘

pp.

V/ilwn, Good Compony, p. 13. The Nyakyusa have no 
clan system, and the kinsmen of the chief liave no special prerogatives. 
Ibid. C. Wilson, Gtiven Tribes, p. 279 at potsim, calls the headmen 
"great commoners. rr-'

CHAPTER III: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF REGIMES

ISee, for exomple, Monica Wilson, Communal Rituols of the 
Nyokyusa (London, 1959), pp, 97-98.
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2fhese conventional titles are used uncritically in this chapter 
until, pp. 139-140, they are refined.

^Leo Strauss, Natural Right ond History (Chicago, 1953), pp. 83-
84.

^Mircea Eliade, Cosmos ond History: The Myth of the Eternal Re
turn, trans. Willard R. Trask (New York, 1959); The Sacred and the Pro- 
fane: The Nature of Religion, trans. W. R. Trask (New York, 1961), esp. 
CKTlI.

^Robert F. Gray, The Sonjo of Tongonyiko (London, 196^, p. 127.’

^Wilton, pp. 7-16.

'^Edgar V. Winans, Shambala; The Constitution ofTraditional 
State (London, 1962), pp. 22, 39, 79, 160.

^Bronislaw Malinowski, “Myth in Primotive Psychology," in Magic, 
Science and Religion and Other Essoys (Gorden City, N. Y., 1955), p. 100.

9|bid., p. 101. '

^^Ibid., p. 146. Malinowski's functional understanding of religion 
must be distinguished from Durkheim's theory. Magic, Science ond Religion, 
pp. 56-60. See V/illiam A. Lessa and Evon Z. Vogt, eds. Reader in Com- 
pgrotive Religion: An Anthropological Approach, 2d ed. (New York, 1965), 
p. 2; Emile Durkheim, The Elementory Forms of Religious Life, trons. Joseph 
Word Sv/oin (New York, 1961).

llEliode, Myth ond Reality, trans. W. R. Trask (New York, 1963),
pp. 19-20.

PP‘

iSjbid., p. 6.

^■^Eric Voegolin, Order ond History, Vol. 1: Isigel ond Rcvelption 
(Bolon Rouge, 19^6), p, iT

^S|bid., p. 16.

l^Flinde, Polterns in Comporglive Religion, trons. Roicmoty Shecd 
(Cleveland, 1963), pp. 416, 429-130.
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^^Robert N. Bellah, "Religious Evolution," American Sociological 
Review, XXIX (1964), reprinted in Reader in Comporqtiye Religion, pp.
74, 77-79. Voegelin, p. 5, writes: "the history of symbolization is a pro
gression from compact to differentiated experiences and symbols."

ISBellah, p. 79.

^^David Goddard, "The Concept of Primitive Society," Social 
Research, XXXII, 3 (Autumn 1965), p. 256.

20|bid., p, 257. Eliade asserts that the "visions of Supreme Beings 
with all the powers of an omnipotent Creator-God" nullifies those "evolu
tionist hypotheses which deny the primitive any approach to ‘superior
hierophanies.Potterns in Comparotive Religion, p. 7.'

2lGoddard, p. 259.

22|bid., p. 274.

23|bid., p. 261.

24The New Science of Politics (Chicago, 1952), p. 54. See also 
Henri Frankfort, Kingship ond the Gods (Chicogo, 1948); Fronkfort et ol., 
Before Philosophy (Baltimore, 1949); Frankfort, Ancient Egyption Religion 
(New York, 1961); Sources of Chinese Tradition, comp. Wm. Theodore de 
Bary et al. (New York, 1964); D. Mackenzie Brown, The White Umbrella 
(Berk^ai;: 1959).

2^Robert H. Lowie, Primitive Religion (New York, 1952), p. 84; 
Paul Rodin, The World of Primitive Man (New York, 1960), p. 50; Leo 
Frobenius, The Childhood of Man, trons. A. H. Keane (New York, 1960),
p. 381.

^^SuMnne K. Longer, Philosophy in o New Key: A Study in the 
Symbolism of Reason, Rite and Art (New York, 1948), pp. 142-143.

27Ibid., p. 146.

28|bid., pp. 147-148.

29] he Sonjo regard Hambogen more as a confirmer then os o foun-* 
dor, Hatnbogeu and his sons, not tiie ancestors, ore the objecis of ritual.

30Sce n. 64 to Ch. 1 above.

^Ijhis is not monotheism, which presupposes ond denies polytheism.
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See Raffaele Pettozzoni, Essays on the History of Religions, trans. H. J. 
Rose (New York, 1954), Ch. 1; Voegelin, Israel and Revelotion, p. 108; 
William F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity, 2d ed. (Baltimore, 
1957).

32E|;ade, Potterns in Comporative Religion, pp. 44, 47, 51.

33|bid., pp. 52, 54-55. 

34|bid., pp. 82-83. 

35lbld., pp. 87, 91.

r-...

36lbid'., p. 109.

37|bid., p. 127. •

38Ibid., p. 129.'

39Compare the ancient Chinese concept of t'ien-ming and the Hindu 
concept of sarkar. Sources of Chinese Tradition, I, 6, 96, passim; Richard 
L. Park, Indigos Political System (Englewood Cliffs, _N. J,, 1967), pp. 49-
50.

'^9Solar heroes are common among nomod shepherds, especially in 
Africa where a prominent example is the Masai, within whose territory 
the Sonjo occupy an enclave. The Masai share belief with the Sonjo in 
the latter's god and myths. Ellade, Patterns in Comparative Religion, p.
149; Gray, pp. 117, 125,

4lRudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy, trans. John W. Harvey (New 
York, 1958), pp. 12-24:

king is an obsolule powerhouse of forces simply because he is 
a king." Ellade, Pattctrns in Comporative Religion, p. 16. For the separation 
of the divine from divinities, see .Albright, p. 177.

'^3For example, Eliode, Potterns in Comporotiye Re ligior|. p. 31;
Traditional keligion, 2dLowie, p, ,174; E, GtJeffrey Porrinder, Africori 

rev, edi (London, 1962), p, 57.

'^The Sonjo have household ancestral cults of minor importance in the 
religious life of the people. Gray, p. 123. If, as Voegolin maintoins, 
"society is illuminated through on eloborote syinbolisin, in various degrees 
of compactness and differentiation—from rife, through myth, to theory"— 
it does not follow that what is symbolized by the rite necessarily differs
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from what is symbolized by myth. New Science of Politics, p. 27.
Danielou asserts that in "cosmic religion" the "relationship between God 
and the cosmos is revealed at the same time in the myth that explains it 
and in the ritual that makes it work." Yet he considers myth "the normal 
form, on the level of cosmic religion, of the expression of God's relation 
to the world." Jean Danielou, God ond the Ways of Knowing, trans.
Walter Roberts (tilew York, 1960), pp. 28-29. Eliade, Sacred and Profane, 
p. 27, finds that "myth sometimes followed the rite" and justified it.
Myth as explanation is emphasized by Longer, pp. 142-155, and by Ernst 
Cassirer, An Essay on Man (Garden City, N. Y., n.d.), p. 17. Van der 
Leeuw emphasizes that myth is "not reflective contemplation" but an ef
fective verbal repetition and celebration of primordial acts, and that it .
is thus as another form of rite. G. Van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence 
and Monifestotiqn. trans. J. E. Turner, 2d ed. 2 vols. (New York, 1963),
II, 413. Since Voegelin finds myth more differentiated than rite, presumably 
ritual for him would typically be the dominant expression of jribal order ' ’ 
just as myth is of cosmological order. Yet ritual renewal of order, Voeg^in • 
recognizes, is "one of the symbolic elements developed within the cosmo
logical civilizations." Israel and Revelotion, p. 299. The point that we 
make in reference to the foregoing is this: one ought not to emphasize the 
symbolic form at the expense of the substonce of the experience of a reality 
which constitutes the content or meaning of the symbolism. In both tribal 
sc^iety and archaic empire one finds both ritual and verbal symbols or ac
counts (myth or legend) associated with the ritual. It is not the cosmic 
holism that distinguishes the archoic empires from the African societies, but 
the primary emphasis in the former on a divine order and in the latter on a 
human order; for the ancestors, while of heightened character, are still men 
in life and human spirits in death. It is significant that the Akan and the 
Bantu societies lock a concept like the Egyptian AAoot (or Hindu Dhormo), 
which signified at once cosmic order and political order. See Frankfort, 
Ancient Egyption Religion, pp. 43, 49-58.

“^Sparrinder, pp. 10-12.

46see Daryll Forde, ed. Africon Worlds: Studies in the Cosmological 
Ideos and Social Values of African Peoples (London, 1954), p. x; Paul 
Bohannon, Africo ond the Africons (Gorden City, N. Y., 1964), p. 224.

47p(,n'indor, pp. 24-25.

^SEdwin VA Smith, ed. African Ideas of God, 2d cd. rev. qr.d cd.
E. G. Porrindcr (London, 1961), pp. 2\~/I. While affirming that "the god
head is generally conceived in terms of power" (p. 21), Smith elaborates the 
other typical choracteristics of the African god and cites numerous 
for the prevalent features of African religion. See, espcciolly, pp. 10, 1^ 
21-22, 27-29 , 33. See Albright, p. 171.

sym-

sources
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■^^Bohannan, p. 222.

50|bid., p. 225.

SlParrinder, pp. 57-66; Smith, pp. 24-27; Simon and Phoebe 
Ottenberg, eds. Cultures and Societies of Africa-(New York, 1960),
p. 61.

1
^%mith, p. 24.

■53b. I. Sharevskaya wrote in a review of the book that Western 
"scholar henchmen.. .try now to give such an interpretation to indigenous 
African cultures as will allow neo-colonialism to attract to its side the 
young African Intelligentsia and use it in its political aims^." Sovetskaya 
Etnogrofiyo, No. 6 (1960), quoted in Mizon Newsletter; A Review of . . 
Soviet Writing on the Middle East and Africa (London), Ilf,''7 (July- 
August 1961), 19.

- 54p|acide Tempels, Bantu Philosophy, trans. Colin King (Paris, 
1959), pp. 41-43, possim.

55|^., p. 30.

56|bid., p. 122.

5^Diodrlch H. Westermann, The Africon Todoy (London, 1934),
p. 181.

58Janheinz John, Muntu; An Outline of the New African Culture, 
trons. Marjorie Grene (New York, 1961), pp. 100-101; Parrinder, pp. 20- 
25; Smith, pp. 16-21.

^^Tempels, pp. 31-32.

^Maurice Culver, 'The Bantu Concept of Man, " unpublished Ph. D. 
dissertation (Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N. J., 1952), p. 17. 
"Dynamism, then, is the ‘Weltanschauung* of the Bantu." A. A. Louw, 
“The Animism of the Bantu: Dynamism as o World View," Nada (Salisbury), 
IV (1926), 57. Parrinder, p, 20, finds the Africans to conceive of "a 
spiritual universe."

^ICulver, p. 134.

62|bid., pp. 53, 56.

63|btd., pp. 57-58, 63.
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p. 62.

65jW., pp. 71-72.

^^on der Leeuw, I, 180, quoted by Culver, p. 79. 

67Culver/» p. 80.

*^lbid., pp. 94, 97-98.

"^^Ibid., p. 101.

70|bid., pp. 96-97.

71 Ibid., p. 120.

72"African religions— tend... to hove precise, one-to-one associ
ation with a particular form of social group. In this characteristic they ore 
unlike the international religions, which are supple enough to subserve 
many forms'of social structure." Bohannon, p. 222.

73The following have been found particularly relevant to this prob
lem: Bohannon, pp. 188-198; T. Olawale Elias, Government and Politics 
in Africo, 2d ed. (Bombay, 1963), Ch. 2; Walter Goldschmidt, "Foreword" 
to Edgar V. Winans, Shambola: The Constitution of a Traditional State 
(London, 1962); M. Fortes and E. E. Evons-Pritchard, eds. Africon Politicol 
Systems (London, 1940); Lucy Mair, Primitive Government (Baltimore,
196^); Jacques J. Moquet, “A Research Definition of African Feudality, " 
Joumol of Africon History, III, 2 (1962), 307-310; John Middleton ond 
Dovid Toit, eds. Tribes Without Rulers: Studies in Africon Segmentary 
Systems (London, 1958); George Peter Murdock, Africa: Its Peoples and 
their Culture History (New York, 1959), pp. 33-39; Audrey 1. Richords, ed. 
East African Chiefs (New York, 1960); Ottenbergs, pp. 4^57; I. Schapero, 
Government and Politics in Tribol Societies (London, 1956); Jon Vansina,
"A Comporlion of African Kingdoms," Africo, XXXII, 4 (October 1962), 
324-334; Karl A. Wittfogel, Orientol Despotism: A Comporative Study of 
Total Power, 2d ed. (New Haven, 1963).

7'*Forfe$ ond Evons-Pritchard, pp. 4, 5. This structural-functional 
school, which has given primary ottention to Africa, is the "orthodox" one 
in onthropology. David Goddard, "Conceptions of Structure in Levi-Strcusi 
ond in British Anthropology," Soclgl Resegrch, XXXII, 4 (1965), 403, 410.

75Forfe$ end Evons-Prifeherd, p. 5.

7%id,, p. 10.

77y/jjffogg|^ pp_ 238-241, Some political thinkers, following 
mon speech, identify the state with the government. See, for exomple, 
Jacques Moritoin, A^n ond the Stote (Chicogo, 1951), pp. 1, 9-12,

com-
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15-19. Wittfogel, it should be noticed, tends to use the term state often 
as a synonym for government.

7®Murdock, pp. 36-37. Wittfogel concluded that what he desig
nates as a "hydraulic society" having an Orientally despotic regime de
pends for its original formation "on the presence of .a hydraulic economy 
proper as an essential condition." The institutions and methods of this 
type of state could then spread to non-hydraulic societies. Wittfogel does, 
however, leave room for the possible independent emergence of the type 
in non-hydraulic areas. -Wittfogel, pp. 192-194, 227. Murdock, although 
holding that some aspects of African despotism are "reasonably attributable 
to diffusion from Pharaonic Egypt," finds nevertheless that much of what 
cannot be accounted for either by diffusion or by irrigation agriculture is 
like Oriental despotism. He suggests that perhaps "the economic basis 
for the African despotic state" is "the exploitation of slave'labor, which 
Wittfogel finds surprisingly minimized in his Oriental despotisms but which 
is enormously developed in many of the most typical African states." Mur
dock, pp. 36-37. Paul Radin states that among the "aboriginal civiliza
tions" there was nothing "even remotely approaching the absolute and per
sonal despotism which existed at one time or another among the major civi
lizations of Western Europe, the Mediterranean and Asia." Yet he finds 
that some "sections of what we customarily designate ds aboriginal Africa 
have been basically transformed by Egyptian, Persian, Greek, Carthaginian, 
Roman and Arabic-Mohammedan invasions," so that only some parts of 
South Africa can be excepted from the “many provisos" to terming them 
aboriginal. Rodin, pp. 14, 16, 18. Our concern is not with the problem 
of historical causality but with what Voegelin calls the "ontological con
nection" between a political organization and its spiritual substance that 
allows us to discern "configurations beyond causality." "World Empire and 
the Unity of Mankind," International Affairs, XXXVIll, 2 (April 1962), 171- 
173. There is consequently no need for us to engage in the inconclusive de
bate over the reception by African societies of diffusions from the Near East. 
The liferpture relevant to this debate is vast anrt highly speculative. The 

important works ore: Chorles G. Seligman, Egypt ond Negro Africo:more
A Study in Divine Kingship (London, 1934); V. Van Buick, "La place du 
roi divin dans les cercles culturels d'Afrique noire," in The Sactci King- 
ship (Leiden, 1959), pp. 98-132, and bibliography, pp. 132-134.

79Witffogul, Ch. 5, pp. 137-160. Fronkfort, Ancient Egyptian 
Religion, argues ihot in Egypt, o stale thct to Wittfogel is a prime example 
of Oriental despotism, the people "did not consider their condition os o 
stole of Intoleroble slavery" but "showed their affection for the instilutbn 
of kingship by placing It in the center of their enterloinmeni literature"
(p. 43). Wittfogel, however, emphosizes "government by intimidation"
(p. 137). The question boils down to whether the people in question experi- 

the outliorities ruling them as oppressive; namely, as inducing "terror, "ence
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"submission," and "lorjfiliness." Granted that Wittfogel like any Wester
ner would experience oriental government as restrictive and stifling. They 
would similarly regard oriental religion as superstition. The important fact 
for Wittfogel, who misses the compactness of experiences that do not dif
ferentiate between the religious and the political orders, is the attachment 
of the dominant rejigion to the regime (pp. 87-100).' Even when directly 
confronted with the evidence (p". 138), Wittfogel does not recognize that 
the divine is experienced in the political authority os an "awe-ful" power 
to which man's natural and proper response is a kind of fear. All religion, 
especially when the numinous is experienced as the tremendum, involves 
submission to the holy reality that is revealed. Otto7'pp7~T2^24; Joachim 
Wach, The Comparative Study of Religions, ed. Joseph M. Kitagawa (New 
York, 1961), p. 53. Wittfogel overlooks the fact that men who experience 
their submission a's enjoined by the religion that integrates thpir lives.with 
the true order of reality do not experience, as the modern Westerner would, 
what he calls "total alienation" (p. 157). Quite the contrary', for it is 
disobedience that results in "alienation" from the true order of life. It is 
only for a Westerner, who would deny a transcendent reality and considers 
his fellow tnen his equals, that any form of submission should be avoided. 
Compare the treatment of obedience in Mesopotamia by Wittfogel (p. 138) 
and by Thorkild Jacobsen ("Mesopotamia," in Before Philosophy, pp. 217- 
223). In Egypt even the Pharaoh lost his individuality (Frankfort, Ancient 
Egyptian Religion, pp. 32-33, 46-48), so that in effect Wittfogel‘s criticism 
is a condemnation of the Egyptian religion—and this despite the fact that he 
does not consider it in itself but only os if it were o separate entity related 
only in an external fashion to the Egyptian state.

SOlfenri Frankfort writes of the ancient Egyptians: “None of these 
people was free.. .But it must not be forgotten that the reverse of freedom, 
isolation of the individual with or without 'inalienable rights' was likewise 
lacking in Egypt." The Birth of Civilization In the Near Eost (Gorden City, 
N. Y., 1950), p. 107. The lack of human freedom as a right with respect 
to the divine is, of course, a characteristic of all religion. For example, 
the very term "Islam" means submission to God's will—perhaps a submission 
given "freely" but not something that one has the right to refuse.

S^Murdock, p. 7!7a

STVonsirso, p. 325.

83|bld,, p. 326.

64|bid., pp. 332-333. The incorporative kingdom is irrolovont here. 

85|bid., pp. 331-333.
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^^Goldschmidt, pp. xvi-xvii. 

^^Maquet, pp. 307-309.

88e. M. Chilver, "'Feudalism' in the Interfacustrine Kingdoms," 
in East African Chiefs, p. 391. By benefice, Chilver means here not a 
fief but office land.* Ibid., pp. 379, 391. On the question of feudalism, 
see Wittfogel, pp. 417-418.

S^The terms are adapted from Goldschmidt, pp. xxii-xxv.

9l?Namely, those analyzed by Wittfogel.

91WittfogeT, p. 418. _ ,

92/v\idd|eton and Tait, pp. 16ff., passim.

93See the books by Fortes and Evons-Pritchard,and by Schapero.

^■^RobertH. Lowie, Primitive Society (New York, 1961), p. 370.

^^See also Bohannon, p. 189; Fortes and Evans-Pritchard, p. 5;
Moir, passim.

96ottenborgs, pp. 49, 51, 53.

97lbici., pp. 51, 52.
\

^^Murdock, p. 33. Murdock soys that the position of headman is 
often hereditary, and that "nothing remotely approximating the structure 
of a state is detectable. ".^See Mair, p. 104.

^^Middlcton and Tait, pp. 2-3, 16.

ll^Bohonnan, p. 191.

lO^Murdock, p. 36.

bergs, pp. 54ff.
nqnnan, pp. 191, 193; see also Murdock, pp. 36ff.; Otten-

lOSMurdock, p. 38. 

104E|;as, p. is.
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^^Compare the distinction between dux and rex in Bertrand de 
Jouvenal, Sovereignty: An Inquiry into the Political Good, trons. J. F. 
Huntington (Chicago, 1957), pp. 21, 34, 299-300.

106ottenbergs, p. 54.

lO^Boharinon, p. 191.'

^^^Murdock, p. 37.

'®^Mair, p. 66, Three things may moke government minimal: few 
subjects, few governmental positions, little governmental authority. Ibid.,
p. 62.

^'^Mlddleton and Tait, p. 22; see also Porrinder, p. 71.

^l^Elios, p. 14.

-^^^Doryll Forde, ed. Afrieon Worlds, p. vii.

■^Smith, p. 7; see also Parrinder, pp. 40-41; Susan Feldman, ed. 
African Myths and Tales (New York, 1963), pp. 23, 35-48.

ll4Smith, p. 27.

115Parrinder, p. 43.

p. 128.

1 l^ottenbergs, p. 63.

11Sparrinder, pp. 57-58.

'^"Bohannan, p. 222.

120paide,pp. xvi^xvli.

^^'Ottenhe'-g:, p. 62.

122parde, p. xvi.

123parrindcr, p. 67.

'^'^Mair, pp, 216, 218, 247; Parrinder, p. 78.

125See Parrinder, pp. 72-74. Human sacrifice at royal funerals
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provided the kingly ancestors with retinues necessary to the continuation 
of their royal function. Ibid., p. 76; Murdock, p. 39.

^^^Murdock, p. 39. Compare the early English kings, who claimed 
"descent from Wodin" as "a supernatural sanctiori," and the Witan, which 
had "the right of election and deposition" but “could only exercise their 
right within the limits of the royal family." John Neville Figgis, The Di
vine Right of Kings, 2d ed. (New York, 1965), pp. 18, 20.

127schapera, pp. 51-52.

128Mair, pp. 217, 220.

129|^., p. 180.

I30parrinder, pp. 78, 143.

13’Mair, p. 220.

132/y^urdock, p. 37.

^^^The king could be destooled—that is, dismissed from office—by 
breaking a taboo and thus separoting him from the grounds of his sanctity. 
Parrinder, p. 78.

'^Murdock, p. 38.

^^Parrinder, p. 31; Eliade, Potterns in Comporotive Religion, Ch.

^^^Smith, p. 28; Parrinder, pp. 36-37, 40. 

^3^Murdock, p. 37.

^-'"Tempeb, p. 42.

I39p;ggis, pp. 17, 36.

^'^Frankfprt, Ancient Egyption Religion; Frankfort, Kingship and 
the Gcdt; John A. Wilson, "Egypt," ip Befo^re Philosophy, Cli. Ml, esp.
p. 73.

'■^^Jocobsen, pp. 203-208.

^^2\/Qege||n, New Science of Politics, pp. 56-58; Albright, p. 12.
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^^^Kenneth Scott Latourette, The Chinese: Their History and Cul
ture, 4th ed. (New York, 1964), pp. 455-456; Sources of Chinese Tradi
tion, I, Ch. VII; Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion, pp. 62-63.

I'^ictor W. 
pp, 123, 131, 214^

Eliade, Cosmos and History, pp. 31-32; Brown, p. 15.

^^Brown, pp. 18-21.

^"^^Latourette, pp. 536-540.

Frankfort, Kingship ond the Gods, pp. 32-34.

^■^^Frankfort, The Birth of Civilization, p. 50; Hagen, World of 
the Mayo (New York, 1960), pp. 45-46.

ISOBtown, pp. 21-22, 169.

'^^Lowie, Primitive Society, p. 359; Lowie, Primitive Religion, 
p. 351; Koi Birket-Smith, Primitive Man and His Ways, trans. Roy Duf- 
fell (New York, 1963), pp. 26, 48.

152Lowie, Primitive Religion, pp. 78, 81, 84; Rodin, p. 50; 
Frobenius, p. 381.

*^^Lowie, Primitive Religion, p. 76; see also Birket-Smith, pp.
189, 192; Marshall D. Sohlins, “Poor Mon, Rich Man, Big-Mon, Chief: 
Political Types in Melanesia and Polynesia," Comparative Studies in So
ciety ond History, V, 3 (April 1963), pp. 287-288, 2^’5.

ISitEliarle, Potterns in Comporotiye Religion, p. 31.

^■'^Lowlc, Primitive Society, p. 367. Sohlins points out thot the 
Melanesian leaders are precisely "leaders," for they do not enter into or 
l»ld institutionalized positions of authority (offices) but establish personal 
power by creating o fo'Inwership (pp. 289-290).

156Lo^iy, Primitive Society, pp. 3S3-37; Birket-Smith, pp. 61-67.

'^^Edmund R. leach. Political Systems of Highlond Burma (Boston, 
1965), pp. 113, 127, 129, UTTTb.

^^®Robcrt C. Bone Jr., Contemporary Southeost Asia (New York,
196^, pp. 10-11.

Hagen, Reolm of the Incgs (New York, 1957),von

148
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^^^Robbins Burling, Hill Farms and Padi Fields: Life in Mainland 
Southeast Asia (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1965), p. 68.

I^Clifford Geertz, The Religion of Java (Urbana, III., 1960), 
p. 232, See also Robert Heine-Geldern, "Conceptions of State end 
Kingship in South East Asia," Far Eastern Affairs, H, 1 (November 1942).

l^^Eliade, Soared and Profane, p. 169.

’62see j^., Ch. I.

p. 37.

^^And thus different than "the divine sanction of the accepted 
way of life" in archaic societies like Egypt. Frankfort, Ancient Egyptian 
Religion, p. 82.

. ^^Durkheim, pp. 115-116.

^66|bicl., p. 265.

^^^Society is the basis of religion. Ibid., pp.'466-467. The 
tribal God iso pre-eminent ancestral spirit. Ibid., p. 332.

p. 179.

^^^Ibid., p. 166.

^70|bid., p. 229.

^71 Ibid., pp. 221-223; see Albright, p. 169.

'^^Compare Sahlins, p. 295: "In the Polynesian view, o chiefly 
personage was in the nature of things powerful. But this merely implies 
the objective observotion that his power was of the group rather than of 
himself. " Sahlins apparently disregards his own observation that Polyne
sian chiefs inherited mono by divine descent, ond this 
Ibid.

mono v/as power.

^■■^^Ourkheim, 

^7^!bid., p. 409. 

’^^!bid., p. 233.

pp. 238-239, 244, 408.
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^^^Meyer Fortes, “Some Reflections on Ancestor Worship in Africa," 
in African Systems of Thought (London, 1965), pp. 123, 130, 133.

177ibid., p. 139.

PART TWO

IMPERIAL RULE: THE DUAL MANDATE

CHAPTER IV: THE GOLD COAST

^KlausE. Knorr, British Colonial Theories, 1570-1850 (Toronto, 
1944), pp. 155, 246, 248! "The development of the notion of Britain's 
supreme mission to civilize the world by means of her far-flung Empire... 
mode rapid headway at a time when many of the ecgnomic orguments in 
favour of colonization and colonies were being torn to shreds by the econo- 

,mists." Ibid., p. 246.

2|bid., p. 381, citing E. C. Moore, The Spreod of Christionity 
in the Modern World (Chicago, 1919), p. 19.

3Knorr, p. 376.

■^Ronald Robinson and John Gollogher, with Alice Denny, Africo 
and the Victorians: The Climax of Imperialism in the Dark Continent (New 
York, 1961), p. 27.

^Knorr, p. 408 n. Knorr notes that the Evangelicals "curiously" 
directed their "charitable sentiment" to “the negro slave, the heothen, 
and the aborigine," meanwhile showing little concern for the downtrodden 
sections of the British population. Ibid., p. 376 n.

CHonsord, 3dser., LX, col. 619, Februory 16, 1842.

^Robinson and Gallogher, p. 3.

^Earl Gre/, The Coloniol Policy of Lord John Russell's Admlnis- 
trqtiori, ? vols. (LonJon! 185'.i), I, 15.

9Davld Laurie, Hints Regarding the Eost India Monopoly (Glasgow, 
1013), pp. 5, 51.

)®Roblnson and Gollogher, p. 2.

llHonsard, 3d ser., XIX, col. 515. For the dominance of pride 
of empire in the imperialists' motives, see Goldwin Smith, The Empire:
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A Series of Letters published in The Daily News, 1862-63 (Oxford, 1863, 
pp. viii-ix, 74, passim.

^^Thucydides, The Peloponnesion War, 1,1, 21-24; VI, 35-47, esp.
36.

M.'Martin, Colohiol Policy of the British Empire (London, 
1837), pp. 80-81, quoted by Knorr, p. 366.

^^See Gladstone's statement in 1855 quoted by Paul Knapland, 
Gladstone and Britoin's Imperial Policy (New York, 1927), pp. 202-203 
Archibald Alison, Essays, Political, Historical, and Miscellaneous (Edin
burgh, 1850), I, 304-305. ^

^^Robinson and Gallagher, p. 2.

^^Knorr, p. 367.

'^^Grey, I, 15-16.

^^Ibid., p. 14.

^^Robinson and Gallagher, p. 27.

2®Knorr, p. 378.

^^Ibid., pp. 382-384.

22|bid., p. 386.

^^Report of the Porliamcntary Select Committee on Aboriginal Tribes, 
ed. Aborigines Protection Society (London, 1827), p. 117. The Aborigines 
Protection Society, founded in 1836, was soon •*gn exceedingly influential 
pressure group." Knorr, p. 383.

24w. E. F. Ward, A History of Ghono, 2d ed. (New York, 1963),

/

p. 175.

25Pcbir.son and Galloghei, p. 26; W. Wolton Cloridge, A History of 
the Gold Coosl and Ashanti, 2d ed., 2 vols (London, 1964), J, 331.

26v/ord, pp. 189-193.

22ciaf!dge, I, 416.

28Ward, p. 191; see also Cloridge, I, 405-425. 

^Ward, p. 192.
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^^Claridge, I, 414.

^^Ibid., pp. 424-425; see G. E. Metcalfe, Maclean of the Gold 
Coast: The Life and Times of George Maclean, 1801-1847 (London, 1962), 
pp, 118-123, passim.

^%rodie Cruickshank, Eighteen Years on the Gold Coast of Africo, 
Including an Account of the Native Tribes, and their Intercourse wi^th Euro
peans, reprinted., 2 vols. (London, 1966), I, 172; Claridge, 1, 407.
For a contrary view, see Metcalfe, pp. ix, 119.

33ciaridge, 1, 464.

pp. 464-473.

^John Mensah Sarbah, Fanti National Constitution (London, 1906),
p. 81.

^^he Bond is printed in full in Ward, p. 194; Claridge, I, 452-453 
Joseph E. Casely Hayford, Gold Coast Native Institutions (London, 1903), 
app. D5.

^^Dispatch of 16 Dec. 1843 from Stanley to HIM, cited by David 
Kimble, A Political History of Ghana: The Rise of Gold Coast Notional ism, 
1850-1928 (Oxford, 1963), p. 194; reprinted in G. E. Metcalfe, ed.
Great Britain and Ghana: Documents of Ghana History. 1807-1957 (London, 
l'964),"pp. 192-194.

38Ward, pp. 193-194; see Report of the Select Committee on West 
Africa, in Great Britain and Ghana, pp. 179-183.

^^Kimble, p, 194 n.

^Ow. Branford Griffith, A Note on the History of the British Courts 
in the Gold Coast Colony (Accro,^886), quoted in ibid., p. 195^

^^Claridge, I, 536.

■’^Kimble, p. 457.

^3|bid., p. 302; Word, p. 262.

■^Word, pp. 262-263; Kimble, pp. 302-303. The royal piodamo- 
tion defining the Oown's powers is printed in Sarbah, Fanti Customory Lows, 
2d cd. (London, 1904), pp. 293-295. Other relevant documents are found 
in Greot Britain and Ghono, pp. 361-371.
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'^Sarbah, Font! Customary Lows, pp. 288-292; Great Britain and 
Ghana, pp. 369-370.

■^^Lord Frederick D. Lugard, The Dual Mandate in British Tropical 
Africa, 5th ed. (London, 1965), p. 36 n. 3,

^^Raymondl.eslie Buell, The Native Problem in Africo, 2 vols., 
reprint ed. (London, 1965), I, 798.

■^Copies of the Gold Coast Order in Council, 1901, and of the 
Ashanti and Northern Territories orders in council of the same year are 
printed in Sarbah, Fanti Nationol Constitution, pp. 170-182, from which 
this and the following quotations are taken. They are also found in Great 
Britoin and Ghana, pp. 521-525.

^^Jean Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract,- trans. anon., rev.
and ed. Chorles Frankel (New York, 1957), p. 9. According to Rousseau, 
"all justifiable authority among men must be established on the basis of 
conventions. " The sovereign authority is established by end expressive of 
the "general will," which "is always right end tends always to the public 
advantoge" and is therefore distinguished from actual wiljs, the "will of 
all," that often err. Ibid^, pp. 16-17, 23, 26.

^^Claridge, 1, x. 

^^Ibid., pp. X, xiii.

52|bid.,

^^Ibid., p. viii. 

5‘^lbid., p. ix.

p. X.

55|bid., p. viii.

56lbid., p. xi.

^^Richard Austin Freeman, Travels and Life in Ashanti and jaman 
(Westminster, 1898), p, 471.

^^Ibid., pp. 454-460.

59|bid., pp. 471-476.

^Ofbld., pp. 476-491.
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^^Edwin W. Smith, The Golden Stool: Some Aspects of the Conflict 
of Culture in Modem Africa (London, 1926), pp. 72-73. Dr. Smith is 
credited by two of the major contemporary anthropological researchers in 
Central Africa with founding modem anthropological research in that area 
during the first quarter of this century. Elizabeth Colson and Max Gluck- 
man, eds. Seven Tribes of British Central Africa (London, 1959), p. ix.

^^Kofi Antubam, Ghana's Heritage of Culture (Leipzig, 196^, pp. 
78-79; see also E. Goeffrey Parrinder, West Africon Psychology; A Com
parative Study of Psychological and Religious Thought (London, 1951), p. 
28: "The best people hove a white aura, and are full of light."

^S^etcolfe, Maclean, p. 238 n.

^Gustav Jahoda, White Man; A Study of the Attitudes of Africans 
to Europeons in Ghana before Independence (London, 1961), pp. 77, 111.

^Robert S. Rattray, Religion and Art in Ashanti (London, 1927), 
from which the following quotations ore taken.

^MognusJ. Sampson, Gold Coast Men of Affoirs (Post and Present) 
(London, 1937), pp. 160, 212.

^^"The Negro in Ancient History," Methodist Quorterly Review 
(January 1869), pp. 72-93; see Hollis R. Lynch, Edward Wilmot Blyden: 
Pan-Negro Patriot, 1832-1912 (New York, 1967).

^SjCimble, pp. 84-85 n., 96 n., 341, 431.

^^Sarbah, Fanti Notionol Constitution, pp. vii-viii.

70|bid., p. 74.

71|bid,, p. 92.

72|bid., p. 91.

73|bid., p, 103.

74lbid,, p. 109. Sorbqh provides copies of these treaties end other 
relevant official documents in ibid., pp. 153-224.

75Ibid., p. 122.

76|bid., p. 81.
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^Ibld., p. 112. The orders in Council are printed in ibid., pp.
170-177.

78lbid., p. 114.

79|bid., p. 226.——
80Ibid., p. 120. "With Great Britain is linked the destiny of the 

Akan nation as a whole." Ibid., p. 254.

81|bid., p. 239.

82See n. 46, above, in this chapter.

®3sarbah, Fonti Notional Constitution/ p. 250.

^Ibid., p. 121.

S^lbid., p. 234.

86|bid., p. 232.

^7|bid., p. 230. "Were the gradation of authority, which is uni
versal in African communities, properly recognized, .. .civilization would, 
perhaps, make great strides, .. .and progress become better and more rapid. " 
Ibid., pp. 235-236.

88|bid., p. 250.

87Ibid., pp. 237-238.

9Q|bid., p. 151.

71|bid., p. 231.

92|^., pp. 232-233.

73|bid., p. 237.

7^1bld., p, 254.

7^Ibid., p, 2.55; see pp. 240-241 also.

76|bid., p. 127, citing agreement with a passogo to this effect 
from Mary Kingsley.
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^^Sampson, p. 164.

Wasserman, "The Ashanti War of 1900: A Study in Cultural 
Conflict," Africa, XXXI, 2(1961), pp. 169-172.

99Rattray, Ashanti (Oxford, 1923), p. 216.

lOO^Qrd, p. 304 n. 31. This was a trifle to the Ashanti compared 
to a loss of the Golden Stool. Rattray, Ashanti, p. 291.

^®^Casely Hayford, p. 4.

^®2|bid., pp. 217-218; Casely Hayford, The Truth about the West 
African Land Question (London, 1913), p. 8.

103Casely Hayford, Gold Coast Notive Institutions, pp. 232, 239,
241, 259.

lO^Casely Hayford, Ethiopio Unbound: Studies in Race Emancipa
tion (London, 1911), p. 215; The Truth, p. 11, passim; Casely Hayford, 
United West Africo (London, 1919), possim.

^^Dennis Austin;'"The Working Committee of the United Gold 
Coast Convention," Journal of Africon History, II, 2 (1961), 279. Austin's 
article is based on the unpublished Minute Book of the Working Committee.

^Q^lbid.

^^^Ibid., pp. 273-275, 279-280; Ronald Segal, Political Africa:
A Who's Who of Personalities and Parties (New York, 1961), p. 65;
George Padmore, The Gold Const Revolution: The Struggle of on African 
People from Slavery to Freedom (London, 1953), p. 57.

lOSjoseph B. Danquah, Liberty of the Subject (Kibi, Gold Coast, 
n.d.), quoted by Padmore,pp. 57-58; see also The Doyen Speoks; Some His
torical Speeches by Dr. J. B. Danquah (Accra, 195/’).

^^Austln, p. 273.

■l°lNd., p. 776; Segal, p. 65.

'^'Podmore, pp. 40, 61.

^'^Ausiin, Politics in Ghono, 1946-1950 (London, 1964), p. 53 
The JPC allotted seven of Its nine scats to chiefs, the other two going to 
Donquoh end Rev. C- Daeta. Ibid., p. 51.
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^^^Aostin^ “The Working Committee...," p. 280.

^^^Ibid., pi' 281, from Minute Book, entry for December 28, 1947. 
See also Austin, Politics in Ghona, pp. 54-55.

^^^Austin, Politics in Ghana, p. 73; Austin, "The Working Commit
tee...," p.. 28lj Bankole Timothy, Kwame Nkrumoh; His Rise to Power, 2d 
ed. (London, 1963), pp. 45-48, and Ch. XIII, "Nkrumoh the Orator," pp. 
124-151:-

^^^Austin, "The Working Committee...," pp. 286-287. 

’17|bid., p. 287.

118The deep roots of this development were: "(a) the dynamism of 
the Idea of Progress, the processes of commercialism and industrialism, and 
other distinguishing attributes (that is, individualism, rationalism, and 
secularism) of that historical cluster of phenomena known as 'Wesfernism'; and 
(b) the confusions, frustrations, and bitterness produced by the 'Western im
pact'." James S. Coleman, "Current Political Movements in Africo, "Annals 
of the Americon Acodemy of Political and Sociol Science, Vol. 298 (March 
1955), 95-96. See Lord Williom M. Hailey, An Africon Survey, rev. ed 
(London, 1957), p. 257; David E. Apter, Ghana in Transition, rev. ed.
(New York, 1963), p. 158.

1 ^9|n,nianuel Wallerstein, The Rood to Independence: Ghana and the 
Ivory Coast (Paris, 1964), p. 23.

120|bid., p. 9. See Austin, Politics in Ghona, pp. 22-26; Apter, 
119-158. Rattray, Ashanti Law and Constitution (London, 1929), p. 

ix, warned that indirect rule would destroy the foundation of traditional 
authority, leaving only the "shell and outward form" but not "its vital 
energy."

pp.

'2lAustin, Politics in Ghono, pp. 13-17, 27.

l^Zfhe sociology of the "colonial situation" is developed in Georges 
Balandier, Sociologie Actuelle de I'Afrique Noire (Paris, 1963); see also 
Wollerstein, ed. Sociol Chonge: The Coloniol Situation (New York, 1966).

123v/o|ter5tein, Rood to Independence, pp. 85-134. “Colonial ad
ministration is not a thin veneer over a troditiorwl base. It is a fromework 
within which new social relations ore forged, a framework in which the 
relations of Africon end Europeon, of African and Africon, ore rodically 
changed." Ibid., p, 9.

^74Ausfin, Politics in Ghono, p, 27.
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l^S^ftempts to renew the alliance between them foundered. Austin, 
"The Working Committee...," p. 288.

^26^oi-e than 65,000 of the less than four million Gold Coast Afri
cans esqserienced military service during the war. Moreover, American and 
British servicemen stationed at airbases in the Gold Coast had a considerable 
influence. J. D. Page, Ghana: A Historical Interpretation (Madison, Wis., 
1959), pp^ 52, 114n. 64':-------------------------------------------------

^27jhese modernized elements are listed in Padmore, p. 67; Austin, 
Politics in Ghano, p. 55. Although modernized and often antitraditional 
and urban, these are best not called "detribalized."

^28Austin, "The Working Committee...," p. 273.

^^Austin, Politics in Ghana, p. 27.

130(5reat Britain Colonial,Office No. 231, Report of the Commission 
of Inquiry into Disturbances in the Gold Coast, 1948 (London, 1948), pp. 7- 
9, which also lists the other grievances, including the slowness in'providing 
governmental experience to Africans, fear of losing tribal lands, resentment 
over alien dominance in some fields of trade, and a housing shortage. In con
nection with the Iqjter, Nkrumah's followers were known as "Veranda Boys," 
in reference to where many of them slept in the towns. The above cited re
port is generally known as the Wotson Report.

^^Ijoseph G. Amamoo, The New Ghana: The Birth of the Nation 
(London, 1958), p. 13. The flames were also fpnned by Nkrumah through 
the newspaper he established in September, 1948, called the Accra Evening 
News.

^32Austin, "The Working Committee.pp. 291, 294, 296; Kwame 
Nkrumah, Ghana; The Autobiography of Kwame Nkrumoh (Edinburgh, 1957), 
pp. 100, 106-10>; Timothy, p. 56.

^33Henry L. Bretton, The Rise and Fall of Kwome Nkiumoh: A Study 
of Personal Rule in Africa (New York, 1966), p. iT

^^Wotson Report, passim; Nkrumah, Ch. 7.

135{v|^.ru,„Qh^ p. 202.

^^^Ibid., p. viii.

'37Bfefton, pp. 188-189 n. 5. What this last governor has written 
confirms this view of the British; see Sir Charles Arden-Clarke, "Eight Years 
of Transition in Ghana," African Affairs, LVIl, 226 (1958), 29-37; t'Gold 
Coast into Ghana: Some Problems of Transition," Internotional Affairs, XXXIV, 
1 (1958), 49-56.
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138see F. M. Bourret, Ghana: The Road to Independence, 1919- 
1957, rev. ed. (Stanford, Calif., 1960), pp. 187-196.

139|bid., Ch. rv, pp. 36-52; R. E. Wraith, Guggisberg (London, 
1967), Ch. 8, pp. 189-214; Apter, Ch. 6, pp. 119-130. The policy of 
indirect rule, as it was in Tanganyika, is treated in the next chapter. 
Guggisberg's successors were much influenced by Governor Cameron's 
policy of-indirect rule in Tanganyika, but the policy had existed before 
Lugard and Cameron described and defended it. Wraith, p. 265.

140Bourret, pp. 27-35; Wraith, Chs. 5-6, pp. 98-159.

14lBourret, p. 48.

142\^raith, p. 161.

143Bourret, p. 36.

CHAPTER V: TANGANYIKA

THE GERMAN REGIME

^Karl Peters, GrOndung von Deutsch Ostafriko (Berlin, 1906), pp. 
2-4; in the Foreword, Peters refers to vitriolic and unfair criticism of his 
East African activities, and states that his purpose is to document his deeds 
for posterity to judge as well as to contribute to an understanding of Bis
marck's overseas policies. "In Germany.. .the colonial interest which a- 
woke by-and-by was mostly concentrated on the East African possession." 
Dr, H. Brode, British ond German East Africo: Their Economic and Com
mercial Relations (London, 1911), p. 157. Mary Evelyn Townsend, Origins 
of Modem German Coloniolism, 1871-1885 (New York, 1921), p. l5] 
writes: "the intense nationalism.. .engendered by the wars of unification 
found a natural outlet in enthusiasm for expansion. Now that Germany hod 
become a nation, she, like the other great states of Western Europe, must 

her self-consciousness in the extension of her nationalism to o colo-express 
nial empire."

2pelcrs, pp. 30, 32, 39. A prominent theme of Peters' writings is 
his regard for England as both a rival and model in colonial affairs. Ho 
cloims llwt the GCS v/as modeled after English "adventurers societies" in 
the time of Elizabeth. Ibid., p. 39. He writes that in 1884 Englond was 
doubtful of German colonial endeavors, but that within three years England 

convinced of German efficiency. Peters, Deutsch-notionol: koloniol-wos ________________
politlsche Aufsatzo (Berlin, 1887), pp. 108-110, The anti-British emphasis 
in Bismarck‘s colonial policy is considered below, but see Peters, GrOndung,
p, 101,
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^Peters, GrUndung, pp. 55-78; G. S. P. Freeman-Grenville, 
"The German Sphere, 1884-1898," in History of East Africa, 2 vols., 
Vol. l ed. Roland A. Oliver and Gervase Mathew (Oxford, 1963),pp. 
435-436; W. O. Henderson, "German East Africa, 1884-1890," in 
History of East Africa, Vol. II ed. Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver 
(London, 1965)^ pp. 123-132. On the GEAC, see Dr. Bruno Kurtze, 
Die Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Gesellschaft (Jena, 1913); treaties with 
the Afrij^gn chiefs are printed in Peters, Das Deutsch-Ostafrikanischer. 
Schutzgebiet (Munich, 1895), pp. 420-423; GrUndung, pp. 77-78; 
Kurtze, pp. 178-187.

■^Peters, GrUndung, pp. 43-44, 179, 251; Peters, Dos.. .Schutz
gebiet, p. 40.

^Peters, New Light on Dark Africa, trarjs. H. W, Duicken 
(London, 1891), pp. 527, 530-531.

^Peters, GrUndung, pp.,47-49, 55, 69-78.

^Peters, Das.. .Schutzgebiet, p. 2.

®Peters, New Light, pp. 192-193; GrUndung, p. 250. An expres
sion of this spirit in Germany at the approach of the twentieth century is 
seen in Thomas Mann, Dr. Faustus, trans. H. T. Lowe-Porter (Nev/ York, 
1948), p. 301: "We were bursting with the consciousness that this was 
Germany's century... it was our turn to put our stamp on the world and be 
its leader;.. .that now, at the end of the bourgeois epoch begun some hun
dred and twenty years before, the world was to renew itself in our sign."

^Peters, New Light, p. 479.

lOpeters, GrUndung, pp. 179, 250.

1 ^Peters, Das...Schutzgebiet, pp. 40-41, 403.

12pet0rs, GrUndung, pp. SI, 226.

^^Peteis, DasJSchutzgebiet, p. 39. Later examples ore a professor's 
geogrdphicol study and the Reichstag vice-president's econcmic study; Dt. 
Haris Meyer, Dos Deutsche Kolonialreich; Eine Lfinderkunde der deutschen 
Schutzgebiete (Leipzig, 1909), pp. 182, 292; Dr. Hermann Paascho, 
Dculich-Ostofrlko; Wirtschoftliche Studlen (Berlin, 1906), passim. Meyer 
depreciates African culture and asserts that the Africans are interested in 
nothing but material advantages (p. 75); he claims that Germany performed 
a great humanitarian work by taking territory In East Africa, and he praises 
Peters (p. 79). Paasche emphasizes the value of East Africa to Germany,
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saying of the benefits to Africans only that the GEAC bought their land 
and that "the needs of the present-day Negro population and of those 
coming after are carefully being taken into consideration." (p. 426).

I'^Peters, New Light, pp. 478, 480. In a strange passage that 
appears to contradict the statements already cited, .Peters indicates a 
hint of a divine mandate for his work: "Thus life here gains in mental 
depth and purity of aspiration... In the throes of the grasping strife and 
struggles of civilization the mind longs for the grand impressions and 
feelings of the wilderness, where the Creator Himself appears to come 
nearer to us in His works, and eternity seems to speak to us in its own 
mighty language." Ibid., p. 507. The emphasis on feeling may be at
tributed to the influence on him of Schopenhauer. Ibid., pp. 489, 550; 
Peters, GrOndung, p. 12. Peters notes without comment that he got Ger
man Benedictines to found a mission. Ibid., p. 154.

^^Peters, GrUndung, p. 211.

^.^In 1896 Peters was found guilty by a disciplinary court of 
hanging an African servant for petty theft when he was Reich Conimis- 
sioner in the Kilimanjaro region in 1891-92, of several derelictions of 
duty, and of unworthy conduct for one in his position. Henderson, p.
146. However, after Peters, GrUndung, and others defended his deeds, 
the Kaiser restored his title in 1907 and his pension in 1914.

^^Townsend, p. 86, says that HObbe-Schleiden and Fabri were the 
major propagandists of the colonial movement. She writes, p. 90, of the 
former: "HObbe-Schleiden emphasized the fact that it was Germany's duty 
to expand and preserve her Kultur not only for her own sake, but to ad
vance the cause of world civilization. " He thought that the spread of 
German Kultur in Africa would meon progress for all Negroes. "Un
fortunately, we gain the impression that this would be true only if Africa 
proved 'good business;' if not, the negro was incapable of culture." This 
idea, while more pronounced, certainly seems to accord with Peters' po
sition. Fabri, who is treated presently, holds essentially the same idea. 
See also Townsend, The Rise and Fall of Germany's Coloniol Empire, 
1884-1918 (New York, 1930), pp. 78-81.

'^Peters, GrUndung, pp, 57, 92-93. Scholars do not agree on 
the epporent change of Bismarck’s policy. Fteeman-Grcnville, p. 431, 
calls if an abrupt reversal. Henderson, p. 125, attributes the change to 
new circumstances, stressing economic considerations. John Flint, "The 
Wider Background to Portition and Colonial Occupation," in History of 
East Africa, I, 364-366 n., emphasizes rivalry with Britain as the primory 
motive; but he finds Bismarck generally neglectful of German colonial 
territories later, Townsend, Origins of Modern German Coloniolism, p.
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195, argues that "when the Chancellor appeared to oppose colonialism he 
was merely applying the brakes as a diplomatic stratagem,.. .and that he 
gave his whole-hearted, if secret, support to the movement from 1879 on
wards. " More recent scholarship indicates that Bismarck did not decide 
on a colonial policy until 1884. See Henry Ashby Turner, Jr., "Bismarck's 
Imperialist Venture; Anti-British in Origin?" in Britain and Germany in 
Africo: Imperial Rivalry and Colonial Rule, ed. Prosser Gifford and Wm. 
Roger_Louis (New Haven, 1967), pp. 47-82.

^^Townsend, Origins of Modem German Coloniolism, p. 180, ci
ting Kurt Herrfurth, "Bismarck als Kolonialpolitiker," Zeitschrift ftlr Ko- 
lonialpolitik, 1909, p. 736.

20peters, GrOndung, p. 113.

*71An English translation of the imperial Charter is given in Regi
nald Coupland, The Exploitation of East Africa, 1856-1890: The Slave 
Trade and the Scramble (London, 1939), p. 405. British royal charters im
posed obligations. Freeman-Grenville, p. 436. Yet Bismarck had asser
ted in June 1884 in the Reichstag that he would "follow the example of 
England in granting to these merchants something like Royal Charters." 
Ludwig Hahn, FOrst Bismarck, 5 vols. (Berlin, 1878-91), V, 24.

22]} should be noted here thot in 1884-85 Bismarck waged an in
tensive campaign to arouse public enthusiasm for colonies based on natio
nal pride and anti-British sentiment. See Townsend, Origins of Modern 
Germon Colonialism, Ch. VIII, "National Inauguration of Colonialism, " 
especially pp. 182-193.

23Friedrich Fabri, Deutsch-Ostofriko: Eine colonialpolitische 
Skizze (Cologne, 1886), p. 19. "Where semi-borbaric civilizations 
exist, the annexation of their lands by a great, strong power is an act of 
humanity." Fobri, Bedarf Deutschland der Kolonien? (Gotha, 1879), 
p. 57. Fabri was Inspector of the Rhine Mission for 27 yeors; honorary 
professor at the University of Bonn; and founder in 1830 at Dusseldorf of 
the West Deutsch Verein fUr Kolonisotion und Export. He was known as 
"the father of German colonisation." Evans Lewin, The Germcns ond Af
rico; Their Aims on the Dork Continent ond How they Acquired their Afri- 
can Colonies (London, 1915), p. 31.

24pabri, Deutsch-Ostofriko, pp. 28-31.

25freeman-Grenville, p. 436. O. F, Raum, "Getmon East Africa: 
Changes in African Life under German Administration, 1892-1914," in 
History of Eost Africo, II, p. 171, however, writes: "With regard to the 
treaties ceding sovereignty to the Gosellschoft fUr Deutsche Colonisotion 
it would bo underestimating the intelligence of the chiefs to suggest that 
they did not know what their purpose was. Tributary dependence, after
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all, was a recognized political relationship in East Africa. Chiefs may 
not have been acquainted with the technicalities of concluding treaties 
of this nature, but they knew the importance of documents." It is suf
ficient to indicate that the chiefs' purpose was not the German purpose, 
and that the latter did not envision a tributary arrangement.

26Fabri, Deutsch-Ostafrika, p. 30.

27peters, GrOndung, pp. 78, 113. Numerous treaties were in 
fact signed, many with Africans who had little position of authority. 
Freeman-Grenville, pp. 436-437; J. P. Moffett, ed. Hondbook of Ton- 
gonyiko, 2d ed. (Dar es Salaam, 1958), pp. 51-52.

2®Fabri, Deutsch-Ostafriko, p. 19.

29r. M, Bell, "The Maji-Maji Rebellion in the Liwale District," 
Tanganyiko Notes and Records, No. 28 (January 1950), pp. 38, 40.

^®Freeman-Grenville,pp. 439-440;-Henderson, pp. 129-132.
The Relch-GEAC Agreement is printed in Kurtze, pp. 193-196.

31 Freeman-Grenville, pp. 441-442; Henderson, pp. 134-135. 

32Hender5on, pp. 132-133.

33|bid., p. 135.

34Fritz F. MUller, Deutschland—Zanzibar—Ostafrika (Berlin, 
1959), pp. 765-767. In 1913 there were 21 districts and a German ad
ministrative staff of 79 men. Moffett, p. 78.

SSpreeman-GrenvlIle, p. 448.

36nenderson, p. 137. The major studies of the Rebellion, besides 
that of Bell cited in n. 29 above, are: Margaret Bates, "The AAaji-Mafi 
Rebellion" (unpublished paper, 1955, copy In Boston University- African 
Center); Gustav Adolf Grof von Gtitzen, Deulsch-Ostofrika im AOfstand, 
1905-06 (Berlin, 1909); John Iliffe, "The Effects o( tbe Mc7js Maji Rebel
lion of 1905-1906 on German Occupation Policy in East Africa," in 
Britain ond Gcrmoiiy in Africo, pp. 557-576. Most of Boll's material 
wos obtoiricd from African portlcipants in the Rebellion.

^^Gtitzen, p. 47.

33Bell, pp, 38-39. This is Moffett's opinion also (p. 71). Moffett, 
p. 72, quotes the Bishop of Zanzibar, Monseigneur de Courmont, as having 
earlier said that the Germans were olways "unfurling their flog, talking of
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their judges, their governors, their taxes, and their regulations. The popu
lation, being taken by surprise, supports them, but little by little discontent 
increases, spreads, and baizes up."

39Bell, pp. 53-56. 

40|bid., p. 55.

■V

^^Ibid., p. 56. Iliffe, basing his recent research on records of the 
German East African Government in Dar es Salaam and of the German Co
lonial Office in Potsdam, points to GStzen's cotton scheme as the cause.
In this "revolutionary departure from the traditional subsistence farming of 
peasant families," the cotton was "grown by the forced communal labor of 
neighborhood units." This scheme covered the southern coast and inland, 
with some 5,000 acres in Kilwa district under cotton. Iliffe emphasizes 
that the rebellion started at the time to pick cotton approached, that it be
gan .in the hinterland of Kilwa and spread through the south and east of the 
country, and that therefore it was "coincident and coterminous" with the 
cotton scheme. He concludes that the scheme is thus "the only factor which 
satisfactorily explains the particularity of the rebellion." Iliffe, pp. 560- 
561.

42Henderson, p. 138. Brode, p. 82, citing rebellions also in Bri
tish East Africa, wrote: "it cannot be expected that native tribes should 
accept without reluctance the blessings of civilization for which they have 
to sacrifice many of their inherited customs and liberties."

43Bell, p. 41.

^Raum, pp. 180-182. Raum, p. 174, also observes that pacifica
tion had led to increasing recourse to magic in place of more sanguinary 
methods in intro-tribal struggles.

'^Henderson, p. 138 n.; Boll, p. 40.

'^^Henderson, p. 141; Moffett, p. 75.

^^Henderton, p. 138; Bell, p. 38. Gerald F. Sayers, cd. The Hond- 
book of Tongonyiko (London, 1930), p. 74, explains thot the idea prevailed 
that the power of the water would be lost if they looked beck.

• 49^ jjjo also pp. 41-43, 48, 55. Askori is the Swahili
word for soldier.

^^Sayers, p. 75.

5®G8tzen, pp. 233-234.
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5lBell, pp. 38-39.

52Henderson, pp. 140-141.

Charles Dundos, African Crossroods (London, 1955), p. 240. 
Dundas was Secretary for Native Affairs for Tanganyika from 1925-1928.
Prior to that he was District Commissioner in charge of the Chagga tribe, 
on whom he wrote a major study.

^'^Julios Nyerere, "Foreword" to Kathleen M. Stahl, Tanganyika:
Sail in the Wilderness (The Hague, 1961), pp. 6-7.

^^Townsend, Rise grid Foil of Germany's Coloniol Empire, pp. 246-247. 
See ibid., pp. 246-264, for an analysis of this policy; lliffe, p. 567.
Colonial policy was a leading issue at the Reichstag general election of 
January 1907. The (Catholic) Centre Party.. .joined the Socialists in criti
cising colonial scandals... .The paradoxical result of this election was that 
(to a great extent) the colonial policy advocated by the opposition was the 
one subsequently followed by the Government." Henderson, p. 146.

56Bernhard Dernberg, Zielpunkte des Deutschen Koloniolwessens 
(Berlin, 1907), p. 9.

^^Dernberg wanted "to equalize as far.as it was possible the oppor
tunities for whites and blacks; to protect the blacks in the possession of their 

land and in their position as hired laborers on the estates of the whiteown
planters; and finally to extend to them the measures of self-government" 
that had begun before his tenure of office. Townsend, Rise and Fall of 
Germany's Colonial Empire, p. 274. See ibid., pp. 273-301; Henderson,
p. 147; Moffett, p. 77.

5®Henderson, pp. 147-148.

^^Townsend, Rise ond Fall of Germony's Colonial Empire, pp. 281,
286-288.

60|bid., pp. 291, 298.

^^Hendeison, pp. 147-140; moffert, p. 71. One German writer 
refers to ex-President Theodore Roosevelt's speech in Nairobi in 1909 and 
records with approval Roosevelt's idea "that, by raising the black man, v/i-.o is 
incompatpnt to betlei liimself, tlie colonizer fulfils a demand of righteousness, 
and in the meantime serves his ultimate self-interest.’’ Diode, p. 74. Gor
man Governors, "oven the Secretary and Under-Secretary of the German Co
lonial Office went to British East Africa to collect information there."
Ibid., p. 156. Dornberg's policies are soon almost as a prelude to F. D. 
lugard's "dual mandate." Dernberg spent two months in East Africa In 1907. 
Iliffo, pp. 567-568.
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^^Verhondlungen des deutschen Reichstages, 1912-1913, vol. 285, 
pp. 1560-1561, quoted by Townsend, Rise and Foil of Germony's Colonial 
Empire, p. 275. See also lliffe, p. 573 and n.

^SHenderson, p. 149. The result was the emergence of a labor 
black market. Critics alleged that the strict labor policy "encouraged the 
rise of a new'slave trade'." Ibid., pp. 149-150.

64|bYd., pp. 148, 151-153.

^Ibid., p. 151; Raymond L. Buell, The Native Problem in Africa,
2 vols. reprinted. (London, 1964), I, 478; Moffett, p. 81; George Hornsby, 
"German Educational Achfevstnent in East Africa," Tanganyika Notes and 
Records, No. 62 (March 1964); Stokes Foundation, Education in East Africa, 
ed. J. Jones (New York, 192^, p. 178.

■ 66p|.eeman-Grenville, p. 430.

67Brqde, p. 74.

Peters, GrOndung, p. 154; Freeman-Grenville, p. 451; Brode, p.68

75.

^^Raum, pp. 199-200. "Planters vacillated between vociferously 
demanding that Africans be trained for work on European farms and complai
ning that the 'educated native' was useles.there." Ibid., p. 204.

70|bid., p. 202. For the African identification of the missionaries 
with the colonial order, see ibid., p. 198.

71 ibid., pp. 202-203.

THE BRITISH REGIME

^Major trtJatments of the campaign its East Africa are: J. H. V. 
Crowe, Ganerol Smuts' Campaign in Eost Africo (London, 1918); C. P. 
Fendoll,~The Eost Africon Force, 1915-1919 (London, 1921); P, E. von 
Lottow-Vorbeck, East African Compoigns (New York, 1957); Lettow- 
Vorbeck, My Reminiscences of Eost Africa (London, 1920); Leonard Mosely, 
Duel for KT[imoniaro (Nev<r York, 1963); Heinrich Schnee, Deutsch^Ostofriko 
im VVeltki’iege (Lci^ig, 1920); Gerald F. Sayers, ed. The Hondbook of 
Tonganylko, 2d ed. (London, 1930), pp. 79-91; Sir Charles Dundas, African 
Crossroods (London, 1955).

2Dunda5, pp. 90, 104.
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^Kenneth Ingham, "Tanganyika in the 'Twenties: The Era of Byatt 
and Cameron," Tanganyiko Notes and Records, No. 52 (March 1959), p.
18; Margaret L. Bates, "Tangonyika Under British Administration, 1920- 
1955," unpublished thesis (St. Hilda's College, Oxford, 1957), pp. 38-39; 
Dundas, pp. 98-99; Ingham, "Tanganyika: The Mandate and Cameron, 1919- 
1931," in History of East Africa, 2 vols., Vol. II ed. Vincent Harlow and 
E. M. Chilver (Oxford, 1965), 547.

^Article 22 is printed in Buell, 1, 545-546.

^Dundas, p. 105; see also Evans Lewin, The Germans and Africa: 
Their Aims on the Dark Continent and How they Acquired their African 
Colonies, Vst ed. (Londor?, 1915); p. 261.

^Extracts from the note are printed in Dr. Heinrich Schnee, Germon 
Colonization Past and Future: The Truth about the German Colonies (London, 
1926), pp. 67-68. Schnee was the last Governor (1912-18) of German East 
Africa; his book is a defense oK.German riile and critique of mandate rule.

^Dundas, pp. 106-108.

^Bates^ "Tanganyika: The Development of a Trust Terrotory," Interna
tional Organization, IX, 1 (1955), 45; Schnee, Germon Colonization, p. 66.

{
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$^Lewin, p. vi. Schnee, German Colonizotion, pp. 71, 101, wrote:
“A publication called German Colonizers in Africa, written by one Evans Lewin 
and published in German at Zurich in 1918 played a large part in the propa- 
gandism" against German colonization in South-West Africa;, it is a "noto
rious and libellous pamphlet." I was unable to secure this pamphlet, buf I 
suspect that it contains no more of importance than the earlier English work 
that runs to over 300 pages. Lewin brought out a revised edition ofThe Ger- 

and Africa (London, 1939) during the height of the Nazi period. Hemans
wrote in the Preface of this edition: "In preparing a new edition of a book first 
published in 1915, during the stress of the war-period, it might have been 
thought thot much modification would hove been desirable. This, however, 
has not been the case.. .Recent events hove mode Germon policy so abundant
ly clear that it is hoped that this book will be one more Illustration of the fact 
that German designs on Africa are not new,.. .and Oie not likely to have been

period" fpp. ix-)^. See also Gaddis Smith,

¥

greatly modified since the pre-war 
"The British Government and the Disposition of the Germon Colonies in Africa, 
1914-1918," in Britain and Germony in Africa, ed. Prosser Gifford and Wm. 
Rogei Louis {NownavenJ 196/), pp. 275-299, esp, p. 284. "By mid-1916 
hardly a voice was being raised anywhere in Britain, public or private, in 
favor of returning any colonies to Germany." The Foreign Office sow the 
need of a justificotion, particularly to the Americans, of their annexation. 
Ibid., pp. 287, 290.

ii.
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^®Lewin, Isted., pp. xii-xiii.

^ hbid., p, 256, passim.

I^lbid., pp. 188, 270.

^^Ibid., pp. 273, 283. "In view of the possibility that at the end of 
the present war there may be an arrangement of colonial territory under which 
Great Britain might conceivably benefit considerably by the addition to her 
present Empire of portions of the German colonies, it seems desirable that 
steps should be taken to organize and co-ordinate the system of colonial edu
cation at present existing in the country." Ibid., p. 285. Lewin suggests 
that Britain and "the" United S-tdtes as a plantation p'owet" are the two countries 
to share a future responsibility in Africa, urging that the U. S. be persuaded 
to enter Africa. Ibid., pp. 264-266. In late 1921 Lloyd George told Presi
dent Wilson that the U. S. should administer East Africa as a mandate,3ut 
Wilson rejected the suggestion. Ingham, "Tanganyika: The Mandate dhd Cameron," 
p. 545.

^\ewin, ist ed., pp. 177-178.

^5|bid., pp. 270, 271.

16|bid., p. 188.

^^"Africanus," The Prussion Lash in Africa (London, 1918), pp. 16- 
17, 77-87. In his Introduction to Schnee, German Colonization, p. 17,
William Harbutt Dawson notes that none of the anti-German, pro-annexation 
works took any account of the German recognition of and remedy for their 
faults before the War broke out.

^®"Africanus," pp. 18-21. For rebellion in British Africa, see Brode, p. 82.

^^"German Interest in their neighbors is keener thon vice verso. Gover
nors of the German colony hove often visited the neighboring colony;.. .but a 
British Governor has never called at Doressolaam." Brode, p. 156.

20"Africanus," pp. 34-35. Immediately prior to the quoted passage, 
the author observes that white men in Africa do not do monuol Icbor.

2lDun£jgs^ pp. 105-106. See Great Britain, Correspondence Relating 
to the Wishes of the Notivcs of the Germon Colonies os to their Future Govern
ment, Cd. 9^16 (London, 19T6); ScTinee, Germon Colonization, p.

^^Bates, "Tangonyiko Under British Administration,"p. 39.

^^Letfow-Vorbeck, Eost African Compoigns, p. 28.
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^■^Sclinee, German Colonization, p. 163.

^^Great Britain, Cd. 9210, pp. 27-28.

^^Ralph A. Austin, "The Official Mind of Indirect Rule: British 
'Policy in Tanganyika, 1916-1939," in Britain ond Germany in Africa, 
p. 577.

27Robert Lansing, The Peoce Negotiations: A Personal Narrative 
(Boston, 1921), p. 139.

29lll H. C. Debates, 5th ser., col. 2175, July 30, 1919.
Amery was in charge of the negotiations of the terms of mandate. Bates, 
"Tanganyika Under British Administration," p. 47. See David Hunter 
Miller, The Drafting of the Covenont (New York, 1928).

29Qgnj|as^ p, 144.

.^®Article 3. The document of terms for the British East African 
mandate is printed in Buell, I, 546-550.

31j^,,pp, 545, 549.

32See Romano Guardini, The End of the Modem World (New York, 
1956), pp. 50-51, 59.

33Common knowledge is not easily or briefly documented. The 
knowledge that African religions did not lend themselves to the stimulotion 
of modern Western technology can be assumed from the familiarity with 
the anthropological literature, such as is used in Pt. I of this study; the 
vast influence of the work of Max Weber, particularly The Protestant Ethic 
ond the Spirit of Copitolism, trans. Talcott Parsons (New York, 1958) and 
later works on non-Western religions in China and India, countries consi
dered in Europe far advanced of Africon societies; and by the common Euro
pean regard of African religion as "fetishism" end "superstition."

34lf was quite easy for Christian missionaries from modern Europe to 
extend the Christian injunction to practice corpoiool works of mercy (Matt. 
25: 41-46) like feeding the hungry and clothing the naked to the initiation 
of continuous education of those African: who, though neither starving nor 
afflicted by cold, do not possess Western technological prowess in agricul
ture and industry.

^See Arnold Toynbee, CivilIzotion on Triol ond The World ond the 
West (New York, 1958), p. 102; Guardini, pp. 45ff.; Weber.
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^^Ingham, "Tanganyika in the'Twenties," pp. 20-21; see also 
Ingham, "Tanganyika: The Mandate and Cameron," p. 546.

37Yhe text is found in Great Britain, Colonial Office, Report 
by His Britannic Majesty's Government on the Mandated Territory of
Tanganyika for the Yeor 1923, Col. No. 2 (London, 1924), Ap. I, Col.
No. 2.

^®lngham, "Tanganyika in the "Twenties," pp. 18, 21; Bates, 
"Tanganyika Under British Administration," p. 57. Byatt had an admini
strative corps of 108 men, as compared with the German total of 79.
Half the administrative service were recruited from former army officers. 
Bates, "Tanganyika Under British Administration^' p. 50 n.

^^Dar es Salaam Times, June 3, 1922.

"^^Ingham, "Tanganyika in the "Twenties," p. 19.

'^^Native Authority Ordinance, No. 16 of 1921; Bates, "Tanganyika 
Under British Administration," p. 60 n., writes: "One indication of govern
ment thought is the change in the title of subordinate British officials: irl 
early 1921 Political Officer became Administrative Officer, suggesting that 
important issues.. .were seen mainly os those which a good civil service 
could hondle."

^^Great Britain, Colonial Office, Report on Tongonyika Territory 
for the Yeor 1922 (London, 1923), pp. 5-6. The term "Sultan" is a synonym
for "chief."

■^Bates, "Tanganyika Under British Administration," pp. 76-78.

"^Lord Frederick D. Lugard, Revision of Instructions to Political 
Officers on Subjects Chiefly Politlcol and Administrotive (logos, Nigeria, 
1919), p. 297. The major literature on indirect rule is: Buell; Lord 
William M. Halley, Native Administrotion in the British African Territo- 
ries, 5 vols. (London, 1950-53); Lugord, The DuoT Mondote in British 
Tropical Africa,(5th ed, (London, 1965); Lucy Mair, Native t^olicies'in 
Africa (London, 1936); Maigery Perhom, Native Adminislration in Nigerio 
(London, 1937).

'‘^Batos, "Tongonyika Under British Administration," pp. 62, 86, 
rejects Cameron's dcriial that ho intended to introduce the Nigerian system.

■"^^Parti of this memorandum were printed in Buell, I, 451-453, and 
in Tongonyika Report, 1925 (London, 1926), pp. 6-10.
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■^^Dundas, p. 138.

46sir Donald Cameron, My Tonganyikg Service and Some Nigeria 
(London, 1939), p. 96.

'^^Sir Phillip Mitchell, African Afterthoughts (London, 1954), p.
127.

^°rbld., p. 82.

^^Ibid., pp. 129-130.

52c5meron, pp. 92-93.

53Mitchell, pp. 130-131.

^^Gameron, p. 93.

55Mitchell, p. 131. ’

^^Ibid., p. 50; see also Cameron, p. 167.

^^Came'ron, pp. 166-167.

^®See B. T. G. Chidzero, Tonganyiko and Internotionol Trusteeship 
(London, 1961); Botes, "Tanganyika: The Development of a Trust Territory,"

PART THREE: MODERN AFRICAN AUTHORITY

THE NKRUMAH AND NYERERE REGIMES

^ Among th y works on the Nkrumah period in Ghana, the following 
are the most important: David E. Apter, Ghano in Transition, rev. ed. (New 
York, 1963); Henry Bratton, The Rise and Fall of Kwanic Nkrumoh (New York, 
1966); Dennis Austin, Politics in Ghana, 1946-1960 (London. 1964); Leslie 
Rubin end Pauli Murray, The Constitution and Government of Ghana (London, 
1961). The pubiished writings ond speeclies of Nkrumoh aro also important, 
particularly Ghana: The Autobiography of Kwame Nknm ch (Edinburgh,
1957). ~

e man

On the Nyerere period in Tongonyika-Tanzania, the follov/ing are 
best consulted: Margaret L. Bates, "Tanganyika," in African One-Porty States, 
ed, Gwendolen M, Carter, ed. with supp. (Ithaca, hTTY., 1^64), pp. 395- 
403; Judith Liitowol, The Moking of Tonganyiko (London, 1965); j. Clagett 
Toylor, The Politicol Development of Tangonyll^ (Stanford, 1963); Julius K. 
Nyerere, Freedom and Unity-—Uliuru rig Umoja: A Selection from Writings and 
Speeches, 1952-65 ^ndon, 19(^7) !
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^Nkrumoh: bom 1909, Nkroful, Gold Coast; studied and taught 
in Catholic mission schools and government schools in the Gold Coast; in 
1935 went to the United States, studied at Lincoln University and the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania, earning several degrees and teaching political 
science at Lincoln; was President of the African Students Organization of 
America and Canada; went to London in 1945, beginning doctoral studies 
at the London School of Economics; in London served-as Vice-President of 
the West African Students Union, was a joint Secretary of the fifth Pan- 
African Conference in Manchester, and as Secretary of the West African 
National Secretariat edited The New African; arrived in the Gold Coast 
in 1947 to assume position as General Secretary of the United Gold Coast 
Convention party, which had recently been formed by leading African pro
fessional men and intellectuals; established the Convention People's Party 
in 1949. Additional biographical informationis to be found below in Part 
III of this study. Ronald Segal, Political Africa: A Who's Who of Persona
lities and Parties (New York, 1961), pp. 209-211; Nkrumah, possim; 
Bankole Timothy, Kwame Nkrumah: His Rise to Power, 2d ed. (London, 
1963), passim.

Nyerere: born 1922, son of a chief of the Zanaki tribe; entered 
Tabora Government School for chiefs' sons at oge twelve; studied at Makerere, 
the University College of East Africa, in Uganda, 1943-45, obtaining a 
teaching diploma and organizing a College branch of the Tanganyika Afri
can Association (TAA), a forerunner of the present ruling party of Tanzania; 
was the first Tanganyikan to enter a British University, beginning study at 
Edinburgh in 1949; returned to Tanganyika in 1952 to teach in a Catholic 
school; became president of TAA in 1953, the following year forming and 
becoming president of the Tanganyika African National Union. Additional 
biographical information is provided where relevant in the following chap
ters. Segal, pp, 215-216. Neither Nyerere nor anyone else has produced 
a full-scale biography of the Tanzanian President. A biographical note is 
given in Nyerere, pp. xi-xii.

^See Immanuel Wallerstein, The Rood to Independence: Ghana and 
the Ivory Coast (Paris, 1964), pp. 55-71.

^Our concern here Is with the ways in which scholars have sought 
to interpret the Nkrumah and Nyerere regimes, and therefore not with 
vorious biographical, legal, historical ond other works of o descriptive 
nature.

^David E. Apter, "Political Democracy in the Gold Coast," in 
Aftico in the Modem World, ed. Calvin W. Stillman (Chicago, 1955), 
p. 135. This analysis is elaborated in Ghana in Tronsition. The Nkrumah 
regime itself adopted the idea of Nkrumah's authority as "charismatic." 
Evening News, October 2, 1965.
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^Apter, Ghana in Transition, Preface to second printing, pp. vii-
viii.

^Ibid., pp. 330-331, 339, 361, 371; 
of Solidarity in Ghana (Berkeley, 1966).

®See Apter, Ghana in Transition, p. v, passim; Max Weber, The 
Theory of.Sodgl and Economic Orgonization, ed. Talcott Parsons, trans. 
A. M. Henderson and T. Parsons (Glencoe, III., 1947).

^See Leo Strauss, Notural Right and History (Chicago, 1953), pp. 
55-57; Carl J. Friedrich, "Political Leadership and the Problem of Charis
matic Power," JoumoUfPol^, XXIII, 1 (1961), 3-24.

also Apter, The Politicssee

^^Apter, The Political Kingdom in Uganda (Princeton, 1961), pp.
4, 20, 22-23.

' ^The "modernizing autocracy" was creating "a genuinely new 
form of society. " Apter, The Politics of Modernization (Chicago, 1965), 
pp. 110 n. 36, 357-390; Apter, "Ghana," in Political Parties and National 
Integration in Tropical Africa, ed. James S. Coleman and Carl G. Rosberg, 
Jr. (Berkeley, 1966), pp. 259-260.

12
Henry Bretton, "Current Political Thought and Proctice in Ghana," 

American Politicol Science Review, Lll, 1 (1958), 46-63.

^^Bretton, Rise and Fall of Nkrumah, pp. 74, 198 n. 14.

^^Ibid., pp. 3-7, passim.

^^Ibid., pp. 82-90, 157-164.

^^Aristide R. Zolberg, Creating Political Order: The Party-States of 
West Africa (Chicago, 1966), pp. 157-158.

17|bid., pp. 3-5.

18|bid., p; 135.

I^A. Jortres Gregor, "African Sociolisii), Socialism and Foscism:
An Apptoisol," Review of Politics, XXIX, 3 (1967), 344.

20Sco Ernst Nolto, Three Faces of Fascism, trans. Leila Vennewitz 
(New York, 1966), pp.

^iGregor, pp. 352, 353. Hugh Seton-Watson and Tibor Szamucly
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find that Nkrumah conforms to the model of Hitler and Mussolini. See the 
latter's introduction to Col. A. A, Afrifa, The Ghana Coup—24 February 
1966 (New York, 1966), pp. 15-17.

22No|te, p. 9.

23ch. VIII, pp. 341-345.

24see especially Thomas Hodgkin, "A Note on the Language of 
African Nationalism," in African Affoirs Number One, St Antony's Papers, 
No. 10, ed. Kenneth Kirkwood (Carbondale, ill., 1961), pp. 22-40.

2^U. 5. Senate, "IsU. S. Money Aiding Another Communist State?" 
Hearing before the Subcommittee to Investigate the Administration of the
Internal Security Act and other Internal Security Laws of the Committee on
the Judiciary, United States Senate, 87th Congress, 2d session. Testimony
of Dr. Kofi Abrefa Busia, December s, 1962 (Washington, 1963), p. 1.
See also “Four Recent American V.iews of Ghana, " Africa Repiort, VIII, 8 
(1963), 19.. -

^“^Ch. VIII, pp. 317-320, passim.

27For example, those of Taylor, Listowel, and Bates cited above.

2®Ruth Schacter Morgenthau, "African Elections: Tanzania's Contri
bution," AfrIca_Report, X, 11 (1965), 12.

^^Martin Lowenkopf, "The Meaning of Arusha," Africa. Report, XII, 
3 (1967), 10; see Harvey Glickmon, "Dilemmas of Political Theory in an 
African Context: The Ideology of Julius Nyerere, " in Boston University Po- 
pers on Africa: Transition in African Politics, ed. Jeffrey Butler and A. A. 
Castagno (New York, 1967), p. 198.

^^Lowenkopf, p. 8; Aaron Segal, "Where is Tanzania Heading?" 
Afrieo Report, X, 9 (1965), 11.

2^William H. Friedland, “Charismatic Leadership in a Developing 
Society: The Case of Tanganyika, “ a paper presented at the 1962 meeting 
of the American Sociological Association.

CHAPTER VI: PARTY-STATE INSTITUTIONS

1 Ghona: The Autobiography of Kwamo Nkrumah (Edinburgh, 1957),
pp. 60-61.

2|bid., App. B, pp. 303-304.
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3|bid., App. A, pp. 291-302.

^Nkrumah, The New Stage (C.P.P. vs. Imperialism) (Accra,
1952), p, 4. See V. I. Lenin, "One Step Forward, Two Steps Back,"
Selected Works (New York, 1943), II, 447; Lenin, "The Conditions 
of Affiliation to the Communist International," Selected Works, X,
204; Barrington Moore, Jr., Soviet Politics—The'Dilemmo of Power,
2d ed. (New York, 19^), pp. 64-70; Alfred G. Meyer, Leninism 
(New York, 1962).

^Apter, Political Parties ond Notionol Integration, pp. 292-293L

^Ibid,, pp. 294-299. Some of the auxiliary organizations were 
affiliated with international communist organizations such as the World 
Federation of Trade Unions. Ibid., p. 308. See Nkrumah, Guide to 
Party Action (Accro, 1962); John Hatch, "Nkrumah-s Ghana: A Positive - 
View, Africa Report (hereafter cited: AR), VII, 8 (1962), 9.

^Apter, Political Parties and National Integration, p. 308, writes: 
"Party and state are one... .By mid-1962 Ghana seemed well on'the road toward 
building a popular one-party socialist state."

Apter, Ghana in Transition, App. B, pp. 396, 397, passim.8

^Joh Kraus, “Ghana's New ‘Corporate Parliament'," AR, X, 8 
(1965), 6-9. The MP's were elected in 1956 for five-year terms. The 
Nkrumah Government considered tbe constitutional referendum of 1960— 
88.5% for the republican constitution, 89.1% for Nkrumah as first Presi
dent—an adequate substitute for Assembly elections and a mandate for CPP 
dominance of the Assembly. See "Ghana Revisited," AR, IX, 2 (1964), 25.

^®Leslie Rubin and Pauli Murray, The Constitution ond Government 
of Ghona (London, 1961), pp. 230-232; see the Emergency Powers Acts of 

■ 195? and 1960, •^., pp. 228-230.

^ ^Dennis Austin, Politics in Ghona, 1946-1960 (London, 1964),
p. 380.

^^Ibid., p. 387.

^^Henry Brefton, The Rise ond Fall of Kwame Nkrumah: A Study of 
Personal Rule in Africa (New York, l9^), p.' SO.

’^Ibid., pp. 50-51; AR, IX, 2 (1964), 25.

^^Bretton, pp. 53-55, 195 nn. 25, 30.
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^^Ibid., p. 56. Four CPP and six opposition MP's were removed 
from the Assembly and held in preventive detention by 1965. Kraus, p. 6.

^^Bretton, p. 61.

^8|bid., p. 120.

^^Ibid., p. 107.

^^Austin, pp. 416-417.

2lBretton, pp. 117-118. Notice that the civil service and army 
are not represented in Ghana's 1965 parliament. Kraus, p. 9.

^^Austin, p. 417; Bretton, p. 167, passim; see also Tiber Szamuely, 
Introduction to Col. A. A. Afrifa, The Ghona Coup—24 February 1966 
(New York, 1966), p. 14: "Nkrumaism represents a variety of the modern 
totalitarian system—this much is today more or less generally accepted." .

■23Austin, pp. 405-411; Apter, Political Parties and National Inte
gration, pp. 303, 310.

^^Apter, Political Porties end National Integration, pp. 297, 299;
Austin, p. 411.

^^Bretton, p. 85.

pp. 82-83.

^^Ibid., pp. 5, 128.

^S|bid., pp. 20, 202 n. 47.

^Ibid., p. 10; see also ibid., p. 167.

^°|bid., p, 135.

SWtin, p. 418.

^^Nkruinoh, Guide to Party Action, pp. 3, 6; Kraus, p. 9. 

^^Brelton, p. 167.

^Erlc Voegelin, Order in History, 3vols., Vol. I; Isroel and Reve- 
lation (Baton Rouge, 1956), p. 452; Voegelin, The New Science of Politics 
([cKITago, 1952), p. 124.
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^See Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism, 2d enlarged 
ed. (New York, 1958), pp. 395^^319::

^^See Great Britain and Ghana: Documents of Ghana History, 1807- 
1957, ed. G. E. Metcalfe (London, 1964), p. 233.

37This Interpretation is elaborated in Ch. VIII, pp. 305-308.

^William Tordoff, "Regional Administration in Tanzania," Journal 
of Modern Africon Studies, III, 1 (1965), 63-64. See Bretton, p. 117, for 
the merger of party and state "only at the politically insignificant local- 
governmenjt-level." Nyerere is said to have modelled TANU's constitution 
on that of the CPP printed in George Padmore, The Gold Coast Revolution: 
The Struggle of an African People from Slavery to Freedom (London, 1953), 
pp. 254-266. Padmore's book was banned at the time in Tanganyika. 
George Bennett, "An Outline History of TANU," Oxford University Insti
tute of Commonwealth Studies, Reprint Series No. 31, pp. 3, 16 n. 13.

^^Margaret L. Bates,' "Tafiganyika," in African One-Party States, 
ed. Gwendolen M. Carter, reprint ed. (Ithaca, N. Y., 1964), pp., 451- 
456; Joseph S. Nye, Jr., "TANU and UPC: The Impact of Independence 
on Two African Nationalist Parties," in Boston University Popers on Africa: 
Transition in African Politics, ed. Jeffrey Butler and A. A. Castdgno 
(New York, 1967), pp. 225-229. See William H. Friedlond,"Co-Opera
tion, Conflict, and Conscription: TANU-TFL Relations, 1955-1964," in 
Boston University Popers on Africo, pp. 67-103.

^^Judith Listowel, The Moking of Tonganyika (London, 1965), pp.
411-412.

^^J. S. R. Cole and W. N. Denison, Tonganyika: The Development 
of its Lows ond Constitution , Vol. XII of The British Commonwealth: The 
Development of its Lows and Constitution, gen. ed. George W. Keeton 
(London, 1964), p. 25; Listovrol, pp. 411, 413.

32see Cole ond Denison, pp. 262-263 ond n. 70.

^^Ibid., pp. 153-154.

^Ibid., App. 1, "An Act to Declare tiie Constitution of Tanganyiko,“ 
Arts. 13, RT18, 19, 47, pp. 271-273, 282.

'^IWd., pp. 32-33.

36seei^.,.p. vii;Art.34, p. 279.
/
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^7|bid., p. 82; see also pp. 80-81.

^|b!d.. Art. 3, p. 269.

‘^^Ibid., pp. vn-viii; Nyerere, Democracy ond the Party System 
(Dar es Salaam, n.d.).

SONye, p. 237.

51 Ibid., p. 238.

^^Ibid.iA. Segal, p. 15; Friedland, "Co-operation, Conflict, and 
Conscription," pp. 91, 93.

^^AR, X, 5 (1965), 40.

54aR, X, 9 (1965), 17. In all, there were 208 candidates. Ruth 
Schacter Morgentbau, "African Elections: Tanzania's Contribution," AR, 
X, 11 (1965), 15.

^^The appointment and terms of reference of the commission were 
announced by President Nyerere on January 28, 1964, in a statement re
printed in AR, X, 9 (1965), 21. See also the President's letter of guidance 
to the commission, ibid., p. 25.

56Report of the Presidentiol Commission on the Estoblishment of o 
Derpocrgtic One Porty Stole, submitted to President Nyerere on March 22, 

,1965. The recommendations were incorporated in the Interim Constitution 
of Tanzania Bill passed by the National Assembly, July 5, 1965. Excerpts 
of major parts of the thirty-five page Report are found in AR, X, 9 (1965), 
19-28, entitled "Blueprint for a One-Party Democracy." in what follows,
I quote from the latter, to which my page citations in the text refer.

^^Morgenthau, pp. 14-15.

^®Nycrerc, "The Costs of NonoUgnment," AR, XI, 7 (1966), 61.

S^Nye, pp. 238, 249 n. 47; John B. Gcorgo, "How Stable is Tan
ganyika," AR, VIII, 8 (1963), 3.

<^0Nye, pp. 230-240.

^^Morgenthau, pp. 14-15.

^^J. P. W. B. McAuslan and Yash P. Ghai, "Constitutional Inno
vation and Political Stability In Tanzania; A Preliminary Assessment, “ 
Journal of Modern African Studies, IV, 4 (1966), 484, 508.
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63However, the National Assembly is limited by the infrequency of 
its sessions, meeting only a few days several times a year. Ibid., p. 500.

>pp. n, 13.

65|bid., pp. 16-17.

-^Excerpts from the Declaration, AR, XII, 3 (1967), 13.

^^Martin Lowenkopf, "The Meaning of Arusha," AR, XII, 3 (1967),

A

8.

68Morgenthau, p.l2.

^^McAuslan and Ghai, pp. 482, 508.

^^ordoff, p. 84, passim.

?^Rene Lemarchand, "ViIlage-By-Village Nation Building in Tan
zania," AR, X, 2 (1955), 11.

^^Ibid., p. 12, quoting an unnamed government circular.

73Tordoff, p. 87; J. K. Nsarkoh, Locol Government in Ghana 
(Accra, 1964),^frr'J9.

^^Nsarkoh, p. 39.

^^Segal, p. 12.

76Tordoff, p. 89.V

CHAPTER VII: SYMBOLS OF ALfTHORITY

^Ghana Todoy, IV, 14 (1960), 13.

•^Leslie Rubin and Pauli Murray, The Constitution and Government 
of Ghona (London, 1961), p. 104 n. 77.

^5e*» above, p. 357, n. 64 for Ch. I.

^My source Is Stephen G. Gebelt, U. S. State Department Desk 
Officer for Ghana from July 1962 to July 1963. Gebelt's 
Al;o Ad|ei, former Ghanaian Foreign Minister, and an unnamed Catholic 
missionary. I could not obtain the first edition of this translation of the

sources were
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Bible of 1871. The third edition uses "ogyenkwo" for "Savior." Rev. J. 
G. Christaller, trans. The Holy Bible Translated into the Tshi (Chwee) 
Languoge, 3d ed. from 2d rev, ed. (Basel, 1905), p. 217, passim. Ac^ 
cording to the translator, a synonym of "agyenkwa" is "ogyefo." Chris
taller et al., A Dictionary, English, Tshi (Asante), Akrg (Bosel, 1874), 
item "saviar," p. 211.

___ ^Rolf Italiaander, The New Leaders of Africa, trans. James Mc
Govern (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1961), p. 227. For the use of these 
terms in the press see, for example. Evening News, April 14, 1958.

^Ghana: The Autobiography of Kwome Nkrumah (Edinburgh, 
1957), p. 25; Henry Bretton, The Rise ond Foil of Kwamfe Nkrumah 
(New York, 1966), p. 200 n. 33. '

^The Party, No. 21 (March 16-31, 1'95^, Inside front covert

^Evening News, May 28, 1963.

^Ghona Builds, 1, 2 (1961), 8. 

^^Ghano Today, IV, 11 (I960), 6.

Nkrumah, Guide to Party Action (Accra, 1962), p. 10.wame

^^Ghana Today, IV, 11 (1960), 10. For a picture of the Presi
dential Chair, see Ghana Builds, I, 2 (1961), back cover. An organizer 
and leader of the coup that overthrew Nkrumah writes: “In all our history, 

chiefs are known to be our natural rulers.... In the institution of chief-our
taincy are enshrined basic democratic ideas that are as old as our people. 
...All their traditional powers were removed and vested in Kwame Nkrumah. 
He even claimed some of their titles.. .He also, without authority, abroga
ted to himself the paraphernalia of our chiefs. I know that our chiefs were 
not happy about these things. Honours that their forefathers fought and won 

being trampled underfoot by this upstart, Kwame Nkrumah. He tookwere
upon himself titles like Osagyefo and Kantamanto which belonged to the 
Ashanti kings. We all know that Nkrumah was never a soldier; none of his 
ancestors ever led on oimy before the white man come. To the outsider, 
this might seem insignificant, but to us, particularly the Ashontis, our bot
tle honours mean a lot." Col. A. A. Afrifa, The Ghana Coup--24 February 
.1966 (Now York, 1966), pp. 115-116. Leaving aside the soldier-author's 
empfiasis on martial honor, one sees In the quoted passage the meaning of 
Nkrumah's titles and rituals of office to the people of Ghana generally.
The much discussed economic failures of the Nkrumah regime could be under
stood in traditional terms as an absence or loss of favor with the ancestors.
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The passage makes vividly clear the traditional motives behind the coup. 
Moreover, Nkrumah was rejected also for having departed from the demo
cratic principles imputed to traditional African society, principles which 
Nkrumah himself emphasized as traditionally African. See Ch. VIII below.

^^The Government changed parliamentary practice, which had fol
lowed that of the British House of Commons, so that it would have a "Gha
naian character" in keeping with the GhanaianJ'way of life and thinking." 
The wearing of wigs was discontinued, and the terms "Government side" 
and "Opposition side" were abolished. Ghana Today, IV, 11 (I960), 10.

, pp. 12-13. I add Akan religious terms to indicate the 
traditional nature of the prayer.

^^A reference to political descent from an ancestress and to the 
role of the Queen-Mother; could also be understood as "Mother Africa."

^^See above, p. 358 n. 65 to Ch. I.

17Quoted by Bankole Timothy, Kwome Nkrumah: His Rise to Power, 
2d ed. (London, 1963), pp. 78-79. The "verandah boys" were the uprooted 
and homeless urban followers of Nkrumah who found shelter at night under 
the verandahs of the more prosperous.

'®See Ch. VIII, p. 305. Notice the lack of differentiation between 
the role of God the Father and that of the Son as Savior in the symbolism; 
compare this with the urge to overcome the differentiation between the head 
of state and the head of government.

'^January 28, 1963.

20Guy Warren, Evening News, May 27, 1963.

Glover C. S. Kofey Osu, letter to editor, ibid., May 30, 1963.

^^Nkrumah, Speech at formal opening of Castle offices on July 1, 
1963, Accra Domestic Radio, U, S, Federal Broodcost Information Service, 
Africa, July 1, 1963.

23lbld.; Robert S. Rattray, Religion ond Art in Ashonti (London, 
1927), p. 129, possim; see obove, Ch. IV, p. IBl.

24British Broadcasting Corporation, "African Revolutionary, " o TV 
progrom on President Nyerero, shown on WENH-TV, Ch. 11, Durham, N. 
H., September 12, 1966.
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25

11, 1963.
Father Paul Heon, Circular Letter from Tabora Mission, February

26|bid.

27The only translation of the Koran in an African language is in 
Swahili. Ali Muzrui, "Language and Politics in East Africa, " Africa 
Report, XII, 6 (June 1967), 61.

28|)- is perhaps not merely coincidental that the first major work of 
European political philosophy to be translated into an East African language 
is the Swohili version of Machiavelli's Prince. Mazrui, p. 61. See my 
remarks in "Elections and Political Reconstruction in Africa," Review of 
Politics, XXIII, 3 (1961), 422-423.

27joachim Wach, The Comparative Study of Religions, ed. Joseph 
M. Kitagwa (New York, 1961), p. 50; Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy, 
trans. John W. Harvey (New York, 1958), pp. 12-24.

^®Letter from John R. Nellis, November 16, 1966; Nellis, an 
assistant in the Program of Eastern African Studies, had recently spent a 
year and a half doing political research in Tanzania. He kindly responded 
to this writer's inquiry. The following quofations'are from his letter.

^^Acqording to White Fathers missionaries in Tanzania who know 
Nyerere well, the Tanzanian President is especially concerned with the 
danger of religious, particularly Islamic-Christian, conflict;in Tanzania. 
Interview with Rev. John Beil, W. F., Director of AFRIC, Washington,
D. C. See also Julius Nyerere, Freedom and Unity—Uhuru no Umoja
(London, 1967), pp. 179, 181, passim.

>■ ... *
22Saada Salim bin Omar, "The Swahili Life," Tanganyika Notes 

ond Records, No. 9 (June 1940), pp. 24-25.

23Robert F. Gray, "The Shetani Cult among the Segeju of Tartga- 
nyika, " a Paper read at the meeting of the American Anthropological As
sociation, Chicago, November, 1962, U. S. State Department External 
Research Paper M3434.

^'^R. G. Abrahams, "Kahatna Township, Western Province, Tongo- 
nyika," in Social Change in Modem Africo, ed. Aidan Southall (London, 
1961), p.

^Martin Lowenkopf, "Political Parties in Uganda and Tanganyika," 
M. Sc. (Econ.) thesis (University of London, 1961), p. 140.

^^Brifish Broadcasting Corporation. See n. 24 for this chapter above.
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^^See above, Ch. III.

^®See Mircea Eliade, Cosmos and History: The Myth of the Eternal 
Return, trens. Willard R, Trask (New York, 1959),

op
See Henri De Lubac, The Dramo of Atheist Humanism, trans. 

Edith M. Rildy (Cleveland, 1963); Eric Voegelin, The New Science of 
Politics (Chicago, 1952). Christianity so radically changed the histori- 
cal existence of man thrdugh the differentiation~of the spiritual and the 
temporal realms that no society can any longer cease to isolate itself from 
modern history—that is, from a temporal world whose development presup
poses that differentiation and the emancipation of the temporal from the 
restraints deriving from the spiritual order—without forsaking the compact
ness of its traditional life. When any society seeks to be active end to 
deny the differentiation of existence/ it is doomed to impotence or led to 
substitute modem ideologies for tjie traditiorialj-eligidn. This problem is 
manifest even in the Islamic world. See Wilfret) Cantwell Smith, Islam in 
Modern History (New York, 1959).

■^^This point is substantiated and elaborated in the next chapter.

CHAPTER VIII: IDEAS OF AFRICAN SOCIETY AND HISTORY

^Kofi Baako, "Nkrumaism—Its Theory and Practice, “ in TKo^ Ideolo
gies of the Developing Nations, ed. Paul E, Sigmund, 1st ed. (New York,
1963), pp. 189-190.

^Kwame Nkrumah, Consciencism: Philosophy and Ideology for De
colonization and Development with Particular Reference to the African Revo
lution (London, 1964), p. 57.'

^Ibid., pp. 68-69. Nkrumah makes explicit reference to the Marxian 
idea of class society, his assumption here being that in most societies the 
government rules in the interest of the ruling doss.

'^Kwesi Armah, Africa's Golden Road (London, 1965), p. 127.

. ^Julius Nyerero, "Will Democracy Work in Africa?" in Africa; Con- 
tinent of Chonge, ed. Peter R. Gould (Belmont, Calif., 1961), pp. 54-55.

^Nyerere, Freedom ond Unity—Uhuru no Umojo (London, 1967), p.
195.

^Nyerere, Uiomoo (Par es Salaam, 1962); Freedom ond Unity, pp.
162-171,

^Baako, p. 189.
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^Nkrumah, Consciencism, pp. 72, 77.

^Q|bid., pp. 73-74.

^^Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite (New York, 1963), pp. 170-171, 
__173; Conscieneism, p. 76.

l^Baako, p. 188.

'^Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, pp. 119-120.//.
^■^“Affican Socialism—A Neo-Colonialist Ruse," Spark, April 19, 

1963. The last quotation is taken by the unidentified author from a Baako 
lecture at the University of Ghana in January 1963, but it is not attributed 
to anyone by name.

-'^^Julius Sago, "The Ideqlogical Battle in Africa," SpaVk, April 19,

• O. t

1963.

I^Seepp. 317-324, 329-331.

^^Pan-Africo (Nairobi), No. 1 (April 19, 1963), pp. 13-14. 

^®Nkrumah, Why "The Spark" (Accra, 1964), pp. 3-4.

'^Editors of the Spark, Some Essential Features of Nkrumoism (New
York, 1965).

OQ
^“Nyerere, Ujamao; Freedom and Unity, p. 170.

^^Nyerere, "National(sm and Pan-Africanism," in Ideologies of 
the Developing Notions, 2d ed. (New York, 1967), pp. 282-285”

22Nkrumah, Conscieneism, pp. 74, 76; Nkrumah, Africa Most 
Unite, p. 171. See Nkrumoh, Towards Coloniol Freedom : Africa in the 
Struggle Against World Imperialism, 1st published in London, 1947; reprin
ted (Accra, Compere Nkrumah, Neo-Coloniolism, The Last
Stoge of Imperiolism (Now York, 1966) withv. I. Lenin, Imperiolis^,
The Highest StogeUf Capitolism, Ist published 1916 (New York, n.d,).

^^Nkrumah, I Spcok of Freedom: A Statement of African Ideology 
(New York, 1961), pp. 77-80; GhonorThg Autobiography of Kwame Nkru
moh (Edinburgh, 1957), passim.

^'^Nkrumoh, Africo Must Unite, p. 66.

^Nkrumah, Ghano, p. X.
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^^"The Constitution of the Republic of Ghana," in The Constitution 
and Government of Ghana, by Leslie Rubin and Pauli Murray (London, 1961), 
App. 1, Arts. 13, 55, pp. 253, 266. The latter provision was not included 
"in the draft Constitution put to the people and accepted by them in the 
plebiscite." Ibid., p. 108.

^^Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, p. 68. '

28|bid., pp. 68-70, 77-78. _

29jon Kraus, "Ghana's New 'Corporate Parliament'," Africa Report 
(hereafter cited: Ai^, X, 8 (1965), 6. The referendum was rigged. The 
regime claimed that over 93% of the registered voters came to the polls, 
with less than 1% opposed. Col. A. A. Afrifa, The Ghana Coup~24 
February 1966 (New York, 1966), pp. 134-135. ^

Or r
30{si|4pyn,gb, Consciencism, pp. 69, 100-101,•f'

^Vrmah, pp. 90, 94.

^^This corresponds roughly, to Rousseau's distinction between the 
"general will" and the "will of all." Sociol Contract, Bk. II, Ch. 3.

^^Nyerere, "Democracy and the Party Systenv " a Speech delivered 
to the opening session, January 14, 1963, of the TANU annual Conference 
(Dar es Salaam, 1963), unpaged.

^Nyerere, "Africa's Bid for Democracy," African and Colonial 
World, VIII (July 1960), 3.

35 Nyerere, "Democracy and the Party System."

^^Nyerere, "Africa's Bid for Democracy," p. 3.

^^Nyerere,"Democracy and the Party System"; Freedom and Unity,

•/ -O .

p. 299.

^^Ibid., pp. 299-301.

^^Ibld., p. 300.

'^Ibid., pp. 294, 301.

'^^Nyerere, "Africa's Bid for Democrocy," p. 3; Speech by the 
President-Designate ot Inauguration of the Fountain of the Republic, Dar 
es Saloam, December 8, 1962, Tangonyika Information Service press release.

\
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Af)
^■^Nyerere, "Pemocracy and the Party System"; Freedom and Unity,

p. 298.-

'^Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom, p, 209,

'^Nkrumah, Guide to Party Action (Accra, 1962), p. 12.

^^Tawia Adamafio, A Portrait of Osagyefo, Dr. Kwame Nkrumah 
(Accra, 1960), p. 1. He adds: "Kwame Nkrumah is Africo-ond Africa is 
Kwame Nkrumah."

^Above, p. 127.

■^^Great Britain and Ghana: Documents of Ghana History, 1807-1957, 
ed. G. E. Metcalfe (London, 1964), p. 253,

48Nkrumah, Ghana, pp. 112, 196.

'^^Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom, pp. 41, 109, 276, 277.

^®See Nkrumah, Ghana, pp. 49, 52-53, 199-205; George Padmore,
The Gold Coost Revolution (London, 1953); Padmore, Pon-Africonism or 
Communism? The Coming Struggle for Africa (New York, 1956); W. E, B. 
DuBois, The Souls of Block Folk, ist published 1903 (New York, 1961);
DuBois, The World and Africa: ^ inquiry into the Part which Africa has 
Played in World History, enlarged ed. (New York, 1965).

^^See, for example, Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom, p. 107.

CO
Joseph Casely Hayford, Ethiopio Unbound: Studies in Race Emanci

pation (London, 1911), p. 170.

^^Ibid., pp. 9, 27, 194. These themes abound in the poetry of 
Michael Dei-Anang, who was Nkrumah's advisor on African affairs. A 
collection of Dei-Anang’s verse is entitled Africo Speoks, 2d ed. (Accra,
1960). See his'reference to Casely Hayford, p. 46.

54
Louis S. B. Leokey, The Progress and Evolution of Man in Africa 

(London, 1961), p. 1. See olso Nkrumoh, Africo's Glorious Past (Acc'r^l962).

^^Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, pp. 2-5.

^Casely Hayford, pp. 159-160, 171.

^^Nkrumah, "Address to the Conference on Positive Action and Security 
in Africa, Accra, April 1960," printed in The Political Awakening of Africa, 
ed. Rupert Emerson end Mortin Kilson (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1965), p. 145.
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^^Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, p. 32.

^^Ibid.; Nkrumgh, Consciencism, p. 68.

^^Cosely Hayford, pp. 8, 41, 58, 204. 

pp. 2, 63.

‘^^Ibid., pp. 91, 160.

^Casely Hayford, The Truth about the West African Land Question 
(London, 1913), pp. 11, IOI-IO2.

^'^N)ferere, The Second Scratnble (Dor es Salaam, n.d.), p. 1; 
h^yerere. Freedom and Unity, p, 153; Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, passim, 
hlyerere emphasizes that the achievement of African unity is a "duty" that 
Africans and their leaders owe both "to-their ancestors, and to their descen- 
dents." Freedom ond Unity, p. 350. _

^Pon-African Freedom Movement for East, Central and Southern 
Africa, Addis Ababa Conference, Februory 2-10, 1962 (Addis Abolxs, 1962),

^Nkrumah, Africo Must Unite, p. 132.

. 67|bid., "Dedication," p. v; Nkruttiah, I Speak of Freedom, p. 133.

68Rubin and Murray, The Constitution and Government of Ghana, p.
250.

^^Nyerere, The Second Scramble, pp. 1, 6.

70speech in Liberia, January 1953, text in Bankole Timothy, Kwame 
Nkrumah: His Rise to Power,(2d ed. (London, 1963), pp. 125-126, 13(5T

^^Bcfore his marriage, Nkrumah called every woman in Ghana his 
"bride." Karl Eskelund, Black Man's Country (London, 1958), p. 144;
Richard Wright, Black Power (New York, 1954), p. .59.

72Wfighf, p. 64.

7^1 would suggest that the mixture of symbols is deliberate, for reasons 
advanced below, pp. 329-332.

7^Baako, pp. 191-192.

^^Nkrumah, "Speech to Nationalists Conference of African Freedom 
Fighters, Accra, June 4, 1962," Voice of Africa, XXX, 47 (1962), 4.
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^^hikrumah, "Address to Conference on Positive Action and Secu
rity," pp. T47-148.

^^Nkrumah, Consciencistn, pp. 68, 70.

^^Nyerere, Freedom and Unity, pp. 72, 116, 270, 338, 340. 

^^Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom, pp. 125ff., 189, passim.

^^During his last few y in power, Nkrumah always appeared 
wearing a Mao-type jacket. Nyerere, who exchanged visits with Chinese 
communist leaders, referred to the Chinese os "primitive" and said Tanga
nyika could learn from them "to use tradition to break tradition." British 
Broadcasting CorporoHon, "African Revolutionary," interview with Ny 
video taped. See above, n, 24 to Ch. Vl|.

ears

erere

Compare Lenin's idea of living in harmony with the peosants, who 
corrupt the proletariat "with a petty-bourgeois atmosphere, " Lenin expli
citly advocates an all-out struggle "agpinst the forces and traditions of the 
old society," against the "force of habit*' of the majority of the people. 
"Left-Wing” Communism, An Infontile Disorder (New York, 1940), p. 29.

®2see V. (. Lontn, Whot is to Be Done? (New York, 1943).

®2See Korl Marx, "Critique of the Gotha Program"; Frederick 
Engels, "Socialism: Utopian and Scientific," Marx-Engels Selected Works,
2 vols. (Moscow, 1955), Vol. II. ' -----------------

, for example, Nkrumah, Consciencism, p. 5.

What is tp'Be Done?, pp, 28, 65; Nkrumah, Ghana, pp.

84s ee

53.

S^Nkrumah, "Preface" to Komiti, by Richard St. Barbe Baker 
(London, 1958), p. 6; see also Nkrumah, Ghana, pp. 1-12, 25. ?

fl'All of the resolutions of this conference are found in Colin Legum, 
Pan-Afriegnitin! A Short Political Guide, rey, ed. (New York, 1965) App! 

sec* IV. The quotaMon is from p. 279,

^‘^Ibid., p. 272.

^%ee ibid., pp. 119-121.

90Nkrumah, Ghana, pp. 9, 11-12.

^^Ibid., pp. 32, 44-45. The following quotation from ibid., p. 166.
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^^Eric Voegelin, Order and History, 3vols., Vol. I: Israel and 
Revelation (Baton Rouge, 1956), pp. 450-451, 452.

^^Nkrumah, Ghana, p, 32. Words taken from the 68th Psalm. As 
any dictionary indicates, the term "Ethiop" means an Ethiopian, an African,

. or a dark-skinned person. Nkrumah used "Ethiopia" in the sense of "Afri
can.'' After 1896, "Ethiopia acquired special importance in African eyes 
as the one surviving African state." Podmore, Pon-Africonism or Commu
nism?, pp. 145-146. The term "Ethiopian" come to be applied to separa
tist churches in Africa, and Mussolini's attack on Ethiopia gave the term 
renewed significance. George Shepperson, "Ethiopianism and African 
Nationolism," Phylon, XIV, 1 (1953), 9-18; Nkrumah, Ghana, p. 27.

^'^ee Timothy, pp. 31-32.

^^Rolf Italiaander, The New Leaders of Africa, trans. James McGo
vern (Englewood Clifft, N. J., 1961), p. 238; Henry Bretton, The Rise ond 
Fall of Kwame Nkrumah (New York, 1966), pp, 30-32 and the sources cited 
onp. 19T, n. l^; Afrifa’, p. 125 and n. 2.

^^aako, pp. 188, 190. ''

^^Nkrumah, Ghong, p. 45. Padmore, Pon-Africonism or Communism?, 
p. 96, writes: "Challenging the authority of traditional Christianity in mat- 
ters appertaining to the spiritual life of the Negroes, Garvey adopted a 
'Black Christ and Black Madonna' as symbols of his African Orthodox Church." 
See Marcus Garvey, Philosophy and Opinions of Marcus Garvey or Africa 
for the Africans, comp. Amy Jacques Garvey, 5d ed. (London, 1967); Edmund 
David Cronon, Block Moses: The Story of Marcus Garvey and the Universal 
Negro Improvement Association (Madison, Wise., 1955).

1
, V

98Joseph Asore-Akotua, Ghana Times, January 25, 1960.

^^For example, Ghonoian Times, November 20, 1961: "The Osagyefo 
is really fulfilling the biblical prediction that "Ethiopia shall orise," The 
people ore "rallying behind him as God's own representative in Africa and a 
saint in politics."

^®®Nkrumah, "The Motion of Destiny" Speech, July 1953, oxtroct 
in African Voices, ed. Peggy Rutherfooid (Now York, 1960), p. 181.

lO^Nkrumoh, Speech in Monrovia, Liberia, iij Timothy, p. 127.

'®^Poem entitled "Looking for God," in Dei-Anang, pp. 98-99.

103Nkrumah, Ghana, p. 223. Nkrumah exults in the vision of a

\
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"whole nation from the President downwards" forming "one regiment of 
disciplined citizens." Nkrumah, Guide to Party Action, p. 8.

lO^Thomas Hodgkin, "A Note on the Language of African Nationa
lism," in African Affairs, Number One, St Antony's Papers, No. 10, ed. 
Kenneth Kirkwood (Carlaondale, UK, 1961), p. 29; Harvey Glickman, 
"Dilemmos of Political Theory in an African Context: The ideology of Julius 
Nyerere," in Boston University Popers on Africa: Transition in African Poli
tics, ed. Jeffrey Butler and A. A. Castogno (New York, 1967), p. 197. 
"Positions that are originally incompatible with one another can be com
bined in two ways. The first way is the eclectic compromise which remains 
on the same plane as the original positions. The other way is the synthesis 
which becomes possible through the transition of thought from the plane of 
the original positions to an entirely different plane. " Leo Strauss, Natural 
Right and History (Chicago, 1953), p. 170.

'j—i

l^^Eric Voegelin, "The Growth of the Race Idea," Review of Politics, 
II, 3 (1940), 303.

p. 307.

107j|^,, p, 308.

lOOGhanaion Times, August 3, 1962; Evening News, September 4,
1962.

109Accra Domestic Radio, September 10, 1962, Federal Broadcast 
Information Service, Africa, September 11, 1962.

I lOpebotes, October 16, 1961, col. 54.

II IVoegelin;“"Growth of Race Idea," p. 284.

112»j|,a.n,onolithlc foundation of the Party's organization and philo
sophy can best be expressed in the fusion of the Party's ideology with the 
personality of the author of this Ideology, Osagyefo." Ghongion Times, 
September 30, 1965.

ll^Eliade thus denies a mythical character to Fascism and National 
/ Socialism, although finding mythicol characteristics in Marxism, See Mircea 
' -^liade. Myths, Symbols, ond Mysteries, trans. Willard R, Trask (New York, 

1965), CluT

ll^The distinction between the two sets of symbols is mode above.
p. 277.

l^^Above, p. 306.
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^^^Nkrumah's high-handed and often violent manner of dealing 
with the chiefc was a !na|or element in his downfall. See Afrifa, pp. 
116-117, for an indication of the frequent destoolment and imprisonment 
of chiefs.

1171n 1962, Nyerere moved "to eliminate adniinistrative and fudicial 
duties of chiefs, while leaving their traditional poweri untouched. In effect, 
this ended Tanganyika's forty-year history^-native administration, transfer
ring most of the chief's powe'rs^o'l-he new/councils or their executive officers." 
These councils were.Igcally electecrbodTes. Margaret L. Bates, "Tanganyika," 
in African One-Party States, ed. Gwendolen M, Carter (Ithaca, N. Y,,
1964), p. 524.C

^ ^^See African One-Party States; James S. Coleman and Carl G. 
Rosberg, Jr., eds. Political Porties and Nationdl Integration in Tropicol 
Africo (Berkeley, 1966). '

^'^Relevant to what appeors in the last four pages is my article, 
"Premises of Modem African Politics," Review of Politics, XXVIll, 4 
(1966), 433-446.

literature is enormous. We single outsciegum, Pon-Africonism; 
William H. Fried land and Carl G. Rosberg, Jr., eds. Africon Socialism 
(Stanford, 1964); Emerson and Kilson, eds. The Political Awakening of 
Africa.

121see my article, "Pan-Africanism: Africon Odyssey," Current 
History, XLIV (January 1963), 5-7; Legum, Ch. VIII.

122^adiera Keita, "Le Parti Unique en Afrique, " Presence Afrlcoine, 
No. 30 (February-March 1960), trans. in Ideologies of the Developing hlo- 
tions, ed, Sigmund, pp. 232-233. See also Fronk G. Snyder, Onef^Part;^ 
Government in Moli (New Haven, 1965); Ruth Schacter Morgenthou, Political 
Porties in French-Speoking West Africo (New York, 1964).

123Sekou Toure, The Internotionql Policy of the Democrotic Party of 
Guineg (Conakry, Guinea, n.d.), pp. 160-lOt, 189-1^2.

^^^our6, Texte des Interviews Accord6es oux Repr^senlanfs do lo 
Presso (Conakry, 1959), p. 145>.

^^Toure, The Political Action of the Democratic Party of Guinea 
for the Emoncipotion of Guinean Youth (Cairo, 1961), p. 108.

126Leopold Sedar Senghor, "Negritudo and African Socialism," in 
African Affairs, Number Two, St Antony's Papers, No. 15, ed. Kenneth 
Kirkwood (Car^ndale, III., 1961), p. 11.
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pp. n, 13.

^^^Senghor, "Some Thoughts on Africa; A Continent in Development," 
Internotional Affairs, XXXVIII (April 1962), 191.

^^^See Senghor, On African Sociolism, trans. Mercer Cook (New 
York, 1964), pas$im.

'^^Senghor, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin et la Politique Africoine 
(Paris, 1960).

^^^Senghor, "Negritude and African Socialism," pp. 12, 13. See also 
Mamadou Dia, The Africon Notions and World Solidority, trans. Mercer Cook 
(New York, 195TX!

^^^Songhor, "Negritude and African Socialism," p. 16.

^^^Senghor, On African Socialism, pp. 11-12.

Open to all peoples," writes President Felix Houphouot-Boigny of 
the Ivory Coast, Africo "shall reconcile all peoples. From its hot greenhouse 
will grow.. .0 new democracy, which.. .shall make the fraternity between peo
ples reign forever." "Lo continent Africoin en march," Democratie Nouvelle,
No. 2 (February 1947), p. 79. President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia: "Africa's 
gift to world culture must be in the field of human relations." Africo Report,
XII, 9 (December 1967), 25.

'^^A. James Gregor, "African Socialism, Sociblism and Fascism: An 
Approisal," Review of Politics, XXIX, 3 (1967), 350.

^^Senghor, "Negritude and African Socialism," pp. 12, 13. President 
Modiba Kelta of Mali cites Renan: "Nothing great is achieved without chimeras." 
Africa Report, XI 4 (April 1966), 46.

137|vjkrunnah, Africa's Glorious Past, in The Politicol Awakening of 
Africa, pp. 24-25.

'^^Nkrumah, "African Socialism Revisited," African Forum, I, 3 
(1966), 8.-

134,.

'^^Senghor, "Negritude and the Germans," Africa Report, XII, 2 
(Februoiy 1967), 46-40.

Gregor, pp. 338-339.

Herman Finer, Mussolini's Italy (New York, 1965), pp. 173-175.

140

142
j^.,pp. 216, 218. 

143Quotod in ibid, pp. 341-342.
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